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Abstract. We study the index theory of hypoelliptic operators on Carnot
manifolds – manifolds whose Lie algebra of vector fields is equipped with a
filtration induced from sub-bundles of the tangent bundle. A Carnot pseudo-
differential operator, elliptic in the calculus of Melin and van Erp-Yuncken,
is hypoelliptic and Fredholm. Under some geometric conditions, we compute
its Fredholm index by means of operator K-theory. These results extend the
work of Baum-van Erp for co-oriented contact manifolds to a methodology for
solving this index problem geometrically on Carnot manifolds.

Under the assumption that the Carnot manifold is regular, i.e. has iso-
morphic osculating Lie algebras in all fibres, and its generic coadjoint orbits
are flat, the methodology derived from Baum-van Erp’s work is developed
in full detail. In this case, we develop K-theoretical dualities computing the
Fredholm index by means of geometric K-homology a la Baum-Douglas. The
duality involves a Hilbert space bundle of flat orbit representations. Explicit
solutions to the index problem for Toeplitz operators and operators of the

form “∆H `γT” are computed in geometric K-homology, extending results of
Boutet de Monvel and Baum-van Erp, respectively, from co-oriented contact
manifolds to regular polycontact manifolds.

The existence and the precise form of the geometric duality constructed
for the Carnot calculus relies on the representation theory in the flat coad-
joint orbits of the osculating Lie groupoid. We address the technical issue of
constructing a Hilbert space bundle of representations associated to the flat
coadjoint orbits via Kirillov’s orbit method. The construction intertwines the
index theory of Carnot operators to characteristic classes constructed from the
Carnot structure further clarifying the two opposite spinc-structures appearing
in Baum-van Erp’s solution to the index problem on contact manifolds.
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Part 1

Introduction



This monograph is a study in the index theory of hypoelliptic operators on
Carnot manifolds. We consider operators elliptic in the Carnot calculus of Melin
[113] and van Erp-Yuncken [155]. Examples of such operators include generalized
Toeplitz operators [22, 67, 68], certain Hörmander sum of squares [3, 88, 89] and
in a graded sense also Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand complexes [19, 29, 49]. Except
in the case of a trivial Carnot structure, these operators are not elliptic in the
classical sense and will in general not belong to the classical pseudodifferential cal-
culus of Kohn-Nirenberg. We solve the index problem geometrically (in the sense
of Baum-Douglas [7, 8]) for Heisenberg elliptic operators assuming that the Carnot
manifold is regular (the isomorphism class of the osculating Lie algebra is constant),
and its generic coadjoint orbits are flat (the Kirillov form is non-degenerate modulo
the center in some orbit). The precise condition needed we call FFF -regularity, see
Definition 17.7 below. The solution to the index problem is formulated in terms of
K-homology and relies on a technical construction in representation theory, occu-
pying a third of this work, of a bundle of those representations corresponding to
the flat coadjoint orbits under Kirillov’s orbit method.

Our main results extend work of Baum-van Erp [10] from contact manifolds
to Carnot manifolds as above, and following [10, Theorem in Introduction], we
can summarize our results in the following theorem. Consider the index problem
of describing the K-homology class rDs P K˚pXq of a Heisenberg elliptic opera-
tor D : C8pX ;Eq Ñ C8pX ;F q on a compact Carnot manifold X satisfying the
assumptions above.

Theorem 1. The index problem for an H-elliptic rDs P K˚pXq is solved by

rDs “ ppΓq˚pJσHpDqK X rΓXsq P K˚pXq.
Here pΓ : ΓX Ñ X denotes the locally trivial bundle of flat coadjoint orbits in

each fibre of the osculating Lie groupoid and JσHpDqK is a K-theory element on ΓX
constructed from the Heisenberg symbol. The class rΓX s P K˚pΓXq ” K˚pC0pΓXqq
is the fundamental class for the spinc-structure induced from a natural embedding
of ΓX into the vector bundle dual to the osculating Lie algebroid of X . A bit
more precisely, JσHpDqK can be represented by an elliptic complex on ΓX and
JσHpDqK X rΓXs is the associated compactly supported K-cycle. A consequence of
Theorem 1 is the following computation of the index.

Theorem 2. The index of an H-elliptic D is given by

ind pDq “
ż

ΓX

ch pind rσHpDq b Hsq ^ ec1pMpHqq ^ TdpΓXq,

Here ind rσHpDq b Hs is an index class on ΓX constructed from a certain de-
formation of the Heisenberg symbol of D, invertible outside ΓX , acting on a bundle
H Ñ ΓX of Hilbert spaces whose fibre in a point corresponds to the point under
the Kirillov orbit method and finally MpHq Ñ ΓX is a line bundle corresponding
to metaplectic corrections in the bundle H of flat orbit representations. Neither the
class JσHpDqK P K0pΓXq of Theorem 1 nor the class rσHpDqbHs P K0pΓXq of The-
orem 2 are uniquely determined; the two classes however have uniquely determined
images under the duality map K˚pΓXq Ñ K˚pXq, ξ ÞÑ ppΓq˚pξ X rΓXsq.

We return to Theorem 1 and 2 in Section 2 below to give further details, more
precise forward references to the body of this text and examples showing how they
are used in computations.
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In case thatX has the trivial Carnot structure, so ΓX “ T ˚X with its canonical
spinc-structure, Theorem 2 is the statement of Atiyah-Singer’s index theorem [4]
and Theorem 1 recovers Baum-Douglas’ solution to the index problem for elliptic
operators [7, Part 5]. If X has the Carnot structure induced from a co-oriented
contact structure, so ΓX “ pX 9Yp´Xqq ˆ Rą0 as spinc-manifolds, Theorem 1 co-
incides with Baum-van Erp’s solution to the index problem for Heisenberg elliptic
operators [10]. Also in [10], a non-unique lifting class JσHpDqK is utilized.

1. Background and context

The study of hypoelliptic operators has a long history, dating back to works of
Kolmogorov [105], Malgrange [111], Hörmander [88], Rothschild-Stein [141] and
Helffer-Nourrigat [83] to name but a few. A notable result is Hörmander’s sum of
squares theorem [89] stating that a “sum of squares”

ř
j X

2
j is hypoelliptic if the

collection of vector fields pXjqj generates the Lie algebra of all vector fields. The
ideas of pseudodifferential calculus was first introduced into the hypoelliptic realm
by Folland-Stein [72] who used the idea of freezing coefficients in the B̄b-operator in
a boundary point of a strictly pseudoconvex domain. The idea of Folland-Stein was
in short to model the tangent space of said boundary point with a Heisenberg group
encoding the local geometry and using a symbol calculus in which the symbols are
homogeneous convolution operators on a graded Lie group. This technique was
later improved in [141]. Operators locally modelled on homogeneous convolution
operators on graded Lie groups have since been an intense object of study, see for
instance, [39, 46, 71, 146]. The special case of contact manifolds, locally modelled
on the Heisenberg group, is particularly well studied [14, 62, 63, 68, 132, 146].

The underlying geometric objects we consider in this monograph are Carnot
manifolds: manifolds X equipped with a filtration of the tangent bundle TX by
smooth subbundles

0 “ T 0X Ă T´1X Ă T´2X . . . Ă T´r`1X Ă T´rX “ TX, (1)

such that all inclusions are strict and for any vector fields Y P C8pX,T iXq, Y 1 P
C8pX,T jXq we have that rY, Y 1s P C8pX,T i`jXq. The number r is called the
depth of X . In this work the reader can find more details on and examples of
Carnot manifolds in Part 4. The term Carnot manifold is in accordance with
[36, 49, 50, 117], while in [120, 81, 154, 155] it is called a filtered manifold
and in [113], a filtration as in (1) is called a Lie filtration. The Lie bracket on the
tangent fields induces the structure of a graded nilpotent Lie algebra on each fibre
of the graded tangent bundle

tHX :“ ‘jT
´jX{T´j`1X.

Equipped with the zero anchor mapping, tHX is a Lie algebroid on X that inte-
grates to a Lie groupoid THX Ñ X . One calls tHX the osculating Lie algebroid
and THX the osculating Lie groupoid of X as the fibre algebraically encodes the
filtration. As a fibre bundle, THX Ñ X can be identified with the tangent bundle
TX Ñ X upon choosing a splitting tHX – TX . A Carnot manifold is regular if
there is a graded nilpotent Lie algebra g such that tHXx – g as graded Lie algebras
in all points x P X .

The motivating idea of the Carnot calculus is that the algebra of differential op-
erators on X is naturally filtered by the order of operators, but in certain geometric
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situations it is more natural to filter by the Carnot order obtained from declaring
the order of differentiation along a vector field in C8pX ;T´jXq to be ě j. See for
instance [49, 149] for motivating examples. We write DO

m
HpXq for the space of

differential operators of Carnot order ď m. The associated symbol calculus takes
place in the space DO

m
HpXq{DO

m´1
H pXq which can naturally be identified with

the space C8pX ;UmptHXqq of sections of the bundle UmptHXq Ñ X of degree m
homogeneous elements of the universal enveloping Lie algebra UptHXq.

A pseudodifferential calculus associated with the symbol calculus of Carnot
operators was first studied by Melin [113], based on work of Hörmander-Melin
[91]. The constructions of Melin were further developed by van Erp-Yuncken [155]
building on their tangent groupoid construction [154]. The work of Melin [113]
and van Erp-Yuncken [155] extends [14, 62, 63, 68, 132, 146] from contact man-
ifolds and more generally Heisenberg manifolds, and [39, 46, 71] from the case of
Carnot manifolds locally isomorphic to a nilpotent Lie group, to general Carnot
manifolds. Further refinements of van Erp-Yuncken’s work include those by Dave-
Haller [49, 50], Ewert [69, 70] and Mohsen [116]. The reader can find a review
of this body of work, and further examples, in Part 5 of this monograph. We write
ΨmHpX ;E,F q for the space of order m Carnot pseudodifferential operators from the
vector bundle E to the vector bundle F , or in short an m:th order Carnot opera-
tor. A Carnot operator which is invertible modulo lower order terms is said to be
H-elliptic.

The problem we study in this work is the index problem for H-elliptic opera-
tors. By results from [49], that builds on [39], H-ellipticity is characterized by a
Rockland type condition and relates to maximal hypoellipticity by recent work [3].
A Carnot operator D has an associated operator valued symbol parametrized by

all representations zTHXzX (where X is identified with the trivial representations
of each fibre) and H-ellipticity is equivalent to the principal symbol in the relevant
calculus taking invertible values. As such, the pseudodifferential calculus and more
or less standard constructions show that H-ellipticity implies hypoellipticity and
Fredholm properties. The reader can find more details in Part 5 and references
listed there.

The index problem will be solved by means of K-theoretical methods under an
additional regularity assumptions on the Carnot manifold. By the index problem,
we are asking for a feasible description of the K-homology class rDs P K˚pXq of
an H-elliptic pseudodifferential operator D : C8pX ;Eq Ñ C8pX ;F q on a closed
Carnot manifold. We shall take feasible to mean a solution in terms of Baum-
Douglas’ geometric K-homology [7, 8]. As such we solve the “Baum-Douglas index
problem” for the K-homology class associated with an H-elliptic operator. For
further discussion on the “Baum-Douglas index problem”, see its first appearance
[7, Part 5] or [10, 58] for further applications thereof. Indeed, our solution in spirit
follows the corresponding problem on co-oriented contact manifolds by Baum-van
Erp [10].

Let us discuss previous work in this direction. In the case of contact manifolds,
or more generally Heisenberg manifolds, there is an extensive body of work due
to van Erp [149, 150, 151, 152], building in parts on work of Melrose-Epstein
[68]. Let us bluntly summarize the works [151, 152] in an index formula. If D :
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C8pX ;Eq Ñ C8pX ;F q is an H-elliptic operator, there is an associated K-theory
class rσHpDqs P K0pC˚pTHXqq defined from the Carnot symbol and a difference
class construction. By results of Nistor [124], there is a Connes-Thom isomorphism
ψ : K˚pT ˚Xq “ K˚pC˚pTXqq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq. The index formula of van Erp
[151, 152] states that for an H-elliptic D on a co-oriented contact manifold,

ind pDq “
ż

T˚X

chrψ´1rσHpDqss ^ TdpT ˚Xq. (2)

We note that the class ψ´1rσHpDqs was described in more detail in [152] for co-
oriented contact manifolds. As discussed in [10, Example 6.5.3], the index formula
(2) comes with the drawback of not behaving well under cap products with K-
theory when describing ψ´1rσHpDqs as in [152], an issue solved in [10].

The results of van Erp was later further refined by Baum-van Erp [10] who gave
a geometric solution to the index problem ofH-elliptic operators on co-oriented con-
tact manifolds. The index problem for H-elliptic operators on co-oriented contact
manifolds has also been solved in [78] by means of cyclic cohomology. We describe
the solution from [10] in quite some detail as it gives more context to the main
results listed in the next subsection. A contact manifold is a Carnot manifold
with depth r “ 2 such that H :“ T´1X Ď TX has codimension 1 and the Lie
bracket induces a non-degenerate two form L : H ^ H Ñ TX{H . If TX{H is
trivializable, the contact structure is said to be co-oriented. In this case, there
is a complex structure on H adapted to L and we can consider the (symmetric)

Fock bundle F0 :“ À8
k“0H

bsym

C
k over X . On the other hand, the osculating Lie

groupoid THX Ñ X is a bundle of Heisenberg groups and in each fiber the space

of representations take the form {THXx “ H˚
x

š
Rˆθx where θ is a one form with

H “ ker θ and L can be identified with dθ. We note that zTHX is a bundle over X
with non-Hausdorff fibers (any open set meeting H˚

x contains a punctured neigh-
borhood of 0 in the nonabelian representations Rˆθx). Baum-van Erp’s solution to
the index problem for an H-elliptic operator D on a co-oriented contact manifolds
can be collated in the following algorithm:

Step 1: Identifying a Zariski open Hausdorff subset ΓX Ď zTHX
The fibre bundle ΓX :“ Rˆθ Ñ X is a Zariski open Hausdorff subset of
zTHX. There is a Hilbert space bundle F Ñ ΓX defined by F |XˆRą0θ “ F0

and F |XˆRă0θ “ F̄0. For ξ P ΓX , the corresponding representation is
defined by the Bargmann representation of THXx on Fξ. Moreover, the
map K0pC0pΓX ;KpF qqq Ñ K0pC˚pTHXqq, induced from the inclusion
C0pΓX ;KpF qqq ãÑ C˚pTHXq, is surjective.

Step 2: Localizing the index class to ΓX
There is a distributional multiplier σ̃ – a compactly supported almost
homogeneous fiberwise distribution – lifting the Carnot symbol σHpDq
of D in a suitable sense. The associated represented family pπξpσ̃qqξPΓX

acts as densely defined endomorphisms of F . As Baum-van Erp argues in
[10], the family pπξpσ̃qqξPΓX

can be continuously deformed to be invert-
ible outside a compact of ΓX , and represented by a K-theory element in
K0pC0pΓX ;KpF qqq; this is a pre-image of rσHpDqs under the surjection
K0pC0pΓX ;KpF qqq Ñ K0pC˚pTHXqq.

Step 3: Finite rank approximation of the localized index class on ΓX
Under Morita invariance and Bott periodicity,K0pC0pΓX ;KpF qqq – K1pXq‘
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K1pXq, so we can represent the class rσHpDqs P K0pC˚pTHXqq by a pre-
image rus “ ru`s ‘ ru´s P K1pXq ‘K1pXq under

K1pXq ‘K1pXq – K0pC0pΓX ;KpF qqq Ñ K0pC˚pTHXqq.
Baum-van Erp proves that

rDs “ rXs X ru`s ´ rXs X ru´s, (3)

solves the index problem for D. In terms of geometric Baum-Douglas cycles, the
class rXs X ru`s ´ rXs X ru´s is computable from clutching constructions. The
reader should note that ΓX Ď T ˚X carries a canonical spinc-structure and ΓX –
pX 9Yp´Xqq ˆ Rą0 as spinc-manifolds which relates the sign appearing in (3) to
Theorem 2.

The current state of the art in the index problem for H-elliptic operators on
a general Carnot manifold is that the index formula (2) is valid. The formula
was seen conjectured in [49] and was proven by Mohsen [116] using adiabatic
deformations. It was also proven by Ewert [69, 70] using different methods. The
problems discussed in [10, Example 6.5.3] persists – this index formula does not
behave well under cap products. We do mention that Mohsen [117] has described
the class ψ´1rσHpDqs in further details by means of an operator valued symbol
constructed at a symbolic level. Further progress was made recently [3, 118]. The
general direction of recent work in the index theory of H-elliptic operators has been
to push the limits of how little is needed from a Carnot structure in order to develop
general abstract index results in K-theory. Despite the beauty of these endeavours,
we take the opposite direction in this work by imposing the assumption that the
Carnot structure is regular and obtain more explicit solutions.

2. Main results

The main results in this work can be summarized as a careful analysis of the
algorithm on page 9, extracted from the work of Baum-van Erp [10], in the case of
more general Carnot manifolds. We often restrict our attention to regular Carnot
manifolds, that by results of Morimoto [120] is equivalent to tHX Ñ X being a
locally trivial bundle of Lie algebras, we write g for the fibre and G for the inte-
grating simply connected nilpotent Lie group. For the purposes of this subsection,
we only consider regular Carnot manifolds. The reader can find more context for
the regularity assumption in the examples of Section 18 below.

As can be seen from the algorithm on page 9, a geometric solution can be
obtained by suitably localizing the index class rσHpDqs P K˚pC˚pTHXqq of an

H-elliptic operator to a suitable open dense Hausdorff subset of zTHX. We shall

impose a condition guaranteeing the existence of a suitable ΓX Ď zTHX. The
representations of each fibre of THX can be described by the Kirillov orbit method,

and zTHX is a quotient of ptHXq˚ by the fibrewise coadjoint action of THX . Write
g for the fibre of tHX and let z denote its center. For notational simplicity, we say
that a coadjoint orbit O Ď g˚ is flat if there is a ξ P O such that the Kirillov form

ωξpY, Y 1q :“ ξrY, Y 1s, Y, Y 1 P g,

descends to a non-degenerate form on g{z. We here use an abbreviated terminology:
in the literature a flat orbit refers to an orbit O which is an affine subspace of g˚

while we only refer to a flat orbit O when it is an affine subspace modelled on zK.

We let Γ denote the set of flat orbits in the Lie algebra g and ΓX Ď zTHX the
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set of flat orbits. We can identify Γ with a Zariski open subset of z˚. If Γ ‰ H,

then Γ Ď Ĝ is an open, dense, Hausdorff subset. Examples of when Γ ‰ H can
be found in Section 10 below. Regularity of the Carnot structure ensures that
pΓ : ΓX Ñ X forms a locally trivial bundle with fibre Γ. We say that a Carnot
manifold X is FFF -regular if X is regular and ΓX ‰ H with the push-forward map
K˚pΓXq Ñ K˚pXq being surjective, see Definition 17.7 below. For examples of
FFF -regular Carnot manifolds, see Section 18.

While the moral of our geometric solution is to localize the index class rσHpDqs P
K˚pC˚pTHXqq to ΓX , we need to understand the representations belonging to

ΓX Ď zTHX in order for further computations in K-theory. We consider the ideal
of flat orbit representations IX Ď C˚pTHXq defined from

IX :“
!
a P C˚pTHXq : πpaq “ 0 @π P zTHXzΓX

)
.

The ideal IX is a continuous trace algebra with spectrum ΓX . To apply the ideal IX
we need to construct a bundle of Hilbert spaces H Ñ ΓX with IX – C0pΓX ;KpHqq.
The mere existence of H Ñ ΓX reduces to the statement δDDpIXq “ 0 P Ȟ3pΓX ,Zq
on Dixmier-Duoady invariants, but since the Hilbert space bundle makes its explicit
appearance in the geometric solution to the index problem we wish for an explicit
construction of H Ñ ΓX .

Based on works of Pedersen [126, 127, 128, 129], Lion [108] and Vergne [147,
148], we develop the necessary structural representation theory results to study the
ideal of flat orbit representations in the group C˚-algebra of a nilpotent Lie group.
These results extend also to a construction of H Ñ ΓX on Carnot manifolds and
to a range of associated deformation groupoids associated with Nistor’s Connes-
Thom isomorphism [124], see also Section 14. The following theorem summarizes
the salient points in our representation theoretical constructions. The proof of
the following theorem covers most of the Parts 2 and 3, and the call for explicit
constructions in its proof is what makes this monograph so long.

Theorem 3. Let X be an FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Then there exists a
Hilbert space bundle H Ñ ΓX and a C0pΓXq-linear ˚-isomorphism

πZ : IX Ñ C0pΓX ,KpHqqq.

It holds that:

i) The unitary equivalence class of the Hilbert space bundle H Ñ ΓX and the
˚-isomorphism πZ is unique up to a line bundle on ΓX .

ii) The inclusion IX ãÑ C˚pTHXq induces a surjection in K-theory

K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq.

iii) There is a line bundle MpHq Ñ ΓX , uniquely determined up to isomor-
phism, such that for any other such H1 and π1

Z, there is an isomorphism

H b MpHq – H1 b MpH1q
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compatible with the pIX , C0pΓXqq-bimodule structure and making the fol-
lowing diagram commutative

K˚pIXq K˚pΓXq K˚pΓXq

K˚pC˚pTHXqq K˚pT ˚Xq,

bH bMpHq

j!

ψ

where ψ denotes Nistor’s Connes-Thom isomorphism and j : ΓX ãÑ T ˚X

denotes the inclusion.

The proof of Theorem 3 is quite delicate and covers a large portion of the body
of the text, mainly in Parts 2 and 3. We present two constructions of the Hilbert
space bundle H Ñ ΓX of flat orbit representations: in Proposition 13.5 a direct
construction gluing together locally defined bundles of representations is given and
in Theorem 16.6 we give an indirect construction using deformations. Item i) of
Theorem 3 is a standard result for continuous trace algebras, we recall it below
as Lemma 16.3. Item ii) of Theorem 3 follows from Corollary 14.10 below. The
proof of item iii) of Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 16.11, and the uniqueness
statement follows in conjunction with item i) of Theorem 3. The reader can consult
Proposition 16.7 and Lemma 16.9 for further descriptions of the metaplectic line
bundle MpHq.

The main player in our index result is dualities in Kasparov’s KK-theory, and
especially the interplay between dualities defined from K-orientations and those
defined from Carnot structures. There are well known duality maps

PDan : K˚pT ˚Xq Ñ K˚pXq, and PDgeo : K˚pT ˚Xq Ñ K
geo
˚ pXq,

that by [12] are compatible via the analytic assembly of geometric cycles γ :
K

geo
˚ pXq Ñ K˚pXq. There is also a duality mapping

PDan
H : K˚pC˚pTHXqq Ñ K˚pXq,

defined from adiabatic deformations. The duality map PDan
H relates the index class

of the Carnot symbol to the K-homology class of an H-elliptic operator via the
identity:

PDan
H rσHpDqs “ rDs,

see Proposition 25.10. Using Theorem 3, we also introduce a geometric duality
defined from the Carnot structure:

PD
geo
H : K˚pC˚pTHXqq Ñ K̃

geo
˚ pXq.

The codomain of the duality mapping PD
geo
H is a variation of Baum-Douglas’ geo-

metric K-homology. This variation, that we denote by K̃
geo
˚ pXq, is constructed

from geometric cycles in which the manifold is not necessarily compact, but rather
the compact support is ensured from coefficients in elliptic complexes similarly to
the constructions in [66]. There is an inclusion of the set of isomorphism classes of
ordinary Baum-Douglas cycles into the set of isomorphism classes of Baum-Douglas
cycles with coefficients in the elliptic complexes that induce a natural isomorphism
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K
geo
˚ pXq – K̃

geo
˚ pXq; the inverse is obtained from a clutching construction. The

duality map PD
geo
H is defined from

PD
geo
H pxq :“ rpΓX , ξ b MpHq, pΓqs,

where pΓ : ΓX Ñ X is the projection, and ξ is an elliptic complex on ΓX that maps
to x under the composition

K0pΓXq bHÝÝÑ K0pIXq Ñ K0pC˚pTHXqq, (4)

for some bundle H as in Theorem 3. Existence of ξ and H is ensured by Theorem
3.

Remark 2.1. To justify this change of model for K-homology, the reader can
consider Baum-Douglas’ solution [7, Part 5] to their index problem for an elliptic
operator D : C8pX ;Eq Ñ C8pX ;F q on a closed manifold. While Baum-Douglas
solves the index problem by a clutching construction producing a cycle on SpT ˚X‘
1Rq, it could equally well be solved without involving clutching by a cycle of the
form pT ˚X, pp˚E, p˚F, σpDqq, pq viewed as a geometric cycle with coefficients in
the elliptic complexes, for p : T ˚X Ñ X denoting the projection. In general ΓX is
non-compact, so the index problem for H-elliptic operators is in general solved by
a non-compact cycle without an obvious place to clutch.

The duality mappings discussed above are related in Theorem 25.15 of the text
producing a commuting tetraeder. We recall its statement here.

Theorem 4. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Then all mor-
phism in the following diagram are isomorphisms and the diagram commutes

K˚pC˚pTHXqq

K˚pT ˚Xq

K̃
geo
˚ pXq K˚pXq

PD
geo

H PDan
H

PDgeo
PDan

ψ

γ

If X is a Carnot manifold which is not necessarily FFF -regular, the diagram above
with the upper left arrow removed only consists of isomorphisms and commutes.

The commuting tetraeder of Theorem 4 produces a solution in the abstract to
the index problem for H-elliptic operators. For a contact manifold, Theorem 4 can
be found on [10, page 36].

Corollary 5. Let D : C8pX ;Eq Ñ C8pX ;F q be an H-elliptic operator on
a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Then the Baum-Douglas index problem for
the class

rDs P K0pXq,
is solved by the geometric cycle PDgeo

H rσHpDqs. More precisely, if we have an elliptic
complex ξ on ΓX such that rξs ÞÑ rσHpDqs under the mapping (4) for some bundle
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H as in Theorem 3, then

rDs “ γ prpΓX , ξ b MpHq, pΓqsq P K˚pXq,
and

ind pDq “
ż

ΓX

chrξs ^ ec1pMpHqq ^ TdpΓXq.

Corollary 5 extends the index formula in [10] from co-oriented contact mani-
folds to FFF -regular Carnot manifolds. Indeed, in the co-oriented contact case, the
Fock bundle F Ñ ΓX defines a bundle of flat orbit representations with MpF q “ 1
and ΓX “ pX 9Yp´Xqq ˆ Rą0 as spinc-manifolds.

Remark 2.2. The index formula of Corollary 5 extends also to graded Rockland
sequences as defined in [49]. This covers the (curved) Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand
sequences of [29]. For more details, see the discussion below in Section 27.

Remark 2.3. The index formula (2) was proven by Mohsen [116] and the
class ψ´1rσHpDqs was computed in [117] by means of an operator valued symbol
constructed at a symbolic level. A crucial step in the computation of [117] was
a modification of the osculating Lie algebroid. It is of interest to note that this
modification always produces a Lie algebra admitting flat orbits; we discuss this
modification in Example 10.24. It is possible to perform this modification at the
level of Carnot manifolds, but our construction of such a modification produces
other technical issues and we have omitted all details beyond Example 10.24.

Despite the beauty in the solution of Baum-van Erp [10] being indisputable,
there is in practice aK-theoretical unwieldiness to both their solution and Corollary
5. In order to discuss these computational issues, let us give a version of the
algorithm on page 9 – for solving the index problem – adapted to FFF -regular Carnot
manifolds:

Step 1: Identifying a Zariski open Hausdorff subset ΓX Ď zTHX
The bundle ΓX Ñ X of flat orbits is a Zariski open Hausdorff subset of
zTHX with a Hilbert space bundle H Ñ ΓX and fulfills the same properties
as in Step 1 of the algorithm on page 9: that is, the corresponding ideal
IX Ď C˚pTHXq has vanishing Dixmier-Douady invariant and induces a
surjection K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq.

Step 2: Localizing the index class to ΓX
The distributional multiplier σ̃ – lifting the Carnot symbol σHpDq of D –
acts as a densely defined endomorphism of H. Surjectivity of K˚pIXq Ñ
K˚pC˚pTHXqq ensures that the family pπξpσ̃qqξPΓX

can be continuously
deformed to a σ̂ which is invertible outside a compact of ΓX , therefore
producing a pre-image of rσHpDqs P K˚pC˚pTHXqq as aK-theory element
ind rσ̂s P K0pC0pΓX ;KpHqqq.

Step 3: Finite rank approximation of the localized index class on ΓX
Under Morita invariance, K˚pC0pΓX ;KpHqqq – K˚pΓXq, so we can rep-
resent the class rσHpDqs P K0pC˚pTHXqq by approximating the deformed
symbol σ̂ with an elliptic complex ξD on ΓX .

ForFFF -regular Carnot manifolds, Step 1 is automatically solved by Theorem 3 but we
nevertheless include it as we believe a similar approach is possible for other Carnot

manifolds upon identifying the right Zariski open Hausdorff subset ΓX Ď zTHX.
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However, Step 2 and Step 3 involve considerable amounts of constructions in K-
theory already for co-oriented contact manifolds as in [10]. We give two examples of
full solutions beyond the realm of contact manifolds. The computational complexity
of Step 2 and Step 3 is immense for osculating Lie groups of high step length, so
we restrict to step length two. An exception is found in Theorem 26.13 where we
prove a vanishing result for a depth three example.

2.1. Two examples of index theorems. We consider two examples gen-
eralizing an index theorem of Baum-van Erp from [10] and an index theorem of
Boutet de Monvel [21] and Epstein-Melrose [68], respectively, from co-oriented con-
tact manifolds to regular polycontact manifolds.

A polycontact structure on a manifold X is a subbundle H Ď TX , with Levi
bracket L : H ^ H Ñ TX{H , Y ^ Y 1 ÞÑ rY, Y 1s ` H , such that for any non-zero
ξ P HK Ď T ˚X the two-form

ωξpY, Y 1q :“ ξ ˝ LpY ^ Y 1q,
is non-degenerate on H . A polycontact manifold is a depth 2 Carnot manifold X
with step two osculating Lie groupoid THX “ H ‘TX{H , whose Carnot structure
is defined from a polycontact structure H ” T´1X Ď TX . If X is a contact
manifold, the sphere bundle SpHKq Ñ X is a two-fold covering which is trivial (in
which case SpHKq “ X 9Yp´Xq) if and only if the contact structure is co-oriented.
Let p : HKzX Ñ X denote the projection. We can consider pωξqξPHKzX as a

symplectic form ω on p˚H Ñ HKzX . Since ω is non-degenerate, we can choose
an adapted complex structure on p˚H . In this case, there is an abundance of flat
orbits as we have the identity

ΓX “ HKzX Ď T ˚X.

In particular, the set of flat orbits is a suspension of the compact spinc-manifold
SpHKq Ď T ˚X . We can take the bundle of flat orbit representations in Theorem 3
to be the (symmetric) Fock bundle

F :“
8à
k“0

pp˚Hqbsym

C
k Ñ HKzX.

The reader can find the following index theorem stated as Theorem 26.11 in the
bulk of the text. The characterization of H-ellipticity provided below in Theorem
6 is found in Theorem 21.11 in the bulk of the text and it is by [90, Theorem 1.1]
equivalent to hypoellipticity with loss of one derivative.

Theorem 6. Let X be a Riemannian regular polycontact manifold with poly-
contact bundle H and E Ñ X a complex vector bundle. Let ∆H P DO

2
HpX ;Eq

denote an associated sub-Laplacian operator.
Assume that γ P C8pHK, p˚EndpEqq is a fibrewise polynomial such that for

any ξ P HKzX and k P N the vector bundle morphism

γkpξq : pp˚Hqbsym

C
k b Eξ Ñ pp˚Hqbsym

C
k b Eξ,

is an isomorphism, where γk is as in Proposition 22.21. Consider a differential
operator Dγ P DO

2
HpX ;Eq such that Dγ ´∆H is a differential operator of classical

order 1 whose classical symbol satisfies

σ1pDγ ´ ∆Hq|HK “ γ.
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The operator Dγ is H-elliptic and its K-homology class is, for large enough
N ąą 0, represented by the geometric cycle

pSpHKq ˆ S1, ENγ , pq,
where ENγ Ñ SpHKq ˆ S1 is defined from clutching

Nà
k“0

pp˚Hqbsym

C
k ˆ r0, 1s Ñ SpHKq ˆ r0, 1s.

along the automorphism

Nà
k“0

γk :
Nà
k“0

pp˚Hqbsym

C
k ö .

Remark 2.4. Theorem 6 extends results for contact manifolds from [10] to
polycontact manifolds. It is not clear how interesting index theorems such as The-
orem 6 are when the depth is larger than two. In Theorem 26.13, we show that
for a four-dimensional manifold with an Engel structure – a depth three Carnot
structure – and an analogue of Dγ has vanishing index. This result is more or
less immediate from work of Helffer [84] and extends to any Carnot manifold such
that T´2X{T´1X is a line bundle and tHXx having rank ą 2 in all points x P X .
Compare also to the discussion in Remark 26.14 of the vanishing of the index of
Dγ for step length ą 2.

Let us also consider an index theorem for Toeplitz operators on polycontact
manifolds. If X is the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain Ω in a complex
manifold, it inherits a co-oriented contact structure. There is (under a technical
assumption always valid if dimpXq ě 5) a distinguished projection P P Ψ0

HpXq
called the Szegö projection. The image H2pXq :“ PL2pXq consists of all L2-
functions on X “ BΩ with a holomorphic extension to Ω. A classical object of
study is that of Toeplitz operators

Tu :“ PuP : H2pX ;CN q Ñ H2pX ;CNq,
defined from a matrix valued u P CpX ;MNpCqq. The index theory of Toeplitz
operators on boundaries of strictly pseudoconvex domains was described by Boutet-
de Monvel [21]. The result was extended by Epstein-Melrose [68] to co-oriented
contact manifolds. Their index theory in fact comes from a K-homology class
rP s :“ rpL2pX ;Eq, 2P ´ 1qs P K1pXq, that was described in [13].

We consider projections P P Ψ0
HpX ;Eq, for some vector bundle E, on more

general Carnot manifolds X . We restrict to the case that X has depth 2. It was
proven in [153] that if X has depth 2, projections in Ψ0

HpXq with nontrivial symbol
exist if and only if X is polycontact. And in this case, P or 1 ´ P is a Hermite
operator, i.e. one of the two Carnot symbols σHpP q and σHp1´P q is supported in
the flat orbits ΓX “ HKzX . We note that if P P Ψ0

HpX ;Eq is a Hermite operator
and σ0

HpP q is a projection, then σ0
HpP qpEb F q defines a complex vector bundle on

ΓX “ HKzX . The following index theorem is found as Theorem 26.7 in the body
of the text and extends the index theorems [13, 21] from boundaries of strictly
pseudoconvex domains to regular polycontact manifolds.

Theorem 7. Let X be a regular polycontact manifold defined from a polycontact
bundle H and E Ñ X a complex vector bundle. Assume that P P Ψ0

HpX ;Eq
is an idempotent Hermite operator, so pL2pX ;Eq, 2P ´ 1q is an odd K-homology
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cycle. The associated K-homology class is denoted by rP s :“ rpL2pX ;Eq, 2P ´1qs P
K1pXq.

The K-homology class rP s is represented by the geometric cycle

pSpHKq, σ0
HpP qpE b F q, pq.

In particular, for any u P CpX,GLN pCqq, the Toeplitz operator

PuP : PL2pX ;E b CN q Ñ PL2pX ;E b CN q,
is Fredholm and its index is computed from the formula

ind pPuP q “
ż

SpHKq

chrus ^ chrσ0
HpP qpE b F qs ^ TdpHKq.

3. Summary of contents

Part 2. In the second part of the monograph we discuss the representation
theory of nilpotent Lie groups. While this is a well studied subject, and well
understood due to Kirillov’s orbit method, we focus on global aspects of bundles of
representations over open Hausdorff subsets of the representation space. A crucial
role is played by the work of Pedersen [126, 127, 128, 129], Lion [108] and Vergne
[147, 148]. The individual results in this part of the work are far from novel, but
we were not able to find references piecing together the results in the way needed
for index theory which explains much of the length of this part. The reader well
acquainted with the representation theory of nilpotent Lie groups can skip this part
of the monograph on a first reading and return to it when needed.

In Section 5 we review constructive aspects of representation theory of a nilpo-
tent simply connected Lie group via Kirillov’s orbit method seen through the proce-
dure of geometric quantization. In Section 6 we discuss Pedersen’s fine stratification

of g˚ and the spectrum pG disassembling the spectrum into a finite hierarchy of Haus-
dorff subsets. In Section 7 we further analyze the flat orbits and recall the various
characterizations of flat orbits and show that the associated bundle of represen-
tations glue together. In Section 8 we discuss the automorphisms of a nilpotent
simply connected Lie group and its action on the set of flat orbits. In Section 9
we study the continuous trace algebra structure of the ideal IG defined from the
open set of flat orbits and its AutpGq-action. In Section 10 we give examples of
Carnot-Lie groups and describe the bundle of flat orbit representations.

Part 3. In the third part of this work we study groupoids, primarily those
associated with bundles of nilpotent Lie groups and related deformations. The
motivation to do so is that the tangent bundle of a Carnot manifold can be seen as
a groupoid globally describing the nilpotent, osculating Lie group structure on each
fibre. Homological information about H-elliptic operators on Carnot manifolds is
naturally contained in K˚pC˚pTHXqq and the aim of this part is to set the stage for
computations in such K-groups. The three main results in this part are in terms
of the osculating Lie groupoid THX the following:

‚ firstly, the known Connes-Thom isomorphism of Nistor [124] producing
isomorphisms K˚pC˚pTHXqq – K˚pT ˚Xq;

‚ secondly, a Connes-Thom isomorphism for the ideal of flat orbitsK˚pIXq –
K˚pΞXq compatible with Nistor’s Connes-Thom isomorphism and with
the Morita equivalence defined from a bundle of flat orbit representations;
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‚ thirdly, that the inclusion map K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq is surjective
when X is FFF -regular.

In Section 11 we review definitions, basic facts and examples from the theory of
Lie groupoids and algebroids. We describe central decomposition of a Lie group as
a twisted semidirect product in Section 12 and these results are extended to a more
general groupoid situation in Section 13. In Section 14 we discuss Nistor’s Connes-
Thom isomorphism K˚pC˚pTHXqq – K˚pTHXq and its restriction to K˚pIXq »
K˚pΞXq – the construction relies on classical constructions of adiabatic groupoids,
parabolical adiabatic groupoids and also a cocycle deformation thereof. At the end
of the section we prove surjectivity of the inclusion map K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq.
In Section 16 we study the compatibility of these isomorphisms showing that the
Connes-Thom isomorphism K˚pIXq » K˚pΓXq differs from the Morita equivalence
defined from a bundle of flat orbit representations H up to a line bundle – the
metaplectic correction line bundle MpHq.

Part 4. The underlying geometric object of study in this monograph is Carnot
manifolds. In the fourth part we give a general overview of Carnot manifolds. We
explore the general properties of depth two Carnot manifolds and numerous other
examples. An important object we recall in this part is the osculating tangent
groupoid THX Ñ X a fibre bundle where each fibre is a simply connected nilpotent
Lie group. We introduce the notion of FFF -regularity of a Carnot manifold in which
case the fibre of THX Ñ X is (up to isomorphism) the same Lie group and it
admits flat orbits. The geometry of Carnot manifolds is well studied, for instance
in [36, 49, 50, 113, 120, 81, 154]. In this part we mainly set notations and
provide examples. In Section 17 we recall the geometry of Carnot manifolds. In
Section 18 the reader can find several examples of Carnot manifolds. In Section 19
we recall the construction of the parabolic tangent groupoid from [154].

Part 5. In this part of the work we study operators in the Carnot calculus
on general Carnot manifolds. We use the Carnot calculus of Melin [113] and van
Erp-Yuncken [155] which was further studied by Dave-Haller [49, 50]. Here we
provide the technical set up for the studying index theory in the Carnot calculus.

We recall the Carnot calculus of van Erp-Yuncken [155] in Section 20. We also
provide a range of different examples: for instance the operators ∆H ` γT studied
by [10], Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand complexes, and Szegö projections. We also re-
call the graded calculus of Dave-Haller [49]. In Section 21 we set up the represented
symbol calculus following Dave-Haller [49, 50] and revisit the examples ∆H ` γT ,
the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand complexes, and the Szegö projections. Using the
Rockland condition from [49], and applying standard techniques of pseudodiffer-
ential calculus, the Fredholm theory of elliptic pseudodifferential operators readily
extends to H-elliptic operators on a general Carnot manifold.

The main technical contributions of Part 5 are found in Section 22. Here we
refine analytic properties of the symbol calculus of H-elliptic operators. We prove,
for FFF -regular manifolds, that the symbols of H-elliptic operators behave well on the
C0pΓXq-Hilbert C˚-module of flat orbit representations, allowing us to define K-
theory cycles and moving freely between bounded and unbounded models thereof.
For FFF -regular manifolds, we characterize H-ellipticity via the condition that the
principal symbol restricted to the flat orbits is invertible as a multiplier on the
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C0pΓXq-Hilbert C˚-module of flat orbit representations (suitably modified with
respect to the order of the symbol).

In Section 23 we utilize the technical tools of Section 22 to study the K-
theoretical invariants in K˚pC˚pTHXqq and K˚pΓXq. For the purposes of in-
dex theory, a goal is to construct a suitable lift of the symbol class rσHpDqs P
K˚pC˚pTHXqq to an element of K˚pΓXq, i.e. an elliptic complex on ΓX . This is a
two step process: first we need to localize the support of rσHpDqs P K˚pC˚pTHXqq
to ΓX , i.e. construct a pre-image under K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq, and then we
need to approximate by a finite rank elliptic complex, i.e. implement the Morita
equivalence K˚pIXq – K˚pΓXq. We prove that this is possible in the abstract, and
provide a range of techniques to do so. On a polycontact manifold we carry out
these computations in the examples coming from ∆H ` γT -operators and projec-
tions of Hermite type.

Part 6. In the last part of this work we put the various pieces together. The
goal of this part is to set the index problem for H-elliptic operators in the Carnot
calculus in a K-homological context via the dualities discussed above in Theorem
4 and apply the K-theory computations from Part 5.

In Section 24 we develop a variation of geometric K-homology that uses geo-
metric cycles modelled on noncompact spinc-manifolds but places the compactness
condition on the vector bundle data. Section 24 closely follows standard develop-
ments in Baum-Douglas geometric K-homology, cf. the related work [66], with
the additional technical details from non-compactness being addressed using tech-
niques of Bunke [26] and Kucerovsky [107]. The noncompact model for geometric
K-homology is put to use in Section 25 in order to study K-homological dualities.
In spirit, the constructions of Section 25 closely follows [10] however in its gener-
ality it relies heavily on the developments in Part 2, 3, 4, and 5. In Section 26 we
conclude index theorems for H-elliptic operators that after the set up of Section 25
are readily deduced.

This work ends with Section 27 where we discuss the problem of solving the
index problem for graded Rockland sequences. In an abstract setting, its solution
is similar to that of H-elliptic operators. However, in concrete settings such as
BGG-complexes we believe it fruitful to study further, especially in an equivariant
context.
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Part 2

Simply connected nilpotent Lie

groups



Introduction to part

Each fibre in the tangent bundle of a Carnot manifold carries the structure of a
nilpotent Lie group (see more below in Part 4) – the osculating Lie group in the
fibre. The symbol calculus relates the Carnot calculus on a Carnot manifold to
the representation theory of the osculating Lie group. Ellipticity in the calculus is
detectable via the Rockland condition, a condition on the action of the symbols in
representations of the osculating Lie group. In this section, we review the prereq-
uisites of nilpotent Lie groups and their representation theory that are necessary
for understanding the index theory on Carnot manifolds. We have allowed for a
generous interpretation of what counts as a necessary prerequisite. At the cost of
a few extra pages, we have presented the material with a broad perspective that is
not directly used later on, but shed light on the FFF -regularity condition used in the
main results of this work.

The description of the representations is well known from Kirillov theory. What
we will mainly be concerned with is the global structure of the flat orbit represen-
tations and how they transform under automorphisms. The general goal is to
construct global bundles of flat orbit representations to be used in the index theory
of H-elliptic operators – operators elliptic in the Carnot calculus. We suspect that
the individual pieces in this part of the monograph pose no surprise to the reader
familiar with nilpotent Lie groups, but in lack of a reference for the construction
and transformation properties of the global bundle of flat orbit representations we
have included a large amount of details.

In Section 5 we review constructive aspects of representation theory of a nilpo-
tent simply connected Lie group via Kirillov’s orbit method seen through the pro-
cedure of geometric quantization, following work of Pedersen [126, 127, 128, 129].
Geometric quantization is a general method producing a Hilbert space representa-
tion from certain symplectomorphisms on a symplectic manifold with a prequantum
line bundle and a polarization. The basis for such constructions is the fact that
simply connected nilpotent groups G possess a large family of symplectic manifolds
where G acts by symplectomorphisms, namely the coadjoint orbits. We polarize
them using the Vergne polarization [147, 148]. For global considerations, there
are explicit unitary intertwiners constructed by Lion [108] that we later use to glue
together bundles of representations over different parts of the representation space.

In Section 6 we discuss Pedersen’s fine stratification of g˚ and the spectrum pG.
Given a Jordan-Hölder basis, g˚ disassembles into a finite hierarchy of Hausdorff
subsets Ξ1,Ξ2, . . . ,Ξm such that Ξj is Zariski open in g˚z Ť

iăj Ξi. Each Ξj is in-
variant under the coadjoint action which is free and proper on it, so the quotient

spaces Γj stratifies the spectrum pG. This stratification allows to assemble represen-
tations of G into bundles of representations over the fine stratas. Thus, instead of
a set of Hilbert space representations numerated by coadjoint orbits, we obtain a
finite sequence of representations on Hilbert C˚-modules Hi numerated by the fine
stratas.

In Section 7 we further analyze the flat orbits and recall the various charac-
terizations of flat orbits. We prove that the set of flat orbits is covered by the top
fine stratas when varying the Jordan-Hölder bases. The set of flat orbits has worse
”local” properties than top fine stratas - there are bundles of polarizations on the
top fine strata that need not extend over the set of flat orbits. We do however
show that the associated bundle of representations glue together. The set of flat
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orbits however has better ”global” properties - it is AutpGq-invariant. We recall the
property of a simply connected nilpotent lie group to have flat orbits.

In Section 8 we discuss the automorphisms of a nilpotent simply connected Lie
group. The group AutpGq acts on the spectrum preserving the set of flat orbits.
A class of automorphisms of particular interest comes from dilations, or equiva-
lently gradings; it plays a crucial role in the pseudodifferential calculus on Carnot
manifolds. Nilpotent Lie groups equipped with a dilation are called Carnot-Lie
groups.

In Section 9 we study the continuous trace algebra structure of the ideal IΓ
defined from the open set of flat orbits. The automorphism group of G acts on IΓ,
and we are particularly interested in constructing an equivariant Morita equivalence
IΓ „M C0pΓq, or more precisely a bundle of flat orbit representations which is
covariant for an action of a subgroup of automorphisms. Such constructions produce
induced bundles of flat orbits on Carnot manifolds. In Section 10 we give examples
of Carnot-Lie groups and describe the bundle of flat orbit representations.

5. Representation theory

The spectrum of a nilpotent Lie group can be described as the space of coad-

joint orbits by Kirillov theory. For a nilpotent Lie group G we let Ĝ denotes its
spectrum, i.e. the set of irreducible unitary representations of G equipped with the
Fell topology. More details on the representation theory of nilpotent groups can be
found in for instance [43, 102, 134, 135, 136]. The coadjoint action of G on g˚

is given by

Ad˚ : G Ñ Endpg˚q, rAd˚pgqpξqspXq “ ξpAdpg´1qpXqq,
for g P G, ξ P g˚ and X P g where Ad denotes the adjoint action of G on its Lie
algebra. The orbits of this action are called coadjoint orbits. An element ξ P g˚

defines a coadjoint orbit by

Oξ “ Ad˚pGqtξu.
By construction, the mapping G Ñ Oξ, g ÞÑ Ad˚pgqξ defines a diffeomorphism
G{Stabpξq – Oξ. Here Stabpξq :“ tg P G : Ad˚pgqξ “ ξu is the stabilizer of ξ.
The mapping G Ñ Oξ identifies TξOξ with g{stabpξq where stabpξq “ tX P g :
ξprX,Y sq “ 0 @Y P gu denotes the Lie algebra of Stabpξq.

Kirillov’s orbit method describes a procedure which identifies pG and the space

of coadjoint orbits g˚{Ad˚. One can make pG into a topological space by equipping pG
with the Fell topology and g˚{Ad˚ with the quotient topology. Then the mapping,
described by Kirillov’s theory, is a homeomorphism, see [43]. Let us describe one
possible way to set up this correspondence by means of polarizations of the orbits.
This is described in full detail in [127, Section 1].

Fix a coadjoint orbit O P g˚{Ad˚. For ξ P O, the 2-form ωξpX,Y q :“ ξprX,Y sq
on g is Stabpξq-invariant and its radical is exactly stabpξq. The form ωξ is called the
Kirillov form in ξ. The identification of TξOξ with g{stabpξq induces a G-equivariant
symplectic form ωO on the coadjoint orbit O. This construction depends only on
O and not on the choice of ξ P O.

We define the prequantization of a coadjoint orbit O P g˚{Ad˚ following [127,
Section 1.3]. Observe that for any ξ P g˚, the restriction ξ|stabpξq is a Lie algebra
character so χ0,ξ :“ exppiξ|stabpξqq : Stabpξq Ñ Up1q is a well defined Lie group
character. We can define a G-equivariant hermitean line bundle LO Ñ O by fixing
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a ξ P O and identifying the G-equivariant hermitean line bundle G ˆχ0,ξ
C Ñ

G{Stabpξq with a line bundle on O – G{Stabpξq. It is readily verified that this line
bundle does not depend on the choice of ξ P O. The smooth sections C8pO, LOq
can for any ξ P O be identified with the space of Stabpξq-invariant sections of

C8pG,Cχ0,ξ
q, i.e. as a smooth function f̃ : G Ñ C such that

f̃pghq “ f̃pgqχ0,ξphq´1, @g P G, h P Stabpξq.
We define a hermitean connection∇O on LO by for v P C8pO, TOq, f P C8pO, LOq
and ξ P O setting

∇O,vfpξq “ rX.f̃speq ´ iξpXqf̃peq,
where f̃ P C8pGq is the Stabpξq-invariant section of C8pG,Cχ0,ξ

q representing f and
X P g is any preimage under g Ñ g{stabpξq of vξ under the canonical identification
TξO – g{stabpξq. The curvature of ∇O is ´iωO. We define the prequantization of
O as the pair pLO,∇Oq.

A subbundle F Ď TO is said to be a polarization of O if it is a G-equivariant
involutive Lagrangian subbundle, i.e. rF, F s Ď F and FK “ F in the symplectic
form ωO. Since the action is transitive, a polarization is determined by a fibre
Fξ Ď g{stabpξq for any ξ P O. Indeed, for a fixed ξ P O, a subspace h Ď g induces
a polarization F of O with Fξ “ h{stabpξq if and only if h is a real algebraic
polarization of ξ, i.e. h is a Lie subalgebra which is maximally isotropic with
respect to ωξ. Note that if h is maximally isotropic with respect to ωξ it follows
that stabpξq Ď h. Existence of polarizations of O thus follows from [102] and below
we focus on the Vergne polarization (see Equation (7)).

For a polarization F of O, define

C8
F pO, LOq :“ tf P C8pO, LOq : ∇O,vf “ 0 @v P C8pO, F qu.

If we fix a ξ P O, the polarization F defines a real algebraic polarization hξ of ξ.
Let Gξ :“ expphξq Ď G. Since hξ is isotropic for ωξ, ξ|hξ

is a Lie algebra character
and χF,ξ :“ exppξ|hξ

q : Hξ Ñ Up1q is a Lie group character. Write CχF,ξ
for

the associated representation of Hξ. We let C8pG,CχF,ξ
qHξ denote the invariant

subspace for the diagonal Hξ-action h.fpgq :“ χF,ξphqfpghq. The mapping

Vξ : C
8pG,CχF,ξ

qHξ Ñ C8
F pO, LOq, Vξfpgξq :“ fpgq, (5)

is a G-equivariant isomorphism. We can identify C8pG,CχF,ξ
qHξ with the smooth

sections of the hermitean line bundle LF,ξ :“ G ˆχF,ξ
C Ñ G{Hξ. As such, Vξ

induces a pre-Hilbert space structure on

C8
c,F pO, LOq :“ VξpC8

c pG{Hξ, LF,ξqq.
We denote the Hilbert space completion of this space by HF,ξpOq which carries a
unitary G-action. We shall later recall results of Pedersen showing that the Hilbert
space HF,ξpOq can be identified L2pRdimpOq{2q and that the associated representa-
tion of g is as first order differential operators with polynomial coefficients. It is
immediate from the construction that HF,ξpOq “ ind G

Hξ
pχF,ξq and we can deduce

the following result from Kirillov’s orbit method (see [102] or [43]).

Proposition 5.1. For any polarization F of O and a ξ P O, the G-representation
HF,ξpOq is irreducible and depends on the choice of F and ξ only up to unitary
equivalence.
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That the G-representation HF,ξpOq is irreducible follows from the maximality
of a polarization. That the representation up to unitary equivalence is independent
of polarization follows from the next lemma due to Lion [108], that will play an
important role also later in the monograph. We refer its proof to [108]. For more
details, see also [109].

Lemma 5.2. Assume that h1 and h2 are two real algebraic polarizations at
ξ P g˚, inducing polarizations F1 and F2 of Oξ. Let H1 and H2 denote the two
associated subgroups of G and define

L
p0q
h1,h2

:C8
c pG{H2, LF2,ξq Ñ C8pG{H1, LF1,ξq,

L
p0q
h1,h2

fpgq :“
ż

H1{H1XH2

fpghqχF1,ξphqdh.

Then, up to a positive scalar, L
p0q
h1,h2

defines a unitary equivalence HF2,ξpOξq „ÝÑ
HF1,ξpOξq such that if h3 is a third real algebraic polarization at ξ, it holds that

L
p0q
h3,h2

L
p0q
h2,h1

L
p0q
h1,h3

“ e
πi
4
Masph1,h2,h3q,

where Masph1, h2, h3q denotes the Maslov triple index defined as the signature of the
quadratic form on on h1 ‘ h2 ‘ h3 defined by

pX1, X2, X3q ÞÑ ξprX1, X2sq ` ξprX2, X3sq ` ξprX3, X1sq.
The Lion transform from Lemma 5.2 will play an important role in constructing

global bundles of representations. However, for gluing the Maslov triple index
produces issues that needs correction. We correct the Lion transform by an η-
invariant studied in [31].

Definition 5.3. Let V be a symplectic vector space equipped with an adapted
complex structure J . For two Lagrangian subspaces L1, L2 Ď V , define the self-
adjoint, closed, densely defined operator

DpL1, L2q : L2pr0, 1s;V q 99K L2pr0, 1s, V q,
by DpL1, L2q :“ ´JBt acting on the domain

Dom pDpL1, L2qq :“ tf P H1pr0, 1s;V q : fp0q P L1, fp1q P L2u.
The η-invariant of the pair pL1, L2q is defined as

ηpL1, L2q :“ ηpDpL1, L2qq,
the η-invariant of the self-adjoint operator DpL1, L2q.

The η-invariant of pairs of Lagrangians was studied in [31, Chapter 6]. We
remark that the adapted complex structure J appearing in Definition 5.3 is in
relation to the Maslov triple index auxiliary.

Remark 5.4. Let LLLpV q denote the set of Lagrangian subspaces of V . The
set LLLpV q carries a transitive action of UpV q with isotropy group OpV q, so fixing
a Lagrangian subspace we can identify LLLpV q – UpV q{OpV q. Note here that the
adapted complex structure induces both the structure of a complex Hermitean
vector space and an inner product space on V . In particular, if we take a Lagrangian
subspace L1 then for any other Lagrangian subspace L2 there is an A P UpV q such
that L2 “ AL1 and A is uniquely determined up to OpV q. The reader can compare
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to the discussion in [31, Chapter 6]. By [31, Proposition 6.1], it holds for A P UpV q
and L P LLLpV q that

ηpL,ALq “ TrpgpAqq,
where g is the Borel function

gpeiθq “

$
’&
’%

1 ´ 2θ{π, θ P p0, πq,
0, θ P t0, πu,
´1 ´ 2θ{π, θ P p´π, 0q.

Therefore, writing the eigenvalues of A as peiθj qdimRpV q{2
j“1 , we have that

e
πi
4
ηpL,ALq “ e

πi
4
dpAq detpAq´1{2,

where

dpAq :“ #tj : θj P p0, πqu ´ #tj : θj P pπ, 0qu ` 2#tj : θj “ πu
and we choose the branch cut of the square root so that peiθq´1{2 “ e´iθ{2 for
θ P p´π, πs.

It follows from [31, Proposition 8.3] that for three Lagrangians,

MaspL1, L2, L3q “ ηpL1, L2q ` ηpL2, L3q ` ηpL3, L1q.
We conclude the following result in combination with Lemma 5.2

Proposition 5.5. For two real algebraic polarizations h1 and h2 at ξ P g˚,
define the corrected Lion transform

Lh1,h2
:C8
c pG{H2, LF2,ξq Ñ C8pG{H1, LF1,ξq, Lh1,h2

:“ e
πi
4
ηph1,h2qL

p0q
h1,h2

,

where the η-invariant is computed in the symplectic vector space g{stabpξq. Then,

up to a positive scalar, Lh1,h2
defines a unitary equivalence HF2,ξpOξq „ÝÑ HF1,ξpOξq

such that if h3 is a third real algebraic polarization at ξ, it holds that

Lh3,h2
Lh2,h1

Lh1,h3
“ 1.

It follows from Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 that the map

g˚{Ad˚ Ñ Ĝ, O ÞÑ rHF,ξpOqs, (6)

for some choice of ξ P O and a polarization F Ñ O for ξ, is well defined and
coincides with the Kirillov correspondence as constructed in [23, 102].

Theorem 5.6. The mapping in Equation (6) defines a homeomorphism g˚{Ad˚ –
pG that coincides with the Kirillov orbit method described in [23, 102].

6. The fine stratification of the spectrum

The spectrum pG – g˚{Ad˚ is in general a non-Hausdorff space. However,

a choice of Jordan-Hölder basis produces a stratification of pG into locally closed
Hausdorff subspaces. We shall recall the construction, due to Pedersen [128], of this
so called fine stratification and construct a Hilbert space bundle of representations
on each strata. The stratification is described in further detail in [127, 128], and
is complemented by an efficient summary in [110]. The C˚-algebraic ramifications
were studied in [17] where the Hilbert space bundles were implicitly constructed
and showed to give a filtration of C˚pGq by means of a sequence of ideals whose
subsequent quotients are stably isomorphic to continuous functions on the strata.
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Let n “ dim g. We say that a basis tX1, . . . , Xnu of g is Jordan-Hölder if the
subspaces

gj “ spantX1, . . . , Xju, j “ 1, . . . , n

are ideals in g. The associated sequence of ideals

0 “ g0 Ď g1 Ď g2 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď gn´1 Ď gn “ g,

is called a Jordan-Hölder flag. The Jordan-Hölder flag determines the Jordan-
Hölder basis up to a lower triangular change of basis. We denote the dual basis by
tξ1, . . . , ξnu. We tacitly assume that the center of g coincides with gj for some j
(namely the dimension of the center).

Given ξ P g˚ and k P t1, . . . , nu, define the set of jump indices

Jkξ “ tj P t1, . . . , ku | gj Ć stabpξ|gk
q ` gj´1u.

Let En :“ tpε1, . . . , εnq : εk Ď t1, . . . , kuu. Given ε P En, we define

Ξε :“ tξ P g˚ | pJ1
ξ , . . . , J

n
ξ q “ εu.

We set EnpGq :“ tε P En : Ξε ‰ Hu. The set Ξε is locally closed for any ε P EnpGq.
We can in fact order pΞεqεPEnpGq as Ξ1,Ξ2, . . . so that Ξ1 Ď g˚ is Zariski open and
Ξj is Zariski open in g˚z Yiăj Ξi. More specifically, there is an explicit ordering on
En constructed in [129] corresponding to this ordering of strata. We can decompose
g˚ as a disjoint union

g˚ “ YεPEn
Ξε.

The jump indices are Ad˚-invariant, i.e.

Jkξ “ JkAd˚
g pξq, ξ P g˚, g P G,

so the coadjoint action restricts to an action of G on Ξε. We define

Γε :“ Ξε{G Ď g˚{Ad˚.

Due to Ad˚-invariance of the jump indices we can define the jump index of an orbit
O P g˚{Ad˚ by setting JkO :“ Jkξ for an arbitrary ξ P O. Note that

Γε “ tO P g˚{Ad˚ | pJ1
O, . . . , J

n
Oq “ εu.

The set Γε is a Hausdorff and locally closed subset of pG “ g˚{Ad˚. We can decom-

pose pG as a disjoint union

pG “ YεPEn
Γε.

The family tΓεuεPEnpGq is called fine stratification of pG. We remark that the con-
structions above depends on the choice of Jordan-Hölder flag, but not the Jordan-
Hölder basis representing the flag.

Proposition 6.1. We consider an ε “ pε1, . . . , εnq P EnpGq, write εn “ tj1 ă
j2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă j2du and define

Λε :“ tξ P Ξε : ξj1 “ ξj2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ξj2d “ 0u.

Then for any ξ P Ξε, the set Oξ X Λε contains exactly one point, call it pεpξq.
The map pε : Ξε Ñ Λε is in fact a trivializable fibre bundle with fibre R2d, where
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the trivialization respects the fibrewise symplectic form, that fits into a commuting
diagram:

Ξε

Λε Γε,

pε

where the diagonal map is the projection map and the horizontal map is the compo-
sition of the projection map and the inclusion Λε Ď Ξε. Moreover, the map Λε Ñ Γε
is a homeomorphism.

We refer the reader to [127, 128] for a proof of this statement. We will denote
the trivialization of pε : Ξε Ñ Λε by Ψε : Λε ˆ R2d Ñ Ξε. By the previous propo-
sition, we can assume that for every ξ P Λε, Ψξ “ Ψεpξ, ¨q is a symplectomorphism
from R2d with the standard symplectic structure onto the coadjoint orbit Oξ. The
results of [127, 128] show that on Ξε there are global “canonical coordinates”
pqε1, . . . , qεd, pε1, . . . , pεdq Ď C8pΞεq (implementing Ψε) that are rational functions in
the Λε-direction and polynomial in the R2d-direction.

Let us now construct a bundle of representations over each strata in pG. We fix
a Jordan-Hölder basis as above. Recall the notations gj “ spantX1, . . . , Xju. The
Vergne polarization (with respect to the Jordan-Hölder basis) of ξ P g˚ is defined
by

hV pξq :“
nÿ

j“1

stabpξ|gj
q. (7)

This real algebraic polarization was first used by Vergne, see [18, 147, 148]. Since
each gj is an ideal in g, it is clear that hV pξq Ď g is a subalgebra which is isotropic
with respect to ωξ. We refer the proof of the fact that the codimension of hV pξq is
#Jnξ {2 “ dimpOξq{2 to [18, Proposition 1.1.2, Chapter IV]. This proves that hV pξq
is a real algebraic polarization of ξ. For ξ P Ξε, define the closed subgroup

HV pξq :“ expphV pξqq.
Proposition 6.2. Let X1, . . . , Xn be a Jordan-Hölder basis, take an ε P EnpGq

and define

FV,ε :“ tpξ,Xq P Ξε ˆ g : X P hV pξqu.
Then the projection mapping p1 : FV,ε Ñ Ξε defines a real stably trivializable vector
bundle of rank #εn{2. Moreover, for any orbit O P Γε and ξ P O, letting qξ : G Ñ O

denote the map g ÞÑ gξ, it holds that

FV,εpO, ξq :“ pqξq˚p
´1
1 pOq Ď TO

is a polarization of O.

Proof. It follows from [128, Theorem 5.1.1] that FV,ε is a vector bundle. For
ξ P g˚, we set

KV pξq :“ tj P t1, . . . ,mu : gj Ć hV pξq ` gj´1u.
By the argument in [128, Subsection 1.4], the set pXjqjPKV pξq forms a basis (even
of subalgebra type) for g{hV pξq. By the arguments in [128, Subsection 4.2], we
have for ξ P Ξε that

KV pξq “ Kε :“ tj P t1, . . . , nu : εj´1 Ć εju.
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We conclude that KV pξq “ Kε is independent of ξ P Ξε. In particular, pXjqjPKε

viewed as constant sections spans a trivial subbundle of Ξεˆg which is complemen-
tary to FV,ε in all fibres. Since FV,ε is a complement of a trivializable subbundle in
a trivial bundle, FV,ε is a stably trivializable vector bundle. ‹

Proposition 6.3. Let ε P EnpGq. There is a smooth map

ρε : Ξε ˆ G Ñ Ξε ˆ G,

commuting with the projections onto Ξε and such that for each ξ P Ξε

(1) ρεpξ, ¨q|HV pξq “ idHV pξq.
(2) ρεpξ, ¨q : G Ñ HV pξq.
(3) ρεpξ, ghq “ ρεpξ, gqh for all h P HV pξq.

Proof. Let Pε : Ξε ˆ g Ñ FV,ε denote the vector bundle projection along
the complement constructed in the proof of Proposition 6.2. By a slight abuse of
notation, we identify the projection map Pε with the associated smooth idempotent
Pε P C8pΞε,Endpgqq such that Pεpξqg “ hV pξq for all ξ. Define expε : Ξε ˆ g Ñ
Ξε ˆ G by

expεpξ,Xq :“ pξ, exppp1 ´ PεpξqqXqexppPεpξqXqq.
The fact that the exponential is a diffeomorphism implies that expε is a diffeomor-
phism. We denote its inverse by logε : Ξε ˆ G Ñ Ξε ˆ g.

We define the map ρε by the property that

logε ˝ρε ˝ expε “ Pε,

as mappings Ξε ˆ g Ñ Ξε ˆ g. It is readily verified that this mapping has the
required properties. ‹

Proposition 6.4. Let X1, . . . , Xn be a Jordan-Hölder basis, take an ε P EnpGq
and define

H̃V,ε :“ tpξ, fq : ξ P Ξε, f P HFV,εpO,ξq,ξpOξqu.

Then there is a unique topology on H̃V,ε such that

(1) The projection mapping p1 : H̃V,ε Ñ Ξε defines a trivializable bundle of
Hilbert spaces with fibre

p´1
1 pξq “ HFV,εpO,ξq,ξpOξq – L2pRdq,

where d “ #εn{2.
(2) For all compact K Ď Ξε, the space of sections CpK, H̃V,εq densely contains

the space of sections of the form ξ ÞÑ pξ, Vξfq for f P C8pK ˆ Gq such
that fpξ, ghq “ χhV pξq,ξphqfpξ, gq for all ξ P K, g P G, h P HV pξq, and
that f is of Schwarz class modulo HV .

(3) The fibrewise G-action on HFV,εpO,ξq,ξpOξq extends to a strongly continu-

ous, CpΞεq-linear G-action on the space of continuous section CpΞε, H̃V,εq.

Proof. By [128, Theorem 5.1.1] there exists rational functions qε1, . . . q
ε
d on g˚

whose restrictions to Ξε are smooth such that the mappings

qj,ε : Ξε ˆ G Ñ C, qj,εpξ, gq “ qεj pgξq,
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are smooth and satisfy that qj,εpξ, ¨q P C8pGq are HV pξq-invariant. For a multi-
index α P Nd, we let hα denote the associated Hermite function on Rd. Define the
smooth functions q̃α,ε : Ξε ˆ G Ñ C by

qα,εpξ, gq “ hαpq1,εpξ, gq, . . . , qd,εpξ, gqqχhV pξq,ξpρεpgqq,
where ρε is the function constructed in Proposition 6.3.

By Proposition 6.3, we have that

χhV pξq,ξpρεpghqq “ χhV pξq,ξpρεpgqqχhV pξq,ξphq,
for all ξ P Ξε, g P G, h P HV pξq. It now follows from the properties of qε1, . . . q

ε
d that

for each compact K Ď Ξε, the function qα,ε P C8pK ˆ Gq satisfies that

qα,εpξ, ghq “ χhV pξq,ξphqqα,εpξ, gq,
for all ξ P K, g P G, h P HV pξq, and that q̃α,ε is of Schwarz class modulo HV .
It follows from the construction, and that qε1, . . . q

ε
d define canonical coordinates

on each orbit, that for each ξ, the sequence pVξ q̃α,εpξ, ¨qqαPNd is an ON-basis for
HFV,εpO,ξq,ξpOξq.

We define a topology on H̃V,ε by for each compact K Ď Ξε declaring a section

f : K Ñ H̃V,ε to be continuous if and only if the function

f̃ : K Ñ L2pRdq, f̃pξq “
ÿ

αPNd

xVξqα,εpξ, ¨q, fpξqy hα,

is continuous. By construction, Item 1 and 2 of the theorem holds. We note that
the map f ÞÑ f̃ defines a global trivialization Tε : H̃V,ε

„ÝÑ Ξε ˆ L2pRdq. Item 3
follows from the next lemma. ‹

We let C8pΞε,UpL2pRdqqq denote the topological group of mappings Ξε Ñ
UpL2pRdqq that are smooth for the strong operator topology.

Lemma 6.5. Let X1, . . . , Xn be a Jordan-Hölder basis, take an ε P EnpGq and
consider the trivialization

Tε : H̃V,ε Ñ Ξε ˆ L2pRdq,
constructed in the proof of Proposition 6.4, where d “ #εn{2. Let πε,0 “ pπξqξPΞε

denote the family of unitary representations of G on L2pRdq induced from the fibre-

wise G-action on H̃V,ε and Tε.
There exists smooth functions aε,j P C8pΞε ˆ Rd ˆ gq, for j “ 0, . . . , d, that

are rational in ξ P Ξε, polynomial in t P Rd and linear in X P g, such that ,

pDπξpXqfqptq “ iaε,0pξ, t,Xqfptq `
dÿ

j“1

aε,jpξ, t,Xq Bf
Btj

ptq,

for f P SpRdq, ξ P Ξε and X P g. Moreover, there exists hε P C8pΞε ˆ Rd ˆ Gq
and kε P C8pΞε ˆRd ˆG,Rdq that are rational in ξ P Ξε, polynomial in t P Rd and
polynomial in g P G such that

pπξpgqfqptq “ eihεpξ,t,gqfpt` kεpξ, t, gqq.
In particular, πε,0 defines a continuous homomorphism

πε,0 : G Ñ C8pΞk,UpL2pRdqqq.
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We omit the proof of this lemma and refer the reader to [110, Lemma 2.8 and
Proposition 2.11]. See also [128, Theorem 2.7.2].

To place this construction in a more C˚-algebraic context, we will define a
C0pΞεq-Hilbert C˚-module that will capture the bundle H̃V,ε. We define the space

H̃ 8
V,ε,c to consist of all f P C8pΞε ˆ Gq such that fpξ, gq “ χhV pξq,ξphqfpgq for all

ξ P Ξε, g P G, h P HV pξq, and that f is compactly supported in the Ξε-direction

and of Schwarz class modulo HV in the G-direction. On H̃ 8
V,ε,c, we define a C0pΞεq-

valued inner product as

xf1, f2ypξq :“
ż

G{HV pξq

f1pξ, gqf2pξ, gqdµξ, for f1, f2 P H̃ 8
V,ε,c,

where µξ is the Lebesgue measure on G{HV pξq defined from exponentiating the
Lebesgue measure on g{hV pξq defined from the Jordan-Hölder basis. In fact,

xf1, f2y P C8
c pΞεq for f1, f2 P H 8

V,ε,c. We let H̃V,ε denote the completion of H̃ 8
V,ε,c

as a C0pΞεq-Hilbert module.

We note that any f P H̃ 8
V,ε,c canonically defines a smooth compactly supported

section of H̃V,ε via the map Vξ from Equation (5). We denote the associated
injection by

Ṽε : H̃ 8
V,ε,c Ñ C8

c pΞε, H̃V,εq. (8)

Proposition 6.6. Let ε P EnpGq. The map Ṽε extends to a unitary isomor-
phism of C0pΞεq-Hilbert C˚-modules

Ṽε : H̃V,ε Ñ C0pΞε, H̃V,εq.

Proof. Recall the construction of pqα,εqαPNd and the global trivialization Tε of

H̃V,ε from the proof of Proposition 6.4. The functions qα,ε defines elements xqα,ε| P
LC0pΞεqpH̃V,ε, C0pΞεqq. We set |qα,εy :“ xqα,ε|˚ P LC0pΞεqpC0pΞεq, H̃V,εq and note
that

xqα,ε|qβ,εy “ δα,β P CbpΞεq “ MpC0pΞεqq.
We can write the identity of H̃V,ε as the strictly convergent sum

id
H̃V,ε

“
ÿ

αPNd

|qα,εyxqα,ε|. (9)

It is readily verified that the composition TεṼε takes the form

TεṼεf “
ÿ

αPNd

xqα,ε, fyhα,

for f P H̃ 8
V,ε,c. Using Equation (9), we conclude that TεṼε : H̃V,ε Ñ C0pΞε, L2pRdqq

is a unitary isomorphism of C0pΞεq-Hilbert C˚-modules. The proposition now
follows from the fact that Tε is a global (unitary) trivialization. ‹

Proposition 6.7. Let ε P EnpGq. Left translation of G on functions in H̃ 8
V,ε,c

defines an action of G on H̃V,ε as unitary, adjointable C0pΞεq-linear mappings. This
action integrates to a ˚-homomorphism

π̃V,ε : C
˚pGq Ñ End˚

C0pΞεqpH̃V,εq,
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and the unitary isomorphism Ṽε : H̃V,ε Ñ C0pΞε, H̃V,εq from Proposition 6.6 is

G-equivariant. The unitary Ṽε in particular induces a G-equivariant ˚-isomorphism

KC0pΞεqpH̃V,εq – C0pΞε,KpH̃V,εqq.

Proof. By construction, Ṽε is G-equivariant as a mapping H̃ 8
V,ε,c Ñ C8

c pΞε, H̃V,εq.
The proposition follows from density. ‹

The constructions above take place over Ξε, but it can readily be seen from
Kirillov’s orbit method that the unitary equivalence class of the G-representation
on each fibre remains constant along each orbit. We now restrict our constructions
to bundles and modules over the stratas Γε. As explained in Proposition 6.1, the
Jordan-Hölder basis defines a homeomorphism Γε – Λε and we can thusly consider
Γε as a subset of Ξε. We define the locally trivial bundle of Hilbert spaces

HV,ε :“ H̃V,ε|Γε
Ñ Γε,

and the C0pΓεq-Hilbert C˚-module

HV,ε :“ H̃V,ε bC0pΞεq C0pΓεq.

We note that Proposition 6.6 implies that Ṽε from Equation (8) induces a G-
equivariant unitary isomorphism of C0pΓεq-Hilbert C˚-modules

Vε : HV,ε Ñ C0pΓε,HV,εq. (10)

The unitary Vε in particular induces a G-equivariant ˚-isomorphism

KC0pΓεqpHV,εq – C0pΓε,KpHV,εqq.
As above, we order the strata Γ1,Γ2, . . . in the fine stratification as above. We

use the same notation for Ξ1,Ξ2, . . ., HV,1,HV,2, . . . and HV,1,HV,2, . . .. We define
the ideals Jk Ď C˚pGq as

Jk :“ ta P C˚pGq : πpaq “ 0@π P pGz Yjďk Γju,
where we identify each Γj with a subset of representations under the Kirillov cor-
respondence. We note that these ideals fit into a sequence of ideal inclusions

0 Ÿ J1 Ÿ J2 Ÿ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ÿ C˚pGq. (11)

We also define the C˚-algebras Ik :“ Jk{Jk´1.

Proposition 6.8. The spectrum of the ideals Jk Ÿ C˚pGq are given by

xJk “ YjďkΓj Ď Ĝ,

and the map xJk Ñ zJk`1 induced from the ideal inclusion Jk Ñ Jk`1 is given by the
inclusion

YjďkΓj Ñ Yjďk`1Γj .

Proof. This follows from [60, Proposition 3.2.1]. ‹

Proposition 6.9. The ˚-homomorphism

πV,k : C˚pGq Ñ End˚
C0pΓkqpHV,kq,

induced from the ˚-homomorphism πV,k of Proposition 6.7 satisfies the following:

(1) kerπV,k “ Jk´1
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(2) πV,k restricted to Jk defines a surjection

πV,k : Jk Ñ KC0pΓkqpHV,kq.

(3) πV,k induces an isomorphism

Ik – KC0pΓkqpHV,kq.

In particular, any global trivialization HV,k – ΓkˆL2pRdq together with the unitary
from Equation (10) together with πV,k produces canonical ˚-homomorphisms fitting
into the commuting diagram

Ik C˚pGq{Jk´1

C0pΓk,KpL2pRdqqq CbpΓk,KpL2pRdqqq.

Ď

Ď

(12)

where the left vertical map is a ˚-isomorphism.

Proof. We note that item 2 follows from item 1 and 3. To prove item 1, we
note that by construction,

kerπV,k “ ta P C˚pGq : πpaq “ 0 @π P Γku “
“ ta P C˚pGq : πpaq “ 0 @π P Ĝz Yjăk Γju “ Jk´1.

In the middle step used that Γk Ď Ĝz Yjăk Γj is dense (since Ξk Ď g˚z Yjăk Ξj is
Zariski open).

Let us prove item 3. It follows from item 1 and the construction that πV,k
induces a monomorphism Ik Ñ KC0pΓkqpHV,kq. Proposition 6.6 and Proposition

6.4 implies that there exists an isomorphism KC0pΓkqpHV,kq – C0pΓk,KpL2pRdqqq,
so the spectrum of KC0pΓkqpHV,kq is the locally compact Hausdorff space Γk. The
spectrum of Ik is Γk by Proposition 6.8 and [60, Proposition 3.2.1]. The inclusion
Ik Ñ KC0pΓkqpHV,kq induces the identity at the level of spectrum by construction,
and item 3 follows. ‹

Remark 6.10. We note that since the top strata Γ1 is dense, the map C˚pGq Ñ
CbpΓ1,KpL2pRdqqq is a ˚-monomorphism.

The results we have discussed were stated in a slightly less explicit form in [17].
In [17] it was proven that for any ε P EnpGq there is a Hilbert spaceHε and for every
ξ P Γε a representation πξ : G Ñ BpHεq such that ξ “ rπξs and the map ξ ÞÑ πξpaq
is norm continuous for every a P C˚pGq. The following map is a noncommutative
Fourier transform of an element f P C˚pGq:

F : C˚pGq Ñ l8ppG,Kp‘εPEnpGqHεqq, Fpfqpξq “ πξpfq P KpHεq.

In [17] it was shown that C˚pGq can be identified with a certain subalgebra of

l8ppG,Kq. In particular, they constructed the ideals from Equation (11), proved
that the ideal inclusions came from the ordering on EnpGq defined in [129] and
proved that there was an isomorphism

Iε – C0pΓε,KpHεqq.
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7. Flat orbits

We will be particularly interested in a special class of nilpotent groups, pos-
sessing so called flat orbits. The existence of flat orbits ensure that each orbit in
Γ1 is flat. The set of flat orbits, when non-empty, is in practice readily computed

and poses a natural candidate for a Zariski open subset of Ĝ that we later on will
use in index theory.

Theorem 7.1. Let O be a coadjoint orbit of a simply connected nilpotent Lie
group G with Lie algebra g. Denote the center of the Lie algebra by z and its
annihilator in g˚ by zK. The following are equivalent:

(1) There exists a ξ P O such that O “ ξ ` zK.

(2) The representation π P pG corresponding to O is square integrable modulo
z.

(3) There is a ξ P O such that ωξ is non-degenerate on g{z.
We refer the proof of this theorem to [119], [43].

Definition 7.2. Let O be a coadjoint orbit of a simply connected nilpotent
Lie group G. If O satisfies any of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 7.1, we say
that O is a flat orbit. We write Γ for the set of flat orbits.

If there exists a flat orbit, i.e. Γ ‰ H, we say that G admits flat orbits.

We remark that the notion of a flat orbit in some places in the literature refers
to the orbit being an affine space of the annihilator of the stabilizer Lie algebra.
See for instance in [43, 110]. We exclusively use the term flat orbit for the case
when the stabilizer Lie algebra is the center.

Theorem 7.3. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Then G admits
flat orbits if and only if any of the following equivalent conditions holds:

Geometric: There exists ξ P g˚ such that Oξ is flat, i.e. Oξ “ ξ ` zK.

Analytic: There exists π P pG which is square integrable modulo z.
Algebraic: The center of the universal enveloping algebra of g is isomorphic

to the universal enveloping algebra of z.

We refer the proof of this theorem to [119], [43].
A flat orbit is therefore, as a subset of g˚, an affine space modelled on zK. We

remark that if O is a flat orbit, then dimpOq “ dimpgq ´ dimpzq. In particular, the
center having even codimension is a necessary condition for admitting flat orbits,
it is by Example 10.23 not sufficient.

Proposition 7.4. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Choose the
Jordan-Hölder basis tX1, . . . , Xnq used in the fine stratification to satisfy that z is
spanned by X1, . . . , Xn´2d where 2d “ codimpzq. Then G admits flat orbits if and
only there exists an ε P EnpGq with #εn “ 2d. In this case,

Γ “
ď

ε:#εn“2d

Γε.

Proof. Since gn´2d “ z, we have for any ξ P g˚ and k “ 1, . . . , n that

z X gk “ gminpk,n´2dq Ď stabpξ|gk
q.

Therefore Jkξ Xt1, . . . , n´2du “ H for any ξ. The proposition is therefore equivalent

to the statement that for ξ P g˚, Oξ is flat if and only if Jnξ “ tn ´ 2d` 1, . . . , nu.
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Clearly, for ξ P g˚ it holds that Jnξ “ tn ´ 2d ` 1, . . . , nu if and only if stabpξq “
gn´2d “ z. The proposition follows from the fact the annihilator of ωξ is stabpξq. ‹

Remark 7.5. Whenever non-empty, the set Γ is the top strata in the coarse

stratification of Ĝ (see more in [17]). There are several examples where Γ only
consists of a single fine strata (see examples in Section 10 below). A notable example
where Γ consists of multiple fine stratas is the complexification of the Heisenberg
group, see Example 10.15.

For any ξ P g˚, the antisymmetric form ωξ descends to an antisymmetric form
on g{z. It is readily verified that ξ defines a flat orbit if and only if ωξ is a symplectic
form on g{z. Since the center is an ideal, it is also readily verified that the Pfaffian

Pfpξq :“ Pfpωξ|g{zq, ξ P g˚,

is constant along orbits. So Pf defines a function Pf : g˚{Ad˚ Ñ R. We conclude
the following proposition.

Proposition 7.6. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Then G

admits flat orbits if and only if

PfpOq ‰ 0,

for some orbit O P g˚{Ad˚. If G admits flat orbits, the set of flat orbits Γ Ď Ĝ can
be described as

Γ “ tO P g˚{Ad˚ : PfpOq ‰ 0u.
If we identify z˚ with a subspace of g˚ via the Jordan-Hölder basis, and G admits
flat orbits we can identify Γ with the Zariski open dense subset Λ Ď z˚ defined by

Λ :“ tξ P z˚ : Pfpωξ|g{zq ‰ 0u “
ď

ε:#εn“2d

Λε.

This proposition shows that the flat orbits form a Hausdorff subset of Ĝ which
is stratified by the stratas in the fine stratification for which #εn “ 2d.

Remark 7.7. Let us describe the Pfaffian function in slightly more detail on z˚

in terms of the Jordan-Hölder basis X1, . . . , Xn fixed throughout our constructions.
We assumed that X1, . . . , Xdim z span z and we will further assume that for some
p ď dimpzq, X1, . . . , Xp span z X rg, gs. Let ξ1, . . . , ξn denote the dual basis for
g˚. We obtain a collection of 2-forms ω1, . . . , ωp : pg{zq ^ pg{zq Ñ R by setting
ωjpX,Y q :“ ξjrX,Y s “ ωξj rX,Y s. For any ξ P z˚, we have that

ωξ “
pÿ

j“1

ξpXjqωj .

We conclude that on z˚, the Pfaffian function is the polymial of degree codimpzq{2
given by

Pfpξq “ Pf

˜
pÿ

j“1

ξpXjqωj
¸
.

The polynomial Pfpξq depends only on the coordinates ξ1, . . . , ξp. We note that
this polynomial is identically 0 if codimpzq is odd. Moreover, G admits flat orbits
if and only if this polynomial is non-vanishing on z˚.
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Proposition 7.8. Let G be an n-dimensional simply connected nilpotent Lie
group admitting flat orbits and ε P EnpGq such that #εn “ codimpzq. Adopting
the notations from Remark 7.7 filter g{z by the Jordan-Hölder basis, and for j “
1, . . . , codimpzq we write pg{zqj for the linear span of Xdimpzq`1, . . . , Xdimpzq`j. The
restriction of the bundle of Vergne polarization from Proposition 6.2 to the strata
Λε in the transversal Λ for the flat orbits, i.e. FV |Λε

Ñ Λε, takes the form

FV |Λε
“

$
&
%pξ,Xq P Λε ˆ g : X P z ‘

codimpgqÿ

j“1

kerpωξ|pg{zqj q

,
.
- .

Proof. Recall the definition of the Vergne polarization from Equation (7). It
is clear that for k “ 1, . . . , dimpzq,

stabpξ|gk
q “ gk Ď z,

with equality at k “ dimpzq. The proposition therefore follows upon noting that
for ξ P Λε Ď z˚ we have for j “ 1, . . . , codimpzq that

stabpξ|gj`dimpzq
q “ z ‘ kerpωξ|pg{zqj q,

where we have identified g “ z ‘ g{z as vector spaces. ‹

Proposition 7.9. Let G be an n-dimensional simply connected nilpotent Lie
group admitting flat orbits. Define

Ξ :“ tξ P g˚ : Oξ is flat u “
ď

ε:#εn“2d

Ξε Ď g˚.

Then the quotient by the coadjoint action defines a smoothly trivializable vector
bundle

Ξ Ñ Γ,

with fibre zK Ď g˚.

Proof. By definition,

Ξ “ tξ P g˚ : Oξ P Γu “ tξ P g˚ : Oξ “ ξ ` zKu.
If we identify Γ “ Λ, we see that

ψ : Λ ˆ zK Ñ Ξ, ψpξ, ηq :“ ξ ` η,

defines a diffeomorphism that equips Ξ with the structure of a trivializable smooth
vector bundle. ‹

Definition 7.10. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group. We define
the ideal IG Ď C˚pGq as

IG :“ ta P C˚pGq : πpaq “ 0 @π P ĜzΓu.
We call IG the ideal of flat orbits.

Lemma 7.11. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group. For any a P
C8
c pGq, the mapping

Tra : Γ Ñ C, rπs ÞÑ Trpπpaqq,
is continuous.

Proof. Since Γ is a strata in the coarse stratification of Ĝ, the lemma follows
from [126, Lemma 4.4.4].

‹
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Proposition 7.12. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Then IG
is a continuous trace algebra over Γ.

Proof. The C˚-algebra is a continuous trace algebra since it has Hausdorff
spectrum and each element of the dense subspace IG XC8

c pGq Ď IG has continuous
trace by Lemma 7.11. ‹

We shall return to study the structure of IG further below in Section 9.

8. Automorphisms and their action on Ĝ

In order to understand the global structure of a Carnot manifold, we must
describe how automorphisms of the nilpotent Lie group act on the representations.
Let AutpGq denote the group of automorphisms of a group G and let Autpgq denote
the group of automorphisms of a Lie algebra g. We first note that if G is a simply
connected nilpotent Lie group, the exponential map induces a group isomorphism
AutpGq – Autpgq. For an automorphism ϕ P Autpgq, we let ϕ˚ : g˚ Ñ g˚ denote
its dual.

Proposition 8.1. Let G be a simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g.
The action of Autpgq on g˚ maps coadjoint orbits to coadjoint orbits. In particular,

the Autpgq-action defines a continuous action on pG defined by

ϕ.Oξ :“ Oϕ˚pξq ” ϕ˚pOξq,
for every ϕ P Autpgq and ξ P g˚.

Moreover, the set of flat orbits Γ Ď Ĝ is invariant for the Autpgq-action. In
other words, if O P Γ is flat and ϕ P Autpgq then ϕ.O P Γ is also flat.

We note that in general, a strata in the fine stratification can fail to be preserved
by a group automorphism that does not preserve the Jordan-Hölder flag.

Proof. The first part of the proposition is an immediate consequence of the
fact that the inner automorphisms, i.e. the adjoint action, is a normal subgroup
of Autpgq. That an arbitrary automorphism preserves the space of flat orbits is
a consequence of that an arbitrary automorphism preserves the center of the Lie
group. In other words, we have for ξ P Ξ that

Oξ “ ξ ` zK ñ ϕ.Oξ “ Oϕ˚ξ “ ϕ˚ξ ` zK.

‹

We make use of the following convention for gradings of nilpotent Lie algebras.

Definition 8.2. Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra. A grading on g is a decom-
position indexed by negative integers

g “
à
pă0

gp,

with rgp, gqs Ď gp`q for any p, q ă 0.

If we have a grading on the Lie algebra g of a simply connected nilpotent Lie
group G, we let Autgrpgq denote the space of graded Lie algebra automorphisms
of g and AutgrpGq its image under the group isomorphism AutpGq – Autpgq. We
make the following remark about gradings in relation to certain one-parameter
families of automorphisms. Following [73], we say that a one-parameter group of
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automorphisms δ : R` Ñ Autpgq is a dilation if 9δp1q P Endpgq is diagonalizable
with positive integer eigenvalues.

Proposition 8.3. Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between dilations and gradings on g given by the following two con-
structions that are mutually inverse.

‚ If δ is a dilation, and we set gp :“ kerp 9δp1q ` pq, then

g “
à
pă0

gp,

defines a grading of g.
‚ If g “ À

pă0 gp is a grading of g, then

δt :“
à
pă0

t´p idgp
, t ą 0,

defines a dilation of g.

If g is graded by a dilation δ, then

Autgrpgq “ tϕ P Autpgq : r 9δp1q, ϕs “ 0u “ tϕ P Autpgq : δt ˝ ϕ “ ϕ ˝ δt @t ą 0u.

Remark 8.4. Not all nilpotent Lie algebras admit gradings. Indeed, by [61]
there is a nine dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra not admitting a dilation. However,
any quotient of the free graded Lie algebra of any rank by a homogeneous ideal
admits a dilation.

We remark that this showcases a subtle, yet important, distinction between
gradings and filterings on Lie algebras. Existence of a finite filtration by ideals on
a Lie algebra is equivalent to it being nilpotent. Moreover, any automorphism of
a nilpotent Lie algebra preserves the filtration defined from the descending central
series. In the geometric setting, we see this phenomena appear in the Examples
18.3 and 18.4.

Definition 8.5. A Carnot-Lie group is a pair pG, δq consisting of a nilpotent
Lie group G equipped with a choice of dilation δ (or equivalently a grading of the
Lie algebra). We often drop the δ from the notation when it is clear from context.

Proposition 8.6. Let G be a simply connected Carnot-Lie group and let Γ
denote the set of flat orbits of G. The action of the dilation group preserves Γ and
the set

ΓB :“ Γ{δpR`q,
is a well defined topological space. Moreover, if G is non-abelian, the R`-action on
Γ is free and proper, and the homeomorphism Γ – Λ of Proposition 7.6 induces a
homeomorphism

ΛB
„ÝÑ ΓB,

where ΛB is the smooth algebraic hypersurface in z˚ defined from

ΛB “ tξ P z˚ : detpωξ|g{zq “ 1u Ď Λ.

In particular, ΓB is canonically homeomorphic to ΛB.

We remark that since the homeomorphism Γ – Λ depends on a choice of
Jordan-Hölder basis, so does the homeomorphism ΛB – ΓB.
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 8.1 that δ preserves Γ. The homeomor-
phism Γ – Λ of Proposition 6.1 intertwines the action of δ on Γ with an R`-action
on z˚. For the remainder of the proof, we consider non-abelian G. If G is non-
abelian, the R`-action on Γ is free and proper. Indeed, we note that for ξ P Λ,
there are constants c0, c1 ą 0 such that for t ą 0,

c0 minptλ1

, tλq ď |Pfpωt.ξ|g{zq| ď c1 maxptλ1

, tλq

where λ is the smallest eigenvalue of 9δp1q|z and λ1 is the largest eigenvalue of 9δp1q|z.
Since λ, λ1 ě 1, we conclude that there is a unique t ą 0, depending continuously
on ξ, such that Pfpωt.ξ|g{zq “ ˘1. As such, Λ{R` can be identified with

tξ P z˚ : Pfpωξ|g{zq “ ˘1u “ ΛB,

where we in the last equality use that detpωξ|g{zq “ |Pfpωξ|g{zq|2. The determinant
is a regular function outside of its zero set, so ΛB is a smooth algebraic hypersurface
in z˚. ‹

Remark 8.7. Proposition 8.6 induces a continuous splitting of the quotient

map Γ Ñ ΓB. We identify ΓB with its image in Γ Ď Ĝ as a transversal to the

dilation action. In particular, ΓB Ď Ĝ is a closed Hausdorff subset.

Definition 8.8. We define the C˚-algebra IB,G as the quotient of C˚pGq by
the ideal

ta P C˚pGq : πpaq “ 0 @π P ĜzΓBu.

Remark 8.9. We note that the restriction of the quotient map C˚pGq Ñ IB,G

to IG is surjective and that the spectrum of IB,G is the closed Hausdorff subset

ΓB Ď Ĝ.

The next proposition follows from Proposition 8.6.

Proposition 8.10. Let G be a simply connected non-abelian Carnot-Lie group.
There is an R`-equivariant ˚-isomorphism αB : IG Ñ C0pR`q b IB,G (for the trivial
action on IB,G) such that

‚ The maps induced from αB, the restricted quotient map IG Ñ IB,G, and
the evaluation-at-1-map C0pR`q b IB,G Ñ IB,G on the spectrum fits into
an R`-equivariant commuting diagram

R` ˆ ΓB Γ

ΓB

α˚
B

Ď

‚ These ˚-homomorphisms fit into a commuting diagram of R`-equivariant
˚-homomorphisms

C˚pGq IB,G

IG C0pR`q b IB,G.
αB

Ď
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Let us describe how automorphisms act on the space of flat orbits in terms
of its realization as the transversal Λ. Recall our convention to identify z˚ with a
subspace of g˚ via the Jordan-Hölder basis. The following proposition is immediate
from Proposition 8.3 and 8.6.

Proposition 8.11. Let G be a simply connected, nilpotent Lie group and ϕ P
Autpgq. Define the polynomial map

ϕ˚
Λ : Λ Ñ Λ, ϕ˚

Λpξq :“ pϕ˚ξq|z.
Then ϕ˚

Λ is a self-homeomorphism fitting into a commuting diagram wtih the home-
omorphism Γ – Λ of Proposition 6.1

Λ Λ

Γ Γ.

–

ϕ˚
Λ

–

ϕ˚

(13)

For any two ϕ, ϕ1 P Autpgq, pϕ ˝ ϕ1q˚
Λ “ ϕ1˚

Λ ˝ ϕ˚
Λ.

Additionally, if G is a Carnot-Lie group and ϕ P Autgrpgq then ϕ˚
Λ commutes

with the R`-action and induces a self-diffeomorphism

ϕ˚
ΛB

: ΛB Ñ ΛB,

fitting into a commutative diagram with ϕ˚ : ΓB Ñ ΓB as in Equation (13).

Remark 8.12. If 9δp1q|z is scalar (i.e. the dilation acts by scalars on the center)
or ϕ preserves the determinant function on Λ, then ϕ˚

ΛB
is polynomial since it is

the restriction of a linear map on z˚.

9. The continuous trace algebra structure of the ideal of flat orbits

We saw in Proposition 7.12 that the ideal of flat orbits IG was a continuous
trace algebra with spectrum Γ. For an overview of continuous trace algebras, see
[137, 140]. We use the notation δDD for the Dixmier-Douady invariant in the
third integral Cech cohomology, e.g. δDDpIGq P Ȟ3pΓ;Zq. It is well known that
δDDpIGq “ 0 P Ȟ3pΓ,Zq if and only if there exists a Hilbert space bundle HΓ Ñ Γ
and a continuous homomorphism πZ : G Ñ CpΓ, UpHΓqq to the strongly continuous
sections of the unitary homomorphisms of the bundle such that for each ξ P Γ, we
have that ξ “ rπZ|tξus. We shall see that indeed δDDpIGq “ 0 and call a choice of
such a bundle HΓ Ñ Γ a bundle of flat orbit representations.

In this subsection we produce an explicit construction of a bundle of flat orbit
representations and study its equivariance properties under automorphisms. While
this construction in its own right might not be overly exciting, it will be used later
in this work on Carnot manifolds where a global construction is less immediate.
The equivariance properties will in some examples let us construct global bundles
by induction from principal bundles.

The problem of constructing bundles of flat orbit representations is interesting
in light of the following conjecture of Lipman-Rosenberg. Recall that a subquotient
of the C˚-algebra C˚pGq is a C˚-algebra of the form A :“ I1{I2 where I2 Ď I1 Ď
C˚pGq are ideals. By [60], we can identify Î1 and Î2 with open subsets of Ĝ and Â

with a subset of Ĝ.
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Conjecture 9.1 (Conjecture 3.2 in [110]). For any connected nilpotent Lie

group G and continuous trace subquotient A of C˚pGq (in particular Â Ď Ĝ is a
Hausdorff subset), it holds that δDDpAq “ 0.

We shall mainly be interested in the case that A “ IG. It seems as if experts
in the field know the case of A “ IG to fulfil Conjecture 9.1, but we have not been
able to find a reference. We note the following cases where δDDpIGq “ 0 can be
concluded at this stage:

a) If G has step length 2, Conjecture 9.1 holds true by [110, Theorem 3.4].
In particular, δDDpIGq “ 0 for all step 2 nilpotent Lie groups G. For
examples of step 2 Lie groups, see Subsection 10.2.

b) If Γ consists of one fine strata, Proposition 6.9 implies that δDDpIGq “
0. We shall see an abundance of examples below in Section 10 where Γ
consists of one fine strata. An important special case when Γ consists
of one fine strata is when G has one-dimensional center and admits flat
orbits (see Subsection 10.3 below), in this case Γ “ z˚zt0u.

c) More generally than in b), if there exists a bundle of polarizations F Ñ
Γ, with F Ď Λ ˆ g satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 6.2, then
δDDpIGq “ 0. Indeed, in this case the Hilbert space bundle HΓ Ñ Γ can
be constructed from F as in Proposition 6.4.

Let us describe the structure of the continuous trace algebra IG and make the
construction of the bundle of flat orbit representations more explicit. First, we
show that the top fine stratas, while varrying over all Jordan-Hölder bases, is an
open cover of the set of flat orbits. We let JH denote the set of Jordan-Hölder bases
of g with gdimpzq “ z. For a Jordan-Hölder basis BBB P JH, we let UBBB Ď Γ denote the
top fine strata in the fine stratification defined from BBB.

Theorem 9.2. Let G be a nilpotent simply connected Lie group admitting flat
orbits. Then pUBBBqBBBPJH is an open cover of Γ.

To prove Theorem 9.2, we shall first need a lemma.

Lemma 9.3. Let G be a nilpotent simply connected Lie group with a flat orbit
through ξ P z˚ Ď g˚. Let ΓG denote the set of flat orbits for G. Fix an X P kerpξqXz.
The following holds the Lie algebra ḡ :“ g{RX:

i) ḡ admits a flat orbit through the element ξ̄ P pḡq˚ induced by ξ.
ii) The centre z̄ of ḡ is given by z̄ “ z{RX.
iii) The set ΓḠ of flat orbits for Ḡ can be identified with a hypersurface in ΓG

via the injection z̄˚ ãÑ z˚ dual to the projection from item ii).

Proof. Since ξ lies in a flat orbit,

z{RX “ stabpξq{RX “ stabpξ̄q.
We conclude from the series of inclusions z̄ Ď stabpξ̄q “ z{RX Ď z̄ that z{RX “ z̄

and that ξ̄ lies in a flat orbit. The lemma follows. ‹

Proof of Theorem 9.2. We prove the theorem by induction on the dimen-
sion of the centre of G. If G has one-dimensional centre and flat orbits, the statement
holds because Γ “ z˚zt0u and Γ “ UBBB for any BBB P JH. Assume that the statement
of the theorem holds true for nilpotent simply connected Lie groups admitting flat
orbits with centre of dimension ď m´1. Consider a nilpotent simply connected Lie
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group G admitting flat orbits and whose centre is of dimension m. Take a ξ P ΓG

and an X P kerpξq X z. We follow the notation of Lemma 9.3.
The nilpotent simply connected Lie group Ḡ that ḡ integrates to satisfy the

statement of the theorem by the induction assumption, because z̄ “ z{RX has
dimension m ´ 1. Therefore, there is a Jordan-Hölder basis BBB1 “ pX̄2, . . . X̄nq for
ḡ such that ξ̄ P UBBB1

Ď ΓḠ. We can lift pX̄2, . . . X̄nq to X2, . . . , Xn P g and, up to
permutation, consider the Jordan-Hölder basis BBB “ pX1, X2, . . . , Xnq for g where
X1 “ X .

The induction step is complete upon proving that ΓBBBJξ
contains an open subset,

in which case ΓBBBJξ
“ UBBB and ξ P UBBB since ξ P ΓBBBJξ

by definition. Take an η P z˚ such

that ηpXq “ 1 and ηpXjq “ 0 for j ą 1. By Lemma 9.3.iii), it suffices to prove that

JBBBξ1`tη is independent of sufficiently small t for ξ1 P UBBB1
Ď ΓḠ in a neighbourhood of

ξ̄. Consider the family of Jordan-Hölder bases BBBptq “ pX1 ´ tX2, X2, . . . , Xnq. By
definition, we have that JBBBξ1`tη “ J

BBBptq
ξ1 and since the variation in t only can alter

jump indices in the first step, we have that J
BBBptq
ξ1 is independently of sufficiently

small t. We conclude that JBBBξ1`tη is independent of sufficiently small t, and ΓBBBJξ

contains an open neighbourhood around ξ. ‹

Remark 9.4. Consider the statement:

Assume that G has orbits of dimension at most 2d, and consider the space of

orbits of maximal dimension Γ̃ :“ tO P Ĝ : dimpOq “ 2du.
Then pUBBBqBBBPJH is an open cover of Γ̃.

Theorem 9.2 shows that the above statement holds in the presence of flat orbits –
in this case Γ “ Γ̃. Generally we have that YBBBPJHUBBB Ď Γ̃ is Zariski open (since
each UBBB is). However, the statement above fails in general as seen from the four
dimensional Lie algebra spanned by X1, X2, X3, X4 with brackets rX4, X3s “ X2

and rX4, X2s “ X1 and all other brackets zero. For this Lie algebra we can identify

Γ̃ “ tpξ1, ξ2q : pξ1, ξ2q ‰ 0u but UBBB “ tpξ1, ξ2q : ξ1 ‰ 0u for any Jordan-Hölder basis
BBB P JH. This example can be found in [134, Remark 1, p. 274].

To simplify notation, we shall drop the notation involving jump indices, as we
henceforth only use the minimal jump index that corresponds to the top strata,
and instead indicate the basis. For instance, UBBB denotes the top fine strata in
the stratification defined from the basis BBB, FV,BBB Ñ UBBB denotes the bundle of
Vergne polarizations, and HV,BBB Ñ UBBB the associated Hilbert space bundle of G-

representations over UBBB Ď Γ Ď Ĝ.
For any BBB1, . . . ,BBBk P JH, we write

IG,BBB1,...,BBBk
: “ C0pUBBB1

X ¨ ¨ ¨UBBBk
qIG “

“ ta P C˚pGq : πpaq “ 0 @π P ĜzUBBB1
X ¨ ¨ ¨UBBBk

u.

For each BBB P JH, Proposition 6.7 and 6.9 produces canonical trivializations

πBBB : IG,BBB Ñ C0pUBBB,KpHV,BBBqq,
where d “ codimpzq{2. For any BBB,BBB1 P JH, the corrected Lion intertwiner from
Proposition 5.5 (see also Lemma 5.2) defines a fibrewise unitary intertwiner

LBBB,BBB1 :“ LFV,BBB1 ,FV,BBB
: HV,BBB1 |UBBBXUBBB1 Ñ HV,BBB|UBBBXUBBB1 .
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By possibly shrinking the open sets in the cover, we can also ensure continuity. In
other words,

AdpLBBB1,BBBq : C0pUBBB X UBBB1 ,KpHV,BBB|UBBBXUBBB1 qq Ñ C0pUBBB X UBBB1 ,KpHV,BBB1 |UBBBXUBBB1 qq,
is a unitary isomorphism fitting into the commuting diagram of ˚-isomorphisms

C0pUBBB X UBBB1 ,KpHV,BBB |UBBBXUBBB1 qq C0pUBBB X UBBB1 ,KpHV,BBB1 |UBBBXUBBB1 qq

IG,BBB,BBB1

AdpLBBB1,BBBq

πBBB

πBBB1

We conclude the following from Proposition 5.5.

Proposition 9.5. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admitting
flat orbits. Then the collection pHV,BBBqBBBPJH glues together as bundles of Hilbert
spaces with a fibrewise unitary G-action to a bundle of flat representations

HΓ Ñ Γ,

via the corrected Lion intertwiners pLBBB,BBB1 qBBB,BBB1PJH from Proposition 5.5. In partic-
ular, the fibrewise unitary G-action induces a C0pΓq-linear ˚-isomorphism

πZ : IG Ñ C0pΓ,KpHΓqq.
The existence of a bundle of flat orbit representations also follow from a defor-

mation argument below in Theorem 16.6.
By the universal property of the group C˚-algebra, any group automorphism

ϕ P AutpGq induces an automorphism C˚pGq that we by an abuse of notation also
denote by ϕ. Since the associated group homomorphism AutpGq Ñ AutpC˚pGqq is
injective this abuse of notation should not be a cause of confusion. By Proposition
6.8 and 8.1, any automorphism ϕ P AutpGq preserves the ideal IG Ď C˚pGq of flat
orbits. We abstractly know that IG is a continuous trace algebra over Γ with fibre
KpL2pRdqq, where d “ codimpzq{2, and IG trivializes by Proposition 9.5. We now
describe the action of automorphisms on IG and their lifts to the bundle of flat orbit
representations.

For a Jordan-Hölder basis BBB “ pX1, . . . , Xnq P JH of g, with gdim z “ z as in
Section 6 and 7, recall the construction of FV,BBB Ñ UBBB from Proposition 6.2, where
we write FV,BBB and UBBB for the top strata in the basis BBB (cf. Section 7). For a
ϕ P AutpGq, we write ϕpBBBq P JH for the Jordan-Hölder basis

ϕpBBBq :“ pϕ´1X1, . . . , ϕ
´1Xnq.

Proposition 9.6. Let ϕ, ϕ1 be automorphisms of a simply connected nilpotent
Lie group G admitting flat orbits. Take BBB,BBB1 P JH.

a) The mapping

ϕ˚ ˆ ϕ´1 : g˚ ˆ g Ñ g˚ ˆ g

restricts to a homeomorphism ϕ˚ ˆ ϕ´1 : FV,BBB Ñ FV,ϕpBBBq that fits into a
commuting diagram

FV,BBB FV,ϕpBBBq

UBBB UϕpBBBq.

ϕ˚ˆϕ´1

ϕ˚
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b) The map pξ, fq ÞÑ pϕ˚ξ, f ˝ ϕ˚q defines a fibrewise unitary morphism

tBBBpϕq : HV,BBB Ñ HV,ϕpBBBq,

such that:
‚ The following diagram of Hilbert space bundles commutes

HV,BBB HV,ϕpBBBq

UBBB UϕpBBBq,

tBBBpϕq

ϕ˚

and tBBBpϕq is equivariant for the ordinary G-action on HV,BBB and the
G-action on HV,ϕpBBBq pulled back along ϕ.

‚ It holds that

tϕpBBBqpϕ1qtBBBpϕq “ tBBBpϕϕ1q,
as morphisms of Hilbert space bundles HV,BBB Ñ HV,ϕϕ1pBBBq.

‚ The following diagram of Hilbert space bundles commutes

HV,BBB|UBBBXUBBB1 HV,ϕpBBBq|UϕpBBBqXUϕpBBB1q

HV,BBB1 |UBBBXUBBB1 HV,ϕpBBB1q|UϕpBBBqXUϕpBBB1q

L
p0q

BBB1,BBB

tBBBpϕq

L
p0q

ϕpBBB1q,ϕpBBBq

tBBB1 pϕq

c) The automorphism ϕ P AutpIGq restricts to a ˚-isomorphism ϕ| : IG,BBB Ñ
IG,ϕpBBBq that together with tBBBpϕq from the previous item fit into the com-
muting diagram of ˚-isomorphisms

IG,BBB IG,ϕpBBBq

C0pUBBB,KpHV,BBBqq C0pUϕpBqBqBq,KpHV,ϕpBBBqqq.

πBBB

ϕ|

πϕpBBBq

AdptBBBpϕqq

Proof. Note that h is a real algebraic polarization of ξ P g˚ if and only if ϕ´1h

is a real algebraic polarization of ϕ˚ξ P g˚. We also note that since ϕ˚pΞε,BBBq “
Ξε,ϕpBBBq for any ε, and ϕ

˚ is a homeomorphism on Γ, we have that ϕ˚pUBBBq “ UϕpBBBq.
To prove item a), we simply note that for ξ P UϕpBBBq,

ϕ´1phV,BBBpϕ´1˚ξqq “ hV,ϕpBBBqpξq,
which implies that

pϕ˚ ˆ ϕ´1qFV,BBB “ tpϕ˚ξ, ϕ´1Xq : ξ P UBBB, X P hV,BBBpξqu “
“ tpξ,Xq : ξ P UϕpBBBq, X P ϕ´1phV,BBBpϕ´1˚ξqu “ FV,ϕpBBBq.

Item b) and c) are proven by similar, lengthier but straightforward, computations
and we omit their proofs. ‹

To describe how to lift an automorphism to the bundle HΓ of flat orbit repre-
sentations constructed in Proposition 9.5, we follow [137]. We let puBBB,BBB1 qBBB,BBB1PJH P
Č1ppUBBBqBBBPJH, Up1qq denote the cocycle defined from

uBBB,BBB1 :“ e
πi
4
ηpFV,BBB1 ,FV,BBBq.
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Here we have for notational simplicity disregarded the fact that the covering needs
to be refined to ensure continuity. We define the map

ζ0 : AutpGq ÑČ1pppUBBBqBBBPJH, Up1qqq, (14)

ϕ ÞÑ pϕ˚puBBB,BBB1 qu´1
ϕpBBBq,ϕpBBB1qqBBB,BBB1PJH.

Proposition 9.7. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admitting
flat orbits. Then the mapping ζ0 satisfies

(1) The range of ζ0 is contained in the Cech cocycles, i.e. ζ0 induces a map-
ping

ζ : AutpGq Ñ Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qq.
(2) ζ0 P Z1pAutpGq, Ž1ppUBBBqBBBPJH, Up1qqq is a group cocycle for the induced

AutpGq-action on Ž1ppUBBBqBBBPJH, Up1qq, and induces a cohomology class

rζ0s P H1pAutpGq, Ž1ppUBBBqBBBPJH, Up1qqq,
and ζ P Z1pAutpGq, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq induces a cohomology class

rζs P H1pAutpGq, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq.
(3) The class rζs P H1pAutpGq, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq does not depend on the choice of

puBBB,BBB1 qBBB,BBB1PJH P Č1ppUBBBqBBBPJH, Up1qq as long as the cochain puBBB,BBB1 qBBB,BBB1

solves

uBBB,BBB1uBBB1,BBB2uBBB2,BBB “ e
πi
4
MaspFV,BBB ,FV,BBB1 ,FV,BBB2 q. (15)

Moreover, the action of ϕ P AutpGq on Γ lifts to a bundle morphism on HΓ inducing
ϕ on IG if and only if ζpϕq “ 0 P Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qq. Additionally, for a line bundle
L Ñ Γ, ϕ lifts to a bundle morphism on HΓ b L inducing ϕ on IG if and only if
ζpϕq “ ϕ˚pc1pLqqc1pL´1q P Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qq.

Proof. The coboundary of ζ0pϕq is the Cech cocycle given by

ϕ˚puBBB,BBB1 qu´1
ϕpBBBq,ϕpBBB1qϕ

˚puB1B1B1,BBB2 qu´1
ϕpBBB1q,ϕpBBB2qϕ

˚puBBB2,BBBqu´1
ϕpBBB2q,ϕpBBBq “

“ tBBBpϕqpLBBB,BBB1LBBB1,BBB2LBBB2,BBBqtBBBpϕq˚LϕpBBBq,ϕpBBB1qLϕpBBB1q,ϕpBBB2qLϕpBBB2q,ϕpBBBq “ 1,

by Proposition 9.6. Item 1 follows. To prove item 2, we note that the group
coboundary δζ0pϕ, ϕ1q is given by

δζ0pϕ, ϕ1q “ ϕ˚ζ0pϕ1qζ0pϕϕ1q´1ζ0pϕq “
“ ppϕϕ1q˚puBBB,BBB1 qϕ˚u´1

BBB,BBB1 pϕϕ1q˚puBBB,BBB1 q´1uBBB,BBB1ϕ˚puBBB,BBB1 qu´1
BBB,BBB1 qBBB,BBB1PJH “ 1.

To prove item 3), we note that if pu1
BBB,BBB1 qBBB,BBB1PJH P Č1ppUBBBqBBBPJH, Up1qq is another

choice of Up1q-cochain solving (15), then pu1
BBB,BBB1u

´1
BBB,BBB1 qBBB,BBB1PJH P Ž1ppUBBBqBBBPJH, Up1qq.

Denote the associated cohomology class by x P Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qq and let ζ 1 P Z1pAutpGq, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq
denote the cocycle constructed from pu1

BBB,BBB1 qBBB,BBB1PJH. Clearly, ζ
1pϕqζpϕq´1 “ ϕ˚pxqx´1

so

rζs “ rζ 1s in H1pAutpGq, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq.
To prove the final remark, we note that Proposition 9.6 (and a computation

involving the definition of HΓ) implies that ϕ lifts to HΓ if and only if there exists
a group cocycle pτϕ,BBBqBBBPJH such that

ϕ˚puBBB,BBB1 quϕpBBBq,ϕpBBB1q “ τϕ,BBBτ
´1
ϕ,BBB1 .
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In particular, ϕ lifts to HΓ if and only if ζpϕq “ rδpτϕ,BBBqBBBPJHs “ 0. The argument
for the case when ζpϕq “ ϕ˚pc1pLqqc1pL´1q, for a line bundle L Ñ Γ, goes similarly.

‹

Proposition 9.8. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admitting
flat orbits. Assume that � Ď AutpGq is a subgroup. The following are equivalent

(1) rζ|�s “ 0 P H1p�, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq
(2) Up to tensoring HΓ with a line bundle L Ñ Γ (solving ζpϕq “ ϕ˚pc1pLqqc1pL´1q

for each ϕ P �), each ϕ P � lifts to HΓ and the choice can locally in � be
made so that the lift depends strongly continuously on ϕ.

Proof. If rζ|�s “ 0 P H1p�, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq, there exists an x P Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qq
with ζpϕq “ ϕ˚pxqx´1 for all ϕ P �. There is a line bundle L Ñ Γ with c1pLq mapped
to x under Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qq – Ȟ2pΓ,Zq. By Proposition 9.7, we can lift all ϕ in a
strongly continuous manner. The converse follows in the same way. ‹

Definition 9.9. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admitting
flat orbits and � Ď AutpGq a subgroup such that rζ|�s “ 0 P H1p�, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq.

(1) Let L� Ñ Γ be a line bundle such that ζpϕq “ ϕ˚pc1pL�qqc1pL�q´1 for
each ϕ P �, and define

HΓ,L� :“ HΓ b L� .

(2) For each ϕ P �, pick lifts αpϕq to HΓ,L� as in Proposition 9.8. Define the
map

c� : � ˆ � Ñ CpΓ, Up1qq, pϕ, ϕ1q ÞÑ αpϕqϕ˚pαpϕ1qqαpϕϕ1q´1.

Proposition 9.10. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admit-
ting flat orbits. Assume that � Ď AutpGq is a subgroup such that rζ|�s “ 0 P
H1p�, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq and construct HΓ,L� and c� as in Definition 9.9. Then c�
satisfies the following:

(1) c� P Z2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqq is a group cocycle for the induced �-action on
CpΓ, Up1qq.

(2) The class rc�s P H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqq is independent of the choice of L�
and lifts αpϕq.

(3) The lifts of � to HΓ,L� can be choosen to define a strongly continuous

�-action if and only if rc�s “ 0 P H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqq.
Proof. Item 1 is a short computation. Item 2 follows from noting that the

lift α is unique up to a CpΓ, Up1qq-factor, so two different choices will give rise to
cohomologous c� .

To prove item 3, we first note that the lifts αpϕq are uniquely determined by ϕ
up to a CpΓ, Up1qq-factor. We have that rc�s “ 0 P H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqq if and only

if there is a τ� : � Ñ CpΓ, Up1qq such that

c�pϕ, ϕq “ τ�pϕqϕ˚pτ�pϕ1qqτ�pϕϕ1q´1.

Existence of such a τ� is clearly equivalent to existence of a modification of the

lifts αpϕq by a CpΓ, Up1qq-factor such that αpϕqϕ˚αpϕ1q “ αpϕϕ1q. ‹

Theorem 9.11. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admitting flat
orbits and � Ď AutpGq. Then the following are equivalent:
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(1) There exists a Hilbert space bundle H Ñ Γ with a fibrewise strongly con-
tinuous G-action, with the unitary equivalence class of the representation
in the fibre over ξ P Γ is exactly ξ, such that the �-action on Γ lifts to a
strongly continuous action on H Ñ Γ and a �-equivariant ˚-isomorphism

πZ : IG Ñ C0pΓ,KpHqq.

(2) It holds that rζ|�s “ 0 P H1p�, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq and rc�s “ 0 P H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqq.
(3) There exists a C0pΓq-linear �-equivariant Morita equivalence

IG „M C0pΓq.

Proof. That item 1 and 3 are equivalent follows from Kasparov’s stabilization
theorem and the definition of equivariant Morita equivalence. Clearly item 1 implies
item 2, and item 2 implies item 1 by Proposition 9.10 (with H “ HΓ,L� ). ‹

Remark 9.12. Let us take a moment to summarize the constructions above.
To construct an equivariant bundle of flat representations on a simply connected
nilpotent Lie group one first constructs HΓ as in Proposition 9.5. Secondly, if
� Ď AutpGq satisfies rζ|�s “ 0 P H1p�, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq we can modify HΓ by a
line bundle to HΓ,L� as in Proposition 9.8 and lift the action of � to HΓ,L� . If

rc�s “ 0 P H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qq, Proposition 9.10 allow us modify each αpϕq, ϕ P �,
by a scalar valued function such that � acts on HΓ,L� .

Remark 9.13. In [45], an equivariant Brauer group was defined. For a second
countable group � acting on a second countable space T , the equivariant Brauer
group Br�pT q is defined as the T -linear �-equivariant Morita equivalence classes of

�-continuous trace algebras A over T . The product in Br�pT q is defined by bC0pT q

and the unit by C0pT q. In [45, Theorem 5.1], it was proven that there is a filtration
0 Ď B1 Ď B2 Ď B3 “ Br�pT q and morphisms

δDD : B3 “ Br�pT q Ñ qH3pT,Zq,
ζ : B2 “ ker δDD Ñ H1p�, qH1pT, Up1qqq,
c : B1 “ ker ζ Ñ H2p�, CpT, Up1qqq,

such that A „M C0pT q (�-equivariantly over T ) if and only if δDDpAq “ 0 P
H3pT,Zq, ζpAq “ 0 P H1p�, Ȟ1pT, Up1qqq and cpAq “ 0 P H2p�, CpT, Up1qqq. As
such, Theorem 9.11 is a special case of the results in [45].

The description above can be made substantially simpler in the special case
that there is a global bundle of polarizations over all of Γ. This occurs for instance
when the Γ only consists of one fine strata or the bundle of Vergne polarizations is
a constant subbundle.

Proposition 9.14. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admitting
flat orbits. Assume that there exists a sub-bundle F Ď Γˆg such that the fibre over
ξ P Γ is a polarization of ξ. Then the following holds:

‚ It holds that rζs “ 0 P H1pAutpGq, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq.
‚ Define the associated Hilbert space bundle HF Ñ Γ, as in Proposition
6.4, with a strongly continuous fibrewise G-action such that rHF,ξs “ ξ
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for each ξ P Γ. Then each ϕ P AutpGq lifts to the morphism given by the
composition

HF
tF pϕqÝÝÝÑ HFϕ

L
p0q
F,FϕÝÝÝÝÑ HF .

where Fϕ “ pϕ˚ ˆϕ´1qpF q Ñ Γ is the transformed bundle of polarizations
(cf. Proposition 9.6.a) and tF pϕq : HF Ñ HFϕ

the map pξ, fq ÞÑ pϕ˚ξ, f ˝
ϕ˚q (cf. Proposition 9.6.b) and L

p0q
F,Fϕ

: HFϕ
Ñ HF is the Lion transform

(see Proposition 5.2).
‚ The cocycle

cAutpGq : AutpGq ˆ AutpGq Ñ CpΓ, Up1qq,
is the image of cF,fl P Z2pAutpGq, CpΓ,Z{8qq defined by

cF,flpϕ, ϕ1q :“ MaspFϕ, ϕ˚Fϕ1 , Fϕϕ1 q mod 8Z.

Proof. The first item follows from the second item by Proposition 9.7. The
second and third item follows from Proposition 5.2. ‹

Proposition 9.15. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admitting
flat orbits. Let d :“ codimpzq{2. Assume that there exists a sub-bundle F Ď Γ ˆ g

such that the fibre over ξ P Γ is a polarization of ξ and TF : HF Ñ Γ ˆ L2pRdq
be a global trivialization. Let � Ď AutpGq be a subgroup. Then the following are
equivalent:

(1) rcfl|�s P kerpH2p�, CpΓ,Z{8qq Ñ H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqqq
(2) The natural homomorphism � Ñ AutpIGq – CpΓ, PUpL2pRdqqq (via AdpTF q)

lifts to a homomorphism � Ñ CpΓ, UpL2pRdqqq.
(3) The �-action on IG is induced from a strongly continuous �-action on

HF .

Proof. The proposition follows from Proposition 9.10 and 9.14. ‹

10. Examples of graded nilpotent Lie groups

In this subsection we give some salient examples of simply connected, nilpotent
Lie groups geared towards the geometric scenarios arising later in the monograph.
The examples aim at exemplifying the contents of the recent subsections with a
focus on describing gradings, computing the top strata Γ, the Hilbert space bundle
HΓ Ñ Γ, the ideal IG Ď C˚pGq and in particular how to single out a compact
subgroup � Ď AutpGq lifting to an action on HΓ.

10.1. Step 1 graded nilpotent Lie groups. Nilpotent Lie groups of step
length 1 are just the abelian Lie groups. So the term simply connected, nilpotent,
graded Lie group of step length 1 is a lengthy description of the Lie group G “ Rn,
for some n P N, equipped with a vector space grading

g ” Rn “
à
pă0

Rnprps,

where we write Rnprps to indicate the space Rnp where the grading on this subspace
is p. Clearly any such decomposition with

ř
pă0 np “ n defines a grading of the Lie

algebra Rn. Since G “ Rn is abelian, we have that

AutpGq “ GLnpRq and AutgrpGq “
à
pă0

GLnp
pRq
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We can also conclude that

Ĝ “ g˚ “ Γ “ Ξ,

which only consists of one strata. In particular, C˚pGq “ I “ C0pg˚q “ C0pΞq “
C0pΓq. We have that HV “ ΓˆC is a trivial line bundle and the AutpGq-action on I
lifts to an action on HV which is trivial on the fibre, so in particular δDDpIGq “ 0,
ζ “ 0, and rcflats “ 0 P H2pGLnpRq, C0pΓ,Cˆqq. This example is likely too trivial
to improve the understanding of the reader, as the whole theory collapses to the
standard Fourier transform on a graded vector space, but we have included it as it
contains the local model for foliations as a special case (see more below in Example
18.2) and isolates the effects of choosing a grading.

10.2. Step 2 graded nilpotent Lie groups. Let us consider the case of
step length 2. This situation arises geometrically when for instance having a non-
integrable length 2 filtration of a manifold, i.e. one specified subbundle of the
tangent bundle which is not integrable.

If g is a nilpotent Lie algebra of step length 2, then g :“ g{rg, gs is an abelian
Lie algebra. In particular, g as a Lie algebra is determined by a subspace Cpgq Ď g

and a surjective map ω : g ^ g Ñ Cpgq, where g :“ g{Cpgq, by

rX,Y s “ ωpX,Y q,

where we use the notation X :“ X ` Cpgq. Surjectivity of ω ensures that rg, gs “
Cpgq. We say that g is a 2-step nilpotent lie algebra of type pp, qq if

dimrg, gs “ p and dim g “ q.

For more details, see [65]. Following Remark 7.7, we let X1, . . . , Xp denote a basis
of rg, gs and we define ωk : g ^ g Ñ R, k “ 1, . . . , p, by

rX,Y s “
pÿ

k“1

ωkpX,Y qXk.

Surjectivity of ω ensures that the forms ω1, . . . , ωp are linearly independent in
pg ^ gq˚. The basis induces an inner product on g and we can identify g with
the orthogonal complement of Cpgq Ď g and pg ^ gq˚ with sopgq. We identify
the collection ω1, . . . , ωp P pg ^ gq˚ with a collection ω1, . . . , ωp P sopgq and let
W Ď sopgq denote the space spanned by ω1, . . . , ωp.

For an arbitrary finite-dimensional inner product space V and a subspaceW Ď
sopV q, we can equip V ‘ W with a Lie bracket by declaring W to be central and
for X,Y P V the element rX,Y s P W is given by that

prX,Y s, ZqsopV q “ pZpXq, Y qV @Z P W.

We denote this Lie algebra by VW . It is readily verified that VW is a nilpotent Lie
algebra of step length 2 of type pdimpW q, dimpV qq with CpVW q “ W . The reader
should note that VsopV q is the free step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra on V and that for
any W Ď sopV q the following sequence is exact

0 Ñ WK Ñ VsopV q Ñ VW Ñ 0. (16)

It was proven in [65] that this construction up to isomorphism exhausts all nilpotent
Lie algebras of step length 2.
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Proposition 10.1 (Proposition 3.1.1 of [65]). Let g be a step 2 nilpotent Lie
algebra and type pp, qq with a choice of inner product p¨, ¨qg on g and a Jordan-
Hölder basis X1, . . . , Xn with gp “ Cpgq. Define ω1, . . . , ωp P sopgq and W Ď sopgq
as above. For the basis w1, . . . , wp P W such that pωi, wjqsopgq “ δi,j, the mapping

g Ñ gW , Xj ÞÑ
#
wj , j “ 1, . . . , p,

Xj , j “ p` 1, . . . , n,

is a Lie algebra isomorphism.

Remark 10.2. We note that Proposition 10.1 implies that for a step 2 nilpotent
Lie algebra g, it holds that

z “ tX P g : wpXq “ 0@w P W u,
where z denotes the center of g. In particular, Cpgq “ z if and only if for any X P g,
there is a w P W with wpXq ‰ 0.

From this characterization of step 2 nilpotent Lie algebras, [65] ensures an
explicit description of Autpgq. For a step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra g with a choice of
inner product on g, with W Ď sopgq as above, we define the Lie group

Hg :“ tg P GLpgq : gtWg Ď W u.
By universality, the group GLpgq acts on gsopgq – the free step 2 nilpotent Lie

algebra on g. We define uH : Hg Ñ Autpgq by noting that the short exact sequence
(16) ensures that the Hg-action descends to g – gsopgq{WK. The vector space

Hompg, Cpgqq acts as Lie algebra automorphisms on g by utpAqpv‘wq :“ v‘pAv`
wq for v P g, w P Cpgq and A P Hompg, Cpgqq. It is readily verified that for g P Hg

and A P Hompg, Cpgqq,
uHpgqutpAquHpgq´1 “ utpg.Aq,

where
pg.Aqpvq :“ gApgvqgt. (17)

Therefore ut and uH induces a well defined group homomorphism ut¸uH : Hompg, Cpgqq¸
Hg Ñ Autpgq where the crossed product is with respect to the Hg-action on
Hompg, Cpgqq given in (17).

Proposition 10.3 (Proposition 3.4.2 of [65]). Let g be a step 2 nilpotent Lie
algebra with a choice of inner product on g :“ g{Cpgq. Then

ut ¸ uH : Hompg, Cpgqq ¸Hg Ñ Autpgq,
is a group isomorphism.

Remark 10.4. The moduli space of step 2 nilpotent Lie algebras of type pp, qq
can by [64] be identified with Gpp, sopq,Rqq{GLqpRq, where Gpp, sopq,Rqq denotes
the Grassmannian manifold of p-dimensional subspaces in sopq,Rq. The automor-
phism group of a step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra of type pp, qq is quite small (see
[65, Proposition 3.4.3]) for most values of p and q in the generic case (for a dense
open subset of the moduli space). In particular, for most values of p and q, step 2
nilpotent Lie algebras of type pp, qq generically do not admit gradings.

The geometric setting our Lie algebras arise from ensures that the Lie algebras
are graded which changes what should be meant with generic. Let us describe
possible gradings on step 2 nilpotent Lie algebras.
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Proposition 10.5. Let g be a step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra. If δ is a dilation
on g it is uniquely determined by the induced dilation δ on g from the isomorphism
g – gW “ g ‘ Cpgq (from Proposition 10.1) and the identity

δtrX,Y s “ ωpδtpXq, δtpY qq, for rX,Y s P Cpgq.

For any grading on g, we have that Autgrpgq Ď uHpHgq (see Proposition 10.3 for
notation).

Moreover, a dilation δ on g is induced from a dilation δ on g if and only if the
grading g “ À

pă0 gp constructed from δ (as in Proposition 8.3) satisfies that

˜ ÿ

k`lăp

ωpgk, glq
¸ č ˜ ÿ

k`l“p

ωpgk, glq
¸

“ 0 @p ă 0. (18)

Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from that a dilation is a ho-
momorphism δ : R` Ñ Autpgq and the Lie bracket defines a surjection ω : g ^ g Ñ
Cpgq.

The second part follows from noting that the condition (18) is equivalent to
that the spaces

Cpgqp :“
ÿ

k`l“p

ωpgk, glq,

define a decomposition

Cpgq “
à
pă0

Cpgqp.

We can therefore define a dilation as in Proposition 8.3 from grading g by

gp :“ gp ‘ Cpgqp.

The decomposition g “ À
pă0 gp is indeed a grading as it follows from the con-

struction that

rgp, gqs “ ωpgp, gqq Ď Cpgqp`q Ď gp`q.

‹

We now turn our attention to representation theory of a step 2 simply connected
nilpotent Lie group. We denote the Lie group by G and its Lie algebra by g.
As above we fix a Jordan-Hölder basis with gp “ Cpgq and gdimpzq “ z. We let
ω1, . . . , ωp : pg{zq^pg{zq Ñ R denote the forms induced from ω1, . . . , ωp : g^g Ñ R.
The Pfaffian function (see Proposition 7.6 and Remark 7.7) on z˚ can be described
in the coordinates of the Jordan-Hölder basis as the polynomial of degree codimpzq{2
given by

Pfpξq “ Pf

˜
pÿ

j“1

ξpXjqωj
¸
.

As such, if G admits flat orbits (i.e. the Pfaffian polynomial is non-vanishing on

z˚), the top stratum Γ Ď Ĝ can be described by the transversal Λ Ď z˚ which is
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given as follows:

Λ “

$
&
%ξ “

dimpzqÿ

j“1

ξpXjqξj P z˚ : Pf

˜
pÿ

j“1

ξpXjqωj
¸

‰ 0

,
.
- “ (19)

“

$
&
%ξ “

dimpzqÿ

j“1

ξpXjqξj P z˚ : det

˜
pÿ

j“1

ξpXjqωj
¸

‰ 0

,
.
- “ ΛC ˆ pz{Cpgqq˚,

where

ΛC “
#
ξ “

pÿ

j“1

ξpXjqξj P Cpgq˚ : Pf

˜
pÿ

j“1

ξpXjqωj
¸

‰ 0

+
.

Remark 10.6. If Cpgq “ z, i.e. g “ g{z, then we can also write

Λ “ w´1
z pW XGLpgqq, (20)

where wz : z˚ Ñ W is defined by wzpξq :“
řdimpzq
j“1 ξpXjqωj . We note that by

Remark 10.2, Cpgq “ z if and only if for any X P g, wpXq “ 0 for all w P W implies
that X P Cpgq. In light of Equation (20), and injectivity of the W -action on g,
it is tempting to suspect that the equality Cpgq “ z implies the existence of flat
orbits, but fails since even if Cpgq “ z there need not exist an individual element
of W Ď sopgq acting injectively on g. This fails in the example of Remark 10.19
below.

Theorem 10.7. Let G be a step 2 simply connected nilpotent Lie group of type
pp, qq admitting flat orbits. Set d :“ codimpzq{2. We consider � “ uHpHgq Ď
AutpGq. Then the following holds for the ideal of flat orbits:

(1) It holds that rζ|�s “ 0 P H1p�, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq.
(2) It holds that rc�s is the image of the analogous cohomology class rcGLpqqs,

defined for the free step 2 simply connected nilpotent Lie group on a q-
dimensional vector space, under the mapping

H2pGLpqq, CpGLpqq{Sppqq, Up1qqq Ñ H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqq,
defined from the inclusion � ãÑ GLpqq and the inclusion Γ ãÑ GLpqq X
sopqq – GLpqq{Sppqq.

Proof. Item 1) follows from that rζ|�s is the pullback of

rζ|GLpqqs P H1pGLpqq, Ȟ1pGLpqq{Sppqq, Up1qqq “ 0,

defined from the quotient map onto g from the free step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra
on a q-dimensional vector space. Here GLpqq X sopqq – GLpqq{Sppqq is the space
of flat orbits of the free step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra on a q-dimensional vector
space. Indeed, by homotopy invariance we have that Ȟ1pGLpqq{Sppqq, Up1qq – Z

and H1pGLpqq,Zq “ 0. Item 2) is now clear from construction. ‹

We letG “ G{rG,Gs denote abelianization ofG which coincides with the simply
connected Lie group associated with g. We identify G with g. Pick a Jordan-Hölder
basis BBB P JH. By the proof of Proposition 6.2, pXjqjPKBBB

spans a complement to
the Vergne polarization hV,BBBpξq for any ξ P UBBB Ď Λ. Write KBBB “ tj1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jdu
where d “ codimpzq{2. From this fact we deduce the following proposition.
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Proposition 10.8. Let G be a step 2 nilpotent Lie group admitting flat or-
bits. Fix a Jordan-Hölder basis BBB P JH with KBBB “ tj1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jdu, where
d “ codimpzq{2. Define the mapping ρBBB : Rd Ñ G by

ρBBBpx1, . . . , xdq :“ exp

˜
dÿ

i“1

xiXji

¸
.

Then it holds that

‚ The composition Rd
ρBBBÝÝÑ G Ñ G is linear.

‚ For each ξ P UBBB Ď Λ, the composition Rd
ρBBBÝÝÑ G Ñ G{HV,BBBpξq is a

polynomial diffeomorphism.

Proposition 10.9. Let G be a step 2 nilpotent Lie group admitting flat orbits
with a Jordan-Hölder basis BBB P JH. For ξ P UBBB Ď Λ, the mapping

TV,BBBpξq : HFV,BBBpO,ξq,ξpOξq Ñ L2pRdq, TV,BBBpξqfpxq :“ fpρBBBpxqξq,
is a well defined unitary that fits in a unitary trivialization of Hilbert space bundles
over Γ

TV,BBB : HV,BBB Ñ UBBB ˆ L2pRdq, TV,BBBpξ, fq :“ pξ, TV,BBBpξqfq.
The G-action on the trivial Hilbert space bundle UBBB ˆL2pRdq induced by TV,BBB

and the G-action on HV,BBB (see Proposition 6.4) takes the form of a continuous
homomorphism π̃BBB : G Ñ CpUBBB, UpL2pRdqqq where

π̃BBB,ξpgqfpxq “ eiξplog1
ξpgq`rlogpgq,logpρpxqqsqfpx`log0ξpgqq, @g P G, ξ P UBBB, f P L2pRdq,

where we write log0ξpgq for the projection of logpgq onto the linear span of pXjqjPKBBB

(along the Vergne polarization) and log1
ξpgq :“ logpgq ´ log0ξpgq P hV,BBBpξq.

This proposition is a special case of Lemma 6.5.

Proof. The statements concerning TV follows from inspecting the proof of
Proposition 6.4. Let us turn to the form of the representation π̃. Note that

log ρpxq “ řd
i“1 xiXji . For X “ X0 ` X 1 P g, with X0 being the projection of X

onto the linear span of pXjqjPKBBB
(along the Vergne projection) and X 1 P hV,BBBpξq,

and x P Rd, we have that

eXρpxq “ eX0`X1

elog ρpxq “ eX0`X1`log ρpxq` 1
2

rX,log ρpxqs “
“ eX0`log ρpxqeX

1`rX,log ρpxqs “
“ ρpx`X0qeX1`rX,log ρpxqs,

where we have identified X0 with its coordinates in Rd with respect to pXjqjPKBBB
.

Since g is of step length 2, rX, log ρpxqs P z Ď hV,BBBpξq so eX
1`rX,log ρpxqs P HV,BBBpξq.

Therefore the representation π̃BBB takes the stated form. ‹

Remark 10.10. The explicit description of the representations of flat orbits for
step length 2 from Proposition 10.9 allow us to define a “noncommutative Fourier
transform” on flat orbits FBBB : C˚pGq Ñ CbpUBBB ,KpL2pRdqqq as the right vertical
morphism of Proposition 12. By Remark 6.10, this “noncommutative Fourier trans-
form” on flat orbits is injective. It can be defined as the closure of the linear map
FBBB : SpGq Ñ CbpUBBB,SpRd ˆ Rdqq given by

rFBBBaspξ, x, yq :“
ż

hV,BBBpξq

rexp˚aspy ´ x,X 1qeiξpX1`rX1´y,xsqdX 1
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where we identify Rd with the linear span of pXjqjPKBBB
. We note that the “non-

commutative Fourier transform” on flat orbits and Equation 19 produces the iso-
morphism

IG,BBB – C0ppz{Cpgqq˚ X UBBBq b C0pΛC X UBBB,KpL2pRdqqq,

and on the first tensor factor the noncommutative Fourier transform acts just as
the ordinary Euclidean Fourier transform.

We now turn our attention to more explicit examples.

Example 10.11. The most fundamental example of a step 2 nilpotent Lie
algebra is the Heisenberg group. The Heisenberg group is the local model for
contact manifolds (see more in Example 18.5 below). The reader can also consult
[74] for a broader view on the Heisenberg group. If V is a finite dimensional real
vector space with a non-degenerate 2-form ω and basis vector Z P R, there is a Lie
bracket on V ‘ R such that its centre is the copy of R, and for X,Y P V

rX,Y s :“ ωpX,Y qZ.

We often suppress the role of Z, and simply denote the associated Lie algebra by
V ˙ω R. It is clear from the construction that V ˙ω R is step 2 nilpotent of type
p1, dimpV qq. A choice of inner product on V induces an isomorphism V ˙ωR – VRω1

by Proposition 10.1. There is a standard grading on V ˙ω R given by

pV ˙ω Rq´1 :“ V and pV ˙ω Rq´2 :“ R.

We use the notation hn for a Heisenberg Lie algebra on a 2n-dimensional vector
space equipped with a non-degenerate 2-form and Hn for the associated step 2
simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Up to (non-canonical) isomorphism, hn and
Hn only depend on n.

We conclude from Proposition 10.3 that

Autphnq “ V ˚ ¸ ppSppV, ωq ¸ Z{2q ˆ Rą0q.

See also [74, Chapter I.2]. Here we can identify SppV, ωq ¸ Z{2 with the elements
g P GLpV q such that gωgt “ ˘ω and the generator of Z{2 is an order two element g
such that gωgt “ ´ω – it can be taken as i times complex conjugation upon choosing
an isomorphism of V with CdimpV q{2 transforming ω to the standard symplectic form
on CdimpV q{2 “ RdimpV q. The graded automorphisms, for the standard grading, are
described similarly as

Autgrphnq “ pSppV, ωq ¸ Z{2q ˆ Rą0.

For the sake of simplicity, we fix a complex structure on V adapted to ω. This
induces an inner product structure on V , and we can (and will) identify ω with the
associated element in sopV q. Since ω is non-degenerate, Equation (19) implies that

Γ “ tξ P z˚ : ξ ‰ 0u,

and Γ consists of one fine strata. In fact, the equality Γ “ z˚zt0u holds for all
Lie groups admitting flat orbits and whose center is one-dimensional (see below in
Subsection 10.3). We note that the action

Autphnq ˆ Γ Ñ Γ,
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of the automorphisms on the flat orbits (see Proposition 8.11) factors over the
quotient to the unique dilation on the Heisenberg Lie algebra

Autphnq “ V ˚ ¸ ppSppV, ωq ¸ Z{2q ˆ Rą0q Ñ Rą0.

By Proposition 8.6, we can identify

ΓB “ tξ P z˚ : ξpZq “ ˘1u.

For the Heisenberg group, xHn “ ΓYΓ2 (as sets) where Γ2 “ V ˚ are the charac-
ters. Therefore, the representation theory is completely described once having de-
scribed the representations of flat orbits. We fix a complex structure J on V adapted
to ω and consider V as an inner product space. Set d :“ dimpV q{2. Note that a
subspace V0 Ď V is Lagrangian (i.e. V0 “ tX P V : ωpX,Y q “ 0 @Y P V0u) if and
only if V0 and JV0 are orthogonal and V “ V0 ` JV0. Fix such a subspace V0, then
for any basis X1, . . . , Xd we obtain a Jordan-Hölder basis Z,X1, . . . , X1, Y1, . . . , Yd
where Yj :“ JXj . If X1, . . . , Xd is an ON-basis, we have the well known Heisenberg
relations

rXj , Xks “ rYj , Yks “ 0 and rXj, Yks “ δjkZ.

For ξ P Λ, a short computation shows that

hV pξq “ V0 ‘ R.

We conclude that

HV “ pz˚zt0uq ˆ L2pJV0q,
and the G-representation in each fiber is given by

πξpX ` JY ` tZqfpxq :“ eiξpt`ωpX,xqqfpx` JY q, X, Y P V0, t P R, f P L2pJV0q,
where we identify z˚ “ R via the basis Z. The reader should note that the con-
struction does not depend on the Jordan-Hölder basis in this case, but only on the
complex structure and the Lagrangian subspace V0. This gives an explicit isomor-
phism IG – C0pz˚zt0u,KpL2pJV0qqq and a short exact sequence

0 Ñ C0pz˚zt0u,KpL2pJV0qqq Ñ C˚pHnq Ñ C0pV ˚q Ñ 0.

We also note that since Γ consists of one fine strata, Proposition 9.14 implies that
rζs “ 0 P H1pAutpHnq, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq (which also follows from that Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qq “
Ȟ1pRˆ, Up1qq – 0.

It is now possible to describe the cocycle cAutpHnq. Recall the definition of the

flatness cocycle cAutpHnq P Z2pAutpHnq, Up1qq from Definition 9.9.

Proposition 10.12. Let Hn denote the Heisenberg Lie group constructed from
V ˙ω R. The cohomology class rcAutpHnqs P H2pAutpHnq, Up1qq is non-trivial and
belongs to the image of

H2pAutpHnq, CpΓ,Z{8qq Ñ H2pAutpHnq, CpΓ, Up1qqq.

Remark 10.13. The action of SppV, ωq Ď AutpHnq on Γ is trivial. It is well

known that SppV, ωq has a unique two fold cover ĂSppV, ωq and the action on I

lifts to an action of ĂSppV, ωq on HV “ pz˚zt0uq ˆ L2piV0q – the Segal-Shale-Weil
representation. See more in [74, Chapter 4]. In particular, rcSppV,ωqs is in the image

of H2pSppV, ωq,Z{2q Ñ H2pSppV, ωq, Up1qq.
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Proposition 10.14. Let Hn denote the Heisenberg Lie group constructed from

V ˙ωR. The action of ĂSppV, ωq on HV extends uniquely to an action of ĂSppV, ωq ¸
Z{2 lifting the action on IHn

. In particular, for

� “ pSOpV q X SppV, ωqq ¸ Z2 “ UpV q ¸ Z2,

we have that
rc�s “ 0 P H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqq.

In particular, there is a �-equivariant isomorphism IG – C0pz˚zt0u,KpL2pJV0qqq
for a suitable unitary representation of � on the trivial bundle z˚zt0u ˆL2pJV0q Ñ
z˚zt0u.

Proof. We can also lift the action of SppV, ωq ¸ Z{2 Ď AutpHnq to a pro-
jective action on HV . We can decompose HV over z˚zt0u “ Ră0 9YRą0 as HV “
HVă 9YHVą0. The Z{2-factor interchanges the two pieces of HV and we can lift
its action to the fiber by defining it as complex conjugation HV,ξ “ L2pJV0q Ñ
L2pJV0q “ HV,´ξ. This produces an action of Z{2 on HV that lifts the action on
IHn

. A short comparison with the construction of the Segal-Shale-Weil representa-
tion (see [74, Equation (4.24), (4.25), (4.26)]) shows that this induces an action of
ĂSppV, ωq ¸ Z{2.

The final conclusion of the proposition follows from that ĂSppV, ωq is defined
from a cocycle which is cohomologically trivial on UpV q (as the Weil-Shale-Weil
representation restricts to a representation of UpV q), so the inclusion UpV q Ñ
SppV, ωq factors over an inclusion UpV q Ñ ĂSppV, ωq. ‹

Example 10.15. Let Hn,C be the complexification of the Heisenberg group.
That is we define its Lie algebra as hn,C :“ hn bR C viewed as a real Lie algebra.
The complex Heisenberg group is the local model for certain polycontact structures
constructed from complex manifolds, see Example 18.7 below. If hn is defined from
an inner product space V with a non-degenerate 2-form ω, then identifying VC :“
V bRC “ V ` iV “ V ‘V , we have that hn,C “ pV ‘V qW whereW Ď sopV ‘V q is
spanned by

ω1 “
ˆ
ω 0
0 ´ω

˙
and ω2 “

ˆ
0 ω

ω 0

˙
.

Note that the complexification ωC of ω can be identified with ω1 ` iω2. The con-
structions can be carried out starting from a complex vector space VC equipped with
a complex non-degenerate 2-form ωC, but for simplicity we start from V which pro-
duces a real subspace of VC which is a Lagrangian for the imaginary part of ωC.

The Lie algebra hn,C :“ hn bR C is a step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra of type
p2, 2 dimpV qq with Cphn,Cq “ z. Most things are quite similar to the Heisenberg
group reviewed above in Example 10.11,. For instance, there is a standard grading
defined from phn,Cq´1 “ V bRC. Moreover, we have that AutgrpHn,Cq “ uHpHhn,C

q,
where Hhn,C

Ď GLRpV bCq consists of those g preserving the linear span of ω1 and

ω2. The group Hhn,C
contains a subgroup of the form SpCpVC, ωCq ˆ Up1q ˆ Rą0,

where SpCpVC, ωCq denotes the complex symplectic group on the complex symplectic
space pVC, ωCq, and Up1q acts via complex multiplication on VC. We also have that

AutpHn,Cq – HomRpVC,R2q ¸Hhn,C
.

For ξ “ pξ1, ξ2q P z˚, a short computation proves

Pfpωξq “ Pfpξ1ω1 ` ξ2ω
2q “ pξ21 ` ξ22qdimpV q{2.
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Therefore, the flat orbits are computed as

Γ “ z˚zt0u and ΓB – S1.

The action of AutpHn,Cq on Γ is linear, so the action on ΓB factors over a quotient
AutpHn,Cq Ñ Up1q acting by rotation. A big difference to the real Heisenberg group
is that Γ consists of multiple fine stratas; from a choice of ON-basis on V we can
construct a Jordan-Hölder basis of hn,C and the top fine strata in this basis will be
Γ with a coordinate axis removed.

Following the same arguments as in Example 10.11, for any Lagrangian V0 Ď V ,
the abelian Lie algebra V0,C ` z defines a polarization of all flat orbits, and the
representation defined from ξ P Γ takes the form

πξpX ` JY ` tZqfpxq :“ eiξpt`ωCpX,xqqfpx` JY q,
for X,Y P V0,C, t P C, and f P L2pJV0,Cq. Here we have fixed a complex structure
J on V , and where we have identified z “ C and ξ with an R-linear functional
C Ñ R. Similarly to Example 10.11, we arrive at an explicit isomorphism IHn,C

–
C0pz˚zt0u,KpL2pJV0,Cqqq and a short exact sequence

0 Ñ C0pz˚zt0u,KpL2pJV0,Cqqq Ñ C˚pHn,Cq Ñ C0pV ˚
C q Ñ 0.

Since there is a global polarization of the flat orbits, Proposition 9.14 implies that
δDDpIHn,C

q “ 0 P H3pz˚zt0u,Zq (which also follows from the argument above) and

rζs “ 0 P H1pAutpHn,Cq, Ȟ1pz˚zt0u, Up1qqq “ H1pAutpHn,Cq,Zq. We moreover
have that

rcSp
C

pVC,ωCqs “ 0,

since the SpCpVC, ωCq is simply connected. In particular, we conclude from Theorem
9.11 that there is an SpCpVC, ωCq-equivariant isomorphism

IHn,C
– C0pz˚zt0u,KpL2pJV0,Cqqq,

for a suitable unitary representation of SpCpVC, ωCq on the trivial bundle z˚zt0u ˆ
L2pJV0,Cq Ñ z˚zt0u. We note that SpCpVC, ωCq acts trivially on Γ “ z˚zt0u since
it acts trivially on the center of the Lie algebra.

Example 10.16. Let G be a product of Heisenberg groups. This is the local
model for the tangent group of a product of contact manifolds. For notational
convenience we write G “ Hn1

ˆ . . . ˆ Hnk
and assume that each Hnj

is defined
from a non-zero real inner product space Vj with equipped with a non-degenerate
ωj P sopVjq. Then G is of type pp, qq where:

p “ k, and q “ 2pn1 ` . . . nkq.
For notational convenience, we write V :“ ‘k

j“1Vj and z “ ‘k
j“1zj where zj is the

center of the j:th factor. We note that Cpgq “ z in this case. We call the grading

g´1 :“ V and g´1 :“ z,

the standard grading on G as it it is the only grading for which all projections onto
the standardly graded factors Hnj

are graded.
Let us describe the automorphisms. By Proposition 10.3,

AutpGq – HompV, zq ¸Hg,
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where we for rank reasons can write

Hg “ tϕ P GLpV q : Dpλijpϕqqki,j“1 s.t. ϕtωiϕ “
kÿ

j“1

λijpϕqωju “

“ tϕ P GLpV q : @iDj, λ ‰ 0 with ni “ nj s.t. ϕtωiϕ “ λωju –
– pRką0 ˆ pSppV1, ω1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SppVk, ωkqq ¸ pZ{2qkq ¸ Fpn1,...,nkq,

and Fpn1,...,nkq is the finite group of all permutations on k elements σ P Sk such
that ni “ nσpiq for all i “ 1, . . . , k. If G is equipped with the standard grading,
then

AutgrpGq “ uHpHgq.
The flat orbits are readily described because we are dealing with a product. A

similar argument as in Example 10.11 shows that

Γ “ pz˚
1 zt0uq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pz˚

k zt0uq “ tξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξkq P z˚ : ξ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξk ‰ 0u.
A computation shows that Γ consists of one fine strata in a suitable Jordan-Hölder
basis. The action of AutpGq on Γ factors over the quotient mapping

AutpGq Ñ pRką0 ˆ pZ{2qkq ¸ Fpn1,...,nkq “ pRˆqk ¸ Fpn1,...,nkq,

and pRˆqk ¸ Fpn1,...,nkq acts on Γ by rescaling and permutation of the coordinates.
By Proposition 8.6, we can identify

ΓB “ tξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξkq P z˚ : ξ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξk “ ˘1u.
We remark that if we choose a different grading than the standard grading, the
action of AutgrpGq on ΓB can be quite complicated.

If we pick an adapted complex structure on Vj and a Lagrangian subspaces
V0,j Ď Vj for each j, an argument as in Example 10.11 shows that we for a suitable
Jordan-Hölder basis arrive at the Vergne polarization

hV pξq “ V0 ‘ z,

for each ξ P Γ where V0 :“ Àk
j“1 V0,j . We conclude that

HV “ Γ ˆ L2pJV0q,
and the G-representation in the fiber over ξ P Γ Ď z˚ is given by

πξpX ` JY ` Zqfpxq :“ ei
řk

j“1 ξjpZj`ωjpXj ,xjqqfpx` JY q,
for X,Y P V0, Z P z, and f P L2pJV0q.

Following the argument for the Heisenberg group from Proposition 10.14, we
can describe the restriction of the flatness cocycle cflat P Z2pAutpGq, CpΓ,Cˆqq
to certain subgroups. We remark that Proposition 10.14 ensures that rcflats P
H2pAutpGq, CpΓ,Cˆqq is non-trivial as its restriction to H2pSppV1, ω1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ
SppVk, ωkq, CpΓ,Cˆqq is non-trivial (but Z{2-valued). We note that for

�0 :“ pUpV1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ UpVkqq ¸ pZ{2qk,
and an argument as in Proposition 10.14 implies that rc�

0
s “ 0 P H2p�0, CpΓ,Cˆqq.

Moreover, for
� :“ �0 ¸ Fpn1,...,nkq

we have by a standard argument that

rc�s P im pH2pFpn1,...,nkq, CpΓ,Cˆqq Ñ H2p�, CpΓ,Cˆqq.
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Example 10.17. For n ą 1, we consider the 2n´ 1-dimensional Lie algebra g

spanned by X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Yn´1 such that

rXi, Xi`1s “ Yi, i “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1

with all other brackets in the basis vectors being zero. The Lie algebra g is nilpotent
of step length 2 and arises as the quotient of the nilpotent Lie algebra of step length
n consisting of all real pn ` 1q ˆ pn ` 1q upper triangular nilpotent matrices (see
more in Example 10.23) by the ideal of all its n ´ 2:nd order commutators. We
have that Cpgq “ z “ ‘n´1

j“1RYj , and g is of type pn ´ 1, nq and is determined by

ω1, . . . , ωn´1 P sopnq given as

ωj “ ιjω
0qj ,

where ω0 is the standard symplectic form on R2, ιj : R2 Ñ Rn is the embedding
in the oriented basis pXj , Xj`1q and qj :“ ι˚j is the projection Rn Ñ R2 onto the

basis pXj , Xj`1q. We note that the associated linear span W Ď sopnq consists of
all anti-symmetric matrices ω “ pωijqni,j“1 with ωij “ 0 if |i ´ j| ą 1.

A grading on g is characterized by an n-tuple pl1, . . . , lnq, where lj ě 1 for all
j with equality for at least one j. The grading is defined so that Xj has degree lj.
Indeed, for such an n-tuple we can write

g “
à
pă0

gp, where gp :“
˜

à
j: lj“p

RXj

¸
‘

˜
à

j: lj`lj`1“p

RYj

¸
.

We call pl1, . . . , lkq “ p1, . . . , 1q the standard grading on g, in this grading the center
has degree 2.

The automorphism group of g is determined by Proposition 10.3, so

Autpgq – HompRn,Rn´1q ¸Hg,

where

Hg :“ tg P GLnpRq : pgtωigqjk “ 0 @i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, |j ´ k| ą 1u.

In general, there are very few compact subgroups of Hg. In the standard grading,
Autgrpgq “ uHpHgq.

Proposition 10.18. Consider the Lie algebra g from the preceding paragraphs
with n “ 4, i.e. the 2-step 7-dimensional Lie algebra defined from the bracket
relations

rX1, X2s “ Y1, rX2, X3s “ Y2, rX3, X4s “ Y3.

Let V denote the linear span of tX1, X2, X3, X4u. Then for any Riemannian metric
on V , Hg X OpV q is finite. In particular, there are no infinite compact subgroups
of Autgrpgq for n “ 4.

The take away from this proposition is that in order to expect interesting
geometric examples modelled on the Lie algebra appearing in this example, we
need to use non-compact structure groups.

Proof. We have that Hg X OpV q is compact, so it suffices to prove that
pHgqp0q XOpV q is finite, where pHgqp0q denotes the connected component containing
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the identity. A lengthier computation with the Lie algebra of Hg shows that

pHgqp0q “

$
’’&
’’%
g P GLp4q : g “

¨
˚̊
˝

g11 0 0 0
g21 g22 0 g24
g31 0 g33 g34
0 0 0 g44

˛
‹‹‚

,
//.
//-
.

For g P pHgqp0q we have that g P OpV q if and only if
$
’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%

g22 “ ˘1

g33 “ ˘1

g21g22 “ g22g24 “ g24g22 “ g34g33 “ 0

g211 ` g221 ` g231 “ 1,

g224 ` g234 ` g244 “ 1,

g21g24 ` g31g34 “ 0.

The first three equations implies that g P pHgqp0q XOpV q if and only if g P OpV q is

diagonal. We conclude that pHgqp0q XOpV q – pZ{2q4 is finite.
The final conclusion follows from that if � Ď Autgrpgq “ uHpHgq is compact it

acts isometrically on V for some Riemannian metric and by the previous argument
we have that � is finite. ‹

We compute the flat orbits using Equation (19):

Γ “ tξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξn´1q P z˚ : detpξ1ω1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξn´1ω
n´1q ‰ 0u “

“
#

H, if n is odd,

tξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξn´1q P z˚ : ξ1ξ3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξn´1 ‰ 0u , if n is even.

The space Γ consists of multiple fine stratas. Indeed, for n odd, any antisymmetric
matrix is degenerate and for n even induction on n{2 shows that detpξ1ω1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
ξn´1ω

n´1q “ ξ21ξ
2
3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξ2n´1. Using Proposition 8.6, we identify

ΓB “
#

H, if n is odd,

tξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξn´1q P z˚ : ξ1ξ3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ξn´1 “ ˘1u , if n is even.

Remark 10.19. Consider n “ 3 for which the above construction produces the
5-dimensional Lie algebra g spanned by X1, X2, X3, Y1, Y2 subject to the relations

rX1, X2s “ Y1, rX2, X3s “ Y2,

and all other brackets being zero. This nilpotent Lie algebra g is of step length 2,
of type p2, 3q with Cpgq “ z but admits no flat orbits.

We henceforth restrict our attention to n being even, so that there exists flat
orbits. The Vergne polarization of the flat orbits is computed using Proposition 7.8
to be

hV pξq “ h “ z `
n{2ÿ

j“1

RX2j´1,

for all ξ P Λ. Note that hV pξq “ h Ď g is abelian and independent of ξ. Using the
same argument as in Proposition 10.9 we conclude that

HV “ Λ ˆ L2pRn{2q,
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and the G-representation in the fiber over ξ P Γ Ď z˚ is given by

πξ

˜
exp

˜
nÿ

j“1

xjXj `
n´1ÿ

l“1

yjYj

¸¸
fpt1, t3, . . . , tn´1q :“

:“ eihpξ,t,x,yqfpt1 ` x1, t3 ` x3, . . . , tn´1 ` xn´1q,
for f P L2pRn{2q, where

hpξ, t, x, yq “ ξ

˜
n´1ÿ

l“1

yjYj

¸
` ξ

»
–

nÿ

j“1

xjXj ,

n{2ÿ

l“1

t2l´1X2l´1

fi
fl “

“
n´1ÿ

j“1

ξjyj ´ ξ1x1t1 `
n{2ÿ

l“2

pξ2l´2x2l´2 ´ ξ2l´1x2lqt2l´1.

Since there is a global polarization of the flat orbits, Proposition 9.14 implies that
rζs “ 0 P H1pAutpGq, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq. In lack of a good description of the auto-
morphisms, we settle for noting that there is an AutpGq-equivariant isomorphism
IG – C0pΓ,KpL2pRn{2qqq for some projective AutpGq-action on the trivial bundle

Γ ˆ L2pRn{2q Ñ Γ.

Example 10.20. Consider the free step 2 nilpotent Lie group G on a finite-
dimensional real inner product space V . In the notations of above, g “ VsopV q and
g satisfies Cpgq “ z “ sopV q. Indeed, the only nontrivial bracket is for x, y P V Ď g

and it is given by
rx, ys “ x^ y,

under the identification sopV q – ^2V defined from the inner product. The free
step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra is of type pnpn ´ 1q{2, nq where n :“ dimpV q.

There is a one-to-one correspondence of vector space gradings V “
À

pă0 Vp
with V´1 ‰ 0 and Lie algebra gradings g “ À

pă0 gp given by associating a grading
on g with a grading on V by

gp :“ Vp ‘
˜

à
j`l“p

Vj ^ Vl

¸
.

The inverse construction induces a grading on V from a grading on g by declaring
the quotient g Ñ V to be graded. We call the grading with V having constant
degree ´1 the standard grading.

By universality and Proposition 10.3,

AutpGq – HompV, sopV qq ¸GLpV q,
and

AutgrpGq “ uHpGLgrpV qq,
in the standard grading. Equation (19) shows that we can identify

Γ “ sopV q XGLpV q and ΓB “ sopV q X SLpV q,
using the self-duality sopV q˚ “ sopV q. We note that Γ is empty if dimpV q is odd
and in this case readily seen to be a Zariski open subset of sopV q if dimpV q is even.
The action of the automorphisms of G factors over the surjection AutpGq Ñ GLpV q
and GLpV q acts on Γ “ sopV q XGLpV q by matrix multiplication

ϕ.ξ :“ ϕtξϕ P sopV q XGLpV q.
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Since any non-degenerate two form admits a basis in which it is the standard
symplectic form ω0 on V , the GLpV q-action is transitive and there is a GLpV q-
equivariant homeomorphism

GLpV q{SppV, ω0q „ÝÑ Γ.

As above, we pick a Jordan-Hölder basis for g with gnpn´1q{2 “ z “ sopV q
(for n “ dimpV q). Such a Jordan-Hölder basis induces a basis of V and a filtration
Vj :“ gnpn´1q{2`jq{z of V . We can describe the Vergne polarization of the flat orbits
using Proposition 7.8 as

hV pξq “ z `
dimpV qÿ

j“1

kerpξ|Vj
q,

for all ξ P Λ “ sopV q X GLpV q. We note that hV pξq Ď g is neither abelian nor
constant in ξ P Λ. Moreover, it does not extend from the top fine strata (defined
relative to the fixed Jordan-Hölder basis) to all flat orbits. We shall therefore take
a more direct route using Fock-Bargmann spaces (see for instance [74, Chapter
1.6]) to constructing a bundle of flat representations. An additional feature that
comes in handy is that orthogonal automorphisms act most naturally on the Fock-
Bargmann spaces. We only consider the case that V is even-dimensional, so there
exists flat orbits.

We fix an inner product metric on V , it sets up a linear bijection between an-
tisymmetric forms and sopV q Ď EndpV q, and between symmetric forms and sym-
metric elements of EndpV q. In terms of this fixed inner product, there is a bijective
correspondences between symplectic forms ω and pairs pJ, gq of inner products g
on V and a complex structure J on V with gpx, Jyq “ ´gpJx, yq for all x, y P V .
Indeed, the pair pJ, gq determines the symplectic form ωpJ,gqpx, yq “ gpx, Jyq, and
conversely we can given ω define gω :“ p´ω2q1{2 and Jω :“ p´ω2q´1{2ω. We remark
that

xx, yyω :“ gωpx, yq ` iωpx, yq,
defines a hermitean inner product on V .

Given a symplectic form ω on V , we can define the associated Fock-Bargmann
space as F pV, ωq :“ OpV q X L2pV, e´gω q. That is, F pV, ωq is the subspace of
holomorphic functions (with respect to the complex structure Jω) in the weighted
L2-space L2pV, e´gω q defined from the weight e´gω pxq :“ e´gωpx,xq. One can equiv-
alently define F pV, ωq :“ À8

k“0 V
˚bs

C
k, were V ˚bs

C
0 “ C and V ˚bs

C
k is the k-fold

symmetric tensor product of V ˚ over C defined with respect to the complex struc-
ture Jω, with Hilbert space structure defined from gω.

The Bargmann-Fock representation of hdimpV q{2 “ VRω (see for instance [74,
Chapter 1.6]) extends to the free step 2 nilpotent Lie group πω : G Ñ UpF pV, ωqq
by identifying ω with a central character, using that Γ “ sopV q X GLpV q, and by
defining

πωpXqfpxq :“ e´ gωpX,Xq
2

´xx,Xyωfpx`Xq, (21)

for X P X and f P F pV, ωq. By construction, πω is a unitary irreducible representa-
tion representing the orbit ω P Γ under the Kirillov correspondence (beware that we
follow the convention of identifying Λ with the set of flat orbits Γ Ď g˚{Ad˚). Since
this construction depends continuously on ω, some arguments with the Bargmann
transform shows that the family of Hilbert spaces pF pV, ωqqωPΓ and representations
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pπωqωPΓ glues together to a locally trivial bundle of Hilbert spaces HΓ Ñ Γ with a
strongly continuous representation of G.

The group OpV q (defined with respect to the fixed inner product) is a maximal
compact subgroup of AutgrpGq and acts on the flat orbits Γ by α.ω :“ αtωα.
The homeomorphism Γ “ GLpV q X sopV q – GLpV q{SppV, ω0q is clearly OpV q-
equivariant for the left action on GLpV q{SppV, ω0q. The OpV q-action on Γ lifts to
a strongly continuously action on the bundle HΓ, by simply letting α P OpV q act
as the unitary

α : F pV, ωq Ñ F pV, α.ωq, αf :“ α˚f.

This map is well defined due to the fact that Jα.ω “ α´1Jωα and gα.ω “ αtgωα, so
the action is well defined as soon as αt “ α´1, i.e. α orthogonal.

We summarize this argument in the following proposition.

Proposition 10.21. We let G denote free step 2 nilpotent Lie group on the
even-dimensional inner product space V with space of flat orbits Γ “ GLpV qXsopV q
being all symplectic forms on V . The OpV q-equivariant bundle of Bargmann-Fock
spaces HΓ Ñ Γ satisfies that

IG – C0pΓ,KpHΓqq,
as OpV q-equivariant C0pΓq ´ C˚-algebras via the family pπωqωPΓ. In particular,

#
rζ|OpV qs “ 0 P H1pOpV q, Ȟ2pGLpV q X sopV q,Zqq “ 0, and

cOpV q “ 0 P H2pOpV q, CpGLpV q X sopV q, Up1qqq.

10.3. Nilpotent Lie groups with one-dimensional center. Let us con-
sider another class of nilpotent Lie groups, namely those with a one-dimensional
center. Given any nilpotent Lie group, a quotient by a codimension one subgroup
of the center produces a nilpotent Lie group with one-dimensional center, making
the case of one-dimensional center interesting. We shall also consider a construction
found in [117] that realize a nilpotent Lie group as a closed subgroup of a nilpotent
Lie group with one-dimensional center admitting flat orbits – this example holds
potential for index theoretical considerations.

Assume that G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with one-dimensional
center, and as above g denotes its Lie algebra that we equipp with a choice of
Jordan-Hölder basis such that X1 is central. As in Remark 7.7, there is an anti-
symmetric mapping ω : pg{zq ^ pg{zq Ñ z. The group G admits flat orbits if and
only if ω is non-degenerate, and Remark 7.7 shows that

Γ “ z˚zt0u.
If G is graded, the associated dilation on z is scalar and we can identify ΓB “ tξ P
Γ : ξpX1q “ ˘1u.

To simplify our discussion, we assume that G is graded. If ξ0 P Γ and h is a real
algebraic polarization of ξ0, we can extend h to a bundle of polarizations of Γ by
setting

hpξq :“ δth, for t ą 0 such that ξ “ ˘δtpξ0q.
If h “ hV pξ0q and the Jordan-Hölder basis is homogeneous for the grading, we
have that hpξq “ hV pξq for all ξ P Γ. In general, it is non-trivial to describe hV pξq
beyond Proposition 7.8. But we note the following concerning the ideal I Ď C˚pGq,
if h is any real algebraic polarization at ξ0 P Γ, and π˘ : G Ñ UpL2pRdqq denotes
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the representations associated with ˘ξ0 (polarized by h) and d “ codimpzq{2 “
pdimpGq ´ 1q{2, the dilation induces an explicit isomorphism

IG
„ÝÑ C0pz˚zt0u,KpL2pRdqqq, a ÞÑ pξ ÞÑ πsignpξqpδtpξqpaqqq,

where signpξq P t˘u and tpξq ą 0 are determined by ξ “ signpξqtpξqξ0. For nilpotent
Lie groups with one-dimensional center, the ideal of flat orbits fits into an Autpg-
equivariant short exact sequence

0 Ñ C0pz˚zt0u,KpL2pRdqqq Ñ C˚pGq Ñ C˚pG{Zq Ñ 0.

Example 10.22. We start with an example of a nilpotent Lie group with one-
dimensional center lacking flat orbits. Consider the 4-dimensional Lie algebra g

spanned by Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y4 subject to the relations

rY2, Y4s “ Y1 and rY3, Y4s “ Y2,

and all other Lie brackets between the basis vectors are zero. This example was
studied in [43, Example 1.3.10 and 2.2.2] and [102, Chapter 3.3]. We grade g by
g “ g´3 ‘ g´2 ‘ g´1 where g´1 is spanned by Y3, Y4, g´2 is spanned by Y2 and
the center g´3 “ z is spanned by Y1. The Lie algebra g is step 3 nilpotent with
one-dimensional center. The associated Lie group G readily seen to be a subgroup
of G3 (see Example 10.23). A short computation shows that Autgrpgq – R¸ pRˆq2
with action induced from an action on g´1, so the Jordan-Hölder flag defined from
Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 is invariant under graded automorphisms, so computations in this
basis globalizes in a controlled way. Since the centre has odd codimension there
exists no flat orbits. The top coarse strata will however consist of generic orbits
and produce structures similar to that of the flat orbits. We include this example to
indicate how the techniques of this monograph can be extended beyond the usage
of flat orbits.

We use Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 as a Jordan-Hölder basis and we use the dual basis for g˚

with associated coordinates ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4. Following [43, Example 1.3.10 and 2.2.2]
and [102, Chapter 3.3], the embedding pp, qq ÞÑ p0, q

2p
, 0, pq identify

Γ̃ :“ Rˆ
p ˆ Rq,

with an open, dense Hausdorff subset of Ĝ lifting to the subset tξ : ξ4 ‰ 0u.
under the projection map g˚ Ñ Ĝ. The inverse to the identification is given by
ppξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4q “ ξ1 and qpξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4q “ 2ξ3ξ1 ´ ξ22 . Each element ξ P Γ̃ defines
a two-dimensional coadjoint orbit and is polarized by the abelian subalgebra h “
RY1 `RY2 `RY3. For dimensional reasons, Γ̃ can be identified with the top coarse

strata in Ĝ and Γ̃ is preserved by all of AutpGq. For ξ P Γ̃, we construct the
representation

πξ : G Ñ UpL2pRqq, πξ :“ ind G
Hχξ,

where H is the Lie group constructed from h, χξ : H Ñ Up1q the character defined
from ξ and where we have identified G{H “ R.

Let ĨG Ď C˚pGq denote the ideal corresponding to Γ̃. The arguments above
shows that the family pπξqξPΓ̃ induces an AutpGq-equivariant isomorphism

ĨG – C0pΓ̃,KpL2pRqqq,
for some projective AutpGq-action on L2pRq. In particular, ĨG is an AutpGq-
continuous trace algebra with δDDpĨGq “ 0 P Ȟ3pΓ̃,Zq and rζs “ 0 P H1pAutpGq, Ȟ2pΓ̃,Zqq.
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Example 10.23. We proceed with a family of nilpotent Lie groups with one-
dimensional center lacking flat orbits. Let Gn denote the nilpotent Lie group of
real pn ` 1q ˆ pn ` 1q upper triangular unipotent matrices. This is a nilpotent
Lie group of step length n. Its center is one-dimensional and consists of matrices
g “ pgijqn`1

i,j“1 such that gij “ 0 unless i “ j or i “ 1 and j “ n` 1 (the rigthmost,

upmost entry can be non-zero). For any ξ P z˚zt0u, the Lie algebra stabpξq consists
of matrices with zero entries on and below the diagonal as well as in the right
most column with the exception of the rigthmost, upmost entry. In particular,
codimpstabpξqq “ n ´ 1 ă codimpzq, so there exists no flat orbits on Gn if n ą 2
even if codimpzq for certain n is even-dimensional.

The case n “ 3 was computed in more detail in [43, Example 1.3.11 and 2.2.3].
In the same way as in Example 10.22, [43, Example 1.3.11 and 2.2.3] provides an

open dense Hausdorff subset Γ̃ – Rˆ ˆ R of Ĝ3. Each coadjoint orbit defined from
elements of Γ̃ are of dimension 4 and the points of Γ̃ are all polarized by the same
4-dimensional abelian ideal h. For dimensional reasons, Γ̃ can be identified with
the top coarse strata in Ĝ3 and Γ̃ is preserved by all of AutpG3q. Let ĨG3

Ď C˚pG3q
denote the ideal corresponding to Γ̃. The arguments above shows that the family
pπξqξPΓ̃ induces an AutpG3q-equivariant isomorphism

ĨG3
– C0pΓ̃,KpL2pR2qqq,

for some projective AutpG3q-action on L2pR2q. In particular, ĨG is an AutpG3q-
continuous trace algebra with δDDpĨG3

q “ 0 P Ȟ3pΓ̃,Zq and rζs “ 0 in the group

H1pAutpG3q, Ȟ2pΓ̃,Zqq. It would be interesting to extend this construction to n ą 3
as it relates to parabolic geometries for SLpn,Rq (see Example 18.11 below).

Example 10.24 (The Mohsen construction). We will now consider a construc-
tion from [117] that to each simply connected nilpotent Lie group associates a larger
simply connected Lie group with one-dimensional center and flat orbits. This con-
struction is of interest since it creates flat orbits, and the modification is functorial
enough to extend to bundle of Lie groups and to Carnot manifolds.

Consider a simply connected nilpotent Lie group G with Lie algebra g. The Lie
algebra acts via the coadjoint action as Lie algebra homomorphisms on g˚ equipped
with the trivial Lie bracket. We can form the Lie algebra g˚ ¸ad˚ g. More precisely,
for pη,Xq, pη1, X 1q P g˚ ¸ad˚ g :“ g˚ ‘ g their Lie bracket is defined by

rpη,Xq, pη1, X 1qsg˚¸
ad˚g :“ pad˚pXqη1 ´ ad˚pX 1qη, rX,X 1sq.

The duality pairing defines a symplectic form ωg on g˚ ‘ g which is readily verified
to defined a cocycle on g˚ ¸ad˚ g. We let g̃ denote the associated central exten-
sion. More precisely, g̃ :“ g˚ ‘ g ‘ R as a vector space and the Lie bracket of
ppη,Xq, tq, ppη1, X 1q, t1q P g̃ “ g˚ ‘ g ‘ R is defined by

rppη,Xq, tq, ppη1, X 1q, t1qsg̃ :“ prpη,Xq, pη1, X 1qsg˚¸ad˚g, ωgppη,Xq, pη1, X 1qqq.

Let G̃ denote the simply connected Lie group constructed from g̃. The step length
of G̃ is exactly one step larger than that of G.

Definition 10.25. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie
algebra g. The Lie algebra g̃ constructed in the paragraph above is called the
Mohsen modification of g and the Lie group G̃ is called the Mohsen modification of
G.
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It is readily verified that the center z̃ of g̃ is the one-dimensional summand
R Ď g̃ and that the antisymmetric mapping ω : g̃{z̃^ g̃{z̃ Ñ z̃ can be identified with
the symplectic pairing ωg. In particular, we can from the discussion in the start of
this subsubsection deduce that g̃ is a Lie algebra with one-dimensional center that
admits flat orbits

Γ “ Rˆ “ z̃˚zt0u.
The automorphism group Autpg̃q is slightly convoluted to describe and for our

purposes it suffices to note that there are injections

Autpgq ãÑ Autpg˚ ¸ad˚ gq and Autpgq ãÑ Autpg̃q. (22)

The Lie algebra g̃ can always be graded by g̃´1 :“ g˚ ‘ g and g̃´2 :“ R. We
call this grading the standard grading on g̃. In examples, when g is graded it is
more natural to consider the induced grading on g̃. Let us describe how to induce
gradings from g to g̃ (this construction is also found in [117, Subsection 3.1]). If
g “ À

´nďpă0 gp is a grading of g, we define

g̃p :“

$
’&
’%

0, p ă ´n´ 1,

R, p “ ´n´ 1,

gp ‘ g˚
´n´p´1, p ě ´n,

In the standard grading Autpgq ãÑ Autgrpg̃q and in an induced grading Autgrpgq ãÑ
Autgrpg̃q.

We polarize ξ0 “ 1 P R˚zt0u by the real algebraic polarization

h :“ R ‘ g˚.

For a suitable Jordan-Hölder basis and either the standard grading or an induced
grading on g̃, the dilation reconstructs the Vergne polarization of the flat orbits
from this polarization and hV pξq “ R ‘ g˚ for any ξ P Γ. Let us describe the flat
representations constructed from the polarization h :“ R ‘ g˚. We have that

HV “ Rˆ ˆ L2pGq,
and the representation in the fibre over ξ P Rˆ is given by

πξ
`
eη`zg

˘
fptq :“ eiξpz`ηplogptqqqfpgtq,

for g P G, η P g˚, z P R “ z̃ and f P L2pGq. The reader should note that the

restriction of any flat orbit representation of G̃ to G is equivalent to the left regular
representation of G.

We arrive at an isomorphism IG̃ – C0pRˆ,KpL2pGqqq and a short exact se-
quence

0 Ñ C0pRˆ,KpL2pGqqq Ñ C˚pG̃q Ñ C˚pg˚ ¸Ad˚ Gq Ñ 0.

The action of AutpG̃q on IG̃ restricts to the ordinary fibrewise AutpGq-action on

IG̃ – C0pRˆ,KpL2pGqqq under the mapping AutpGq ãÑ AutpG̃q from Equation (22).

Furthermore, we deduce that rζs “ 0 P H1pAutpG̃q, Ȟ2pRˆ,Zqq “ 0 and rcAutpGqs “
0 P H2pAutpGq, CpRˆ, Up1qqq “ 0.



Part 3

Groupoids and twists



Introduction to part

The aim of the current part is to extend the structures defined in the previous
part to bundles of nilpotent Lie groups and to prove theK-theoretical results needed
for further index theoretical considerations. The motivation to do so comes from
the fact that the tangent bundle of a Carnot manifold can be seen as a groupoid
globally describing the osculating, nilpotent Lie group structure on each fibre. In
the following table we gather the main characters of the story and compare notation
for their incarnations on the level of the fiber and the level of frame bundle P Ñ X

of the bundle of Lie groups:

Lie group (group theoretic model
fiber)

G

Locally trivial bundle of Lie
groups (e.g. the tangent
groupoid of a Carnot manifold)

G

Lie algebra (Lie algebraic model
fiber)

g

Lie algebroid with trivial anchor
map (e.g. the tangent algebroid
of a Carnot manifold)

g

Center Z or z Central groupoid Z

Set of flat orbits Γ Fiber bundle of flat orbits ΓP

Total space of flat orbits Ξ
Symplectic vector bundle of flat
orbits over the total space of the
fiber bundle of flat orbits

ΞP

Ideal of flat representations IG
Ideal of flat orbit representations
in C˚pGq IP

Later, when P is constructed from a regular Carnot manifold X we indicate X
rather than P in the notation. For much of this part, we assume the reader is
familiar with KK-theory and the view on KK as a category [44, 85, 94, 101].
Often we consider diagrams of C˚-algebras involving morphisms from KK.

Homological information about H-elliptic operators on Carnot manifolds is
naturally contained in K˚pC˚pGqq. The aim is to develop computation tools in
these K-groups. In particular, there will be three main results in this part:

(1) The Connes-Thom isomorphism allow us to establish isomorphismK˚pC˚pGqq »
K˚pC0pg˚qq, this is known since work of Nistor [124]. This result ex-
tends to the level of bundles, i.e. for a locally trivial bundle of nilpo-
tent connected simply connected Lie groups we show that K˚pC˚pGqq »
K˚pC0pg˚qq. The technique used to construct Nistor’s Connes-Thom iso-
morphism is that of adiabatic deformations: a groupoid that smoothly
deforms G to g.

(2) We prove that the procedure of Nistor above restricts from C˚pGq to IP
and gives an isomorphism K˚pIP q » K˚pΞP q. Both isomorphisms for
C˚pGq and for IP are of an abstract nature and do not provide concrete
recipe for transforming cycles in K˚pIP q to cycles in K˚pΞP q. Extending
the proof that δpIGq “ 0 – by constructing a concrete Morita equivalence
bundle – to the case of a bundle of Lie groups we construct an isomorphism

K˚pIP q MorÝÝÝÑ K˚pΓP q ThomÝÝÝÝÑ K˚pΞP q from Morita invariance and the
Thom isomorphism. This isomorphism coincides with the Connes-Thom
isomorphisms up to a line bundle called the metaplectic correction bundle.
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(3) Finally, we study surjectivity of the map K˚pIP q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq, in-
duced from inclusion. In summary, the classes of H-elliptic operators
in K˚pC˚pGqq can be parametrized by K˚pΓP q under a surjectivity as-
sumption on the wrong way map K˚pΓP q Ñ K˚pXq as it is possible to
lift to K˚pIP q and then use the Morita equivalence to transform to cycles
in K˚pΓP q.

In Section 11 we review definitions, basic facts and examples from the theory of
Lie groupoids and algebroids. We recall the construction of the C˚-algebra of a Lie
groupoid and the definition of the Lie algebroid associated with a Lie groupoid. In
Section 12 we describe central decomposition of a Lie group as a twisted semidirect
product. This allows to establish equivariant isomorphisms between C˚pGq and
C˚pGZ, ωZq, where GZ is a certain groupoid over the dual of the center z˚. For
nilpotent groups this isomorphism restricts to the ideal of flat orbits IG and provides
an isomorphism IG » C˚pGΓ, ωΓq where GΓ “ GZ|Γ.

In Section 13 we extend the structures of Section 11 and 12 from nilpotent
Lie groups to bundles of nilpotent Lie groups. For instance, we prove analogues
of central decompositions considered in Section 12. In Section 14 we construct
Connes-Thom isomorphisms K˚pC˚pGqq » K˚pC0pg˚qq and K˚pIP q » K˚pΓP q.
The construction requires notions of classical adiabatic groupoids, parabolically
blowed adiabatic groupoid and a cocycle deformation of the adiabatic groupoid. At
the end of the section we characterize surjectivity of the mapK˚pIP q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq
induced from the inclusion.

The results of Section 16 are those of most relevance for later results on index
theory. A crucial result in this section states that the Connes-Thom isomorphism
K˚pIXq » K˚pΓXq differs from the Morita equivalence defined from a bundle of flat
orbit representations up to a line bundle – the metaplectic correction bundle. This
result lies at the heart of the index theorem as it allow us to explicitly compute
the Connes-Thom map K˚pC˚pGqq Ñ K˚pC0pg˚qq by finding a preimage under
K˚pIP q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq and the applying Morita invariance.

11. Lie groupoids and their C˚-algebras

A groupoid can abstractly be defined as a small category in which all morphisms
are isomorphisms. The abstract definition says quite litte and should rather be
interpreted as having a space (the objects) with symmetries (the morphisms) that
could vary over the space. We shall solely be concerned with Lie groupoids and
twists of them.

We will recall the basic definitions for groupoids for the purpose of setting
notations. The reader is expected to be acquainted with groupoids. The references
[51, 52, 54, 116, 125, 154, 155] can be consulted for a more extensive overview
of groupoids.

Definition 11.1. Let M be a smooth manifold. A Lie groupoid G Ñ M over
M is a smooth manifold of morphisms G equipped with the following structure
maps:

(1) A source and range maps s, r : G Ñ M .
(2) A composition map ˝ : Gp2q Ñ G, where

Gp2q “ tpγ1, γ2q P G ˆ G : rpγ2q “ spγ1qu,
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which is associative in the sense that pγ1 ˝γ2q˝γ3 “ γ1˝pγ2 ˝γ3q whenever
all compositions are defined.

(3) A unit map e :M Ñ G, subject to re “ se “ e, that maps each object to
the identity morphism in the sense that eprpγqq ˝ γ “ γ ˝ epspγqq “ γ for
each γ P G.

(4) An inverse map i : G Ñ G, subject to ri “ s, si “ r and i2 “ idG , which
sends each morphism to its inverse in the sense that ipγq˝γ “ epspγqq and
γ ˝ ipγq “ eprpγqq.

All structure maps are required to be smooth and s, r are required to be submer-
sions.

A Lie group is a Lie groupoid over a point. In the same way that a Lie group
has a Lie algebra, a Lie groupoid will have a Lie algebroid.

Definition 11.2. A Lie algebroid over a smooth manifoldM is a triple pg, ρ, r¨, ¨sq
where

‚ g Ñ M is a vector bundle.
‚ ρ : g Ñ TM is a vector bundle map called the anchor map.
‚ r¨, ¨s : C8pM,gq ˆ C8pM,gq Ñ C8pM,gq is a Lie bracket such that for
any X,Y P C8pM,gq, f P C8pMq one has

rX, fY s “ f rX,Y s ` pρpXqfqY.

Definition 11.3. Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid over M . The Lie algebroid
LiepGq of G is defined as follows:

(1) The vector bundle LiepGq “ kerDs|M with Lie bracket defined from iden-
tifying sections of LiepGq with right invariant vector fields on G.

(2) The anchor map ρ “ Dr : LiepGq Ñ TM .

Remark 11.4. Under certain conditions one has an analogue of Lie’s Third
Theorem, which associates a Lie groupoid G with a Lie algebroid g such that
LiepGq “ g. In general, it can fail, see the discussion in [51, Chapter 5.6].

Let us describe some examples that will play an important role later on in the
monograph.

Example 11.5 (Pair groupoid). Let M be a smooth manifold. The manifold
G :“ M ˆM is a groupoid over M by setting

rpx, yq :“ x, spx, yq :“ y,

px, yq ˝ py, zq :“ px, zq,
ipx, yq :“ py, xq, epxq :“ px, xq.

Example 11.6 (Transformation groupoid). Given a Lie group G acting by
diffeomorphisms on a smooth manifold M , define the Lie groupoid M ¸ G :“
M ˆG Ñ M with operations

rpx, gq :“ x, spx, gq :“ gx,

px, gq ˝ pxg, hq :“ px, ghq,
ipx, gq :“ pxg, g´1q, epxq :“ px, eGq.
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Example 11.7 (Deformation groupoid). For a closed smooth submanifold M0

of a smooth manifold M with a normal bundle N . The deformation to the normal
cone is the smooth manifold

DpM0,Mq “ N ˆ t0u \M ˆ p0, 1s.

See [53] for the definition of the smooth structure onDpM0,Mq. A smooth groupoid
G is called a deformation groupoid if G “ DpH0,Hq for a groupoid H and closed
Lie subgroupoid H0 with object space M . G has object space M ˆ r0, 1s. For more
details on this construction and the next, see [53]. We occasionally consider the
deformation groupoid construction over r0,8q instead of r0, 1s.

Example 11.8 (Adiabatic groupoid). Given a smooth groupoid G Ñ M one
can consider its Lie algebroid LiepGq (see definition 11.3). LiepGq is considered to
be a Lie groupoid with the vector bundle operation. It is isomorphic to the normal
bundle of unit the inclusion M ãÑ G. The adiabatic groupoid Gad is defined to be

Gad “ DpM,Gq ” LiepGq ˆ t0u \ G ˆ p0, 1s.

Example 11.9 (Tangent groupoid). The tangent groupoid TM Ñ M ˆ r0, 1s
of a smooth manifold M is defined to be adiabatic groupoid of the pair groupoid
M ˆ M Ñ M . It was first studied by Connes [42] as a way of conceptualizing
the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. The Lie algebroid of TM is TM ˆ r0, 1s. An
important variation of the tangent groupoid is the parabolic tangent groupoid of a
Carnot manifold constructed by van Erp-Yuncken (see [154]), we review it below
in the section on Carnot manifolds, see Section 19.

11.1. Twisted groupoid C˚-algebras. To encode the representations of a
groupoid, one associates a C˚-algebra. In order to be able to describe the full range
of situations arising for nilpotent groups and Carnot manifolds, we will need the
generality of twisted groupoid C˚-algebras. Before defining these C˚-algebras, we
recall some basic notions for groupoids.

Given a smooth groupoid G Ñ M , for x P M we denote the s-fiber of G by

Gx :“ s´1pγq “ tγ P G : spγq “ xu.

By definition, Gx is a smooth submanifold of G. Similarly, Gx :“ r´1pxq denotes
the r-fibre in x P M . For any η P Gx X Gy there is an associated diffeomorphism

Rη : Gy Ñ Gx, Rηpγq “ γ ˝ η.

Definition 11.10. Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid. A Haar system on G is a
family of smooth measures pµxqxPM , where µx is a measure on the s-fiber Gx, such
that

(1) For any f P C8
c pGq, the function M Q x ÞÑ

ş
Gx
fdµx P C is smooth on M .

(2) For any η P Gx X Gy, the diffeomorphism Rγ : Gy Ñ Gx is measure-
preserving.

We note that the second condition in the definition of a Haar system encodes
that our convention is to use right invariant Haar system. Any two Haar systems
on a Lie groupoid G Ñ M differ by a smooth, positive function on M . Therefore,
the Haar system is essentially unique.
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Definition 11.11. A smooth 2-cocycle on a Lie groupoid G is a smooth map
ω : Gp2q Ñ Up1q such that

ωpx, yqωpxy, zq “ ωpx, yzqωpy, zq whenever px, yq, py, zq P Gp2q,

ωpx, spxqq “ 1 “ ωprpxq, xq.

Definition 11.12. Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid and ω a smooth 2-cocycle on
G. The twisted convolution algebra of pG, ωq is the ˚-algebra C8

c pG, ωq :“ C8
c pGq

of compactly supported smooth functions on G equipped with the product defined
from twisted convolution

f ˚ gpγq “
ż

Grpγq

ωpη, η´1γqfpηqgpη´1γqdµrpγq, f, g P C8
c pG, ωq,

and the involution is given by

f˚pγq “ fpγ´1qωpγ, γ´1q.

Remark 11.13. We say that a Lie groupoid G Ñ M is a polynomial Lie
groupoid if M and G are manifolds with polynomial structures (see [128]), and all
maps involved in the groupoid structure are polynomial. For a smooth 2-cocycle ω
on a polynomial Lie groupoid the Schwartz space SpG, ωq :“ SpGq forms a ˚-algebra
with the identically defined operations as that of C8

c pG, ωq. There is in this case an
inclusion C8

c pG, ωq Ď SpG, ωq which defines a ˚-homomorphism with dense range.

Restriction along the unit defines a mapping EM : C8
c pG, ωq Ñ C8

c pMq. For
f1, f2 P C8

c pG, ωq we define xf1, f2yC0pMq P C8
c pMq by

xf1, f2yC0pMq :“ EM pf˚
1 ˚ f2q.

Let EG,ω denote the completion of C8
c pG, ωq as a C0pMq-Hilbert C˚-module. Up

to natural isomorphism of C0pMq-Hilbert C˚-modules, EG,ω is independent of ω.
Left multiplication extends to a faithful ˚-representation

λω : C8
c pG, ωq Ñ End˚

C0pMqpEG,ωq.

We call λ the left regular representation of G.

Definition 11.14. Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid and ω a smooth 2-cocycle on
G. The reduced C˚-algebra C˚

r pG, ωq is the completion of C8
c pG, ωq with respect

to the norm

}f}C˚
r pG,ωq :“ }λωpfq}End˚

C0pMq
pEG,ωq.

The full C˚-algebra C˚pG, ωq is a completion of C8
c pG, ωq with respect to all

˚-representations by bounded operators on a Hilbert space (for more details see
[139]).

If ω ” 1, we write C˚
r pGq and C˚pGq instead of C˚

r pG, 1q and C˚pG, 1q, respec-
tively.

Remark 11.15. If G Ñ M is a polynomial Lie groupoid with a smooth 2-
cocycle ω, the inclusion C8

c pG, ωq Ď SpG, ωq extends to a continuous dense inclusion
SpG, ωq Ď C˚

r pG, ωq. Similarly, there is a continuous dense inclusion SpG, ωq Ď
C˚pG, ωq.
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Example 11.16. Consider the transformation groupoid G “ M ¸G associated
with a Lie group acting smoothly on a manifold. A choice of Haar system corre-
sponds to a choice of Haar measure on G. The convolution product on C8

c pGq is
given by

f1 ˚ f2px, gq “
ż

G

f1ph, xqf2ph´1g, xhqdh,

where dh is the Haar measure on G. The involution is given by

f˚pg, xq “ fpg´1, xgq.

Therefore C˚
r pGq “ C0pMq ¸r G and C˚pGq “ C0pMq ¸G.

Example 11.17. Let M be a smooth manifold and consider the pair groupoid
G “ M ˆ M . A Haar system on G corresponds to a choice of a positive Radon
measure on M . We suppress the choice of this measure from the notations. The
convolution on C8

c pGq is given by

f1 ˚ f2px, yq “
ż

M

f1px, zqf2pz, yqdz.

The involution is given by

f˚px, yq “ fpy, xq.
The reduced C˚-algebra of G is isomorphic to the C˚-algebra of compact operators
KpL2pMqq. In fact, this isomorphism is constructed by localizing the left regular
representation in a point x P M and the canonical left G-equivariant diffeomorphism
M – Gx.

Theorem 11.18. Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid with a smooth 2-cocycle ω.
For any subset X Ď M we define GX :“ s´1pXq X r´1pXq which is a topological
groupoid (but not a Lie groupoid in general). If X Ď M is open and G-invariant,
GX is an open Lie subgroupoid of G and C˚pGX , ωq is an ideal in C˚pG, ωq. If
X is a closed G-invariant submanifold, GX is a closed Lie subgroupoid for which
restriction defines an epimorphism C˚pG, ωq Ñ C˚pGX , ωq that fits into an exact
sequence of full groupoid C˚-algebras:

0 Ñ C˚pGMzX , ωq Ñ C˚pG, ωq Ñ C˚pGX , ωq Ñ 0.

We refer the proof of this theorem to [139]. The reader should beware that
in general, the exactness property in Theorem 11.18 does not hold for the reduced
completion. The following corollary is an important consequence that we will use
abundantly.

Corollary 11.19. Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid. Assume that ω is a smooth
2-cocycle on the adiabatic groupoid Gad. Let G˝

ad denote the restriction of Gad to
M ˆ r0, 1q. Then one has the following exact sequence:

0 Ñ C˚pG ˆ p0, 1q, ωq Ñ C˚pG˝
ad, ωq ev0ÝÝÑ C˚pLiepGq, ωq Ñ 0.

If ω “ 1, the short exact sequence reduces to

0 Ñ C0p0, 1q b C˚pGq Ñ C˚pG˝
adq ev0ÝÝÑ C0pLiepGq˚q Ñ 0,

where LiepGq˚ Ñ M denotes the dual vector bundle of the Lie algebroid.
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12. A groupoid description of the flat orbits

The ideal of flat orbits of a simply connected nilpotent Lie group can be de-
scribed as a twisted groupoid C˚-algebra. We shall see that this relates the flat
orbits to a noncommutative Fourier transform of functions on the total space of the
vector bundle Ξ Ñ Γ.

We start with some preliminary considerations. Consider a Lie group G with a
closed central subgroup Z Ď G. For notational convenience, we use multiplicative
notation on G and G{Z but additive notation on Z. Assume that τ : G{Z Ñ G

is a smooth splitting of the quotient mapping G Ñ G{Z. We define the smooth
2-cocycle

ω : G{Z ˆ G{Z Ñ Z, ωpg1Z, g2Zq :“ τpg1Zqτpg2Zqτpg1g2Zq´1.

Proposition 12.1. The splitting τ induces an isomorphism G » G{Z ¸ω Z,
where the cocycle twisted product G{Z ¸ω Z is the group defined as the set G{Z ˆ Z

equipped with the group operation

pg1Z, z1q ¨ω pg2Z, z2q :“ pg1g2Z, z1 ` z2 ` ωpg1Z, g2Zqq.
We are interested in the situation that G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie

group and Z is its center. We can define the 2-cocycle

ωZ : G{Z ˆ G{Z Ñ Z, (23)

by choosing a Jordan-Hölder basis that splits G Ñ G{Z. The reader should note that
this 2-cocycle pairs with z˚ to the Kirillov form on the flat orbits, cf. Remark 7.7.
By the discussion above we have that G – G{ZˆωZ

Z. Let us translate this context
into a twisted groupoid. The crucial observation is that Z “ z whose C˚-algebra is
isomorphic to C0pz˚q via the Fourier transform.

Definition 12.2. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with center
Z “ z. Define the groupoid GZ Ñ z˚ as the transformation groupoid (see Example
11.6) of the trivial G{Z-action on z˚.

We write GΓ for the restriction of GZ to the open subset of flat orbits Γ Ď z˚.

We note that G
p2q
Z “ G{ZˆG{Zˆ z˚ and the composition is the product of the

two G{Z-factors.
Definition 12.3. Define the unitary 2-cocycle ωGZ

on GZ by

ωGZ
: G

p2q
Z “ G{Z ˆ G{Z ˆ z˚ Ñ Up1q, ωGZ

pgZ, hZ, ξq “ e´iξpωZpgZ,hZqq.

The group AutpGq acts as smooth groupoid automorphisms on GZ by

ϕpgZ, ξq :“ pϕpgqZ, pϕ´1q˚ξq.
We are here implicitly using that a groupoid automorphism preserves the center.
Let us describe a lift of this action to an action on C˚pGZ, ωGZ

q.
Proposition 12.4. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with center

Z and fix a smooth splitting τ : G{Z Ñ G. For ϕ P AutpGq, define τϕ :“ ϕ´1 ˝ τ ˝ ϕ
and

bϕ :“ τϕ ¨ τ´1 : G{Z Ñ Z.

It holds that the group AutpGq acts strongly continuously on C˚pGZ, ωGZ
q via the

action
ϕ.fpgZ, ξq “ e´iξb

ϕ´1 pgZqpϕ´1q˚pfqpgZ, ξq.
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Proof. Writing ϕ˚ωGZ
:“ ωGZ

˝ pϕ ˆ ϕq on G
p2q
Z , we compute that

ϕ˚ωGZ
pgZ, hZ, ξq “ωGZ

pϕpgqZ, ϕphqZ, pϕ´1q˚ξq “ e´iξpϕ´1pωZpϕpgqZ,ϕphqZqq.

If ωGZ
pgZ, hZ, ξq “ τpgZqτphZqτpghZq´1 for the smooth splitting τ , then

ϕ´1pωZpϕpgqZ, ϕphqZqq “ τϕpgZqτϕphZqτϕpghZq´1,

for the splitting τϕ :“ ϕ´1 ˝ τ ˝ϕ. Since splittings are unique up to Z, we have that

bϕ :“ τϕ ¨ τ´1 : G{Z Ñ Z,

is smooth and depends smoothly on ϕ P AutpGq. Moreover,

ϕ˚ωGZ
pgZ, hZ, ξq “ωGZ

pgZ, hZ, ξqe´iξbϕpgZqe´iξbϕphZqeiξbϕpghZq.

The computations above implies that AutpGq acts C˚pGZ, ωGZ
q by setting

ϕ.fpgZ, ξq “ e´iξb
ϕ´1 pgZqpϕ´1q˚pfqpgZ, ξq,

for f P SpGZ, ωGZ
q. Indeed, for ϕ P AutpGq and f1, f2 P SpGZ, ωGZ

q,
pϕ.f1 ˚ωGZ

ϕ.f2qpg, ξq “

“

ż

G{Z

e
´iξb

ϕ´1 phq
f1pϕ

´1
h, ϕ

˚
ξqe

´iξb
ϕ´1 ph´1gq

f2pϕ
´1

ph
´1

gq, ϕ
˚
ξqωGZ

ph, h
´1

g, ξqdh “

“

ż

G{Z

f1pϕ
´1

h, ϕ
˚
ξqf2pϕ

´1
ph

´1
gq, ϕ

˚
ξqpϕ

´1
q

˚
ωGZ

ph, h
´1

g, ξqe
iξb

ϕ´1 pgq
dh “

“

ż

G{Z

f1ph
1
, ϕ

˚
ξqf2ph

1´1
ϕ

´1
pgq, ϕ

˚
ξqωGZ

ph
1
, h

1´1
ϕ

´1
pgq, ϕ

˚
ξqe

iξb
ϕ´1 pgq

dh
1

“

“ ϕ.pf1 ˚ωGZ
f2qpg, ξq.

In the second last equality we changed coordinates to h1 “ ϕ´1h. We arrive at a
strongly continuous action AutpGq Ñ AutpC˚pGZ, ωGZ

qq. ‹

Theorem 12.5. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with center
Z “ z. Fourier transform in the central direction defines an AutpGq-equivariant
˚-isomorphism

FZ : C˚pGq Ñ C˚pGZ, ωGZ
q,

where the Fourier transform in the central direction is defined by density on f P
SpGq “ SpG{Z ˆ Zq (cf. Remark 11.13 and 11.15) as FZpfq P SpGZ, ωGZ

q where

FZpfqpgZ, ξq “
ż

z

eiξptqfpgZ, tqdt. (24)

Moreover, this isomorphism restricts to an isomorphism IG – C˚pGΓ, ωGZ
q, i.e. we

have a commuting diagram

IG C˚pGΓ, ωGZ
q

C˚pGq C˚pGZ, ωGZ
q

FZ

Ď Ď

FZ

The last conclusion of the theorem is interpreted as an empty statement if Γ
is empty. Another way of formulating the last conclusion of the theorem is that
IG Ď C˚pGq consists of those elements whose Fourier transform in the central
direction is supported in Γ Ď z˚. In Equation (24) we are implicitly identifying
G “ G{Z ˆ Z via the splitting τ , i.e. we are identifying fpgZ, tq “ fpτpgZqtq.
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Proof. For f P SpGq it is clear that FZpfq P SpGZq. We start with verifying
the equivariance property. For ϕ P AutpGq and f P SpGq we have that ϕ.fpgq “
fpϕ´1pgqq which we in Equation (24) are implicitly identifying with

ϕ.fpgZ, tq “fpϕ´1pτpgZqqϕ´1ptqq “ fpτϕpϕ´1pgqZqϕ´1ptqq “
“fpτpϕ´1pgqZqbϕpϕ´1pgqZqϕ´1ptqq,

where we in the last equality used that τϕ “ τ ¨ bϕ where bϕ takes central values.
Therefore

FZpϕ.fqpgZ, ξq “
ż

z

eiξptqfpτpϕ´1pgqZqbϕpgZqϕ´1ptqqdt “

“
ż

z

eiξpϕpsq´ϕpbϕpϕ´1pgqZqqqfpτpϕ´1pgqZqsqds “

“e´iξb
ϕ´1 pgZq

ż

z

eiϕ
˚pξqsfpτpϕ´1pgqZqsqds “ pϕ.FZpfqq pgZ, ξq,

where we in the second identity made the change of variables s “ bϕpgZqϕ´1ptq and
in the third equality we used that ϕ ˝ bϕ ˝ ϕ´1 “ bϕ´1.

Let us verify that FZ : SpGq Ñ SpGZ, ωGZ
q is a ˚-homomorphism. For f1, f2 P

SpGq, we have that

pFZpf1q ˚ωGZ
FZpf2qqpg, ξq “

ż

G{Z

FZpf1qph, ξqFZpf2qph
´1

g, ξqωGZ ph, h
´1

g, ξqdh “

“

ż

G{Z

ż

z

ż

z

e
iξpt1`t2q

f1ph, t1qf2ph
´1

g, t2qωGZ ph, h
´1

g, ξqdt1dt2dh “

“

ż

G{Z

ż

z

ż

z

e
iξpt1`ωZph,h´1gqq

f1ph, t1 ´ t2 ´ ωZph, h
´1

gqq¨

¨ f2ph
´1

g, t2qωGZ ph, h
´1

g, ξqdt1dt2dh “

“

ż

G{Z

ż

z

ż

z

e
iξpt1q

f1ph, t1 ´ t2 ´ ωZph, h
´1

gqqf2ph
´1

g, t2qdt1dt2dh “

“

ż

z

e
iξpt1q

pf1 ˚ f2qpg, t1qdt1 “ FZpf1 ˚ f2qpg, ξq.

By a similar computation, we have for f P SpGq that

FZpf˚qpg, ξq “
ż

z

eiξptqfpg´1Z,´t` ωZpg, g´1qqdt “

“ eiξpωZpg,g´1qq

ż

z

e´iξptqfpg´1Z, tqdt “

“ eiωGZ
ppg,ξq,pg´1,ξqqq

ż

z

eiξptqfpg´1Z, tqdt “ FZpfq˚pg, ξq.

This shows that FZ : SpGq Ñ SpGZ, ωGZ
q Ď C˚pGZ, ωGZ

q is a ˚-homomorphism.
By the universal property, the Fourier transform in the central direction extends
to a ˚-homomorphism FZ : C˚pGq Ñ C˚pGZ, ωGZ

q. By Fourier inversion, FZ :
SpGq Ñ SpGZ, ωGZ

q is a ˚-isomorphism, with inverse being the inverse Fourier
transform, which by the same argument extends to a ˚-homomorphism F´1

Z :
C˚pGq Ñ C˚pGZ, ωGZ

q that inverts FZ. Therefore FZ : C˚pGq Ñ C˚pGZ, ωGZ
q is

a ˚-isomorphism.
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It remains to prove that FZ restricts to a ˚-isomorphism IG – C˚pGΓ, ωGZ
q.

For ξ P z˚, we write λ
ωGZ

ξ for the localization of the left regular representation of

C˚pGZ, ωGZ
q in ξ. We let πZ,ξ :“ λ

ωGZ

ξ ˝ FZ denote the associated unitary represen-
tation of G. Restricting πZ,ξ to the center leads to the dichotomy that πZ,ξ is either
irreducible and corresponds to the flat orbit Oξ (which holds if and only if ξ P Λ)

or decomposes over representations from ĜzΓ (which holds if and only if ξ P z˚zΛ).
We conclude that

IG “ ta P C˚pGq : λωGZ

ξ pFZaq “ 0 @ξ P z˚zΛu “
“ ta P C˚pGq : FZa P C˚pGΓ, ωGZ

qu,
and the theorem follows. ‹

13. Locally trivial bundles of nilpotent Lie groups

In this subsection, we consider a situation appearing on Carnot manifolds (see
Section 17 below). The tangent space of a Carnot manifold can be equipped with
a certain Lie algebroid structure that integrates to a groupoid with r “ s and each
r-fibre is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group.

Proposition 13.1. Let pg, ρ, r¨, ¨sq be a Lie algebroid on M with anchor map
ρ “ 0. Then the Lie bracket on g restricts to a well-defined Lie bracket on each
fibre and g Ñ M is a smooth bundle with a fibrewise defined Lie algebra structure
depending smoothly on the base. If there exists an N ě 0 such that each fibre of g
is at most step N nilpotent, the Hausdorff-Baker-Campbell formula integrates to a
Lie groupoid structure on G :“ g with LiepGq “ g.

Proof. Since ρ “ 0, the bracket r¨, ¨s is C8pMq-linear and the first part of the
proposition follows. The Hausdorff-Baker-Campbell formula defines a polynomial
map gˆg Ñ g which we can consider a composition on G :“ g. It is readily verified
that this is a Lie groupoid for r “ s being the projection g Ñ M , i defined as the
additive inverse on each fiber and e :M Ñ G “ g being the zero section. ‹

In the case of interest in this work, regular Carnot manifolds (see Section 17
below), further structures are imposed.

Definition 13.2. Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid with r “ s, and simply
connected r-fibers and let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra.

We say that G is a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups of type g if
the Lie algebroid g :“ LiepGq Ñ M is a locally trivial bundle of Lie algebras with
typical fibre g, i.e. every x P M admits a neighbourhood U and a Lie algebroid
isomorphism gU – U ˆ g.

If g is graded, we say that G is a locally trivial bundle of Carnot-Lie groups of
type g if the Lie algebroid g :“ LiepGq Ñ M is graded and the local trivializations
are graded.

Proposition 13.3. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie
groups of type g, and set g :“ LiepGq and G :“ exppgq. Then the following holds:

(1) The bundle Autpgq Ñ M of fibrewise Lie algebra automorphisms is a
principal Autpgq-bundle and there is an isomorphism of Lie algebroids

g – Autpgq ˆAutpgq g.
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(2) If g is graded and G Ñ M is a locally trivial bundle of Carnot-Lie groups,
the bundle Autgrpgq Ñ M of fibrewise graded Lie algebra automorphisms
is a principal Autgrpgq-bundle and there is an isomorphism of Lie alge-
broids

g – Autgrpgq ˆAutgrpgq g.

(3) There is a groupoid isomorphism G – Autpgq ˆAutpgq G, and if G is a
locally trivial bundle of Carnot-Lie groups then G – Autgrpgq ˆAutgrpgq G.

Proof. Since g is locally a trivial g-bundle, it follows that every point x P
M admits a neighbourhood U such that AutpgqU “ AutpgU q – U ˆ Autpgq so
Autpgq Ñ M is a principal Autpgq-bundle. The remainder of the proof follows
from standard verifications in local charts. ‹

For a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups, we shall now define bundles
of flat orbits and related ideals. These results are extensions of Theorem 12.5 from
nilpotent Lie groups to locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups. First, we shall
need a multitude of notations.

Definition 13.4. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups
of type g coming from a principal Autpgq-bundle P Ñ M as in Proposition 13.3.

‚ We define the central subgroupoid as

Z :“ P ˆAutpgq ZpGq Ñ M,

which is a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups of type z. We
identify Z with a subgroupoid of G.

‚ If we pick a complement of Z – LiepZq in g, we can similarly as in
Equation (23) define a smooth 2-cocycle

ωZ : G{Z ˆ G{Z Ñ Z.

‚ We let GZ Ñ Z˚ denote the pull back of G{Z to Z˚. The Lie groupoid
GZ is a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups of type g{z and a
short computation shows that when viewing g˚ as a vector bundle on Z˚

via the restriction map, we can identify

g˚ “ LiepGZq˚.

‚ Define the 2-cocycle

ωGZ
: G

p2q
Z

Ñ Up1q,
as in Definition 12.3.

‚ We also set

ΓP :“ P ˆAutpgq Γ Ď Z˚,

and the locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups GΓ,P :“ GZ |ΓP
Ñ ΓP

(it is again of type g{z).
‚ We define ΞP :“ P ˆAutpgq Ξ. In light of Proposition 7.9, we can consider
ΞP Ñ ΓP as a vector bundle. In fact, a short computation shows that

ΞP “ LiepGΓ,P q˚.

We note that there is an inclusion

ΞP Ď g˚. (25)
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Assume that G admits flat orbits. We define IP as the C0-sections of the bundle
of C˚-algebras

P ˆAutpgq IG Ñ M,

and C˚pGqP as the C0-sections of the bundle of C˚-algebras

P ˆAutpgq C
˚pGq Ñ M.

Note that the frame bundle induces an isomorphism C˚pGqP – C˚pGq.

Proposition 13.5. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie
groups of type g defined from a principal Autpgq-bundle P Ñ M . Assume that
G :“ exppgq admits flat orbits. Then the C˚-algebra IP is a continuous trace
algebra with spectrum ΓP and

δDDpIP q “ 0 P Ȟ3pΓP ,Zq.

Proof. By local triviality of P , pΓ : ΓP Ñ M is locally trivial. We can there-
fore cover M by a open subsets pUjqjPJ and for local trivializations τj : p

´1
Γ pUjq Ñ

Uj ˆ Γ we can cover ΓP by the open subsets pτ´1
j pUj ˆ UBBBqqjPJ,BBBPJH. The fact

that IG is a continuous trace algebra, we can use the argument in Proposition
9.5 to lift the transition functions for IP defined on a refinement of the cover
pτ´1
j pUj ˆ UBBBqqjPJ,BBBPJH to a unitary valued Cech cocycle on ΓP . ‹

The reader can compare Proposition 13.5 to Theorem 16.6 below. The con-
struction of Proposition 13.5 gives a direct method to construct the bundle of flat
orbits from the η-invariants of Definition 5.3 and the corrected Lion intertwiner of
Proposition 9.5, while Theorem 16.6 proves δpIP q “ 0 via a deformation argument.

Let us provide another construction of the bundle of flat orbit representations
from an induction procedure. This induction procedure is to our knowledge not
always attainable as it relies on finding a suitable subgroup � Ď Autpgq to which
we can reduce P .

Proposition 13.6. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie
groups of type g as in Proposition 13.5. Assume that there is a subgroup � Ď Autpgq
to which P can be reduced, and satisfying rζ|�s “ 0 and rc�s “ 0. Then letting
H Ñ Γ denote a Hilbert space bundle and πZ an isomorphism as in Theorem 9.11,
item 1), the mapping πZ,� :“ id ˆ� πZ defines a C0pΓP q-linear isomorphism of

C˚-algebras

πZ,� : IP Ñ C0pΓP ,KpHP qq,
where HP “ P ˆ� H Ñ ΓP is the induced Hilbert space bundle.

The proof of Proposition 13.6 follows from local triviality of the reduction of
P to �. From the AutpGq-equivariance of the Fourier transform in the central
direction from Theorem 12.5, we can deduce the following description of the C˚-
algebras C˚pGqP and IP as twisted groupoid C˚-algebras.

Proposition 13.7. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie
groups of type g as in Proposition 13.5. The Fourier transform in the central
direction (cf. Theorem 12.5) defines ˚-isomorphisms

FZ : C˚pGqP Ñ C˚pGZ , ωGZ
q and FZ : IP Ñ C˚pGΓ,P , ωGZ

q,
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that fits into the commuting diagram

IP C˚pGΓ,P , ωGZ
q

C˚pGqP C˚pGZ , ωGZ
q

FZ

Ď Ď

FZ

14. Nistor’s Connes-Thom isomorphism and the ideal of flat orbits

In this subsection we will relate the K-theory of IG to that of the vector bundle
Ξ Ñ Γ and the K-theory of C˚pGq to that of g˚. The latter result is known
due to work of Nistor [124]. What will play an important role later on in the
monograph is that the results also works for bundles of simply connected nilpotent
Lie groups and that they are compatible with the inclusions IG ãÑ C˚pGq and
C0pΞq ãÑ C0pg˚q. The K-theory computations are carried out using an adiabatic
deformation considered by Nistor, so we therefore formulate the results of this
subsection in the language of groupoids.

For a simply connected nilpotent Lie group G we define its adiabatic deforma-
tion as

Gadb :“ g ˆ t0u 9YG ˆ p0, 1s.
The fibrewise operations makes Gadb Ñ r0, 1s into a groupoid. This is the adiabatic
deformation (as in Example (11.8)) of G viewed as a groupoid over a point. We
note that in this case, the smooth structure of Gadb is defined by declaring the map
ψ : g ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Gadb, given by

ψpX, tq :“
#

pX, 0q, t “ 0,

petX , tq, t ą 0,

to be smooth. We also define a variation on the adiabatic groupoid pertaining the
homogeneous structure of the central characters. Since the nilpotent Lie groups
arising in the fibre of the osculating groupoid of a Carnot manifold are Carnot-Lie
groups (see below in Section 17), we shall adopt our constructions to the dilation
action but remark that similar constructions can be carried out for general nilpotent
Lie groups.

Definition 14.1. The groupoid GZ,adb Ñ z˚ˆr0, 1s, where GZ is as in Definition
12.2, is defined by

GZ,adb “ pg{z ˆ z˚ ˆ t0uq 9YpG{Z ˆ z˚ ˆ p0, 1sq,

and whose smooth structure is defined by declaring the map ψ : g{zˆ z˚ ˆ r0, 1s Ñ
GZ,adb, given by

ψpX, ξ, tq :“
#

pX, ξ, 0q, t “ 0,

peδtX , δ˚
t´1ξ, tq, t ą 0,

to be smooth. The groupoid operations on GZ,adb are the fibrewise operations.

We note that

G
p2q
Z,adb “ pg{z ˆ g{z ˆ z˚ ˆ t0uq 9YpG{Z ˆ G{Z ˆ z˚ ˆ p0, 1sq.
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The group AutgrpGq acts as smooth groupoid automorphisms of GZ,adb by
#
ϕ.pX, ξ, 0q :“ pϕpXq, pϕ´1q˚ξ, 0q, t “ 0,

ϕ.pg, ξ, tq :“ pϕpgq, pϕ´1q˚ξ, tq, t ą 0.

Definition 14.2. Consider the groupoid

GZ,sqadb :“ GZ,adb ˆ r0, 1s ÑÑ z˚ ˆ r0, 1s2.
Define the mapping

ωGZ,sqadb
: G

p2q
Z,sqadb Ñ Up1q,

by #
ωGZ,sqadb

pX,Y, ξ, 0, sq “ eisωξpX,Y q “ eisξrX,Y s,

ωGZ,sqadb
pg, h, ξ, t, sq “ e´isξ.ωZpg,hq, t ą 0.

We note that the restriction of ωGZ,sqadb
to s “ 1 and t ą 0 coincides with ωGZ

,
the cocycle from Definition 12.3. We also note that ωGZ,sqadb

|s“0 “ 1.

Proposition 14.3. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group and GZ,sqadb

be constructed as above. The mapping ωGZ,sqadb
is a smooth cocycle. Moreover,

the AutpGq-action on GZ,adb lifts to a Cpr0, 1s2q-linear strongly continuous AutpGq-
action on C˚pGZ,sqadb, ωGZ,sqadb

q following the constructions proceeding Theorem
12.5.

Proof. To prove that ωGZ,sqadb
is a smooth cocycle, we note that it is by

construction a cocycle pointwise so it suffices to prove that

ψ˚ωGZ,sqadb
: g{z ˆ g{z ˆ z˚ ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Up1q,

is smooth. We compute that

ψ˚ωGZ,sqadb
pX,Y, ξ, t, sq “

#
eisξrX,Y s, t “ 0,

e
´ispδ˚

t´1ξq.pωZpeδtX ,eδtY qq
, t ą 0.

We ρgpX,Y q “ logpeXeY q, which is a polynomial map gˆg Ñ g since g is nilpotent.
Let j : g{z Ñ g denote the inclusion defined from the Jordan-Hölder basis that we
use to define ωZ. A short computation allows us to write

ωZpeδtX , eδtY q “ρgpδtjpXq, ρgpδtY,´jρg{zpδtX, δtY qqq “
“ ´ rδtX, δtY s ` P pX,Y, tq “ ´δtrX,Y s ` P pX,Y, tq,

for a polynomial P pX,Y, tq such that δt´1P pX,Y, tq vanishes to first order at t “ 0.
The last equality follows from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. We conclude
that

ψ˚ωGZ,sqadb
pX,Y, ξ, t, sq “

#
eisξrX,Y s, t “ 0

e
ispδ˚

t´1
ξq.pδtrX,Y s´P pX,Y,tqq

, t ą 0.
“

“
#
eisξrX,Y s, t “ 0

eisξ.prX,Y s´δ
t´1P pX,Y,tqq, t ą 0.

,

and that ψ˚ωGZ,sqadb
is smooth.

The proof that the AutpGq-action lifts goes as in Theorem 12.5. ‹

We introduce the notation ∆ Ď r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s for the diagonal. When appropri-
ate, we identify ∆ with r0, 1s.
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Proposition 14.4. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group and GZ,adb

and ωGZ,adb
be constructed as above.

‚ The groupoid homomorphism

GZ,adb ˆ p0, 1s Ñ GZ,adb ˆ p0, 1s,
defined by #

pX,Y, ξ, 0, sq ÞÑ pX,Y, s´1ξ, 0, sq, t “ 0,

pg, h, ξ, t, sq ÞÑ pg, h, s´1ξ, t, sq, t ą 0.

induces an AutpGq-equivariant Cpr0, 1s2q-linear isomorphism of C˚-algebras

C˚pGZ,adb ˆ p0, 1s, ωGZ,sqadb
q Ñ C˚pGZ,adb, ωGZ,sqadb

|s“1q b C0p0, 1s.
‚ The Fourier transform in the central direction from Theorem 12.5 defines
an AutpGq-equivariant Cr0, 1s-linear isomorphism of C˚-algebras

C˚pGadbq Ñ C˚pGZ,sqadb|∆, ωGZ,sqadb
|∆q.

We omit the proof as it follows from standard computations and the proof of
Theorem 12.5. For the next proposition, we recall that if Ξ Ñ Γ denotes the total
space of flat orbits there is an explicit vector bundle trivialization Ξ – Γ ˆ zK by
Proposition 7.9 that is readily verified to be AutpGq-equivariant. We conclude that
there is an AutpGq-equivariant groupoid isomorphism

GZ,adb|Γˆt0u – Ξ˚,

where the vector bundle Ξ˚ Ñ Γ is considered as a groupoid in the fibrewise
addition. We consider Ξ˚ as an open subgroupoid of the Lie groupoid g{zˆz˚ Ñ z˚.
The Lie groupoid carries a unitary 2-cocycle

ωpX,Y, ξq :“ eiξrX,Y s. (26)

Note that g{z ˆ z˚ “ GZ,adb|s“0 and ω “ ωGZ,adb
|t“0,s“1. We write ∆0 for the

diagonal in r0, 1q2. The following proposition follows from the notational discussion
above, Theorem 11.18 and Proposition 12.5.

Proposition 14.5. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group admitting
flat orbits and GZ,adb and ωGZ,adb

be constructed as above. Then there are AutpGq-
equivariant commuting diagrams with exact rows:

0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΣIG ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pGZ,sqadb|Γˆ∆0
, ωGZ,sqadb

q
ev0ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C0pΞq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0

§§đ
§§đ

§§đ

0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΣC˚pGq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pGZ,sqadb|∆0
, ωGZ,sqadb

q
ev0ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C0pg˚q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0

,

and

0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΣIG ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pGZ,sqadb|Γˆr0,1qˆt1u, ωGZ,sqadb
q

ev0ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pΞ˚, ωq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0

§§đ
§§đ

§§đ

0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΣC˚pGq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pGZ,sqadb|r0,1qˆt1u, ωGZ,sqadb
q

ev0ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pg{z ˆ z˚, ωq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0

,

and

0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΣC˚pΞ˚
P
, ωq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pGZ,sqadb|Γˆt0uˆr0,1q, ωGZ,sqadb

q
ev0ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C0pΞq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0

§§đ
§§đ

§§đ

0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΣC˚pg{z ˆ z˚, ωq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pGZ,sqadb|t0uˆr0,1q, ωGZ,sqadb
q

ev0ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C0pgq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0

,

The vertical maps in the three diagrams above are all ideal inclusions.
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Definition 14.6. We define the KK-morphisms

‚ ψ P KKAutpGq
0 pC0pg˚q, C˚pGqq;

‚ ψI P KKAutpGq
0 pC0pΞq, IGq;

‚ ψω P KKAutpGq
0 pC˚pg, ωq, C˚pGqq;

‚ ψI,ω P KKAutpGq
0 pC˚pΞ˚, ωq, IGq;

‚ ψΞ P KKAutpGq
0 pC0pΞq, C˚pΞ˚, ωqq;

as the boundary mappings from the short exact sequences appearing in Proposition
14.5.

Remark 14.7. We remark that a standard argument shows that

ψ “ rev0s´1 bC˚pGZ,sqadb|∆,ωGZ,sqadb
q rev1s,

where the evaluation maps are

ev0 : C˚pGZ,sqadb|∆, ωGZ,sqadb
q Ñ C0pg˚q, and,

ev1 : C˚pGZ,sqadb|∆, ωGZ,sqadb
q Ñ C˚pGq.

Indeed, rev0s P KKpC˚pGZ,sqadb|∆, ωGZ,sqadb
q, C0pg˚q is invertible as it is surjective

and its kernel is contractible by Proposition 14.4. Analogous statements hold for
ψI , ψω, ψI,ω and ψI,Ξ as well.

Remark 14.8. Given a group G and a principal G-bundle P Ñ X one has an
induction functor P : KKG Ñ KKX such that for a G ´ C˚´algebra A

P pAq :“ tf P CpP,Aq : fpp.gq “ g´1.fppq, ppG ÞÑ }fppq}Aq P C0pXqu.
For the principal AutpGq-bundle P Ñ M associated with a locally trivial bundle G

of nilpotent Lie groups on M , then

C˚pgq “ C0pg˚q “ P pC0pg˚qq, C˚pGq “ P pC˚pGqq, and C0pΞP q “ P pC0pΞqq,
and so forth.

Theorem 14.9. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of Lie groups of type
G with frame bundle P Ñ M . We denote its Lie algebroid by g. Then ψ P
KK

AutpGq
0 pC0pg˚q, C˚pGqq induces an element ψP P KKpC˚pGq, C0pg˚qq such that

‚ ψP is a KK-isomorphism, in particular the Kasparov product with ψP
defines isomorphisms

K˚pC˚pGqq – K˚pg˚q.
‚ The element ψP is natural with respect to invariant open inclusions and
restriction to invariant closed subsets, and in particular if G admits flat
orbits then there is a commuting diagram in KK

IG,P C˚pGq

C0pΞP q C0pg˚q

ψP,I ψP

where the vertical morphisms are isomorphisms. Here, the element ψP,I P
KK0pC0pg˚|ΓP

q, IG,P q is defined from ψI P KKAutpGq
0 pC0pΞq, IGq.
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Proof. By naturality of boundary mappings the second item of the theorem
follows from the first item. To prove the first item, we follow the idea in [124,
Lemma 3]. By a Mayer-Vietoris argument, we can assume that G “ M ˆ G Ñ
M is the trivial bundle. If we pick a character χ : g Ñ R, the Packer-Raeburn
stabilization trick and Connes’ Thom isomorphism allow to reduce the dimension
of G and item 1 follows from induction on the dimension of G. ‹

From Theorem 14.9 and the naturality of pushforwards we can conclude the
following.

Corollary 14.10. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of Lie groups over a
compact manifold of type G with frame bundle P Ñ M . Assume that G admits flat
orbits. Then the map K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq induced by the inclusion is surjective
if and only if ppΓq! : K˚pΓP q Ñ K˚pMq is surjective.

Proposition 14.11. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of Lie groups of
type G with frame bundle P Ñ M . Then the following diagram in KK commutes:

IG,P

C0pΞP q C˚pΞ˚
P , ωP q

ψI,P

ψΞ,P

ψω,I,P

Proof. The proof follows from naturality of boundary mappings and the fact
that all involved maps comes from a deformation parametrized by r0, 1s2 as in
Theorem 14.5. ‹

15. On surjectivity of K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq
For our index theoretical considerations later on, it will be important to have

surjectivity of the mapping K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq induced from inclusion. This
shall allow us to transfer index computations, a priori depending on the entire
spectrum, to the flat orbits. We have not found a general condition for this to hold,
but consider a number of results that are verifiable in examples. Throughout this
subsection we let G Ñ M denote a locally trivial bundle of Lie groups of type G

over a compact manifold with frame bundle P Ñ M . We tacitly assume that G

admits flat orbits.
Recall from Corollary 14.10 that surjectivity of K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq is

equivalent to surjectivity of ppγq! : K˚pΓP q Ñ K˚pMq. By the naturality of push-
forwards, surjectivity of ppγq! : K˚pΓP q Ñ K˚pMq is in turn equivalent to surjec-
tivity of the map K˚pΞ˚

P q Ñ K˚pA˚q induced by inclusion.

Proposition 15.1. Assume that the fibre bundle ΓP Ñ M admits a continuous
section. Then K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq is surjective.

Proof. If ΓP Ñ M admits a continuous section, we can compose it with the
zero section of ΞP Ñ ΓP and obtain a global section s :M Ñ ΞP . Taking a tubular
neighborhood the image of s in A˚, we obtain a ball bundle Q Ñ M contained in
Ξ˚
P . We arrive at a commuting diagram where all arrows are push-forwards induced
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from open inclusions

K˚pQq

K˚pΞ˚
P q K˚pA˚q

The map K˚pQq Ñ K˚pA˚q is bijective, so K˚pΞ˚
P q Ñ K˚pA˚q is surjective. ‹

Corollary 15.2. Assume that there is a subgroup � Ď G to which P reduces
and there is a �-fixed point in Γ. Then K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq is surjective.

Proof. Let P� denote the reduction of P to � and ξ0 P Γ the fixed point

of �. The map x ÞÑ rpx̃, ξ0qs, for some pre-image x̃ P P� of x, is independent of
choices and induces a continuous section to P� Ñ M . Therefore, ΓP Ñ M admits
a continuous section. The result follows from Proposition 15.1. ‹

Corollary 15.3. Assume that G is a Carnot-Lie group with one-dimensional
center and that the central subbundle Z Ñ M is orientable. Then K˚pIG,P q Ñ
K˚pC˚pGqq is surjective.

Proof. Orientability of Z is equivalent to it being trivializable, so there exists
a global section of the Rˆ-bundle ΓP “ Z˚zt0u Ñ M . The result follows from
Proposition 15.1. ‹

It follows from the next proposition that K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq is rationally
surjective for all nilpotent Lie groups with one-dimensional center without any
orientability assumption.

Proposition 15.4. Assume that G satisfies that χpΓq ‰ 0 has non-vanishing
Euler characteristic. Then K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq is rationally surjective. More
precisly, K˚pIG,P q Ñ K˚pC˚pGqq is surjective after inverting χpΓq.

Proof. By the Riemann-Roch theorem, we have a commuting diagram involv-
ing Chern characters

K˚pΓP q K˚pMq

H˚
c pΓP ,Qq H˚pM,Qq,

π!

ch ch

where the bottom arrow is the multiplication by the relative Â-genus composed
with the push-forward π˚ : H˚

c pΓP ,Qq Ñ H˚pM,Qq. Since multiplication by the

relative Â-genus is invertible and the Chern character is a rational isomorphism,
π! : K

˚pΓP q Ñ K˚pMq is a rational isomorphism if and only if π˚ : H˚
c pΓP ,Qq Ñ

H˚pM,Qq is a surjection. By Poincaré duality, this is in turn equivalent to the
push-forward π˚ : H˚pΓM ,Qq Ñ H˚pM,Qq being a surjection. By [34] there exist
a transfer map t : H˚pM,Qq Ñ H˚pΓP ,Qq such that π˚ ˝ t “ χpΓq1. Thus, if
χpΓq ‰ 0 then π˚ is surjective. ‹
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16. The Thom-Connes isomorphism and the bundle of flat

representations

The constructions with adiabatic deformations of Section 14 have favorable
functorial properties and produce K-theoretical information, but for later purposes
of computing with Carnot symbols we shall need to relate the Connes-Thom iso-
morphism to the bundle of flat representations from Section 9. Along the way, we
will give a new proof of the fact that the ideal of flat orbits, also in a locally trivial
bundle of nilpotent Lie groups, has vanishing Dixmier-Duoady class.

For these constructions, we shall need some further notation. Let G denote a
nilpotent Lie group admitting flat orbits and G Ñ M a locally trivial bundle of
nilpotent Lie groups with fibre G. Recall the groupoid

GZ “ G{Z ˆ z˚ Ñ z,

constructed in Section 12. We can analogously define GZ Ñ Z˚ as the pull back
of G{Z up to the dual central subbundle Z˚. Analogously to Definition 12.3, after
choosing a Riemannian metric for the Lie algebroid of G, we have a unitary 2-cocycle
ωGZ

on GZ and a (relative to the choice of metric) canonical isomorphism

C˚pGq „ÝÑ C˚pGZ , ωGZ
q,

implemented via the Fourier transform in the central direction as in Theorem 12.5.
This isomorphism implements an isomorphism IG,P – C˚pGZ |ΓP

, ωGZ
q. Similarly

to the constructions in Section 14, we can also define the adiabatic deformation
GZ,adb Ñ Z˚ and the smooth adiabatic cocycle ωGZ,adb

: pGZ,adbˆr0, 1sqp2q Ñ Up1q.
We shall now use the machinery of Section 9 to describe the representation theory
of C˚pGZ,adb|ΓP

, ωs“1
GZ ,adb

q.
First, we consider the case of M being a point and later we shall glue these

construction together. For a Jordan-Hölder basis BBB of g, we introduce the notation

GZ,adb,BBB :“ GZ,adb|UBBBˆr0,1s.

Consider the subgroupoid FBBB,adb Ď GZ,adb,BBB defined as follows. We let FBBB Ñ UBBB
be the Lie groupoid that integrates the quotient bundle FV,BBB{z Ñ UBBB of the bundle
of Vergne polarizations from Proposition 6.2. The groupoid FBBB is well defined by
Proposition 13.1. We let FBBB,adb Ñ UBBB ˆ r0, 1s be the adiabatic deformation of B
constructed as in Definition 14.1.

We define the space H 8
BBB,adb,c to consist of all f P C8pGZ,adb,BBBq such that

fpghq “ fpgqωs“1
GZ,adb

pg, hq´1, for pg, hq P pGZ,adb ˆ FZ,adbq X G
p2q
Z,adb,

and that f is compactly supported in the UBBB-direction and of Schwarz class modulo
FBBB,adb in the G{Z-direction. On H 8

V,ε,c, there is a C0pUBBB ˆ r0, 1sq-valued inner

product (as on page 31) and we let HBBB,adb denote its completion as a C0pUBBBˆr0, 1sq-
Hilbert C˚-module.

Following the constructions of Section 5, we make the following observation.
We implicitly use the isomorphisms of Proposition 14.4.

Proposition 16.1. The C0pUBBB ˆ r0, 1sq-Hilbert C˚-module HBBB,adb carries a
natural Cr0, 1s-linear bijective representation

C˚pGZ,adb,BBB, ω
s“1
GZ,adb

q Ñ KC0pUBBBˆr0,1sqqpHBBB,adbq,
such that
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‚ There exists a bundle of Hilbert spaces HBBB,adb Ñ UBBB ˆ r0, 1s such that

HBBB,adb “ C0pUBBB ,HBBB,adbq.
‚ HBBB,adb|p0,1s “ C0pUBBB ˆ p0, 1s,HBBB,V q as pC0pp0, 1s, IG,BBBq, C0pUBBB ˆ p0, 1sqq-
Hilbert C˚-modules.

‚ HBBB,adb|t“0 “ C0pUBBB, L2pg{FV,BBBqq as pC˚ppg{zq ˆ UBBB, ωq, C0pUBBBqq-Hilbert
C˚-modules (using the notation ω as in Equation (26)), where the action
of C˚ppg{zq ˆ UBBB, ωq on the bundle of Hilbert spaces L2pg{FV,BBBq is given
by twisted convolution.

For two Jordan-Hölder basis BBB and BBB1, we can (following Lemma 5.2 and
Section 9) define the adiabatic Lion intertwiner

L
p0q
BBB,BBB1,adb : HBBB,adb|UBBBXUBBB1 Ñ HBBB,adb|UBBBXUBBB1 , (27)

by extending the operation L
p0q
BBB,BBB1,adb : H 8

BBB1,adb,c Ñ H 8
BBB,adb, defined by

L
p0q
BBB,BBB1,adbfpghq :“

ż

pd´1pgqXFV,BBBq{pd´1pgqXFV,BBBXFV,BBB1 q

fpghqdh,

by unitarity. We remark that at t “ 0, we have deformed away all group structure
while retaining the cocycle in the central direction so we can consider the adiabatic
Lion intertwiner at fixed ξ and t “ 0 as the Lion intertwiner for the polarizations
that FV,BBBpξq and FV,BBB1 pξq define for the real Heisenberg algebra structure pg{zqRωξ

(for notation and further context, see Example 10.11). In particular, a computation
as in Proposition 9.5 and using Lemma 5.2 allow us to deduce the following:

Proposition 16.2. The adiabatic Lion intertwiner from Equation (27) inter-
twines the action of C˚pGZ,adb, ω

s“1
GZ,adb

q on HBBB1,adb with that on HBBB,adb. Moreover,

on triple intersections UBBB X UBBB1 X UBBB2 the Lion intertwiners satisfy the following
property:

L
p0q
BBB,BBB1,adbL

p0q
BBB1,BBB2,adbL

p0q
BBB2,BBB,adb ” e

πi
4
MaspFV,BBB ,FV,BBB1 ,FV,BBB2 q.

This will allow to make several conclusions for the structure of C˚pGZ,adb|ΓP
, ωs“1

GZ ,adb
q.

We start by describing what happens at t “ 0. For this, and also later purposes,
we need a lemma.

Lemma 16.3. Suppose that A is a continuous trace algebra with spectrum X and
trivial Dixmier-Duoady invariant. Assume for j “ 1, 2 that Hj Ñ X is a bundle of
Hilbert spaces and πj : A Ñ C0pX,KpHjqq are C0pXq-linear ˚-isomorphisms. Then
there is a line bundle LH1,H2

Ñ X, uniquely determined up to isomorphism, such
that

H1 – LH1,H2
b H2,

via a unitary intertwining π1 with π2.

Proof. By Kuiper’s theorem we can without restriction assume that H1 “
X ˆ ℓ2pZq is trivial, that A “ C0pX,Kpℓ2pZqqq and that π1 is the identity map.
Pick a cover U “ pUjqj of X over which H2 and π2 trivialises. In other words,
there are unitary isomorphisms Lj : H2|Uj

– Uj ˆ ℓ2pZq and LjaL˚
j “ π2paq for a P

C0pUj ,Kpℓ2pZqqq. We note that for a P C0pUj XUk,Kpℓ2pZqqq, L˚
jLkapL˚

jLkq˚ “ a

so ujk “ L˚
jLk defines a Up1q-valued Cech 1-cochain. It is direct from the con-

struction that pujkqj,k is a Up1q-valued Cech 1-cocycle, and it defines a line bundle
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LH1,H2
Ñ X . The collection pLjqj glues together to the required isomorphism

H1 – LH1,H2
b H2. ‹

For locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups with fibre G and frame bundle
P , we define ΞP as above, and consider the vector bundle Ξ˚

P Ñ ΓP as a groupoid.

We consider the fibrewise Kirillov form ω as a unitary 2-cocycle ω : pΞ˚
P qp2q Ñ Up1q.

Choose a Riemannian metric gΞ on ΞP . The Riemannian metric and the Kirillov
form induces a complex structure on ΞP , in particular ΞP Ñ ΓP inherits a spinc-
structure. Following the construction of the Fock space bundle in Example 10.20,
we arrive at a bundle of Fock spaces FΞ Ñ ΓP carrying an ω-twisted representation
of Ξ˚

P . As a bundle, FΞ Ñ ΓP is defined as

FΞ :“
8à
k“0

Ξ
bs

C
k

P .

The twisted action of Ξ˚
P on FΞ is defined as in Equation (21) by identifying FΞ

with the subbundle of fiberwise holomorphic sections of a weighted L2-bundle de-
fined from Ξ˚

P Ñ ΓP and the Riemannian metric. The representation theory of
the twisted groupoid pΞ˚

P , ωq is computed from that of the locally trivial bundle
of Heisenberg groups Ξ˚

P ¸ω R Ñ ΓP . Standard results on the Bargman-Fock
representations, see for instance [74], implies the following.

Proposition 16.4. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie
groups and gΞ a choice of metric on its Lie algebroid. The bundle of Fock spaces

FΞ :“
8à
k“0

Ξ
bs

C
k

P Ñ ΓP ,

and the ω-twisted action of Ξ˚
P on FΞ defined as in Equation (21) defines a ˚-

isomorphism

C˚pΞ˚
P , ωq – C0pΓP ;KpFΞqq.

In particular, the C˚-algebra C˚pΞ˚
P , ωq is a continuous trace algebra with spectrum

ΓP and vanishing Dixmier-Duoady invariant and if H1 Ñ ΓP is a bundle of Hilbert
spaces such that there is an isomorphism

C˚pΞ˚
P , ωq – C0pΓP ;KpH1qq,

then there exists a line bundle LH1 Ñ ΓP and an isomorphism of bundles of Hilbert
spaces H1 b L – FΞ.

The uniqueness of the Fock bundle up to line bundles follows from Lemma 16.3.
Next we consider a result that will play an important role in comparing the action
of the Fock bundle on K–theory to Nistor’s Connes-Thom isomorphism.

Theorem 16.5. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups
and gΞ a choice of metric on its Lie algebroid. The class rFΞs P KK0pC˚pΞ˚

P , ωq, C0pΓP qq
defined using the isomorphism of Proposition 16.4, fits into a commuting diagram

C0pΞP q C˚pΞ˚
P , ωP q

C0pΓP q

r {DΞs

ψΞ,P

rFΞs
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where ψΞ,P P KK0pC˚pΞ˚
P , ωq, C0pΞP qq is the deformation morphism induced from

ψΞ defined in Definition 14.6 and r {DΞs P KK0pC0pΞP q, C0pΓP qq is the dual Thom
class, i.e. the fibre-wise spinc-Dirac operator on ΞP Ñ ΓP defined from the complex
structure induced from ω and gΞ.

In the proof of this theorem, we will use unbounded KK-theory. The reader
can find more details on these methods in for instance [56, 76, 114, 115].

Proof. Let τΞ˚
P

P KK0pC0pΓP q, C0pΞqq denote the Thom class, it has an

unbounded KK-representative defined from pC0pΞP ;Sq, T q where S Ñ ΞP is the
complex spinor bundle and T is given by Clifford multiplication by the fibrewise
complex coordinate. A computation with the unbounded Kasparov product shows
that the KK-element

τΞ˚
P

bC0pΞP q ψΞ,P P KK0pC0pΓP q, C˚pΞ˚
P , ωqq,

is represented by the unbounded pC0pΓP q, C˚pΞ˚
P , ωqq-Kasparov cycle pC˚pΞ˚

P , ω;Sq, T q
where C˚pΞ˚

P , ω;Sq is the completion of SpΞ˚
P ;Sq in the C˚pΞ˚

P , ωq-valued inner
product

xf, gypvq “
ż

pΞ˚
P

qppvq

ωpv ` w,wqxfpwq, gpv ` wqySdw, f, g P SpΞ˚
P ;Sq,

and the operator T is the regular self-adjoint operator on C˚pΞ˚
P , ω;Sq defined from

the closure of T acting on the dense subspace SpΞP ;Sq Ď C˚pΞ˚
P , ω;Sq.

The KK-element

τΞ˚
P

bC0pΞP q ψΞ,P bC˚pΞ˚
P ,ωq rFΞs P KK0pC0pΓP q, C0pΓP qq,

is therefore represented by the unbounded KK-cycle

pFΞ,S ,Tq “ pC˚pΞ˚
P , ω;Sq b FΞ, T b 1FΞ

q.
The C0pΓP q-module FΞ,S identifies with the Fock space of spinor valued sections
and T with the fibrewise Toeplitz operator defined from Clifford multiplication by
the fibrewise complex coordinate.

Let us prove that

rpFΞ,S,Tqs “ rpC0pΓP q, 0qs “ 1C0pΓP q. (28)

One can prove Equation (28) by considering the corresponding unbounded cycle

pF0,T0q localized to a point. That is, F0 “ À8
k“0 V

bsym

C
kbS0, for a complex spinor

space S0 and V “ g{z, and T0 is Clifford multiplication by the complex coordinate.
The unbounded cycle pF0,T0q is Updq-equivariant. The operator T0 is by standard
considerations for Toeplitz operators surjective and has a one-dimensional kernel,

on which Updq acts trivially. Therefore, as classes in KK
Updq
0 pC,Cq we have that

rpF0,T0qs “ εUpdq, (29)

where εUpdq is the trivial Updq-representation. Since Ξ has a complex structure,
the lift of P to Γ has a reduction to a principal Updq-bundle PU Ñ ΓP . By going
to local coordinates we see that rpFΞ,S,Tqs is the image of rpF0,T0qs under the
induction functor

KK
Updq
0 pC,Cq Ñ KK

Updq
0 pC0pPU q, C0pPU qq Ñ KK0pC0pΓP q, C0pΓP qq.

Therefore, Equation (28) follows from Equation (29).
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We conclude that τΞ˚
P

bC0pΞP qψΞ,PbC˚pΞ˚
P
,ωqrFΞs “ 1C0pΓP q, so ψΞ,PbC˚pΞ˚

P
,ωq

rFΞs is a right inverse to the Thom isomorphism and since the Thom isomorphism
is an isomorphism, uniqueness of inverses gives that ψΞ,P bC˚pΞ˚

P ,ωq rFΞs is the

inverse and therefore ψΞ,P bC˚pΞ˚
P
,ωq rFΞs “ r {DΞs. ‹

Theorem 16.6. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups
with fibre G and frame bundle P . Assume that G admits flat orbits. Then IG,P is a
continuous trace algebra with spectrum ΓP and vanishing Dixmier-Duoady invari-
ant.

In particular, there exists a bundle of Hilbert spaces H Ñ ΓP and a C0pΓP q-
linear ˚-isomorphism πZ : IG,P Ñ C0pΓP ,KpHqq. This choice is unique up to
isomorphism of the Hilbert space bundle and tensoring by a line bundle.

Proof. We construct a cover U of ΓP by covering M by open subsets pUjqj
over which G trivializes and setting U to be the image of pUj ˆ UBBBqj,BBB in said
trivializations. Over each Uj ˆ UBBB we can write

IG,P |UjˆUBBB
– C0pUj ˆ UBBB,KpHBBB,adb|t“1qq,

and the transitition cocycle lifts to a cochain of adiabatic Lion intertwiners as in
Proposition 16.2 restricted to t “ 1. The same construction applies ad verbatim
to C˚pΞ˚

P , ωq with adiabatic Lion intertwiners restricted to t “ 0. By Proposition
16.2, δDDpIG,P q and δDDpC˚pΞ˚

P , ωqq are represented by the same Up1q-cocycle. But
δDDpC˚pΞ˚

P , ωqq “ 0 by Proposition 16.4. ‹

Proposition 16.7. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie
groups G that admits flat orbits. Let gΞ be a fixed metric on the Lie algebroid of G.
Assume that H Ñ ΓP is a bundle of Hilbert spaces and πZ : IG,P Ñ C0pΓP ,KpHqq a
C0pΓP q-linear ˚-isomorphism. Then there exists a uniquely determined line bundle

MpHq Ñ ΓP ,

that we call the metaplectic correction bundle, satisfying that HbMpHq extends to
a Hilbert space bundle Hmod Ñ ΓP ˆr0, 1s and πZ extends to a C0pΓP ˆr0, 1sq-linear
˚-isomorphism

πmod : C˚pGZ,adb|ΓP
, ωGZ,adb

|s“1q Ñ C0pΓP ˆ r0, 1s,KpHmodqq,
and satisfying

Hmod|t“0 – FΞ,

as pC˚pΞ˚
P , ωq, C0pΓP qq-Hilbert C˚-modules.

Proof. By the argument in Theorem 16.6, C˚pGZ,adb|ΓP
, ωGZ,adb

|s“1q is a con-
tinuous trace algebra with spectrum ΓP ˆ r0, 1s and trivial Dixmier-Duoady class.
The proposition now follows from Lemma 16.3. ‹

Remark 16.8. In light of Lemma 16.3, Proposition 16.7 implies that for any
two bundles of Hilbert spaces Hj Ñ ΓP with equipped with C0pΓP q-linear ˚-
isomorphisms πj : IG,P Ñ C0pΓP ,KpHqq, j “ 1, 2, there is an isomorphism of
Hilbert space bundles

H1 b MpH1q – H2 b MpH2q,
compatible with the action of IG,P .

The reader could note that MpHq Ñ ΓP depends on πZ. The dependence on
πZ can be seen from the proof of Lemma 16.3.
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Let us describe the metaplectic correction line bundle for a particular choice of
bundle of flat orbit representations.

Lemma 16.9. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups
with fibre G and frame bundle P . Assume that G admits flat orbits. Consider the
bundle of flat orbit representations

H Ñ ΓP ,

defined from gluing together along the corrected Lion intertwiners defined in small
enough local trivializations as in Proposition 9.5 and 13.5. Then it holds that

c1pMpHqq ´ c1pdetpΞ˚
P qq P impH1pΓP ,Z{8q Ñ H2pΓP ,Zqq,

is in the image of the Bockstein map associated with multiplication by 8. In partic-
ular, the image of c1pMpHqq in H2pΓP ,Rq coincides with that of c1pdetpΞ˚

P qq.
Proof. The reader should note that ΞP carries an essentially unique complex

structure adapted to the Kirillov form, and detpΞ˚
P q ” ^d

CΞ
˚
P Ñ ΓP is a well defined

line bundle (for d “ rkpΞP q “ codimpzq{2). To prove the lemma we must show that
there are transition functions for MpHq and detpΞ˚

P q that coincides up to powers of

e
πi
4 . We can construct MpHq as the line bundle LH1 from Proposition 16.4 where

H1 Ñ ΓP is the ω-twisted representation of Ξ˚
P constructed from gluing together

along the corrected Lion intertwiners defined in small enough local trivializations
as in Proposition 9.5. We can therefore construct MpHq explicitly from the Updq-
frame bundle on ΞP and the associated corrected Lion transforms (cf. Proposition
5.5).

Fix a transition Updq-valued Cech cocycle pgijqi,j for ΞP . By the structure
of the metaplectic representation of Updq on the Fock bundle (see [74, Chapter
4]), the Fock bundle is constructed from the Lion intertwiner corrected by tran-

sition functions of the form p˘
b
detpg˚

ijqqi,j . By Remark 5.4, the bundle H1 is

constructed from the Lion intertwiner corrected by transition functions of the form

peπi
4
k0,i,j

b
detpg˚

ijqqi,j for some k0,i,j P Z. The transition functions of MpHq there-

fore take the form peπi
4
ki,j detpg˚

ijqqi,j for some ki,j P Z. The cocycle pdetpg˚
ijqqi,j is

a transition cocycle for detpΞ˚
P q so the lemma follows. ‹

Proposition 16.10. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie
groups G that admits flat orbits. Let gΞ be a fixed metric on the Lie algebroid of G.
Assume that H Ñ ΓP is a bundle of Hilbert spaces and πZ : IG,P Ñ C0pΓP ,KpHqq
a C0pΓP q-linear ˚-isomorphism. The class rHs P KK0pIG,P , C0pΓP qq fits into a
commuting diagram

C0pΞP q IG,P

C0pΓP q C0pΓP q

r {DΞs

ψI,P

rHs

rMpHq˚s

where ψI,P P KK0pIG,P , C0pΞP qq is the deformation morphism induced from ψI
defined in Definition 14.6 and r {DΞs P KK0pC0pΞP q, C0pΓP qq is the dual Thom
class.

Proof. The proposition follows from Theorem 16.5 and Proposition 16.7. ‹
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We summarize our constructions in the following theorem:

Theorem 16.11. Let G Ñ M be a locally trivial bundle of nilpotent Lie groups
G that admits flat orbits. Let gΞ be a fixed metric on the Lie algebroid of G. As-
sume that H Ñ ΓP is a bundle of Hilbert spaces and πZ : IG,P Ñ C0pΓP ,KpHqq
a C0pΓP q-linear ˚-isomorphism. The element rHs P KKpIG,P , C0pΓP qq, the Thom
isomorphism τΞP

P KKpC0pΓP q, C0pΞP qq (defined from the complex structure in-
duced from the metric), and the metaplectic correction bundle MpHq (see Proposi-
tion 16.7) fits into a commuting diagram in KK:

C0pΓP q IG,P C˚pGq

C0pΓP q C0pΞP q C0pg˚q

rMpHqs

rHs

Ď

τΞP Ď

ψI,P ψP

Proof. The right square commutes by Theorem 14.9. The left triangle com-
mutes by Proposition 16.10 using the fact that the inverse of the Thom class is the
fibreswise Dirac operator. ‹

An immediate consequence of Theorem 16.11 is the following.

Corollary 16.12. Under the same assumptions and notations as in Theorem
16.11, and j : ΓP ãÑ g˚ denoting the inclusion, the following diagram commutes

IG,P C˚pGq

C0pΓP q C0pg˚q,

Ď

rHbMpHqs ψ´1
P

j!

and the vertical maps are KK-isomorphisms. Both horizontal maps are surjective
on K-theory if and only if one of them are.



Part 4

Carnot manifolds and associated

groupoids



Introduction to part

At last, we have reached the point in the work where we see some geometry. The
underlying geometric object of study in this monograph is Carnot manifolds. We
shall at first explore their general properties and then explore some prototypical
examples. Until that point, the reader is encouraged to keep contact manifolds
and filtrations in mind. This section contains no novel results, but is included for
context. The contents of this part is organized into the three sections:

‚ Section 17 where we recall the geometry of Carnot manifolds. The main
object we make use of is the osculating Lie groupoid THX Ñ X . An
important notion we introduce here is that of FFF -regularity, when the os-
culating Lie groupoid has (up to isomorphism) constant fibre with flat
coadjoint orbits.

‚ Section 18 where the reader can find several examples of Carnot manifolds.
For instance, contact manifolds, polycontact manifolds, pluricontact man-
ifolds, equiregular differential systems, and parabolic geometries.

‚ Section 19 where we recall the construction of the parabolic tangent
groupoid from [154]. Here we also recall the construction of the adiabatic
parabolic tangent groupoid and equipp ΞX and ΓX with spinc-structures.

17. Carnot manifolds

Definition 17.1. A Carnot manifold pX,Fq is a smooth manifold X equipped
with a filtration F of the tangent bundle TX by smooth subbundles

F : 0 “ T 0X Ă T´1X Ă T´2X . . . Ă T´r`1X Ă T´rX “ TX, (30)

such that all inclusions are strict and for any vector fields Y P C8pX,T iXq,
Y 1 P C8pX,T jXq we have that rY, Y 1s P C8pX,T i`jXq. When the filtration
is understood from context, we simply write X for the Carnot manifold. We call r
the depth of the filtration.

A morphism φ : pX1,F1q Ñ pX2,F2q of two Carnot manifolds is a smooth
mapping φ : X1 Ñ X2 such that Dφ preserves the filtration. An isomorphism of
Carnot manifolds is a morphism φ : pX1,F1q Ñ pX2,F2q such that φ : X1 Ñ X2 is
a diffeomorphism.

Remark 17.2. In [120, 81, 154, 155], a Carnot manifold is called a filtered
manifold. In [113], a filtration as in (30) appears with a slightly different grading
and is there called a Lie filtration. We have chosen the term Carnot manifold in
accordance with [36, 49, 50, 117].

Given a Carnot manifold pX,Fq, define gripTXq :“ T iX{T i`1X and let qi :
T iX Ñ gripTXq denote the natural quotient map. We consider the graded vector
bundle:

grpTXq :“
´1à
i“´r

gripTXq “
´1à
i“´r

T iX{T i`1X.

For every i P 1, . . . , r one has an exact sequence

0 Ñ T i`1X Ñ T iX Ñ gripTXq Ñ 0,

and a choice of splitting of this sequence gives rise to a vector bundle isomorphism
T iX » T i`1X‘griX . Thus there exists a non-canonical vector bundle isomorphism
TX » grpTXq.
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Using the property that the Lie bracket on vector fields respect the filtration,
one equips grpTXq with a non-trivial graded Lie algebroid structure, which differs
from the standard Lie algebroid structure of TX . By definition, a Carnot manifold
pX,Fq induces a Lie algebra filtation of C8pX,TXq given by

0 “ C8pX,T 0Xq Ă C8pX,T´1Xq Ă . . . (31)

. . . Ă C8pX,T´rXq “ C8pX,TXq.

We note that for Y P C8pX,T iXq, Y 1 P C8pX,T jXq and f, g P C8pXq one has

rfY, gY 1s “ fgrY, Y 1s ` fpY gqY 1 ´ gpY 1fqY “ fgrY, Y 1s ` Γ8pT i`j`1Xq.
In particular, the Lie bracket on vector fields induces a C8pXq-linear map

L : C8pX, grpTXqq ˆ C8pX, grpTXqq Ñ C8pX, grpTXqq, (32)

defined on Y P C8pX, gripTXqq “ C8pX,T iXq{C8pX,T i`1Xq and Y 1 P C8pX, grjpTXqq “
C8pX,T jXq{C8pX,T j`1Xq as

LpY, Y 1q :“ rY, Y 1s mod C8pX,T i`j`1Xq P C8pX, gri`jpTXqq.
The C8pXq-linearity of L allow us to identify L with an antisymmetric graded
morphism

L : grpTXq ^ grpTXq Ñ grpTXq.
We call L the Levi bracket of pX,Fq. The Levi bracket at m,

Lm : grpTmXq ˆ grpTmXq Ñ grpTmXq,

endows grpTmXq “
À´1

i“´r gripTmXq with the structure of a graded nilpotent Lie
algebra of step length ď r – the depth of the filtration. This discussion implies the
following proposition.

Proposition 17.3. Let pX,Fq be a Carnot manifold with Levi bracket L on
the assocated graded vector bundle grpTXq. The collection pgrpTXq,L, 0q defines a
Lie algebroid over X satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 13.1.

Remark 17.4. We note that in the spirit of [2] and Equation (31), we can
define a singular Carnot structure as a Lie algebra filtration

t0u “ E0 Ă E´1 Ă E´2 Ă . . . Ă E´r “ C8pX,TXq,
where each E j Ď C8pX,TXq is a locally finitely generated C8pXq-submodule
such that rE i,E js Ď E i`j . A singular Carnot structure for which each E j locally is
projective induces an ordinary Carnot structure. In the preprint [3], the machinery
for Carnot manifolds is extended to singular Carnot structures.

Definition 17.5. Let pX,Fq be a Carnot manifold.

‚ The osculating Lie algebroid tHX of pX,Fq is the graded Lie algebroid
pgrpTXq,L, 0q.

‚ The osculating Lie groupoid THX Ñ X of pX,Fq is the Lie groupoid
integrated from tHX as in Proposition 13.1.

We say that pX,Fq is a regular Carnot manifold if the osculating Lie groupoid
THX Ñ X is a locally trivial bundle of Carnot-Lie groups. If THX Ñ X is of type
g, for some graded nilpotent Lie algebra g, we say that pX,Fq is regular of type g.
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Proposition 17.6. Let pX,Fq be a regular Carnot manifold of type g. Then
there exists a principal Autgrpgq-bundle PX Ñ X such that

tHX – PX ˆAutgrpgq g,

as graded Lie algebroids and

THX – PX ˆAutgrpgq G,

as locally trivial bundles of Carnot-Lie group.

This proposition follows from Proposition 13.3. We call PX Ñ X the Carnot
frame bundle of the regular Carnot manifold pX,Fq. We write ZHX Ď THX for
the central subgroupoid, it is canonically isomorphic to PXˆAutpGqZ “ PXˆAutpgq z

via the isomorphism of Proposition 17.6. If pX,Fq is regular of type g, and g admits
flat coadjoint orbits we form the fibre bundle of flat orbits over X as

pΓ : ΓX :“ PX ˆAutpGq Γ Ñ X.

We can view ΓX as an open subset of the dual bundle pZHXq˚ Ñ X .

Definition 17.7. Let pX,Fq be a Carnot manifold. We say that pX,Fq is an
FFF -regular Carnot manifold if it is regular of type g and

(1) the type g admits flat coadjoint orbits; and
(2) the wrong way map ppΓq! : K˚pΓXq Ñ K˚pXq associated with the pro-

jection pΓ is a surjection.

More context for Condition (2) of Definition 17.7 can be found in Section 15.
We note that the authors are unaware of any examples of Carnot manifolds regular
of a type g admitting flat coadjoint orbits that are not FFF -regular.

We define the groupoid GZ,F to be the pull back of THX{ZHX up to ZHX
˚.

By choosing a splitting of the inclusion ZHX Ď THX , we can as in Section 13 and
16 define a Up1q-valued 2-cocycle ωF on GZ,F . Following the same arguments as in
Section 13, 14 and 16, we arrive at the next proposition.

Proposition 17.8. Let pX,Fq be a regular Carnot manifold of type g with
frame bundle PX Ñ X. Then the groupoid C˚-algebra C˚pTHXq admits canonical
isomorphisms

C˚pTHXq – CpX ;PX ˆAutpGq C
˚pGqq – C˚pGZ,F , ωFq.

If pX,Fq is FFF -regular, then the ideal IX Ď C˚pTHXq of elements vanishing
outside the flat representations is well defined and admits canonical isomorphisms

IX – CpX ;PX ˆAutpGq IGq – C˚pGZ,F |ΓX
, ωFq.

Moreover, IX is a continuous trace algebra with spectrum ΓX and vanishing Dixmier-
Duoady invariant such that the map

K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq,
induced by the inclusion, is a surjection.

Remark 17.9. For any Carnot manifold pX,Fq with the central subgroupoid
ZHX Ď THX being a well defined vector bundle on X , there is a canonical iso-
morphism C˚pTHXq – C˚pGZ,F , ωFq. Moreover, if ΓX Ď ZHX

˚ denotes the
open subset of flat orbits, the ideal IX Ď C˚pTHXq of elements vanishing out-
side the flat representations is well defined and admits a canonical isomorphism
IX – C˚pGZ,F |ΓX

, ωFq. If ΓX ‰ H, we can from abstract principles deduce that
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IX is a continuous trace algebra with spectrum ΓX . It would be interesting to
further explore the global structure of IX for general Carnot manifolds.

Using results of Morimoto [120], the property of being regular can be verified
on a pointwise basis.

Theorem 17.10 (Morimoto, Chapter 3 in [120]). Let pX,Fq be a Carnot mani-
fold and g a graded nilpotent Lie algebra. Then pX,Fq is regular of type g if and only
if for every m P X, there exists a graded Lie algebra isomorphism grpTmXq – g.

We remark that regular Carnot manifolds (of type g) need not be locally iso-
morphic to G. Let us formalize this latter notion and recall a result from Morimoto
[120] ensuring local isomorphisms with G.

Definition 17.11. Let pX,Fq be a Carnot manifold and g a graded nilpotent
Lie algebra. Set G :“ exppgq. We say that pX,Fq has the Darboux property (with
respect to g) if for any x P X , the following structures exist:

(1) there is an open neighborhood U Ă X of x, and
(2) there is an open neighborhood U0 Ď G of the identity, equipped with the

Carnot structure induced from the filtering of g defined from its grading,
and

(3) there is an isomorphism of Carnot structures f : U Ñ U0.

We note that if a Carnot manifold has the Darboux property (with respect to
g) then it is regular of type g. The converse is true under additional cohomological
assumptions on g.

Theorem 17.12 (Generalized Darboux theorem). Let pX,Fq be a regular ana-
lytic Carnot manifold of type g. Then pX,Fq has the Darboux property if H2pgqr “
0, for all r ě 1.

This theorem can be found in [120, Corollary 3.6.1]. The structure of coordi-
nates on Carnot manifolds was further studied in [37, 38].

Remark 17.13. The reader can find numerous graded Lie algebras g for which
H2pgqr “ 0, for all r ě 1, in [121]. Most notably, the Heisenberg group satisfies
H2pgqr “ 0, for all r ě 1 and in this case Theorem 17.12 reproduces the well known
Darboux theorem.

17.1. Regularity of depth 2 Carnot structures. Let us give some further
details in the case of a Carnot manifold of depth 2. In other words, consider a
manifold X equipped with a filtration of the tangent bundle

0 Ď H Ď TX.

Here H Ñ X is an arbitrary subbundle of TX . The associated graded bundle is
grpTXq :“ H ‘ TX{H where H has degree ´1 and TX{H has degree ´2. The
Levi form can be identified with a morphism

L : H ^H Ñ TX{H.
Let HK Ď T ˚X denote the subbundle of annihilators ofH . If we pick a Riemannian
metric on X , we have a vector bundle isomorphism TX{H – HK, ν ÞÑ ν#. The
mapping L is determined by a linear mapping

ω : TX{H Ñ sopHq,
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related to L from the identity

xωpνqX,Y yH “ ν#pLpX,Y qq.
It follows from Proposition 10.1 that for each m P X , the step 2 nilpotent Lie
algebra grpTmXq is of type prkpωmq, n´ rkpωmqq and that there exists a Lie algebra
isomorphism

grpTmXq – pHm ‘ kerωmqωmpTmX{Hmq.

In general, kerωm and ωmpTmX{Hmq can vary quite wildly withm (see for instance
Example 18.6). The following result shows that regularity is equivalent to global
control of these distributions.

Proposition 17.14. Consider a Carnot manifold X of step length 2 defined
from a subbundle H Ď TX. Let V´1 denote the fibre of H and PH Ñ X the
GLpV´1q-frame bundle of H. Then X is regular if and only if there is a subspace
W Ď sopV´1q and for

HW :“ tg P GLpV´1q : gtWg Ď W u Ď GLpV´1q, (33)

there is an HW -reduction PHW
Ñ X of PH such that

ωpTX{Hq – PHW
ˆHW

W.

If X is regular, it is FFF -regular if and only if WXGLpV´1q ‰ H and the pushforward
defined from PHW

ˆHW
pW XGLpV´1qq Ñ X is surjective in K-theory.

Proof. Assume first that X is regular of type g “ VW for an inner product
space V and a subspace W Ď sopV q (see Proposition 10.1). It follows from con-
struction of the osculating Lie algebroid that we can decompose V “ V´1 ‘ V´2

where Vj has degree j and that W acts trivially on V´2, and can be identified with
a subspace of sopV´1q. As in Proposition 10.3 we have that

Autgrpgq – HompV´2,W q ¸ pHW ‘GLpV´2qq.
The induced action of Autgrpgq on W factors over the HW -action on W defined by
ν ÞÑ gtνg. Let PX Ñ X denote the Autgrpgq-principal bundle from Proposition
17.6. Note that H – PX ˆAutgrpgq V´1. It follows from Proposition 10.1 that

ωpTX{Hq – PX ˆAutgrpgq W,

as a sub-bundle of

sopHq – PX ˆAutgrpgq sopV´1q.
The obvious homomorphism Autgrpgq Ñ HW reduces PX to a principalHW -bundle.

Conversely, assume that ωpTX{Hq Ď sopHq is a sub-bundle of the form spec-
ified in the proposition. Since PHW

is a reduction of PH , H – PHW
ˆHW

V´1.
Clearly, kerpωq will then form a sub-bundle of TX{H and TX{H – kerpωq ‘
ωpTX{Hq. Denote the typical fibre of kerpωq by V´2 and Pkerω Ñ X the prin-
cipal GLpV´2q-bundle of frames of V´2. We can form the HW ‘ GLpV´2q-bundle
PHW

ˆX Pkerω Ñ X . Form the graded step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra g :“ VW ,
where V :“ V´1 ‘ V´2. Since HW ‘GLpV´2q ãÑ Autgrpgq (by the argument in the
preceeding paragraph), we can form PX :“ pPHW

ˆX PkerωqHW ‘GLpV´2qAutgrpgq.
From our construction we conclude that grpTXq – PX ˆAutgrpgq g as bundles of
graded Lie algebras so X is regular of type g. ‹
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18. Examples of Carnot manifolds

There is a large range of examples of Carnot manifolds. Let us give some
examples that showcases the large range of behaviours that can be found in different
Carnot manifolds.

Example 18.1 (Trivial filtration). Any smooth manifold X admits a trivial
filtration with depth 1:

F : 0 “ TX0 Ă TX´1 “ TX.

We note that grpTXq “ TX , with constant grading ´1, as graded vector bundles
and L “ 0. Thus tHX “ TX equipped with the zero Lie bracket and zero anchor
map. It is clear that pX,Fq is a regular Carnot manifold of type Rn (with constant
grading ´1) and PX coincides with the standard frame bundle of TX Ñ X .

Example 18.2 (Regular foliations). A regular folation on a smooth manifold
X gives rise to a filtration of length r “ 2. A regular foliation is characterized
by an involutive subbundle H Ď TX (the leafwise tangent space), i.e. H satisfies
rY, Y 1s P C8pX,Hq for any Y, Y 1 P C8pX,Hq. For an involutive subbundle H Ď
TX we define the filtration

F : 0 “ TX0 Ă T´1X :“ H Ă TX´2 “ TX.

For this filtration, grpTXq “ H ‘ TX{H , where H has degree ´1 and TX{H has
degree ´2, and L “ 0. Thus tHX “ H‘TX{H equipped with the zero Lie bracket
and zero anchor map. It is clear that pX,Fq is a regular Carnot manifold of type
Rmr´1s ‘ Rn´mr´2s for m :“ rkpHq and n :“ dimpXq. The Carnot frame bundle
PX is a GLpmq ‘ GLpn ´ mq-reduction of the standard GLpnq-frame bundle of
TX Ñ X .

A Carnot structure induced from a foliation has the Darboux property because
regular foliations admit foliation charts (see for instance [27]). The reader should
take note that foliation charts exemplify the fact that the local filtered isomor-
phisms implementing the Carboux property can in general not be chosen as graded
isomorphisms, e.g. when changing between two foliation charts the transitition ma-
trix acting on the fibres of TX – H ‘TX{H will not necessarily be block diagonal
but just lower diagonal.

More generally, if we on a manifold have a filtration

F : 0 “ T 0X Ă T´1X Ă T´2X . . . Ă T´r`1X Ă T´rX “ TX,

such that for vector fields Y P C8pX,T iXq, Y 1 P C8pX,T jXq satisfy that rY, Y 1s P
C8pX,T i`j`1Xq, then by construction L “ 0. Therefore, we can identify tHX “
TX with the grading on TX induced from the filtration and equipped with the
zero bracket and the zero anchor map. The associated Carnot manifold is regular
of type ‘´1

j“´rR
mj rjs for mj :“ rkpT jX{T j`1Xq. The (slightly trivial) Carnot-Lie

group ‘´1
j“´rR

mj rjs is described in Subsection 10.1. The Carnot frame bundle PX
is a ‘´1

j“´rGLpmjq-reduction of the standard GLpnq-frame bundle of TX Ñ X .
We note that in this example, the step length of each fibre of tHX is 1 despite the
fact that the depth of the filtration can be arbitrary large.

Example 18.3 (Standard regular Carnot manifold of type g). Consider a fil-
tered nilpotent Lie algebra

0 “ g0 Ă g´1 Ă g´2 . . . Ă g´r`1 Ă g´r “ g. (34)
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Let G be the associated simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Define a filtration
FG of TG by identifying T iG :“ G ˆ gi with a subbundle of TG » G ˆ g. Then
pG,FGq is a Carnot manifold. The Carnot manifold pG,FGq is regular but a short
inspection of the construction of the osculating Lie algebroid shows that it is of
type ggr, where ggr is the graded Lie algebra associated with the filtration (34). In
general, there is no Lie algebra isomorphism ggr – g (for instance, g fl ggr when g

does not admit a grading, cf. Remark 8.4).
If g is graded, and the filtration is defined from gi “ À

kďi gk, then G is a
Carnot-Lie group and we call pG,FGq the standard regular Carnot manifold of type
g. If G is a Carnot-Lie group and we use the filtering associated with the grading,
it is readily verified that the standard regular Carnot manifold pG,FGq has the
Darboux property. As such, the generalized Darboux theorem 17.12 gives sufficient
but not necessarily necessary conditions for the Darboux property. We note that
if we start from a simply connected Lie group G and a filtration of its Lie algebra,
then pG,FGq is isomorphic to the standard regular Carnot manifold of type ggr
given by pGgr,FGgr

q where Ggr :“ exppggrq.

Example 18.4 (Quotients of nilpotent Lie groups by cocompact lattices). Let
G be a nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra g. We say that a subgroup Γ in G

is a cocompact lattice if Γ is discrete and X :“ ΓzG is compact. Existence of a
cocompact lattice in G is by [43, Theorem 5.1.8] equivalent to the Lie algebra g

admitting a rational structure. i.e. there is a rational Lie subalgebra gQ such that
g » gQ bQ R. In fact, the cocompact lattice and the rational structure gQ can be
choosen so that log Γ Ă gQ.

Since Γ is discrete, TX » TG{Γ » X ˆ g. Therefore, any Lie algebra filtration
of g (as in Example 18.3) produces a Carnot structure F on the closed manifold X .
By similar arguments as in Example 18.3, pX,Fq is regular of type ggr and satisfies
the Darboux property. We also note that the 9-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra
constructed in [61] (cf. discussion in Remark 8.4) admits no grading but admits
cocompact lattices.

Example 18.5 (Contact manifolds). A contact structure on a manifold X is a
length 2 filtration

0 Ď H Ď TX,

such that H has codimension 1 and L : H ^ H Ñ TX{H is non-degenerate in all
points. It follows that H has even rank, say 2n, and that X is 2n` 1-dimensional.
It is clear that for each m P X , grpTXq – hn as graded Lie algebras. Therefore,
Theorem 17.10 implies that a contact structure induces a regular Carnot structure
on X of type hn. By the classical Darboux theorem, a contact manifold has the
Darboux property. Another way to prove that a contact structure is regular, is to
pick a metric on X , and since Upnq ¸ Z{2 coincides with the group of orthogonal
matrices preserving a symplectic form up to sign, we can reduce the structure group
of H to Upnq ¸ Z{2. Therefore, Proposition 17.14 implies that a contact structure
is regular of type hn by taking W to be the span of the standard symplectic form.
We note that for a contact manifold, the bundle of flat orbits pΓ : ΓX Ñ X is an
Rˆ-bundle over X .

There are different methods to produce global bundles of flat representations
for the osculating groupoid of a contact manifold. The bundle of flat representations
on Γ from Example 10.11 induces up to ΓX . Another, slightly more convenient,
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method is to choose a metric on H and construct the Fock space bundle FX Ñ ΓX
as in Example 10.20 or equivalently as in Proposition 16.4. Note that for a contact
manifold, GZ,F |ΓX

“ Ξ˚
X “ p˚

ΓH and the Levi form induces a symplectic form
on p˚

ΓH . This method produces a Hilbert space bundle canonically isomorphic

to
À8

k“0 p
˚
ΓH

b˚sym

C
n – the bosonic Fock space bundle constructed from symmetric

tensor powers of p˚
ΓH

˚ with the complex structure induced from the metric and the
symplectic form on p˚

ΓH . By construction, there is an induced isomorphism IX –
C0pΓX ,KpFXqq and the corresponding metaplectic correction bundle MpF q Ñ ΓX
is trivial (cf. Proposition 16.7). The Fock space bundle construction on a contact
manifold was heavily used in Baum-van Erp’s proof of the index theorem for contact
manifolds [10].

There are further conditions one can impose on contact structures. We say
that a contact structure is co-orientable if TX{H is orientable (i.e. trivializable), or
equivalently that the structure group of H can be reduced to Upnq, or equivalently
there exists a one-form θ P C8pX,T ˚Xq with H “ ker θ. In this case, the Cartan
formula shows that the Levi form can be identified with dθ under the trivialization
θ : TX{H „ÝÑ X ˆ R. A contact structure is co-orientable if and only if ΓX Ñ X

trivializes as an Rˆ-bundle – hence the constructions in the preceeding paragraph
descends to X for co-orientable contact structures. In particular, a Riemannian
metric and the Levi form gives rise to a complex structure on H for co-orientable
contact structures.

Example 18.6 (Boundaries of pseudo-convex domains). Assume that X “ BΩ
is the boundary of a smooth domain Ω in a complex manifold Z. Write Ω “ tz P Z :
φpxq ă 0u for some φ P C8pZ,Rq with dφ|X nowehere vanishing. We can identify
TX with the subbundle of TZ|X defined as the annihilator of dφ|X , i.e. as the real
tangential vectors to X in Z. Let us assume that the covector field dcφ :“ ipB ´ B̄qφ
is nowhere vanishing and therefore defines a sub-bundle H :“ kerpdcφ|TXq of TX .
The sub-bundle H consists of vectors that are real tangential to X in Z but normal
in the complex sense. The filtration 0 Ď H Ď TX , gives rise to a Carnot structure
on X that encodes several interesting features studied in complex analysis. The
Levi bracket L for this filtration is under dcφ : TX{H „ÝÑ XˆR identified with the
restriction of the Levi form ddcφ to X . Recall the terminology that φ is (strictly)
pluri-subharmonic in x P Z if the Levi form ddcφ|TxX is (strictly) positive.

From the discussion in Example 18.5, X is a contact manifold if and only if
˘φ is strictly pluri-subharmonic near X . In the case that Ω “ tz P Z : φpxq ă 0u
for some φ P C8pZ,Rq which is strictly pluri-subharmonic near X , one says that
Ω is strictly pseudo-convex. Therefore, the boundary of a strictly pseudo-convex
domain is a regular Carnot manifold of type hn. In complex analysis, strict pseudo-
convexity ensures several good features when solving the B̄-problem. In particular,
these can be used to construct the Szegö projection in the Carnot calculus (see
[146, Chapter III.6]) of the filtration, for more details see Subsubsection 20.1.5
below.

In the case that Ω “ tz P Z : φpxq ă 0u for some φ P C8pZ,Rq which is pluri-
subharmonic nearM , but not strictly pluri-subharmonic, one says that Ω is weakly
pseudo-convex. Let us consider a highly concrete example and take φpz0, z1q :“
|z1|4 ` |z2|2 ´ 1 on Z “ Cn`m. Then X “ tpz1, z2q P Cn ˆ Cm : |z1|4 ` |z2|2 “ 1u
and in this case ddcφpz1, z2q “ 12i

řn
j“1 |z1,j |2dz1,j ^ dz̄1,j ` i

řm
j“1 dz2,j ^ dz̄1

2,j.

In particular, for each x “ pz1, z2q P M we have an isomorphism of graded Lie
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algebras

grpTxMq –hkpxq ‘ Rl1pxqr´1s ‘ Rl2pxqr´2s,

where

$
’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%

l1pxq :“ 2#tj : z1,j “ 0u,

l2pxq :“
#
1, if n “ 1 and z1 “ 0,

0, otherwise,

kpxq :“ n`m ´ 1 ´ l1pzq{2.
This gives an example (one of the few in this work) of a non-regular Carnot structure
on S2n`2m´1 – X .

We shall now explore two further special cases of step 2-filtrations of manifold
that in the literature goes under the names polycontact structure and pluricontact
structure.

Example 18.7 (Polycontact manifolds). A polycontact structure on a manifold
X is a length 2 filtration

0 Ď H Ď TX,

such that the Levi bracket L : H ^ H Ñ TX{H , for any m P X and ν P HK
m –

pTmX{Hmq˚, satisfies that ν ˝ Lm is a non-degenerate 2-form on Hm. Further
details, references and examples can be found in [153]. A subbundle H Ď TX

defines a polycontact structure if and only ifHKzX Ď T ˚X is a symplectic subspace
if and only if for any θ P C8pX,HKq, dθ|H is non-degenerate in all points m with
θpmq ‰ 0. The regularity of a polycontact structure is characterized by Proposition
17.14.

We note that H defines a polycontact structure if and only if for each x P
X , gx :“ grpTxXq is a step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra satisfying zx “ Cpgxq “
TxH{Hx and its set of flat orbits takes the form Γx “ z˚

xzt0u “ HK
x zt0u.

An example of a polycontact structure arises as follows. Assume that X is a
compact complex manifold and H Ď TX is a complex subbundle of complex codi-
mension 1 such that the the Levi bracket H ˆH Ñ TX{H is non-degenerate. The
Levi bracket is complex linear, so it is readily seen that the associated Carnot man-
ifold is polycontact. The osculating Lie group in each fibre is a complex Heisenberg
group, as studied in Example 10.15, so the associated Carnot manifold is regular
of type hn b C by Theorem 17.10 where 2n “ dimCpXq ´ 1. The structure group
for this Carnot manifold can be reduced to the group

� :“ tA P GLpn,Cq : AωAT P Cωu,
where n denotes the rank of H and ω is the standard complex symplectic form.
Write detω : � Ñ Cˆ for the homomorphism determined by AωAT “ detωpAqω.
Up to isomorphism, we can identify TX{H with the complex line bundle LX :“
P� ˆdetω C Ñ X . Since H is a complex symplectic bundle, we can reduce its

structure group to Spp2n,Cq, and LX is trivial.

Example 18.8 (Pluricontact manifolds). A pluricontact structure on a mani-
fold X is a length 2 filtration

0 Ď H Ď TX,
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such that the Levi bracket L : H ^H Ñ TX{H satisfies that

ΓH :“ tν P HK : ν ˝ Lppνq is nondegenerate on Hppνqu Ď HK,

has nonempty intersection with each fibre of HK over X . Here p : HK Ñ X denotes
the projection mapping. We call ΓH the nondegeneracy locus of H . We say that
X is a pluricontact manifold of rank m and codimension l for m :“ rkpHq{2 and
l :“ dimpXq ´ rkpHq. We also let pX,Hq denote the associated Carnot manifold.
We also consider the degeneracy variety of H as the subset of bundle of projective
spaces P pHKq Ñ X

VH “ trνs P P pHKq : ν ˝ LH is degenerate u.
We note that H defines a pluricontact structure if and only if for each x P

X , gx :“ grpTxXq is a step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra satisfying zx “ Cpgxq “
TxX{Hx and its set of flat orbits is a non-empty set that takes the form Γx “
ΓH,x :“ tν P HK

x : ν ˝Lx is nondegenerate on Hxu. In particular, the regular pluri-
contact manifolds has the type being a step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra such that its
centre is homogeneous and admitting flat orbits.

For a regular pluricontact manifold, one can construct a global bundle of flat
representations for the osculating groupoid as in Example 18.5. Assume that X is
a regular pluricontact manifold of type g “ g´1 ‘ g´2. Let Γ Ď g˚

´2 denote the set
of flat orbits of g and Ξ Ñ Γ the vector bundle whose total space is the union of
all flat orbits. We note that ΞX – p˚

ΓH
˚ as vector bundles on ΓX . The Kirillov

form induces a symplectic form ω on p˚
ΓH , and indeed ωξ “ ξ ˝ L for the Levi

form L. In particular, a choice of metric induces an adapted complex structure on
pp˚

ΓH,ωq. We can now construct the Fock space bundle FX Ñ ΓX as in Example
10.20 or equivalently as in Proposition 16.4. Note that for a pluricontact manifold,

GZ,F |ΓX
“ Ξ˚

X “ p˚
ΓH . As in Example 18.5, FX – À8

k“0 p
˚
ΓH

b˚sym

C
n and there is

an induced isomorphism IX – C0pΓX ,KpFXqq. The metaplectic correction bundle
MpF q Ñ ΓX is again trivial (cf. Proposition 16.7).

Let us comment on some special cases. If pX,Hq has codimension 1, i.e. H has
codimension 1, then pX,Hq is a contact manifold if and only if it is a pluri-contact
manifold. In this case ΓH “ HKzX is an Rˆ-bundle over X . More generally, any
polycontact manifold is a pluricontact manifold with ΓH “ HKzX . If pX1, H1q,
pX2, H2q are two pluricontact manifolds then pX1 ˆ X2, H1 ‘ H2q is also a pluri-
contact manifold with ΓH1‘H2

“ ΓH1
ˆ ΓH2

.

Example 18.9 (Equiregular differential systems). Consider a smooth manifold
X with a bracket generating distribution, i.e. a locally finitely generated C8pXq-
submodule E´1 Ď C8pX,TXq generating C8pX,TXq as a Lie algebra in a finite
number of steps, say r. We arrive at a singular Carnot structure (in the sense of
Remark 17.4):

t0u “ E0 Ă E´1 Ă E´2 Ă . . . Ă E´r “ C8pX,TXq,
where E´j is defined inductively by

E´j “ E´j`1 ` rE´j`1,E´1s.
Bracket generating distributions plays an important role in Hörmander’s sum-of-
squares theorem [89] in that a sum of squares of a collection of vector fields from
E´1, where the collection spans E´1 in all points and is locally finite, is hypoelliptic.
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If each E´j is represented by a sub-bundle T´jX Ď TX , we have a Carnot
structure. We call such a Carnot structure an equiregular differential system,
as in [120, 122]. Carnot structures of this type are called equiregular Carnot-
Caratheodory manifolds in [79] whereas the Carnot-Caratheodory manifolds in
[79] will in our terminology be a singular Carnot structure (as in Remark 17.4)
generated by a locally finitely generated submodule E´1 Ď C8pX,TXq. Let us
comment on some special cases.

a) Contact and pluricontact manifolds are examples of step 2 equiregular
differential systems.

b) Let X be a smooth 4-manifold. An Engel structure onX [133] is a smooth
rank 2 subbundle T´1X Ă TX such that Lie brackets of sections of T´1X

generate a rank 3 subbundle T´2X that together with triple brackets of
section of T´1X generate TX . Hence, X is a Carnot manifold

0 “ T 0X Ă T´1X Ă T´2X Ă T´3X “ TX.

Moreover, X is regular of type g, where g is the Lie algebra from Ex-
ample 10.22. According to a result of Vogel [157], every closed paral-
lelizable smooth 4-manifold admits an Engel structure. While Example
10.22 shows that Engel structures are not FFF -regular, the top coarse strata
provides an analogous structure to which the results of this work extend.

Example 18.10 (Higher order contact manifolds). For a fibre bundle p :M Ñ
N , we consider the manifoldX :“ JkpM,Nq of k-jets of cross-sections of p. For local
coordinates px1, . . . , xnq on N and local coordinates px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ymq on M ,

px1, . . . , xn, . . . , piα, . . .q gives a local coordinate system of JkpM,Nq for piα “ B|α|yi

Bxα

with α “ pα1, . . . , αnq, |α| ď k. We define the subbundles D´j Ď TJkpM,Nq, for
j ě 1, by setting

D´j
x :“

"
Y P TxJkpM ;Nq : dp

i
αpY q “

řn
l“1 p

i
pα1,...,αl`1,...,αnqdx

lpY q for

i “ 1, . . . , n, |α| ď k ´ j

*
,

for x P JkpM,Nq. By [120, Example 3), page 10], D´j are well-defined subbundles
such that D´j “ D´j`1 ` rD´j`1, D´1s and Dj “ TJkpM,Nq for j ď ´k´ 1. We
thus have an equiregular differential system on X “ JkpM,Nq generated by D´1

that gives a Carnot structure of length k ` 1. As remarked in [120], if dimM “
dimN ` 1 then X is a contact manifold having D´1 as its contact structure. By
the results of [121, Chapter 5], the Carnot structure of X is regular and satisfies
the assumptions of the Generalized Darboux theorem (see Theorem 17.12 above).
Higher order contact structures make their appearance in Vinogradov’s theory for
diffietes [156] describing spaces of formal solutions of partial differential equations
in terms of methods of algebraic geometry.

Example 18.11 (Parabolic geometries). Parabolic geometry is an extension
of Cartan’s work in differential geometry. Such a geometry is locally modelled on
spaces of the form G{P where G is a semisimple Lie group and P Ă G is a parabolic
subgroup. The differential geometry is encoded in a Cartan connection with an
associated curvature that detects local deviations from the model G{P . A standard
reference for parabolic geometry is [28]. Our interest in parabolic geometry comes
from that on such geometries there are associated graded differential complexes,
curved Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand (BGG) sequences [29], that are naturally studied
by means of Carnot calculus [49].
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For the definition of a parabolic geometry, we need some further terminology.
For more details, see [28, 29, 49]. For k P N, a |k|-grading on a Lie algebra g is a
Z-grading supported in t´k, . . . , ku, i.e. a decomposition g “ g´k ‘ . . . ‘ gk, such
that

(1) rgi, gjs Ă gi`j , for i, j “ ´k, . . . , k,
(2) g´ :“ g´k ‘ . . .‘ g´1 is generated as a Lie algebra by g´1,
(3) g´k ‰ t0u and gk ‰ t0u.

The filtration associated with the grading is defined as gi “ gi ‘ . . . ‘ gk. For a
Lie group G with Lie algebra g and a parabolic subgroup P , we tacitly assume
that the parabolic subgroup P is related to the |k|-grading by g0 “ p. We use
the notation p` “ g1. This notation is motivated by the discussion in [29, Item
2.2], eminating in that for complex semisimple Lie groups a choice of |k|-grading
is equivalent to a choice of parabolic subgroup P Ď G in a semisimple Lie group,
indeed there is a Cartan algebra and a set of positive roots inducing a canonical
|k|-grading of g with g0 “ p and g1 “ p` is the sum of positive weight spaces (see
[29]). We note that g´ – g{p as graded Lie algebras. Moreover, the adjoint action
defines a homomorphism P Ñ Autgrpg´q whose kernel contains exppp`q. We set
G0 :“ P {exppp`q.

A parabolic geometry of type pG,P q is a pair pX,ωq where X is a smooth
manifold and ω P Σ1pV, gq is a Cartan connection on a principal P -bundle V Ñ X .
Recall that a Cartan connection is an element ω P Σ1pV, gq such that

(1) AdphqpR˚
hωq “ ω, h P P ;

(2) ωpXξq “ ξ, ξ P p;
(3) ωp : TpV Ñ g is a linear isomorphism for p P V .

A parabolic geometry on X induces a filtration on TX as follows. We can
define the G0-principal bundle PX,0 :“ V {exppp`q Ñ X and define the locally
trivial bundle of graded Lie algebras PX,0 ˆG0

g´ Ñ X . The axioms of a parabolic
geometry ensures that the Cartan connection ω induces a canonical isomorphism
of vector bundle TX » PX,0 ˆG0

g´, and we can define T jX Ď TX as the image of

PX,0 ˆG0
g
j
´, where g

j
´ :“ gj{p Ď g´. If this filtration defines a Carnot structure

on X such that the isomorphism TX » PX,0 ˆG0
g´ induces an isomorphism of

Lie algebroids grpTXq – PX,0 ˆG0
g´, we say that the parabolic geometry pX,ωq

is regular. It follows from the construction that a regular parabolic geometry of
type pG,P q induces a regular Carnot structure of type g´, indeed its Carnot frame
bundle is given by PX,0 ˆG0

Autgrpg´q. A regular parabolic geometry on X induces
an FFF -regular Carnot structure if and only if g´ admits flat orbits and the standard
surjectivity result holds.

To give an example, consider the flag manifold X :“ SLpn,Rq{B for SLpn,Rq
obtained as the quotient by its standard Borel group. The space X is best un-
derstood from the Iwasawa decomposition of SLpn,Rq, e.g. one can write X “
SOpnq{M for the finite group of diagonal isometries. The space X is a parabolic
geometry of type pSLpn,Rq, Bq. The type of the associated regular Carnot struc-
ture on X :“ SLpn,Rq{B is that of upper triangular, real, unipotent nˆn-matrices
considered in Example 10.23.

The definition of a regular parabolic geometry was formulated slightly different
in [29], but by [28, Corollary 3.1.8] the notions are equivalent. There is even an
equivalence of categories between regular Carnot manifolds of type g´ and normal
regular parabolic geometries, see [28].
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Let us comment on some special cases.

a) Generic rank two distributions in dimension five, [32], [25], [30], [142].
Let X be a smooth 5-manifold with a smooth rank 2 subbundle T´1X Ă
TX of Cartan type such that Lie brackets of sections of T´1X generate a
rank 3 distribution T´2X and triple brackets of section of T´1X generate
TX . The filtration

t0u “ T 0X Ă T 1X Ă T 2X Ă T 3X “ TX,

defines a Carnot structure on X . Moreover, X is a regular normal para-
bolic geometry of type pG2, P q, where P is a maximal parabolic subgroup
corresponding to the shorter simple root. Topological obstructions in the
orientable case were given in [48, Theorem 1].

b) Generic rank three distribution in dimension six Let X be a smooth 6-
manifold with a smooth rank 3 subbundle T´1X Ă TX such that T´2X “
T´1X`rT´1X,T´1Xs is equal to TX . In other words, every point x P X
has a neighborhood U on which there exist vector fields X1, X2, X3 that
are sections of T´1X over U , are everywhere linearly independent on U ,
and have the property that the six vector fields

X1, X2, X3, rX2, X3s, rX3, X1s, rX1, X2s
are everywhere linearly indepdendent on U , see [24]. In this case, X is
a regular normal parabolic geometry of type pSOp4, 3q, Hq, where H is a
stabilizer of a null three-plane in R4,3.

c) In [28] the reader can find a plethora of other parabolic geometries such
as conformal Riemannian geometries, projective and almost quaternionic
geometries, and a real version of CR-structures, see [28]. For more detials
and differential operators in the conformal setting, see [95].

19. The parabolic tangent groupoid

The parabolic tangent groupoid of a Carnot manifold was constructed in [36,
154], see also [81, 131]. As mentioned in Example 11.9, it is a variation of Connes’
tangent groupoid that incorporates the anisotropy of the osculating Lie groupoid.
The construction of the parabolic tangent groupoid was in [116] further studied as
deformation groupoids, cf Example 11.7. We will briefly recall its construction in
the next theorem from which we afterwards draw some consequences, the details
are referred to [154].

For a Carnot manifold X , there is a filtered isomorphism tHX – TX . The
constructions in this subsections are independent of the choice of filtered isomor-
phism tHX – TX . Note that tHX “ THX as fibre bundles. We will for notational
brevity identify THX “ TX as fibre bundles in this subsection and consider the
dilation action on THX as an R`-action on TX .

Theorem 19.1 (Theorem 2 in [154]). Let X be a Carnot manifold with oscu-
lating Lie groupoid THX Ñ X. The parabolic tangent groupoid

THX :“ THX ˆ t0u 9YX ˆX ˆ p0,8q Ñ X ˆ r0,8q,
is a Lie groupoid in the canonical smooth structure defined from declaring the map

ψ : TX ˆ r0,8q Ñ THX, ψpx, v, tq :“
#

pexp∇pδtpvqq, x, tq, t ą 0,

px, v, 0q, t “ 0,
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to be smooth. Here ∇ is an Rˆ-equivariant connection on TX and exp∇ : TX Ñ X

the associated exponential.

We note that the Lie algebroid of THX can as a vector bundle over X ˆ r0,8q
be identified with TX ˆ r0,8q. Based on the ideas of Section 14 we construct a
double deformation of a Carnot manifold as follows.

Definition 19.2. Let X be a Carnot manifold. The Lie groupoid

AHX :“ pTX ˆ r0,8q ˆ t0uq 9YpTHX ˆ p0,8qq Ñ X ˆ r0,8q ˆ r0,8q,

constructed as the adiabatic deformation of THX , will be called the adiabatic
parabolic tangent groupoid of X .

We note that the adiabatic parabolic tangent groupoid AHX satisfies that

AHX |r0,8qˆtsu “ TX, if s ą 0,

AHX |ttuˆr0,8q “ THX, if t ą 0,

AHX |t0uˆr0,8q “ pTHXqadb,

where pTHXqadb denotes Nistor’s adiabatic deformation as in Section 14. The
adiabatic parabolic groupoid fibers over pt, sq P r0,8q ˆ r0,8q as follows:

pAHXqt,s “ X ˆX, if s, t ą 0,

pAHXq0,s “ THX, if s ą 0,

pAHXqt,0 “ TX, if t ě 0.

In the next section on the Carnot calculus, we shall also make use of the zoom
action. There, as well as in [155], the zoom action is mainly used on THX but we
define it also on AHX for the sake of completeness.

Definition 19.3. The zoom action of R` on THX is defined for λ ą 0 by
#
αλpx, g, 0q :“ px, δλpgq, 0q, px, gq P THX,
αλpx, y, tq :“ px, y, λ´1tq, px, y, tq P X ˆX ˆ p0,8q.

The zoom action of R` on AHX is defined for λ ą 0 by
$
’&
’%

αλpx, g, 0, sq :“ px, δλpgq, 0, λ´1sq, px, g, 0, sq P THX ˆ t0u ˆ p0,8q,
αλpx, g, t, 0q :“ px, δλpgq, λ´1t, 0q, px, g, t, 0q P THX ˆ r0,8q ˆ t0u,
αλpx, y, t, sq :“ px, y, λ´1t, λ´1sq, px, y, tsq P X ˆX ˆ p0,8q ˆ p0,8q.

The tangent groupoid induces a short exact sequence

0 Ñ C0p0,8q b KpL2pXqq Ñ C˚pTHXq ev0ÝÝÑ C˚pTHXq Ñ 0,

using that C˚pX ˆ Xq – KpL2pXqq. We let ind THX P KK0pC˚pTHXq,Cq denote
the associated KK-class. Similarly, we define ind TX P KK0pC0pT ˚Xq,Cq denote
the class associated with Connes’ tangent groupoid. The following theorem follows
from a diagram chase with the adiabatic parabolic tangent groupoid AHX . We
write ψX P KK0pC0pT ˚Xq, C˚pTHXqqq for the KK-morphism defined from Nis-
tor’s adiabatic deformation (if the Carnot manifold is regular, ψX is induced from

ψ P KKAutpGq
0 pC0pg˚q, C˚pGqq in Definition 14.6).
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Theorem 19.4. Let X be a Carnot manifold. Then the following diagram
commutes

C0pT ˚Xq C˚pTHXq

C

ind TX

ψX

ind THX

In particular, we have that

ind THXpxq “
ż

T˚X

chpψ´1
X rxsq ^ TdpT ˚Xq, x P K˚pC˚pTHXqq.

In the case of regular Carnot manifolds, we can describe ind THX even more
precisely on the ideal of flat orbits using Theorem 16.11. First we need a spinc-
structure on the space of flat orbits.

Proposition 19.5. Let X be an FFF -regular Carnot manifold of type g. Write
ΞX Ñ ΓX for the total space of flat orbits in tHX

˚ as a bundle over the space of
flat orbits ΓX and fix a metrix gΞ on ΞX . Then the following holds:

‚ Associated with gΞ there is a complex structure on the vector bundle ΞX Ñ
ΓX .

‚ The open inclusion ΞX Ď T ˚X and the almost complex structure on T ˚X

induces an almost complex structure on ΞX as a manifold.
‚ The manifold ΓX carries a unique spinc-structure making the projection
map ΞX Ñ ΓX spinc-oriented.

The result follows from the 2/3-property for spinc-vector bundles. We remark
that since Ξ has even dimension and ΞX Ñ ΓX has even rank, the spinc-manifold
ΓX has even dimension.

Theorem 19.6. Let X be a regular Carnot manifold of type g such that G

admits flat orbits and fix a metrix gΞ on ΞX . Assume that H Ñ ΓX is a bundle
of Hilbert spaces and πZ : IX Ñ C0pΓX ,KpHqq a C0pΓXq-linear ˚-isomorphism.
Consider the KK-morphism

χX :“ rH b MpHqs bC0pΓXq rΓX s P KKpIX ,Cq,
where rΓXs P KK0pC0pΓXq,Cq is the fundamental class of ΓX associated with the
spinc-structure induced from ΞX and MpHq is the metaplectic correction bundle
(see Proposition 16.7).

The morphism χX fits into a commuting diagram in KK:

C0pT ˚Xq C˚pTHXq

C0pΞXq IX

C

ind TX

ψ

ind THX

ψI

Ď

χX

Ď
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Proof. The top square of the diagram commutes by Theorem 14.9 and the
outer triangle commutes by Theorem 19.4. Let j : IX Ñ C˚pTHXq and jΞ :
C0pΞXq Ñ C0pT ˚Xq denote the inclusions. We need to prove that jbIX ind THX “
χX . Functoriality of wrong way maps implies that

jΞ bC0pΞq ind TX “ rΞX s,
where rΞX s P KK0pC0pΞq,Cq is the fundamental class of ΞX . Theorem 16.11 and
the functoriality of wrong way maps shows that

ψI bIX χX “ rΞX s.
Using that ψ and ψI are isomorphisms (see Theorem 14.9) the equality j bIX

ind THX “ χX follows. ‹





Part 5

H-elliptic operators on Carnot

manifolds



Introduction to part

The operators we consider in this monograph are not elliptic in the ordinary
sense, but do satisfy an ellipticity condition in the pseudodifferential calculus of
[155] which is better suited for Carnot manifolds. In the literature there are sev-
eral approaches to pseudodifferential calculus on “nilpotent geometries”, for in-
stance [14, 39, 46, 62, 63, 68, 69, 70, 71, 113, 132, 146]. These apporaches all
originated in the ideas of Folland-Stein [72] who, using Darboux’ theorem, modeled
the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain (cf. Example 18.6) locally as a
Heisenberg group and treated the Szegö projection thereon using ordinary pseudo-
differential methods upon defining a principal symbol as a convolution operator on
the Heisenberg group in each fibre. We take our stance in recent years’ progress by
van Erp-Yuncken [155] and Dave-Haller [49, 50] that provides a coherent picture
of the Carnot calculus on general Carnot manifolds. Let us give an overview of the
sections in this part:

‚ In Section 20, we recall the Carnot calculus of Melin [113], following
modern developments by van Erp-Yuncken [155]. We also provide a range
of different examples and recall the graded calculus of Dave-Haller [49].

‚ In Section 21 we set up the represented symbol calculus following Dave-
Haller [49, 50] and revisit the examples. The Rockland condition from
[49], and standard techniques, readily allow us to extends standard Fred-
holm theory for elliptic operators to H-elliptic operators on a general
Carnot manifold.

‚ In Section 22 we refine analytic properties of the symbol calculus of H-
elliptic operators. ForFFF -regular manifolds, we study analytic properties of
the symbol of anH-elliptic operators as a multiplier of the C0pΓXq-Hilbert
C˚-module of flat orbit representations, also characterizing H-ellipticity
in terms of invertibility as a multiplier on the flat orbit representations.

‚ In Section 23 we utilize the technical tools of Section 22 to study the K-
theoretical invariants in K˚pC˚pTHXqq and K˚pΓXq. We implement the
two step process of lifting rσHpDqs P K˚pC˚pTHXqq to an elliptic complex
on ΓX : first we need to localize the support of rσHpDqs P K˚pC˚pTHXqq
to ΓX , i.e. construct a pre-image under K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq, and
then we need to approximate by a finite rank elliptic complex, i.e. im-
plement the Morita equivalence K˚pIXq – K˚pΓXq. After proving that
this is possible in the abstract, we restrict to polycontact manifolds where
we carry out these computations in the examples coming from ∆H ` γT -
operators and projections of Hermite type.

20. The pseudodifferential calculus of van Erp-Yuncken

In this subsection we will review the pseudodifferential calculus of van Erp-
Yuncken [155]. We will follow their notation, but for convenience we incorporate
vector bundles from the start. Consider a Lie groupoid G with unit space Gp0q and
complex vector bundles E1, E2 Ñ Gp0q. When considering function spaces on G

we consider them a left/right module of relevant function spaces on Gp0q via the
range/source mapping. Following [155], we define the space of r-fibred distributions
E 1
rpG;E1, E2q consists of continuous left C8pGp0qq-linear mappings

u : C8pG, s˚E1q Ñ C8pGp0q, E2q.
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For notational convenience, we write upϕqpxq “
ş
Gx
upγqϕpγq for u P E 1

rpG;E1, E2q
and ϕ P C8

c pG, s˚E1q.
If the unit space of G is compact, the Schwarz kernel theorem and the Haar

system of G identifies E 1
rpG;E1, E2q with a subspace of E 1pG, r˚E2 b ps˚E1q˚ b

|Λr|q (here |Λr| denotes the density bundle of kerpDrq). If the unit space of G

is non-compact, E 1
rpG;E1, E2q can be identified with a space of properly supported

elements in D1pG, r˚E2bps˚E1q˚ b|Λr|q. By the same token, we can always identify
the space of properly supported smooth functions C8

p pG, r˚E2 b ps˚E1q˚ b |Λr|q
with its preimage in E 1

rpG;E1, E2q.
Convolution defines an operation E 1

rpG;E1, E2q ˆC8
c pG, s˚E1q Ñ C8

c pG, s˚E2q
by

u ˚ ϕpγq “
ż

Grpγq

upγη´1qϕpηq, u P E 1
rpG;E1, E2q, ϕ P C8

c pG, s˚E1q.

Using duality, convolution defines an operation

E 1
rpG;E1, E2q ˆ E 1

rpG;E2, E3q Ñ E 1
rpG;E1, E3q,

for any three vector bundles E1, E2, E3 Ñ Gp0q. Similar ideas produces an adjoint
operation

E 1
rpG;E1, E2q Ñ E 1

rpG;E2, E1q, u ÞÑ u˚pγq :“ upγ´1q˚.

We now restrict to a closed Carnot manifold X and let THX Ñ X denote
the osculating groupoid associated with the filtering (see Definition 17.5). The
pseudodifferential calculus makes heavy use of van Erp-Yuncken’s parabolic tangent
groupoid THX Ñ Xˆ r0,8q reviewed above in Section 19. For two complex vector
bundles E1, E2 Ñ X on the compact Carnot manifold X , we write

E 1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q :“ E 1

rpTHX ;E1 ˆ r0,8q, E2 ˆ r0,8qq.
The projection mapping THX Ñ THX is proper in a neighborhood of THXˆt0u Ď
THX so C8pX ˆ r0,8qq-linearity ensures that there is a well defined continuous
mapping

ev0 : E 1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q Ñ E 1

rpTHX ;E1, E2q,
that respects convolution. Moreover, for t ą 0, the projection mapping THX Ñ
XˆXˆ ttu is proper in a neighborhood of XˆXˆ ttu Ď THX so C8pXˆ r0,8qq-
linearity ensures that there is a well defined continuous induced mapping

evt : E
1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q Ñ E 1

rpX ˆX ;E1, E2q,
that respects convolution. We note that the Schwarz kernel theorem ensures that

E 1
rpX ˆX ;E1, E2q – C8pX,E2qb̂E 1pX, pE1q˚ b |ΛX |q,

is the space of all continuous linear mappings C8pX,E1q Ñ C8pX,E2q.
The action of R` on THX defines a continuous action on E 1

rpTHX ;E1, E2q.
Following [155, Definition 18] we define for m P C the space

ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q Ď E 1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q,

to consist of those PPP for which

λ˚PPP ´ λmPPP P C8
p pTHX, r˚E2 b ps˚E1q˚ b |Λr|q,

for all λ ą 0. We note that for PPP P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q and t, λ ą 0, we have that

evλtPPP ´ λmevtPPP P C8pX ˆX,E2 b pE1q˚ b |Λr|q. (35)
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We can conclude the next proposition from homogeneity and using the fact that
C8
p pG, r˚E2 b ps˚E1q˚ b |Λr|q is an ideal in the space of r-fibred distribution with

respect to convolution.

Proposition 20.1. The convolution product on the space of r-fibred distribu-
tions restricts to a well defined C8r0,8q-linear composition product

ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q ˆΨΨΨm
1

H pX ;E2, E3q Ñ ΨΨΨm`m1

H pX ;E1, E3q,

for any three vector bundles E1, E2, E3 Ñ X and the adjoint restricts to a well
defined C8r0,8q-antilinear adjoint operation

ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q Ñ ΨΨΨmHpX ;E2, E1q.

We define ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q Ď E 1
rpX ˆX ;E1, E2q as the image of ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q

under ev1. ForPPP P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q, Equation (35) ensures that ev0pPPP q P E 1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q

is determined modulo C8
c pTHX ;E1, E2q by ev1pPPP q. Based on this observation, we

are in a position to define the symbol algebra and the principal symbol mapping.

Definition 20.2. For a closed Carnot manifold X , complex vector bundles
E1, E2 Ñ X and m P C, define

ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q :“ tK P E 1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q{C8

c pTHX ;E1, E2q : λ˚K “ λmKu.

For P P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q, we define σmpP q P ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q as the class of ev0pPPP q for
any PPP P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q with ev1pPPP q “ P .

The convolution product onΨΨΨmH from Proposition 20.1 restricts to a well defined
composition product

ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q ˆ Ψm
1

H pX ;E2, E3q Ñ Ψm`m1

H pX ;E1, E3q,

and induces a symbol product

ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q ˆ Σm
1

H pX ;E2, E3q Ñ Σm`m1

H pX ;E1, E3q,

for any three vector bundles E1, E2, E3 Ñ X . The adjoint also restricts to a well
defined order preserving adjoint operation on ΨmH and ΣmH . The reader should
note that the products and adjoints on ΨmH and ΣmH are defined using the space
of distributions ΨΨΨmH on the tangent groupoid in order to ensure that ΨmH and ΣmH
fit into a calculus, but in practice the operations are defined completely in terms
of the groupoid structure of X ˆ X and THX for ΨmH and ΣmH , respectively. The
next proposition is a direct consequence of [155, Proposition 37]. We introduce the
notation

Σ̃mHpX ;E1, E2q :“ (36)

:“tP P E 1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q : λ˚P ´ λmP P C8

c pTHX,HompE1, E2q b |Λ|qu.

Proposition 20.3. Multiplication by t defines an embedding

ΨΨΨm´1
H pX ;E1, E2q ãÑ ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q.

Moreover, evaluation at t “ 0 defines an isomorphism

ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q{tΨΨΨm´1
H pX ;E1, E2q – Σ̃mHpX ;E1, E2q.
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Remark 20.4. There is a substantial body of literature on pseudodifferen-
tial calculus on groupoids, see for instance [51, 52, 53, 54, 123]. The calculus
ΨmH of van Erp-Yuncken [155] is not a pseudodifferential calculus on a groupoid
in the classical sense. Indeed, the groupoid on which the calculus ΨmH is defined is
the pair groupoid X ˆ X whose classical groupoid calculus would be the classical
pseudodifferential calculus on X .

Example 20.5. A natural source of examples in the Carnot calculus is differ-
ential operators. A Carnot manifold carries an associated filtration on the algebra
of differential operators. Let E and F be smooth vector bundles over X . Choose
a linear connection ∇ on E. For m P N, we define DO

m
HpX ;E1, E2q as the linear

space spanned by operators of the form a∇Xk
. . .∇X1

, where Xi P C8pX ;T piXq,
a P C8pX ; HompE1, E2qq and p1 ` . . . ` pk ď m. The space DO

m
HpX ;E1, E2q is

independent of the choice of connection on E since it can be described as local
operators A : C8pX ;E1q Ñ C8pX ;E2q that in local coordinates and local triv-
ializations can be written as a sum of terms aXk . . .X1 where Xi P Γ8pT piXq,
a P C8pX ; HompE1, E2qq for p1 ` . . .` pk ď m.

By [155, Example 24], it holds that DO
m
HpX ;E1, E2q Ď ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q. Let

us briefly describe why that is. For a P P DO
m
HpX ;E1, E2q, we can identify it with

its Schwartz kernel

P px, yq :“ P tδxpyq,
and to it associate its principal cosymbol P0 P E 1

rpTHX ;E1, E2q defined as the
fibrewise Schwartz kernel (of convolution type) of the leading terms in P frozen in
points on X . It was proven in [155, Example 24] that the element

PPP :“
#
tmP, t ą 0,

P0, t “ 0,

belongs to ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q. Therefore, P “ ev1pPPP q P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q and its princi-
pal symbol is σmpP q “ P0 mod C8

c pTHX ;E1, E2q.
If X is a regular Carnot manifold, we can describe the principal symbol of

a differential operator in another way. Let g be the type of X , i.e. the graded
Lie algebra g such that g – grrTXsx as Lie algebras for all x P X . For D P
DO

m
HpX ;E1, E2q its principal symbol at each x P X can be identified with an

element

σmx pDq P Umpgq b HompE1,x, E2,xq,
where Umpgq is the subspace of elements of degree m the universal enveloping
algebra of a graded Lie algebra g, which is spanned by elements of degree ď
m. Note that Umpgq b HompE1,x, E2,xq is naturally identified with a subspace
of ΣmHpX ;E1, E2qx. The principal symbol on differential operators is characterized
by the following properties, see [49, Subsection 2.2]:

(1) σm`m1

x pD1D2q “ σmx pD1qσm1

x pD2q, for all x P X , D1 P DO
m
HpX ;E2, E3q,

and D2 P DO
m1

H pX ;E1, E2q.
(2) σmx p∇Y q “ Yx b idE , for all x P X and Y P C8pX ;TmXq.
(3) σ0

xpaq “ apxq for all x P X and a P C8pX,HompE1, E2qq.
For computational purposes, the next proposition comes in handy for constructing
examples.
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Proposition 20.6. Let X be a regular Carnot manifold and define the bundle
UmptHXq Ñ X as the bundle of elements of degree m the universal enveloping
algebra of the osculating Lie algebroid, i.e. UmptHXq :“ PX ˆAutgrpgq Umpgq where
g is the type of X and PX Ñ X the graded frame bundle. Then for any two vector
bundles E1, E2 Ñ X, the symbol mapping restricts to a surjection

DO
m
HpX ;E1, E2q Ñ C8pX,UmptHXq b HompE1, E2qqq.

We use the notation

dimhpXq :“
rÿ

j“1

jrkpT´jX{T´j`1Xq,

for the homogeneous dimension of a Carnot manifold X . We also introduce the
notation

| ¨ | : THX Ñ R`,

for the composition of the the logarithm THX Ñ tHX and a homogeneous norm
on tHX which is smooth outside the zero section, cf. [36, Section 3] or [49, Section
3]. The construction of | ¨ | involves a choice, e.g. from fixing a choice of metrics
on T´jX{T´j´1X , j “ 1, . . . , r, but for our purposes the precise choice will not
matter.

We define the subspace PmH pTHX,E1, E2q Ď C8pTHX ; HompE1, E2q b |Λ|q
as the space of all smooth density valued p that are fibrewise a homogeneous
polynomial with λ˚p “ λmp. We remark that PmH pTHX,E1, E2q “ 0 unless
´m´dimhpXq P N. For a compact Carnot manifoldX , we define SpTHX,E1, E2q Ď
C8pTHX ; HompE1, E2q b |Λ|q as the space of fibrewise Schwartz functions and
S 1pTHX,E1, E2q Ď D1pTHX ; HompE1, E2q b |Λ|q for its topological dual. We define

S 1
rpTHX,E1, E2q :“

"
u P S 1pTHX,E1, E2q : singsupppuq Ď X,

ϕu P E 1
rpTHX,E1, E2q, @ϕ P C8

c pTHXq

*
.

In other words, S 1
rpTHX,E1, E2q is the space of distributions tempered along the

fibre, smoothly varrying along the base and smooth outside the zero section.

Proposition 20.7 ([49, 155]). Let X be a compact Carnot manifold, E1, E2, E3 Ñ
X complex vector bundles and m,m1 P C.

i) For A P ΨmHpX ;E2, E3q and A1 P Ψm
1

H pX ;E1, E2q it holds that

AA1 P Ψm`m1

H pX ;E1, E3q

and

σm`m1 pAA1q “ σmpAqσm1 pA1q.
Moreover, A˚ P ΨmHpX ;E3, E2q and

σmpA˚q “ σmpAq˚.

ii) The principal symbol mapping fits into a short exact sequence

0 Ñ Ψm´1
H pX ;E1, E2q Ñ ΨmHpX ;E1, Esq σmÝÝÑ ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q Ñ 0,

where the first mapping is induced from Proposition 20.3 (cf. [155, Corollary
38]). That is, Ψm´1

H pX ;E1, E2q “ kerpσmq and σm is surjective.
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iii) Any a P ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q can be represented by an a0 P E 1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q that

near the zero section X Ď THX has the form

a0 “ k8 ` km ` pm log | ¨ |, (37)

where
‚ k8 P C8pTHX,HompE1, E2q b |Λ|q
‚ km P S 1

rpTHX ;E1, E2q satisfies that λ˚k “ λmk;
‚ pm P PmH pTHX,E1, E2q.

If ´m ´ dimhpXq R N, the terms km and pm in (37) are uniquely determined
by a P ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q. If ´m ´ dimhpXq P N, the term pm (37) is uniquely
determined by a, and km uniquely determined by a up to PmH pX,E1, E2q. In
particular, we can identify

ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q “ (38)

“tK P S 1
rpTHX ;E1, E2q{PmH pTHX ;E1, E2q : λ˚K “ λmK, u.

Proof. Item i) follows from Proposition 20.1. Item ii) is stated as [155, Corol-
lary 38]. Item iii) is contained in Lemma 3.8 of [49, Lemma 3.8] using that homo-
geneous distributions are tempered. ‹

Remark 20.8. Let us make an observation concerning the failure of uniqueness
of the decomposition (37) when ´m´ dimhpXq P N by comparing to the case of a
trivial filtration, so dimhpXq “ dimpXq. The principal symbol (of order m) in van
Erp-Yuncken’s set up is for a trivial filtration dual – via the Fourier transform – to
the classical principal symbol which is a smooth function on T ˚XzX homogeneous
of degree m (see [93, Chapter XVIII]). Indeed, the difference between van Erp-
Yuncken’s principal symbol and the classical symbol is that the former is a leading
term of the distributional kernel near the diagonal while the latter is roughly speak-
ing the leading term at infinity of the kernel’s Fourier transform transversally to
the diagonal.

The failure of uniqueness in the decomposition (37) stems from the fact that a
smooth function on T ˚XzX which is homogeneous of degree m extends uniquely
to distribution on T ˚X if and only if ´m ´ dimpXq R N (cf. [92, Chapter III.2]).
Indeed, for ´m´ dimpXq P N, the set of extensions is an affine space modelled on
derivatives of order m in the fibre direction of the delta function on X Ď T ˚X , this
space is under the Fourier transform dual to the space PmH pTX ;E1, E2q consisting
of fibrewise polynomials. The lift constructed in Proposition 20.7 is analogous to
defining an extension of the classical principal symbol to a distribution on T ˚X .
For the purpose of pseudodifferential calculus, the precise choice of extension of the
classical symbol (or lift as in Proposition 20.7 for the case for Carnot operators) is
an irrelevant artifact of the calculus.

The next result is a consequence of Proposition 20.7 and will be used later on
for defining KK-cycles from Carnot operators. We first note that we can embed
C8pXq Ď ΨΨΨ0

HpX ;Eq as multiplication operators for any vector bundle E Ñ X ,
similarly we can also embed C8pXq Ď Ψ0

HpX ;Eq and C8pXq Ď Σ0
HpX ;Eq. By

the definition of the product in Σ0
HpX ;Eq, as a convolution product on a groupoid

where the source and range coincides, we have that C8pXq Ď Σ0
HpX ;Eq is central

and that C8pXq acts as central multipliers of ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q for any m and any
two vector bundles E1, E2 Ñ X .
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Corollary 20.9. Let X be a Carnot manifold and E1, E2 Ñ X complex vector
bundles. For D P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q and f P C8pXq it holds that

rD, f s P tΨΨΨm´1
H pX ;E1, E2q

` C8
p pTHX, r˚E2 b ps˚E1q˚ b |Λr|q.

In particular, for any D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q and f P C8pXq it holds that rD, f s P
Ψm´1
H pX ;E1, E2q.

Proof. Since C8pXq acts as central multipliers of ΣmHpX ;Eq for any m,
Proposition 20.7 implies that the principal symbol of rD, f s vanishes. The corollary
now follows from Proposition 20.3. ‹

20.1. Examples of Carnot operators. We give some examples of Carnot
operators. As will become apparent later on, we are in some of the examples mainly
interested in properties of the principal symbol so in light of Proposition 20.6 it
will in these cases suffice to describe the operator on a Carnot-Lie group in order
to generate Carnot operators on Carnot manifolds.

20.1.1. Baum-van Erp type operators. Consider a Carnot-Lie group g of depth

r equipped with a graded basis. We write the basis as ttXj,kudimg´j

k“1 urj“1, where

tXj,kudimgj

k“1 is a basis for g´j for j “ 1, . . . , r. For any two finite-dimensional
complex vector spaces V,W and a collection γ “ pγj,kqj,k Ď HompV,W q and an
m P N` such that j|m when γj,k ‰ 0, we define the operator

Dγ “
rÿ

j“1

dimgjÿ

k“1

γj,kX
m{j
j,k P Umpgq b HompV,W q.

Under the additional condition of Dγ being H-elliptic, see more below in Section
21, we call an operator of the form Dγ a Baum-van Erp type operator.

IfX is a Carnot manifold, E1, E2 Ñ X are vector bundles andDγ P DO
m
HpX ;E1, E2q

is such that for all x P X , the principal symbol σxpDγq P UmptHXxqbHompE1,x, E2,xq
is a Baum-van Erp type operator, then we say that Dγ P DO

m
HpX ;E1, E2q is a

Baum-van Erp type operator.
For equiregular differential systems, see more in Example 18.9, there is an

important special case – the sub-Laplacian. We make the following definition:

Definition 20.10. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold arising from a regular
differential system with a fixed volume density. An operator ∆H P DO

2
HpX ;Cq is

called a sub-Laplacian if it is formally self-adjoint (with respect to the volume
density) and

σ2
xp∆Hq “ ´

Nÿ

j“1

σ1pXjq2,

for some set of elements X1, . . . , XN P T´1Xx spanning T´1Xx{T´2Xx.

Hörmander’s sum of squares theorem [89] ensures that a sub-Laplacian is hy-
poelliptic. It is readily verified that the sub-Laplacian ∆H is a Baum-van Erp type
operator. The choice of the term Baum-van Erp type operator in this monograph
is motivated by Baum-van Erp’s beautiful solution to the index problem for the
Baum-van Erp type operator ∆H ` γZ on a coorientable contact manifold [10]
(here Z denotes the Reeb field).
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Let us provide a direct construction of a sub-Laplacian on any compact Carnot
manifold X arising from a regular differential system. We fix a volume density on
X , and for a vector field X we let X˚ denote its formal adjoint with respect to
the volume density. If X1, . . . , XN P C8pX,T´1Xq is a collection of vector fields
spanning T´1X{T´2X in all points, the associated sub-Laplacian is defined by

∆H :“
Nÿ

j“1

X˚
j Xj P DO

2
HpX ;Cq.

Existence of such a collection of vector fields is ensured by compactness of X . The
principal symbol of ∆H is independent of volume density, and in fact σ2p∆Hq “
´ řN

j“1 σ1pXjq2.

20.1.2. Dirac type operators. Again we consider a construction at the level of a

Carnot-Lie group G of depth r. Pick a basis pXjqdimpg´1q
j“1 of g´1 and for some finite-

dimensional Hilbert space V , a collection of self-adjoint pγjqdimpg´1q
j“1 Ď EndpV q.

Consider the operator:

{DH “
dimgrÿ

j“1

iγjXj .

If pγjqdimpg´1q
j“1 satisfies the Clifford relations γjγk ` γkγj “ 2δjk, we say that DH is

a Dirac type operator. Operators of this type are, as we shall see below in Example
21.13, rarely H-elliptic.

20.1.3. A positive even order Carnot differential operator. Let X be a compact
Carnot manifold of depth r and E Ñ X a hermitean vector bundle. Later on in the
monograph, we shall need to make use of an auxiliary operatorD in the calculus that
admits complex powers in the Carnot calculus. The example consists of a positive
even order Carnot differential operator and is introduced here; below in Example
21.14 we show that the D we construct in this example produces a hypoelliptic
operator so by [50, Theorem 2], D will fit the bill of admitting complex powers in
the calculus.

Pick a connection ∇ on E and a volume density on X . We also pick a collection

of vector fields ttXj,kuNj

k“1urj“1 on X such that tXj,kuNj

k“1 Ď C8pX,T´jXq and its

images in C8pX,T´jX{T´j`1Xq spans T´jX{T´j`1X in all points. Existence of
such a collection of vector fields is ensured by compactness of X . We define the
differential operator

D :“
rÿ

j“1

Njÿ

k“1

p∇˚
Xj,k

qr!{j∇r!{j
Xj,k

P DO
2pr!q
H pX ;Eq.

The ˚ denotes the formal adjoint in the hermitean metric on E and the volume
density on X . We have for any x P X that

σmx pDq :“
rÿ

j“1

Njÿ

k“1

p´Xj,k,xqr!{jpXj,k,xqr!{j b 1Ex
P U2pr!qptHXxq b EndpExq.

At the symbol level, operators similar to D were studied by Mantiouou-Ruzhansky
[112].
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At this stage, we remark that in specific examples there are often better suited
positive even order Carnot differential operators than D, e.g. of substantially lower
order, even when requiring hypoellipticity. For instance, the sub-Laplacian can be
used to construct an example of order 2 if the Carnot structure on X comes from
a regular differential system.

20.1.4. Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand complex. In Example 18.11 above we saw
how regular parabolic geometries gave rise to regular Carnot manifolds, following
[28]. The easiest example being the “flat” local model G{P , for G a semi-simple Lie
group and P a parabolic subgroup coming from a |k|-grading. On parabolic geome-
tries there are certain complexes of differential operators, the so called Bernstein-
Gelfand-Gelfand (BGG) complexes. The BGG-complexes on parabolic geometries
were introduced in [29] and further studied and placed in the Carnot calculus by
Dave-Haller [48, 49]. The origin of the BGG-complex is in representation theory
[19], where Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand constructed a BGG-complex as a method of
resolving finite-dimensional representations of G by Verma modules for P being the
Borel subgroup. For more details on how BGG-complexes relate to other notions,
e.g. Kostant’s Borel-Bott-Weil theorem [106] or Rumin complexes, we refer the
reader to [49]. In fact, we refer the entire construction of general BGG-complexes
to [50] as it is quite technical. We shall in this work focus on the abstract setting
coming out of [50]. As we discuss below in Section 27, the associated index problem
is still open but due to its relation to Julg’s approach [97, 98] to the Baum-Connes
conjecture for Sppn, 1q, we believe it to be of general interest.

To describe the differential complexes, that act between graded vector bundles,
we need some further terminology. A vector bundle EEE Ñ X is said to be graded
if it is equipped with a vector bundle decomposition EEE “ ‘kPREEErks. The space of
graded Carnot operators of order m between two graded vector bundles EEE and FFF is
defined as

ΨmH,grpX ;EEE,FFF q :“
à
j,k

Ψm`k´j
H pX ;EEErks,FFF rjsq.

We consider an element of T “ pTj,kqj,k P ΨmH,grpX ;EEE,FFF q as a matrix, implementing
an inclusion

ΨmH,grpX ;EEE,FFF q Ď Ψ˚
HpX ;EEE,FFF q,

into the ungraded calculus. The matrix product defines a composition

ΨmH,grpX ;EEE,FFF q ˆ Ψm
1

H,grpX ;FFF ,GGGq Ñ Ψm`m1

H,gr pX ;EEE,GGGq,

for any three graded vector bundles EEE,FFF ,GGG Ñ X and m,m1 P R. Similarly, we
define the graded symbol algebra as

ΣmH,grpX ;EEE,FFF q :“
à
j,k

Σm`k´j
H pX ;EEErks,FFF rjsq,

and the graded symbol mapping

σmH,gr : Ψ
m
H,grpX ;EEE,FFF q Ñ ΣmH,grpX ;EEE,FFF q, pTj,kqj,k ÞÑ pσm`k´j

H Tj,kqj,k.
The constructions of Subsection 20 extends ad verbatim to the graded case. We
remark that graded pseudodifferential operators plays a central role in the theory
of boundary value problems under the name of Douglis-Nirenberg calculus, see for
instance [1, 80], see also [93, Chapter XIX.5] and [6].
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The structure arising from BGG-complexes, and the graded complexes appear-
ing in [49], fits into the following definition that we refine below in Definition 21.17.

Definition 20.11. Consider a sequence

0 Ñ C8pX ;EEE1q D1ÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEE2q D2ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ DN´1ÝÝÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN q DNÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN`1q Ñ 0,

where EEE1, . . . ,EEEN`1 Ñ X are graded vector bundles and, for some m1, . . . ,mN ,
we have that Dj P Ψ

mj

H,grpX ;EEEj ,EEEj`1q.
‚ If Dj`1Dj “ 0 for all j, we say that the sequence is a graded H-complex.
‚ If σ

mj`1

H pDj`1qσmj

H pDjq “ 0 for all j, we say that the sequence is a graded
H-almost-complex.

We say that the sequence is of order mmm “ pm1, . . . ,mN q.
Example 20.12. An instructive example of a graded H-complex comes from

the de Rham complex on a Carnot manifold. If X has a Carnot structure, we
can view EEEj :“ ^jT ˚X b C as graded vector bundles upon choosing a splitting
TX – grpTXq. Note that T ˚X is graded as a dual vector space. Therefore, the
exterior differential d : C8pX ;EEEjq Ñ C8pX ;EEEj`1q is of graded order 0 in the
Carnot calculus. The de Rham sequence

0 Ñ C8pX ;EEE1q dÝÑ C8pX ;EEE2q dÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ dÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN q dÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN`1q Ñ 0,

is a graded H-complex of order 000 “ p0, . . . , 0q.
More generally, if EEE Ñ X is a graded vector bundle equipped with a connection

∇EEE of graded order zero and curvature of degree ď ´1, then withEEEj :“ ^jT ˚XbEEE,
we have a sequence

0 Ñ C8pX ;EEE1q ∇EEEÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEE2q ∇EEEÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ∇EEEÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN q ∇EEEÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN`1q Ñ 0,

which is a graded H-almost-complex of order 000 “ p0, . . . , 0q.
Associated with such a graded H-almost-complex of differential operators de-

fined from a graded connection, Dave-Haller [49] associates a new BGG-like se-
quence

0 Ñ C8pX ;H1q D1ÝÝÑ C8pX ;H2q D2ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ DN´1ÝÝÝÝÑ C8pX ;HNq DNÝÝÑ C8pX ;HN`1q Ñ 0,

where the bundles are defined from Lie algebra cohomology of the fibre, producing
a new graded H-almost-complex. This construction extends the curved BGG-
complex of Cap-Slovak-Souček [29].

An example of curved BGG-complexes that has played a particular role in the
study of the Baum-Connes conjecture for rank 1 semisimple Lie groups is the Rumin
complex [96, 97, 98], compare to [158] for the higher rank case. In the special
case of a contact manifold, a construction of the Rumin complex can be found in
[96] and for the construction on a quaternionic contact manifold see [97, 98].

20.1.5. Szegö projections. A well studied class of operators in complex analysis
is Szegö projections. For a domain in a complex manifold, the Szegö projection is
a projection in a space of functions on the boundary onto the subspace of func-
tions extending holomorphically to the interior. As mentioned in Example 18.6,
if X “ BΩ is a compact boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain, viewed as
a Carnot manifold in its contact structure, the Szegö projection is a projection
PS,Ω P Ψ0

HpX,Cq by [146, Chapter III.6] assuming the technical condition that the
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B̄b-operator on X has closed range on L2. The closed range condition on the B̄b-
operator is equivalent to X being CR-embeddable in CN (for a large N , see more
in [104]) and is automatic if dimpXq ě 5 by a theorem of Boutet de Monvel [20].

More generally, [68, Chapter 6] considered generalized Szegö projections on a
co-orientable contact manifold X . We return to study generalized Szegö projections
further below in Example 21.18.

Let us end this example by making some remarks on the Szegö projection for
the boundary X of a weakly pseudo-convex domains. The weak pseudo-convexity
produces a depth 2 Carnot structure on X , and it is regular of type Hn if and only if
X is strictly pseudoconvex. The situation for solving the B̄-problem is more compli-
cated in the weakly pseudoconvex case, and a well studied problem by the school of
Kohn (for an overview, see [47]). For weakly pseudo-convex domains of finite type
(see for instance [47, 87]), the situation is better. A weakly pseudo-convex domain
Ω “ tz : φpzq ă 0u is of finite type if the sub-bundle H :“ kerpdcφ|TXq Ď TX is
bracket generating, i.e. the Carnot structure H defines can be refined to a singular
Carnot structure (in the sense of Remark 17.4). defined by E´1 “ C8pX,Hq and
E´j´1 “ E´j ` rE´j, C8pX,Hqs. Compare to the explicit example in Example
18.6. For instance, in a weakly pseudoconvex domain of finite type the B̄-problem
comes with well understood sub-elliptic estimates and the Szegö projection pre-
serves C8pXq. For weakly pseudo-convex domains that are not of finite type, there
are examples where sub-elliptic estimates fail, the Szegö projection does not pre-
serve the space of real analytic functions (see [41]) and the closely related Bergman
projection does not preserve the space of smooth functions (see [40]), indicating
that the Carnot calculus is not suited for studying the Szegö projection of a pseudo-
convex domain which is not of finite type. This fact indicates that Carnot manifolds
and their Carnot calculus do not form suitable tools for dealing with weakly pseudo-
convex domains that are not of finite type. It poses an interesting problem to study
if the Szegö projection of a weakly pseudoconvex domain of finite type belongs to
its Carnot calculus or perhaps a Carnot calculus adapted to singular Carnot man-
ifolds, such as the calculus of [3]. The results of [35, 87] indicate that it might be
the case.

21. H-ellipticity and the Rockland condition

The symbol algebra in the Carnot calculus is in general a noncommutative al-
gebra. The standard way to deal with the issues arising from such complications is
to study symbols as (unbounded) multipliers on suitable domains in the groupoid
C˚-algebra of the osculating Lie groupoid. As such, ellipticity properties in the cal-
culus can be verified fibrewise in all representations of that fibre via generalizations
of the Rockland theorem. We give an overview of relevant results following [49],
see also [69, 70].

We first introduce some notations. Let G denote a nilpotent Lie group. Recall
that a nilpotent Lie group carries a unique polynomial structure determined by the
exponential map. Let SpGq denote the Schwartz space of G. We write S0pGq Ď SpGq
for the subspace of functions f P SpGq such that

ż

G

ppgqfpgqdg “ 0,

for all polynomials p on G.
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For a unitary representation π : G Ñ UpHπq, we write

Spπq :“ πpSpGqqHπ , and S0pπq :“ πpS0pGqqHπ .

We note that the inclusion Spπq Ď Hπ is dense in the norm topology. Moreover,
the orthogonal complement of S0pπq Ď Hπ is the closed subspace of all G-invariant
vectors in Hπ; this follows from the fact that S0pGq is dense in the kernel of the
trivial representation C˚pGq Ñ C. In particular, the inclusion S0pπq Ď Hπ is dense
as soon as Hπ contains no invariant vectors. We can identify Spπq with the closed
subspace of the Frechet space SpG,Hq consisting of the functions fpgq :“ πpgqv
for v P H. Similarly, S0pπq can be identified with a closed subspace of the Frechet
space S0pG,Hq. Unless otherwise stated, we topologixe S0pπq and Spπq as Frechet
spaces using the inclusions S0pπq Ď S0pG,Hq and Spπq Ď SpG,Hq, respectively. We
write LpV,W q for the space of continuous linear operators between Frechet spaces
and LpV q :“ LpV, V q (we reserve the notation B for the space of bounded operators
between Hilbert spaces).

Before describing the general construction, let us digest a bit on the Lie algebra
case. The following result is well known, and more or less follows from definition.

Proposition 21.1. Let π : G Ñ UpHπq be a unitary representation, and define

π : Upgq Ñ LpSpπqq, πpXqv :“ d

dt
|t“0πpexpptXqqv for X P g.

The mapping π is a well defined ˚-homomorphism on Upgq when equipping Upgq
with the ˚-operation such that X˚ “ ´X for Z P g and LpSpπqq with the partially
defined ˚-operation defined from formal adjoints on Spπq.

The reader should beware that the Hilbert space adjoint of elements in πpUpgqq
is generally different from its formal adjoint on Spπq, see more in Remark 22.5. We
return to study how Proposition 21.1 extends to differential operators on a Carnot
manifold (where g “ tHXx for x P X) below in Example 21.9.

Let us now extend the construction of Proposition 21.1 to the symbol algebra
on a Carnot manifold. In light of Proposition 20.7.iii, to define a map on the symbol
algebra we should first define it on the space of fibrewise tempered distributions.
For a point x P X , We write

ΣmHpx;E1,x, E2,xq Ď S 1pTHXx;E1,x, E2,xq{PmH pTHXx;E1,x, E2,xq,
for the homogeneous elements of degreem. Restriction to a point induces a mapping

σmx : ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q Ñ ΣmHpx;E1,x, E2,xq,
that respects products and adjoints. For an x P X and a unitary representation
π : THXx Ñ UpHπq, we define

π :S 1pTHXx;E1,x, E2,xq Ñ LpS0pπq b E1,x,S0pπq b E2,xq,
πpkqpπpfqvq :“ πpk ˚ fqv for f P S0pTHXx;E1,xq, v P Hπ.

By the definition of S0, πpaq “ 0 if a P PmH pTHX ;E1, E2q so π descends to a
morphism

π : ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q Ñ LpS0pπq b E1,x,S0pπq b E2,xq.
Next, we define the represented symbol of a Carnot operator. It will be considered

as a family of operators parametrized by the set zTHX of all irreducible unitary
representations of the osculating Lie groupoid.
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Definition 21.2. For D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q, x P X and a unitary representation
π of THXx, we define the represented symbol (in px, πq) as

σmpx,πqpDq :“ πpσmx pDqq P LpS0pπq b E1,x,S0pπq b E2,xq.

Proposition 21.3. Let X be a Carnot manifold, x P X and π a unitary
representation of THXx. The represented symbol satisfies the following. For D P
ΨmHpX ;E2, E3q and D1 P Ψm

1

H pX ;E1, E2q it holds that

σmx,πpD˚q “ σmx,πpDq˚; (39)

σm`m1

x,π pDD1q “ σmx,πpDqσm1

x,πpD1q; (40)

as operators on S0pπq where the adjoint is formally defined in the inner product on
Hπ. Moreover, if m ď 0 and π does not weakly contain the trivial representation,
then σmx,πpDq extends to a bounded linear operator

σmx,πpDq : Hπ b E2,x Ñ Hπ b E3,x.

Proof. The formulas (39) and (40) are readily verified from the fact that the
representation is defined in terms of convolution.

For m “ 0 in the last statement, we recall [69, Theorem 8.18], extending [103,
Theorem 1], ensuring that σ0

xpDq acts as a bounded operator L2pTHXx, E1,xq Ñ
L2pTHXx, E2,xq. Boundedness of σmx,πpDq follows. For m ă 0 in the last statement,
we use [50, Theorem 2] (reviewed below in Theorem 21.21). By taking a strictly
positive even order differential operator D (see for instance Example 21.14 below)
with Ds P Ψsm̃H pX ;E2q for some m̃ P N and all s P R, we have that D “ D0D

m{m̃

with D0 “ D0D
´m{m̃ P Ψ0

HpX ;E2, E3q by Proposition 20.7. By (40), σmx,πpDq “
σ0
x,πpD0qσmx,πpDm{m̃q. The first factor σ0

x,πpD0q has a bounded extension by the
preceding paragraph. By using [50, Theorem 2], we see that σmx,πpDq is invertible
and therefore the second factor has a bounded extension being a negative power of
an invertible operator. ‹

Definition 21.4. An element D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q satisfies the Rockland con-
dition if σmpx,πqpDq is injective for every x P X and every non-trivial irreducible

unitary representation π P zTHXx.
An element D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q is H-elliptic if σmx,πpDq is bijective for every

x P X and every non-trivial irreducible unitary representation π P {THXx. If D P
ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q lifts an H-elliptic D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q, we also say that D is H-
elliptic.

Similarly, if EEE1,EEE2 Ñ X are graded vector bundles (cf. Subsubsection 20.1.4),
we say that D P ΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q satisfies the graded Rockland condition/is graded

H-elliptic if the represented graded symbols σmpx,πqpDq is injective/bijective for every
x P X and every non-trivial irreducible unitary representation π P zTHXx.

The term H-elliptic is justified below in Theorem 21.7. We give the following
variation of an important result concerning the Rockland condition from [49] which
extends a result from [39].

Lemma 21.5. Let X be a Carnot manifold, E1, E2 Ñ X two vector bundles
and D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q. Then the following are equivalent:

i) D satisfies the Rockland condition.
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ii) There exists a b P Σ´m
H pX ;E2, E1q such that

bσmpDq “ 1.

iii) There exists an R P Ψ´m
H pX ;E2, E1q such that

RD ´ 1 P Ψ´1
H pX ;E1q.

Furthermore, if m “ 0, the conditions above are equivalent to that for any x P X
and any non-trivial irreducible unitary representation π of THXx, the bounded linear
operator

σmx,πpDq : Hπ b E1,x Ñ Hπ b E2,x,

is an injection of Hilbert spaces, in which case it also has closed range.

Proof. The implication i)ñii) is found in [49, Lemma 3.11] and the converse
is immediate. The equivalence of item ii) and iii) follows from Proposition 20.7.
The last statement follows from Proposition 21.3. ‹

The contents of Lemma 21.5 also extends to the graded setting. For clarity, we
formulate the next two results in the graded setting.

Lemma 21.6. Let X be a Carnot manifold, EEE1,EEE2 Ñ X two hermitean graded
vector bundles and D P ΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q. Then the following are equivalent:

i) D is graded H-elliptic.
ii) σmH,grpDq P ΣmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q has an inverse b P Σ´m

H,grpX ;EEE2,EEE1q.
iii) D and D˚ satisfy the graded Rockland condition.
iv) The operator

D̃ :“
ˆ

0 D

D˚ 0

˙
,

satisfies the graded Rockland condition.

Furthermore, if m “ 0 and E1 “ EEE1 and E2 “ EEE2 are trivially graded, the con-
ditions above are equivalent to that for any x P X and any non-trivial irreducible
unitary representation π of THXx, the bounded linear operator

σmx,πpDq : Hπ b E1,x Ñ Hπ b E2,x,

is an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces.

Proof. It is clear that iii)ôiv). If iii) holds, there are b P Σ´m
H,grpX ;EEE2,EEE1q

and b1 P Σ´m
H,grpX ;EEE2,EEE1q such that bσmpDq “ 1 and b1σmpD˚q “ 1 by Lemma

21.5. It follows from Proposition 20.7 that bσmpDq “ 1 and σmpDqpb1q˚ “ 1, so
uniqueness of inverses shows that b “ pb1q˚ P Σ´m

H,grpX ;EEE2,EEE1q is an inverse to

σmpDq. Therefore we have the implication iii)ñ ii). The implication ii)ñ i) is
immediate. Penultimately, if i) holds, then D by definition satisfies the Rockland
condition and surjectivity of πpσmpDqq for all π ensures injectivity of πpσmpD˚qq
for all π (using Proposition 20.7) so D˚ satisfies the Rockland condition. Therefore
i)ñ iii). Finally, the last condition stated for m “ 0 immediately implies item iv)
and follows from from item ii) using Proposition 21.3. ‹

The next theorem summarizes the key features of Rockland- and H-elliptic
operators from [50, Section 3]. We formulate it in the graded case which is proven
in the same way as the ungraded case. Starting from Lemma 21.5 and 21.6, the
theorem is readily deduced from asymptotic completeness of the Carnot calculus.
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Theorem 21.7. Let X be a closed Carnot manifold of homogeneous dimension
n equipped with a volume density, EEE1,EEE2 Ñ X graded hermitean vector bundles
and m P C. Assume that D P ΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q.Then it holds that:

(1) If D satisfies the Rockland condition, then there is a left parametrix R P
Ψ´m
H,grpX ;EEE2,EEE1q, i.e. RD ´ 1 is smoothing. In particular, D is hypoel-

liptic and kerpDq Ď C8pX ;E1q is finite-dimensional.
(2) If D is H-elliptic, there is a parametrix R P Ψ´m

H,grpX ;EEE2,EEE1q, i.e. RD´1

and DR´ 1 are smoothing. In particular, D and D˚ are hypoelliptic and
kerpDq Ď C8pX ;E1q and kerpD˚q Ď C8pX ;E2q are finite-dimensional.

In particular, for any D P ΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q the following are equivalent:

‚ D is H-elliptic.
‚ There is an R0 P Ψ´m

H,grpX ;EEE2,EEE1q with R0D ´ 1 P Ψ´1
H,grpX ;EEE1q and

DR0 ´ 1 P Ψ´1
H,grpX ;EEE2q,

‚ There is a parametrix R P Ψ´m
H,grpX ;EEE2,EEE1q, i.e. RD ´ 1 P Ψ´8pX ;EEE1q

and DR ´ 1 P Ψ´8pX ;EEE2q,

Remark 21.8. In the recent work [3], the Rockland condition was proven to
be equivalent to maximal hypoellipticity, proving a conjecture of Helffer-Nourigat.
The results of [3] hold in the context of the singular Carnot structures considered
in Remark 17.4.

Example 21.9. To tie together Proposition 21.1 with Proposition 21.3, let us
make a computation with the represented symbol of a differential operator. Assume
that X is a Carnot manifold and D P DO

m
HpX ;E1, E2q. To simplify notation,

set nj :“ rkpT´jX{T´j`1Xq and n :“ dimpXq “
ř
j nj . Fix an x P X and set

G :“ THXx. In a neighbourhood U of x, we pick a basis ttXj,kunj

k“1urj“1 of TX such

that tXj,kunj

k“1 Ď C8pX,T´jXq and its images in C8pX,T´jX{T´j`1Xq spans
T´jX{T´j`1X in all points. For a multiindex α “ pα1, . . . , αrq P Nn “ ś

j N
nj we

write |α|H :“ ř
j j|αj | and

Xα “ X
α1,1

1,1 X
α1,2

1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨Xαr,nr´1

r,nr´1 X
αr,nr
r,nr .

We can assume the neighbourhood U is small enough so that E1 and E2 trivializes,
set k1 :“ rkpE1q and k2 :“ rkpE2q. Therefore, in U we can write

D “
ÿ

|α|Hďm

aαX
α,

for some paαq|α|Hďm Ď C8pU ; HompCk1 ,Ck2qq. As in Example 20.5, σmpDq is
given by the convolution kernel K P S 1

rpTHX ;E1, E2q that over U is determined byř
|α|H“m aαX

α as acting only in the fibre direction. In light of Proposition 21.1,

we compute that for a unitary representation π we have that

σmpx,πqpDq “
ÿ

|α|H“m

aαpxqπpXα
x q P LpS0pπq b Ck1 ,S0pπq b Ck2q,

where by construction ttXj,k,xunj

k“1urj“1 is a homogeneous basis of the Lie algebra
g “ tHXx of G :“ THXx.
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21.1. Revisiting the examples of Subsection 20.1. We now return to
study H-ellipticity in the specific examples appearing above in Subsection 20.1.

Example 21.10 (Baum-van Erp type operators). We return to study Baum-
van Erp type operators, and to give more precise descriptions of H-ellipticity of the
formal expressions appearing in Subsubsection 20.1.1. In light of the terminology of
Example 21.9, a Baum-van Erp type operator is an H-elliptic differential operator
Dγ P DO

m
HpX ;E1, E2q such that each point in X has a neighbourhood U with

Dγ “
rÿ

j“1

njÿ

k“1

γj,k∇
m{j
Xj,k

` DO
m´1
H pU ;E1, E2q, (41)

for some local basis ttXj,kunj

k“1urj“1 of TX as in Example 21.9, a connection ∇

on E1 and a collection γ “ pγj,kqj,k Ď C8pU ; HompE1, E2qq such that j|m when
γj,k ‰ 0. It would be quite arduous to in general characterize when a differential
operator Dγ satisfying the condition (41) is H-elliptic. We consider the following
special case.

Assume that X has depth r “ 2 and is equipped with a Riemannian metric.
For notational simplicity, write

H :“ T´1X.

Let E Ñ X be a hermitean vector bundle. Consider a differential operator as in
(41) of the form

Dγ “ ∆H ` Tγ ,

where ∆H is the sub-laplacian associated with the Riemannian metric and Tγ is
a first order differential operator (first order in the classical sense). Write tHX “
tH,´1X ‘ tH,´2X “ H ‘ tH,´2X and identify

tH,´2X
˚ “ pTX{T´1Xq˚ “ HK.

Define the fibrewise linear polynomial

γ :“ σ1pTγq|HK P C8pHK,EndpEqq.
A short argument shows that σ2

HpDγq is determined by the metric on H and γ.
For notational simplicity, we write a graded orthonormal local basis for TX as
X1, . . . , Xn1

, Z1, . . . Zn2
whereX1, . . . , Xn1

is an orthonormal basis ofH and Z1, . . . Zn2

induces an orthonormal basis for TX{H . The order 2 differential operator Dγ P
DO

2
HpX ;Eq will in each coordinate chart look like

Dγ “ ´
n1ÿ

j“1

X2
j `

n2ÿ

l“1

γlZl ` DO
1
HpX ;Eq, (42)

for the collection pγlqn2

l“1 of smooth EndpEq-valued sections determined by

γ “ σ1

˜
n2ÿ

l“1

γlZl

¸ ˇ̌
ˇ̌
HK

.

In other words, up to lower order terms, the term
řn2

l“1 γlZl is determined by the
restriction of its ordinary symbol to cotangent vectors annihilating H “ T´1X .
Let us give result characterizing those γ P C8ptH,´2X

˚,EndpEqq for which Dγ is
H-elliptic and as such defines a Baum-van Erp type operator.

For the flat orbits, we introduce some further notations. Write ΓX for the set
of flat orbits of the osculating Lie groupoid, and pΓ : ΓX Ñ X for the projection.
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If X is FFF -regular, ΓX is a fibre bundle but in general it is just a topological space
(possibly empty). The vector bundle ΞX “ p˚

ΓH Ñ ΓX carries a symplectic struc-
ture defined from the Kirillov form ω. Relative to a metric on H , we can associate
a new metric gω on ΞX and a complex structure Jω on ΞX . Using the auxiliary
metric, we can identify gω with a symmetric complex linear endomorphism of ΞX
and ω with an anti-symmetric complex antilinear endomorphism of ΞX . The two
are related by gω “ |ω| “

?
´ω2. We define the endomorphism

skpgωq : Ξbsym

C
k

X Ñ Ξ
bsym

C
k

X , (43)

on the k:th symmetric tensor power, from

skpgωqpv1 bsym
C ¨ ¨ ¨ bsym

C vkq :“
kÿ

j“1

v1 bsym
C ¨ ¨ ¨ bsym

C gωvj bsym
C ¨ ¨ ¨ bsym

C vk.

Theorem 21.11. Let X be a Carnot manifold of depth 2 defined from a sub-
bundle H “ T´1X with a Riemannian metric g and Dγ P DO

2
HpX ;Eq as in

Equation (42). Let L : H ^ H Ñ TX{H denote the Levi bracket and ωξ :“ ξ ˝ L

the associated antisymmetric 2-form on H. Then Dγ is H-elliptic if and only if for
any x P X, and ξ P tH,´2X

˚
x zt0u “ HK

x zt0u the following holds

‚ If ωξ has rank k, for some k ă n1, then the following spectral condition
holds

Specpγpξqq X tλ P R : |λ| ě Trp|ωξ|q{2u “ H,

where |ωξ| is defined from polar decomposition of ωξ relative to the metric
on H.

‚ If ωξ has full rank (i.e. is a symplectic form on H), then

skpgωpξqq ` Trp|ωξ|q
2

` γpξq : Ξbsym

C
k

X b Ex Ñ Ξ
bsym

C
k

X b Ex, (44)

also have the full ranks for all k P N.

The proof of the proposition is in spirit to reduce to rays in the representation
space and there use that the sub-Laplacian on the Heisenberg group has a well
understood represented symbol. The characterization of Theorem 21.11 is by [90,
Theorem 1.1] equivalent to hypoellipticity with loss of one derivative.

Proof. Fix an x P X . We write g :“ tHXx and G :“ THXx. We need to
characterize when σ2

px,πqpDγq is bijective for a non-trivial representations π P Ĝ.

Write πξ for a unitary representation associated with ξ P g˚zt0u via the orbit
method. Note that g´2 is a subspace of the centre of g. If ξ P gK

´2zt0u then πξ
is a character and so σ2

px,πξqpDγq “ ř
jpξpXjqq2 ą 0 is bijective. We can therefore

assume that ξ|g´2
‰ 0.

If ωξ “ ξ ˝ L “ 0, then g is abelian and

σ2
px,πξqpDγq “

ÿ

j

pξpXjqq2 ` γpξq.

Using that γ is linear in ξ, we see that σ2
px,πξqpDγq is bijective for all ξ if and only if

λ` γpξq is invertible for all λ ě 0 and all ξ ‰ 0. Similarly, σ2
px,πξqpD˚

γ q is bijective

for all ξ if and only if λ´ γpξq is invertible for all λ ě 0 and all ξ ‰ 0.
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For the remainder of the proof, consider a ξ with ξ|g´2
‰ 0 and ωξ ‰ 0.

Consider the Lie algebra g1
ξ :“ pg´1qRωξ

(cf. Subsection 10.2 for notation) and

grade g1
ξ by declaring the natural quotient map g Ñ g1

ξ to be graded. Define the
model operator

Lγ,ξ :“ ´
n1ÿ

j“1

X2
j ´ iγpξqZ P U2pg1q b EndpExq,

where Z denotes the canonical basis for g1
´2. Note that L˚

γ,ξ “ L´γ˚,ξ. It is clear

that σ2
px,πξqpDγq and σ2

px,πξqpD˚
γ q are injective if and only if πpLγ,ξq and πpL´γ˚,ξq

are injective for the non-abelian representations π of g1
ξ defined from ξ. Pick a

complex structure on g´1 compatible with ωξ and the Riemannian metric. Using the
associated polarization of g1, we can write πpLγ,ξq as the densely defined operator

πpLγ,ξq “ Hd,ωξ
` λ0pξq ` γpξq,

on L2pRd, Exq where 2d is the rank of ωξ, Hd,ωξ
is the harmonic oscillator defined

from the metric and the symplectic form on R2d – g´1{Annpωξq and λ0pξq is a
homogeneous degree two polynomial in the projection of ξ onto Annpωξq.

The bottom of the spectrum of Hd,ωξ
is Trp|ωξ|q{2. If k ă n1, i.e. ωξ is

degenerate, using that γ is linear in ξ and λ0 is quadratic, we see that πpLγ,ξq is
injective for all ξ if and only if λ ` γpξq is invertible for all λ ě Trp|ωξ|q{2 for all
ξ. Therefore πpLγ,ξq and πpL´γ˚,ξq are injective for all ξ if and only if λ` γpξq is
invertible for all real λ with |λ| ě Trp|ωξ|q{2.

If ωξ has full rank, so 2d “ dimpg´1q, πpLγ,ξq “ Hd,ωξ
` γpξq. Therefore,

injectivity of πpLγ,ξq and πpL´γ˚,ξq is equivalent to the condition (44) by the
standard construction with creation/annihilation operators and regularity theory
in the Shubin calculus on Rd (cf. [144, Chapter IV]). ‹

Remark 21.12. Let Dγ be as in Theorem 21.11 and assume that Dγ is H-
elliptic. It follows from Theorem 21.11 that if the Levi bracket of a step 2 Carnot
manifold is non-zero but degenerate in all points, there is a smooth homotopy from
Dγ to a positive differential operator through H-elliptic operators. The structure of
the characterization in Theorem 21.11 indicates that the index theory of operators
of the form Dγ is found in the flat orbits, i.e. when the form ωξ induced from the
Kirillov form is non-degenerate after quotienting out the center so the represented
symbol of Dγ has discrete spectrum.

Example 21.13 (Dirac type operators). Consider a Dirac type operator {DH “řdim gr

j“1 iγjXj , for a basis X1, . . .Xdimpg´1q and Clifford matrices γ1, . . . , γdimpg´1q,

as in Subsubsection 20.1.2. By the argument in [117, Example 1.6.3], the operator
{DH is not H-elliptic unless we are dealing with a step 1 group so g “ g´1.

Let us give more details describing the failure of H-ellipticity in the special
case of the three dimensional Heisenberg group H1. Write X,Y, Z for the standard
basis such that rX,Y s “ Z graded as h1,´1 “ RX ` RY and h1,´2 “ RZ. In a
suitable choice of Clifford matrices,

{DH “
ˆ

0 X ` iY

´X ` iY 0

˙
.

The operator {DH is formally self-adjoint, so by Lemma 21.6 the operator {DH is
H-elliptic if and only if it satisfies the Rockland condition, which readily is seen to
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be equivalent to {D2

H satisfying the Rockland condition. We compute that

{D2

H “
ˆ

´X2 ´ Y 2 ` iZ 0
0 ´X2 ´ Y 2 ´ iZ

˙
.

So in the Schrödinger representations parametrized by ~ P Rˆ, defined from ξ~ P h˚
1

given by ξ~pxX ` yY ` zZq :“ ~z, it holds that

π~p {D2

Hq “
ˆ
H~ ´ ~ 0

0 H~ ` ~

˙
,

where H~ is the harmonic oscillator whose spectrum is p2N ` 1q|~|, so injectivity

of π~p {D2

Hq fails in the upper left corner for ~ ą 0 and in the lower right corner for
~ ă 0.

A potential fix for this problem is to correct {DH by the failure of the Rockland
condition. As we shall see in the Example 21.18 below, there is a self-adjoint order
0 Carnot operator P whose represented symbol p~ :“ π~pP q is the projection onto
the ground state of H~ for ~ ‰ 0, respectively, so for ε ą 0 small enough the
operator

{Dε,H “
ˆ

0 X ` iY ` ε
?

´X2 ´ Y 2P

´X ` iY ` ε
?

´X2 ´ Y 2P 0

˙
,

is H-elliptic. Here
?

´X2 ´ Y 2 can made sense of using results of [50] on com-
plex powers in the Carnot calculus, or [132], reviewed below as Theorem 21.21.
These type of constructions were considered more generally in [82]. In combina-
tion with commutator estimates, these ideas were applied in [75] to realize the
Carnot-Caratheodory distance on contact manifolds as a Gromov-Hausdorff limit
of a sequence Connes’ spectral distances associated with a family of spectral triples
defined from H-elliptic operators.

Example 21.14 (A positive even order Carnot differential operator). Consider
a hermitean vector bundle E Ñ X over a compact Carnot manifold X with a
volume density and the differential operator

D :“
rÿ

j“1

Njÿ

k“1

p∇˚
Xj,k

qr!{j∇r!{j
Xj,k

P DO
2pr!q
H pX ;Eq,

from Subsubsection 20.1.3. Recall that the vector fields span the osculating Lie
groupoid in all points, and are choose so that for x P X

σ2pr!q
x pDq “

rÿ

j“1

Njÿ

k“1

p´1qr!{jX2pr!q{j
j,k,x P U2pr!qptHXxq b EndpExq.

Let us prove that D is H-elliptic. Since D is formally self-adjoint, it suffices to
prove the Rockland condition by Lemma 21.6. Fix x P X and choose a non-trivial
representation π of THXx. Take the smallest r0 ď r such that π vanishes on the
image of TxX{T´r0

x X in tHXx. After re-ordering, we can assume that πpXr0,1q
acts as a non-zero imaginary scalar iλ. In particular,

σ
2pr!q
px,πqpDq “

r0´1ÿ

j“1

Njÿ

k“1

p´1qr!{jX2pr!q{j
j,k,x `

Njÿ

k“2

p´1qr!{r0X2pr!q{r0
r0,k,x

` λ2pr!q{r0 .
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We have for any ϕ P S0pπq that

xσ2pr!q
px,πqpDqϕ, ϕyHπ

“
r0´1ÿ

j“1

Njÿ

k“1

}Xpr!q{j
j,k,x ϕ}2Hπ

`
Njÿ

k“2

}Xpr!q{r0
r0,k,x

ϕ}2Hπ
` λ2pr!q{r0}ϕ}2Hπ

ě

ěλ2pr!q{r0}ϕ}2Hπ
.

Since λ2pr!q{r0 ą 0, σ
2pr!q
px,πqpDq is injective. Therefore D is H-elliptic. We conclude

the following upon adding a positive constant to D.

Proposition 21.15. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold of depth r with a
fixed volume density and E Ñ X a hermitean vector bundle. Then for any m

with r!|m, there exists a positive even order H-elliptic differential operator D P
DO

2m
H pX ;Eq such that

xDϕ, ϕyL2pX;Eq ě }ϕ}2L2pX;Eq, for all ϕ P C8pX ;Eq.

Example 21.16 (BGG). In Subsubsection 20.1.4 above we discussed the BGG-
complex and its generalizations in [29, 49]. These notions were abstracted in
Definition 20.11 to that of a graded H-(almost-)complex. We now consider the
corresponding notion of H-ellipticity.

Definition 21.17. Consider a graded H-almost-complex

0 Ñ C8pX ;EEE1q D1ÝÝÑC8pX ;EEE2q D2ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ DN´1ÝÝÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN q DNÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN`1q Ñ 0,

of order mmm “ pm1, . . . ,mN q. We say that this is a graded Rockland sequence if for
any x P X and non-trivial irreducible unitary representation π of THXx, we have
that

impσmj

px,πqpDjqq Ď kerpσmj`1

px,πq pDj`1qq,
is dense for all j. Here we consider the represented symbols as operators S0pHπq b
EEEj,x Ñ S0pHπq bEEEj`1,x.

It was proven in [49] that the two sequences appearing in Example 20.12 above
are graded Rockland sequences. Therefore (curved) BGG-complexes are examples
of graded Rockland sequences.

Example 21.18 (Szegö projections). Let us describe the Szegö projections
discussed in Subsubsection 20.1.5 further. Albeit the Szegö projection was originally
defined on boundaries of domains in complex manifolds, and the existence in that
case is a bit subtle, one can consider more general situations.

For instance, [68, Chapter 6] considered generalized Szegö projections on a
co-orientable contact manifold X . The co-orientability ensures the existence of
complex structures on H , cf. Example 18.5. A generalized Szegö projection at
level N is a projection P P Ψ0

HpX,Cq such that in some complex structure on H

one has that σ0pP q P Σ0
HpX,Cq Ď E 1

rpTHXq is represented in the Fock space bundle

FX –
À8

k“0 p
˚
ΓH

˚bsym

C
k as the orthogonal projection onto

pR´ ˆX ˆ t0uq 9Y
˜
R` ˆ

Nà
k“0

H˚bsym

C
k

¸
Ď FX ,
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where we have trivialized ΓX – Rˆ ˆX . Examples of generalized Szegö projections
at level N were considered in [22, Chapter 15.3] and further studied in [67] in terms
of solution spaces to a higher Cauchy-Riemann equation

B̄T˚XbN ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ B̄T˚X ˝ B̄loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
N`1 times

u “ 0,

in Ω which is a strictly pseudoconvex domain with boundary X .
We remark that an alternative description of a generalized Szegö projection

is as projections P P Ψ0
HpX,Cq whose symbol is represented in a fibre of FX –À8

k“0 p
˚
ΓH

˚bsym

C over a point px, ξq P ΓX as a finite rank spectral projection of the
image of σ2p∆Hq in the representation, for the sub-Laplacian ∆H defined from the
contact structure, the complex structure and a choice of volume density. Based on
this observation one could on a Carnot manifold X and for an H-elliptic operator
D, talk about generalized Szegö projectors (with respect to D) as projections P P
Ψ0
HpX,Cq whose symbol commutes with σmpDγq and as a multiplier of C˚pTHXq in

each fibrewise representation of the osculating Lie groupoid is a finite rank spectral
projector for the represented image of σmpDq.

For the sake of keeping the discussion concrete, we restrict the discussion to step
2 Carnot manifolds. We use the notation H “ T´1X . Let us recall the following
result of van Erp [153]. For a step 2 Carnot manifold, we can define the ideal of
Hermite operators ImH pX ;Cq Ď Ψ0

HpX ;Cq as those operators whose symbol vanish
on HK.

Theorem 21.19. Assume that X is a step 2 Carnot manifold. Then the fol-
lowing are equivalent:

(1) There exists an idempotent P P Ψ0
HpX ;Cq with σ0

HpP q ‰ 0, 1.
(2) There exists an idempotent in Σ0

HpX ;Cq which is neither 0 nor 1.
(3) There exists an idempotent P P ImH pX ;Cq with σ0

HpP q ‰ 0, 1.
(4) X is polycontact (see Example 18.7).

If X is poly-contact, for any idempotent P P Ψ0
HpX ;Cq either P P ImH pX ;Cq or 1´

P P ImH pX ;Cq and any idempotent in Σ0
HpX ;Cq lifts to an idempotent in Ψ0

HpX ;Cq.

This theorem from [153] shows that in the step 2 case, it is natural to assume
the Carnot manifold to be polycontact. To give further examples, we restrict to
regular polycontact manifolds. Let X be a regular polycontact manifold of type
g “ g´1 ‘ g´2 and let H “ T´1X Ď TX denote the contact structure. We have
that g´2 “ z is the centre and g admits flat orbits since the Kirillov form ωξ is
non-degenerate for all ξ P z. See more in Example 18.7 and 18.8. We can choose
a complex structure on p˚

ΓH Ñ ΓX adapted to the Kirillov form ω (defined by
ωξ :“ ξ˝L on p˚

ΓHξ). Moreover, the complex structure and the Kirillov form induces

a Fock space bundle FX Ñ ΓX (cf. Example 18.8) with FX – À8
k“0 p

˚
ΓH

b˚sym

C
n.

Given N ě 0, consider the projection pN P MpIXq defined the projection onto the
direct summand

Nà
k“0

p˚
ΓH

b˚sym

C
n Ď FX .

If there exists a projection P P Ψ0
HpX ;Cq such that σ0

px,πqpP q “ πppN,xq for any

x P X and any flat representation π, then P is a generalized Szegö projection;
we say that such a generalized Szegö is of level N . While our construction of
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pN formally makes sense for more general pluricontact manifolds, it can fail that
pN,` P Σ0

HpX ;Cq. For instance, pN R Σ0
HpX ;Cq when g “ Hn1

ˆ Hn2
and so when

X is a product of contact manifolds.

Szegö projections on co-oriented contact manifolds We describe the sit-
uation for co-oriented contact manifolds in full detail. LetX be a 2n`1-dimensional
co-oriented contact manifold. We write coordinates in the Heisenberg group Hn as
pz, tq P Cn ˆ R with the product

pz, tqpw, sq “ pz ` w, s ` t` Imxz, wyq.
In this convention, the complex structure associated with the Kirillov form and the
standard (real) metric on Cn is the standard complex structure on Cn. In this case,
a computation with the Fourier transform (cf. [145, Chapter XII]) shows that a
Szegö projection on X has Carnot symbol p0 P Σ0

HpX ;Cq which in local coordinates
takes the form of the 0-homogeneous distributional density

p0pz, tq :“ c
|dzdt|

pit` |z|2qn`1
,

for a suitable dimensional constant c. As a homogeneous distribution, p0 is uniquely
determined outside pz, tq “ 0. The behaviour of p0 at pz, tq “ 0 is defined from
a limiting procedure in t in the upper complex halfplane; this definition of p0 at
pz, tq “ 0 ensures that πpp0q “ 0 for π P ΓzΓ`. By homogeneity arguments, a
generalized Szegö projection of level N (in the sense of Epstein-Melrose [68]) has
the Carnot symbol pN P Σ0

HpX ;Cq of the form

pNpx, z, tq :“ qN pt, zq|dzdt|
pit` |z|2qn`N`1

,

for a homogeneous polynomial qN of degree N . The reader should be aware that
these are pointwise expressions in the sense that they implicitly depend on the iso-
morphism THXx – Hn.

Szegö projections on general contact manifolds Consider now a 2n` 1-
dimensional contact manifold X , but we make no assumption on co-orientability.
In particular, the bundle HK Ñ X need not be oriented and H need not allow a
complex structure. Also in this case, a computation with the Fourier transform
as above shows that there is a Szegö projection on X , constructed using Theorem
21.19, from a Carnot symbol ptw P Σ0

HpX ;Cq that in local coordinates takes the
form of the 0-homogeneous distributional density

ptwpz, tq :“ c
|dzdt|

pit` |z|2qn`1
` c

|dzdt|
p´it` |z|2qn`1

.

for a suitable dimensional constant c. As a homogeneous distribution, ptw is
uniquely determined outside pz, tq “ 0 and the behaviour of ptw at pz, tq “ 0 is de-
fined from a suitable limiting procedure. A suitable limiting procedure ensures that
ptw acts as the projection onto the ground state bundle XˆC “ pp˚

ΓHqbsym

C
0 Ď FX .

Geometrically, a lift P P Ψ0
HpX ;Cq could modulo lower order terms for X being

the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain be interpreted as the projection
onto the direct sum of the spaces of functions with a holomorphic extension and
anti-holomorphic extension, respectively, to the interior of the domain.
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Szegö projections on regular Carnot manifolds of type Hn,C Consider
the polycontact manifold of type Hn,C constructed as in Example 18.7 from a com-
pact complex manifold X and a complex subbundle H Ď TX of complex codi-
mension 1 such that the the Levi bracket H ˆ H Ñ TX{H is non-degenerate.
Write 2n ` 1 “ dimCpXq. We write coordinates on Hn,C as pz, tq P C2n ˆ C. A
computation with the Fourier transform (in the central direction) and homogeneity
considerations shows that the that the projection pC onto the ground state bundle
X ˆ C “ pp˚

ΓHqbsym

C
0 Ď FX is an element pC P Σ0

HpX ;Cq that in local coordinates
takes the form

pCpz1, z2, tq :“
nÿ

k“0

ck|z|2|t|2k |dzdt|
p|t|2 ` |z|4qn`k´3{2

,

for suitable dimensional constants c0, c1, . . . , cn. The geometric interpretation of
the idempotent pC is less clear, but at a symbolic level pC is the projection onto
the kernel of the symbol of an operator of the form

lH “ pB̄˚
H B̄Hq2 ´ T ˚T,

where B̄H : C8pXq Ñ C8pX ; pH0,1q˚q is the B̄-operator restricted to H and T is a
suitable vector field transversal to H .

21.2. Analytic properties of H-elliptic operators. To study the analytic
properties of H-elliptic operators with ease, we will describe their actions on a
natural scale of Sobolev spaces on a Carnot manifold. Such Sobolev spaces has
been studied in for instance [49]. We model the setup close to that of an ordinary
manifold in [144]. First, we recall the following result from [49].

Proposition 21.20 (Proposition 3.9 [49]). Let X be a compact Carnot mani-
fold with a fixed volume density, E1, E2 Ñ X hermitean vector bundles and m P R.
For D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q it holds that

(1) If Rpmq ď 0, D is bounded in L2-norm and extends uniquely to a bounded
operator D : L2pX,E1q Ñ L2pX,E2q.

(2) If Rpmq ă 0, then we have a compact operator D : L2pX,E1q Ñ L2pX,E2q.
(3) If Rpmq ă ´ dimhpXq, then D : L2pX,E1q Ñ L2pX,E2q is trace class.

LetX be a compact Carnot manifold equipped with a volume density, E Ñ X a
hermitean vector bundle and s P R. Following [49], we define the Sobolev space

W s
HpX ;Eq :“ tf P D1pX ;Eq : Af P L2pX ;Eq @A P ΨsHpX ;Equ.

In [49], this space was denoted by HspEq. Using similar constructions as in [144,
Chapter I], one can equip W s

HpX ;Eq with a Hilbert space structure (albeit a rather
non-canonical one). For a graded hermitean vector bundle EEE Ñ X , and s P R, we
define the graded Sobolev space

WWW s
H,grpX ;EEEq :“

à
j

W
s´j
H pX ;EEErjsq.

By construction, the actions of Carnot pseudo-differential operators

ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q ˆW s
HpX ;E1q Ñ W s´m

H pX ;E2q,
and graded Carnot pseudo-differential operators

ΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q ˆWWW s
H,grpX ;EEE1q Ñ WWW s´m

H,gr pX ;EEE2q,
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are continuous. We shall make use of another description of Sobolev spaces, based
on complex powers. We recall the following result from [50].

Theorem 21.21 ([50, Theorem 2]). Let X be a compact Carnot manifold with
a fixed volume density and E Ñ X a hermitean vector bundle. Suppose that D P
DO

2m
H pX ;Eq is a positive even order H-elliptic differential operator. Then D is

essentially self-adjoint on L2pX ;Eq and for z P C the complex power D´z is a
Carnot pseudodifferential operator of order ´zm.

The reader can find more details on Carnot pseudodifferential operator of com-
plex order in [50, Section 6]. Only real powers will be used in this monograph.
We remark that the essential self-adjointness of D is automatic since D is positive
in form sense on C8pX ;Eq. Therefore, the existence of the complex powers D´z

is ensured by the spectral theorem. The importance of Theorem 21.21 is that the
complex powers can be constructed inside the Carnot calculus. The existence of
operators D satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 21.21 is ensured by Proposition
21.15.

Proposition 21.22. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold with a fixed volume
density, E Ñ X a hermitean vector bundle and D P DO

2m
H pX ;Eq as in Proposition

21.15. Let s P R.
Consider the subspace D´s{2mL2pX ;Eq Ď D1pX ;Eq viewed as a Hilbert space

by declaring Ds{2m : D´s{2mL2pX ;Eq Ñ L2pX ;Eq to be a unitary. Then the
identity map on C8pX ;Eq extends by continuity to a Banach space isomorphism
D´s{2mL2pX ;Eq – W s

HpX ;Eq.
Henceforth, we consider W s

HpX ;Eq as a Hilbert space in the inner product

xf, gyW s
H

pX;Eq :“ xDs{2mf,Ds{2mgyL2pX;Eq,

for some fixed choice of D as in Proposition 21.15 of some order m
The next result is proven as in [144, Chapter I]. It is a statement that entails

the locality of the Sobolev spaces W s
HpX ;Eq, i.e. u P W s

HpX ;Eq if and only if it
holds in each coordinate chart.

Proposition 21.23. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold with a fixed volume
density, E Ñ X a hermitean vector bundle and s P R. Then for u P D1pX ;Eq it
holds that u P W s

HpX ;Eq if and only if for any x0 P X, there exists a neighborhood
U of x0 and a ϕ P C8

c pUq with ϕpx0q ‰ 0 and ϕu P W s
HpX ;Eq.

We now come to a result showing that index theory of H-elliptic operators is
on a solid analytic footing. This type of result is standard in light of the methods
above and the ideas in [144, Chapter I], we include the statement for clarity and
convenience of the reader.

Theorem 21.24. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold with a fixed volume
density, E1, E2 Ñ X hermitean vector bundles, s P R and D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q an
H-elliptic operator. Then the following holds:

i) The operator Ds :W
s
HpX ;E1q Ñ W s´m

H pX ;E2q defined from D is a continuous
Fredholm operator with kerpDsq Ď C8pX ;E1q independent of s and there exists
a finite-dimensional space V Ď C8pX ;E2q (independent of s) such that the
restricted quotient V Ñ W s´m

H pX ;E2q{DW s
HpX ;E1q is an isomorphism. In

particular, the Fredholm index ind pDsq is independent of s.
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ii) If m ą 0, the densely defined operator DL2 : L2pX ;E1q 99K L2pX ;E2q defined
from D with domain dompDL2q :“ Wm

H pX ;E1q is Fredholm and kerpDL2q “
kerpDsq Ď C8pX ;E1q for any s and coker pDL2q “ coker pD˚

mq. In particular,

ind pDL2q “ ind pDsq,
for any s P R.

iii) The index of Ds and DL2 (if m ą 0) only depends on σHpDq P ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q.

Remark 21.25. The Fredholm theory of graded H-elliptic operator as opera-
tors on graded Sobolev spaces is the same as the ungraded theory. That is, if s P R

and D P ΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q is a graded H-elliptic operator, then

(1) Ds :WWW
s
H,grpX ;EEE1q Ñ WWW s´m

H,gr pX ;EEE2q defined from D is a continuous Fred-

holm operator with kerpDsq Ď C8pX ;EEE1q independent of s and there
exists a finite-dimensional space V Ď C8pX ;EEE2q (independent of s) such
that the restricted quotient V Ñ WWW s´m

H,gr pX ;EEE2q{DW s
HpX ;EEE1q is an iso-

morphism.
(2) The Fredholm index ind pDsq is independent of s and only depends on

σmH,grpDq P ΣmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q.

22. The action of H-elliptic operators on certain Hilbert C˚-modules

To study the index theory ofH-elliptic operators, we need to better understand
the action of related operators on certain Hilbert C˚-modules.

For a Carnot manifold X and vector bundles E,E1 Ñ X consider the space

EEE8
c pX ;Eq :“ C8

c pTHX ; r˚pEqq.
There are actions by convolution

EEE8
c pX ;Eq ˆ C8

c pTHXq Ñ EEE8
c pX ;Eq, (45)

E 1
rpTHX ;E,E1q ˆ EEE8

c pX ;Eq Ñ EEE8
c pX ;E1q.

If E is hermitean, the convolution product induces a C8
c pTHXq-sesqui-linear inner

product

x¨, ¨yEEE : EEE8
c pX ;Eq ˆ EEE8

c pX ;Eq Ñ C8
c pTHXq.

We let EEEpX ;Eq denote the completion of EEE8
c pX ;Eq as a C˚pTHXq-Hilbert C˚-

module. We note that C0r0,8q act as central multipliers of C˚pTHXq, indeed
C˚pTHXq is a C0r0,8q-C˚-algebra. This fact induces a natural C0r0,8q-structure
on EEEpX ;Eq and any T P End˚

C˚pTHXqpEEEpX ;Eqq is C0r0,8q-linear. We remark that

for t ą 0 and πX denoting the regular representation of X ˆ X (with respect to a
fixed volume density), the localization of EEEpX ;Eq in the associated representation
πX,t : C

˚pTHXq Ñ KpL2pXqq takes the form

EEEpX ;Eq bπX,t
L2pXq “ L2pX ;Eq.

Moreover, for t “ 0 and any x P X , a unitary representation π of THXx induces a
π : C˚pTHXq Ñ KpHπq and the localization of EEEpX ;Eq takes the form

EEEpX ;Eq bπ Hπ “ Hπ b Ex.

Any D P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q acts by left convolution as a densely defined C˚pTHXq-
linear operator EEEpX ;E1q Ñ EEEpX ;E2q with domain EEE8

c pX ;Eq.
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Definition 22.1. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold and E1, E2 Ñ X two
vector bundles. An adjointable morphism T P Hom˚

C˚pTHXqpEEEpX ;E1q,EEEpX ;E2qq
is said to be locally C˚pTHXq-compact if for any ϕ P C0r0,8q it holds that

ϕT P KC˚pTHXqpEEEpX ;E1q,EEEpX ;E2qq.
Lemma 22.2. In the setting of the previous paragraph, with m ď 0, any D P

ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q is closable as a densely defined operator EEEpX ;E1q Ñ EEEpX ;E2q.
The closure of D, that we by an abuse of notation denote by D, is bounded and
adjointable. Moreover, if m ă 0, D is locally C˚pTHXq-compact.

Proof. To prove that D is closable with adjointable and bounded closure, it
suffices to prove that D is norm-bounded; in this case the Hilbert module adjoint of
D is the closure of the formal adjoint of D. To show that D is bounded, we note that
it suffices to prove that there is a uniform norm bound on the localizations D bπ 1
where π ranges over all irreducible representations of C˚pTHXq. The set of unitary
equivalence classes of irreducible representations of C˚pTHXq can be written as
zTHX Y p0,8q consisting of representations over t “ 0 and the representations
for t ą 0 of the pair groupoid X ˆ X . Since m ď 0, the scaling invariance and
Proposition 21.20 gives a uniform norm bound on p0,8q. The uniform norm bound
zTHX follows from that for each x, evt“0pDqx can be viewed as a properly supported
compactly based operator on THXx and Proposition 21.20 again produces a uniform

estimate on zTHX.
To prove that D is locally C˚pTHXq-compact for m ă 0, we can upon re-

placing D with pD˚DqN assume that m ăă 0 can be taken arbitrarily negative.
We can therefore, by [154, Proposition 43], assume that D P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q X
CkpTHX, r˚E2 b ps˚E1q˚ b |Λr|q for a large k ąą 0. Now, standard approximation
arguments show that we on compact subsets of r0,8q, can approximate D in norm
by C˚pTHXq-compact operators so D is locally C˚pTHXq-compact. ‹

We choose a DE P DO
2m
H pX ;Eq as in Proposition 21.15. For s P R, let DDDs

E P
ΨΨΨ2ms
H pX ;Eq denote a strictly positive lift of the complex power Ds

E P Ψ2ms
H pX ;Eq

(cf. Proposition 21.21). For s ą 0 we define

EEEspX ;Eq :“ DDD
´s{2m
E EEEpX ;Eq.

The spaceEEEspX ;Eq is clearlyC˚pTHXq-invariant and becomes a C˚pTHXq-Hilbert
C˚-module by declaring DDD

s{2m
E : EEEspX ;Eq Ñ EEEpX ;Eq to be unitary. For s ă 0

we can formally define EEEspX ;Eq in the same way. Equivalently, but more rigor-
ously, one can define EEEspX ;Eq for s ă 0 by duality using C8

c pTHX ; s˚pEqq Ď
EEEpX ;Eq˚ :“ KC˚pTHXqpEEEpX ;Eq, C˚pTHXqq and interchange the role of the left
and right actions in (45). The definition in the graded case is similar, for a graded
hermitean vector bundle EEE Ñ X we define the C˚pTHXq-Hilbert C˚-module

EEEs
grpX ;EEEq :“

à
j

EEEs´jpX ;EEErjsq.

We note that for t ą 0,

EEEs
grpX ;EEEq bπX,t

L2pXq “ WWW s
H,grpX ;EEEq.

The operator

ΛEEE,s :“
à
j

DDD
ps´jq{2m
EEErjs ,
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defines a unitary equivalence EEEs
grpX ;EEEq – À

j EEEpX ;EEErjsq.

Proposition 22.3. Let D P ΨΨΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q and s ě t`m. Then as a densely

defined operator EEEs
grpX ;EEE1q Ñ EEE t

grpX ;EEE2q, D is closable and its closure is bounded

and adjointable. Moreover, if s ą t ` m, D : EEEs
grpX ;EEE1q Ñ EEE t

grpX ;EEE2q is locally
C˚pTHXq-compact.

Proof. After replacingD P ΨΨΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q with ΛEEE,tDΛEEE,´s P ΨΨΨm`t´s
H pX ;EEE1,EEE2q,

we have reduced the statement to the ungraded case for t “ s “ 0 which was proved
in Lemma 22.2 . ‹

Proposition 22.4. Let D P ΨΨΨmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q, m ą 0, be graded H-elliptic.

Take s P R. Then the closure of D as a densely defined operator EEEs
grpX ;EEE1q Ñ

EEEs
grpX ;EEE2q is regular with domain EEEs`m

gr pX ;EEE1q. If s “ 0 and EEE1 and EEE2 are
trivially graded, the adjoint of D is the closure of D˚, and in this case, the operator

D̃ :“
ˆ

0 D

D˚ 0

˙
P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1 ‘ E2q,

is essentially selfadjoint on EEEpX ;E1 ‘ E2q and its closure has locally C˚pTHXq-
compact resolvent.

The reader can find further details on regularity of multipliers defined from
elliptic elements in [130].

Proof. Using order reduction with ΛEEE,s as in the proof of Proposition 22.3,
we can reduce to the case that s “ 0 and EEE1 and EEE2 are trivially graded. We
write D “ TDDDm

E1
where T “ DDDD´m

E1
P ΨΨΨ0

HpX ;E1, E2q. Since D is H-elliptic, so is

T. Let R P ΨΨΨ0
HpX ;E2, E1q denote a lift of a parametrix of evt“1pTq. We have that

1 ´ RT P Xkt
kΨΨΨ´k

H pX ;E1q and 1 ´ TR P Xkt
kΨΨΨ´k

H pX ;E2q. In partcular, 1 ´ RT

and 1 ´ TR are locally compact and 0-homogeneous modulo C˚pTHXqq-compact
operators. We conclude that for a sequence pϕjqjPN Ď EEE8

c pX ;E1q, it holds that
ϕj Ñ ϕ in EEEpX ;E1q and Dϕj converges in EEEpX ;E2q if and only if ϕj Ñ ϕ in
EEEpX ;E1q and DDDm

E1
ϕj Ñ DDDm

E1
ϕ in EEEpX ;E2q. Therefore, the closure of D is the

extension to EEEmpX ;E1q. By the same argument, the closure of D˚ is the extension
to EEEmpX ;E2q. The same argument applies in any localization in a pure state of
C˚pTHXq, and the regularity of D as well as the description of its adjoint follows
from the local/global principle [99, 130]. Again, the local/global principle ensures

that D̃ is essentially selfadjoint. Its closure has locally C˚pTHXq-compact resolvent
since it factors over the inclusion EEEmpX ;E1 ‘ E2q ãÑ EEEpX ;E1 ‘ E2q. ‹

Remark 22.5. To ensure regularity, the condition on H-ellipticity in Proposi-
tion 22.4 can in general not be dropped. Consider an element a P Umpgq such that
a “ a˚ in Umpgq but for a unitary representation π of G, πpaq fails to be essentially
self-adjoint. For large classes of nilpotent Lie algebras g, the existence of such an a
follows from [5, Section 3]. If X is a Carnot manifold such that g “ tHXx for some
x and D P DO

m
HpX ;Cq such that evt“0pDq|x “ a, we claim that the closure of D

as a densely defined operator on EEEpX ;Cq is not regular. Localizing to t “ 0 and
x, we see that it suffices to prove that the closure of evt“0pDq|x “ a is not regular
as an unbounded multiplier of C˚pGq, for G “ THXx. By [130, Lemma 1.25], the
G̊arding space of C˚pGq is a core for any element of Umpgq and so a is a self-adjoint
multiplier of C˚pGq. However, for the representation π above πpaq is not essentially
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selfadjoint so πpaq˚ ‰ πpa˚q. By the local/global principle [99, 130] the multiplier
a is not regular. Again by the local/global principle [99, 130], the closure of D as
a densely defined operator on EEEpX ;Cq is not regular.

To make constructions with Rockland sequences easier we state a result char-
acterizing the Rockland property in terms of the Hilbert modules EEE defined above.
The proof is omitted as it follows from the constructions of [49, Chapter 5] and the
propositions above.

Theorem 22.6. Consider a graded H-almost-complex

0 Ñ C8pX ;EEE1q D1ÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEE2q D2ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ DN´1ÝÝÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN q DNÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN`1q Ñ 0,

of order mmm “ pm1, . . . ,mN q as in Definition 20.11. The following are equivalent:

(1) This sequence is a graded Rockland sequence.
(2) For any x P X and non-trivial irreducible unitary representation π of

THXx, we have that the sequence

0 ÑEEEs1
grpX ;EEE1q bπ Hπ

σ
m1
px,πq

pD1q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ EEEs2

grpX ;EEE2q bπ Hπ

σ
m2
px,πq

pD2q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨
σ
mN´1

px,πq
pDN´1q

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ EEEsN
gr pX ;EEEN q bπ Hπ

σ
mN
px,πq

pDN q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ EEEsN`1

gr pX ;EEEN`1q bπ Hπ Ñ 0,

is exact, where s1, . . . , sN , sN`1 are such that sj ´ sj`1 “ mj for any j.

(3) There exists Bj P Ψ
´mj

H,gr pX ;EEEj`1,EEEjq such that

σ
´mj

H pBjqσmj

H pDjq ` σ
mj´1

H pDj´1qσ´mj´1

H pDj´1q “ 1,

for any j.

Proposition 22.7. Let X be a closed Carnot manifold with a fixed volume
density, E1, E2 Ñ X two hermitean vector bundles and F P ΨΨΨ0

HpX ;E1, E2q be an

H-elliptic element which is unitary up to tΨΨΨ´1
H . Consider

F̃ :“
ˆ

0 F

F˚ 0

˙
P ΨΨΨ0

HpX ;E1 ‘ E2q,

as a self-adjoint adjointable operator on EEEpX ;E1‘E2q. Then pEEEpX ;E1‘E2q, F̃q is
an even C0r0,8q-linear Kasparov module for pC0pr0,8q ˆXq, C˚pTHXqq.

If E “ E1 “ E2 and F additionally to above is self-adjoint up to tΨΨΨ´1
H ,

then pEEEpX ;Eq,Fq is an odd C0r0,8q-linear Kasparov module for pC0pr0,8q ˆ
Xq, C˚pTHXqq.

We remark that F is unitary/self-adjoint up to tΨΨΨ´1
H precisely when evt“0pFq

is unitary/self-adjoint up to C8
c , i.e. σHpevt“1pFqq is a unitary/self-adjoint in Σ0

H .

Proof. We only prove the statement about even Kasparov modules, the odd
statement is proven similarly. We need to prove that for any a P C8

c pr0,8q ˆ
Xq, apF̃˚ ´ F̃q, apF̃2 ´ 1q, rF̃, as P KC˚pTHXqpEEEpX ;E1 ‘ E2qq. It follows from our

assumptions and Corollary 20.9 that apF̃˚ ´F̃q, apF̃2´1q, rF̃, as P tΨΨΨ´1
H pX ;E1‘E2q.

Since Ccr0,8qtΨΨΨ´1
H pX ;E1 ‘E2q Ď Ccr0,8qΨΨΨ´1

H pX ;E1 ‘E2q, the operators apF̃˚ ´
F̃q, apF̃2´1q, rF̃, as are all locally compact by Lemma 22.2. Using C0r0,8q-linearity,
compactness follows after multiplying by a χ P Ccr0,8q with χa “ a. ‹
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To make some constructions easier, we shall make use of higher order un-
bounded Kasparov modules. For more details, see [77, Subsection 1.5]. The next
corollary is of crucial importance for defining KK-classes from H-elliptic
operators.

Corollary 22.8. Let X be a closed Carnot manifold with a fixed volume den-
sity, E1, E2 Ñ X two hermitean vector bundles and D P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q, m ą 0, be
an H-elliptic element. Consider

D̃ :“
ˆ

0 D

D˚ 0

˙
P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1 ‘ E2q,

as a self-adjoint regular operator on EEEpX ;E1‘E2q. Then pC8
c pXˆr0,8qq,EEEpX ;E1‘

E2q, D̃q is an even higher order unbounded C0r0,8q-linear Kasparov module for
pC0pr0,8q ˆXq, C˚pTHXqq of order m. In particular, for the element

F̃D P End˚
C˚pTHXqpEEEpX ;E1 ‘ E2qq,

defined by

F̃D :“ D̃p1 ` D̃2q´1{2 “
ˆ

0 Dp1 ` D˚Dq´1{2

D˚p1 ` DD˚q´1{2 0

˙
,

the pair pEEEpX ;E1‘E2q, F̃Dq is an even C0r0,8q-linear Kasparov module for pC0pr0,8qˆ
Xq, C˚pTHXqq.

If E “ E1 “ E2 and D additionally to above is self-adjoint, then pC8
c pX ˆ

r0,8qq,EEEpX ;Eq,Dq is an odd higher order unbounded C0r0,8q-linear Kasparov
module for pC0pr0,8q ˆXq, C˚pTHXqq (of order m) and the pair pEEEpX ;Eq,Dp1`
D2q´1{2q is an odd C0r0,8q-linear Kasparov module for pC0pr0,8qˆXq, C˚pTHXqq.

Proof. As in the previous result, the even statement is proven similarly to
the odd so we restrict to the latter case. It is clear that C8

c pX ˆ r0,8qq pre-
serves dompDq and by Proposition 22.4, D has compact resolvent. It remains to
prove that rD, as is 1{m-bounded with respect to D (in the sense of [77, Defini-
tion 1.21]). In other words, we need to prove that rD, asp1 ` D2q´pm´1q{2m and
p1 ` D2q´pm´1q{2mrD, as are bounded. Using complex interpolation for the do-
mains of the complex powers of the self-adjoint regular operator D, cf. [143,
Theorem 3], this follows from the fact that rD, as P C8

c r0,8qtΨΨΨm´1
H pX ;Eq Ď

C8
c r0,8qΨΨΨm´1

H pX ;Eq (see Corollary 20.9 ) and therefore rD, asp1 ` D2q´pm´1q{2m

factors as bounded mappings

EEEpX ;Eq p1`D2q´pm´1q{2m

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ EEEm´1pX ;Eq rD,asÝÝÝÑ EEEpX ;Eq,
and p1 ` D2q´pm´1q{2mrD, as factors as the bounded mappings

EEEpX ;Eq rD,asÝÝÝÑ EEE´pm´1qpX ;Eq p1`D2q´pm´1q{2m

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ EEEpX ;Eq. ‹

22.1. Symbols and flat orbits. For regular Carnot manifolds, the osculating
Lie groupoid is a locally trivial bundle of Carnot-Lie groups and we can in this case
give a more detailed description of the Carnot symbol calculus. We later on restrict
to FFF -regular Carnot manifolds, and study H-ellipticity in terms of the flat orbits
building on the idea that the flat orbits form a Zariski open dense subset of the
representation space.
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Definition 22.9. Let G be a simply connected Carnot-Lie group and PmG Ď
C8pG, |Λ|q the space of polynomial densities on G homogeneous of degreem. Define
the Frechet ˚-spaces

ΣmG :“ tk P S 1pGq X C8pGzt0u, |Λ|q{PmG : λ˚k “ λmku,
and

Σ̃mG :“ tk P E 1pGq X C8pGzt0u, |Λ|q : λ˚k ´ λmk P C8
c pGqu.

The spaces ΣmG and Σ̃mG are equipped with associative products defined from con-
volution

Σ̃mG ˆ Σ̃m
1

G Ñ Σ̃m`m1

G ,

ΣmG ˆ Σm
1

G Ñ Σm`m1

G .

Using the ideas underlying Proposition 20.7, we arrive at a short exact sequence
of Frechet ˚-spaces

0 Ñ C8
c pG, |Λ|q Ñ Σ̃mG

ρmÝÝÑ ΣmG Ñ 0. (46)

The projection Σ̃mG Ñ ΣmG admits a linear splitting by choosing a cut off function
around 0 P G. Moreover,

ρm`m1 paa1q “ ρmpaqρm1 pa1q and ρmpaq˚ “ ρmpa˚q,

for a P Σ̃mG , a1 P Σ̃m
1

G . Pushing forward along graded automorphisms defines con-
tinuous actions

AutgrpGq ˆ Σ̃mG Ñ Σ̃mG ,

AutgrpGq ˆ ΣmG Ñ ΣmG ,

compatible with products, adjoints and the quotient map ρm. The following ob-
servation is a direct consequence of local triviality of a regular Carnot manifold.
Recall the definition of Σ̃mH from Equation (36).

Proposition 22.10. Let X be a regular Carnot manifold of type g with graded
frame bundle PX Ñ X. Define the locally trivial bundles of Frechet ˚-spaces

ΣmX :“ PX ˆAutgrpGq Σ
m
G Ñ X,

Σ̃mX :“ PX ˆAutgrpGq Σ̃
m
G Ñ X.

Then there are natural isomorphisms

ΣmHpX ;Cq – C8pX ; ΣmXq,

Σ̃mHpX ;Cq – C8pX ; Σ̃mXq,
compatible with products, adjoints and the quotient map ρm.

Remark 22.11. The situation for symbols of operators acting between vector
bundles is quite similar. Let E1, E2 Ñ X be complex vector bundles. Let V1 and
V2 denote the fibres of E1 and E2, respectively. The frame bundle Pj Ñ X of
Ej is a principal GLpVjq-bundle (that can be reduced to UpVjq given a hermitean
structure). Writing PX,E1,E2

:“ PX ˆX P1 ˆX P2, we have that ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q
coincides with the sections of the bundle

ΣmX b HompE1, E2q “ PX,E1,E2
ˆAutgrpGqˆGLpV qˆGLpW q pΣmG b HompV,W qq.
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Remark 22.12. In light of the global picture from Proposition 22.10, we note
that if D P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q then ρm : Σ̃mHpX ;E1, E2q Ñ ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q fits together
with the symbol mapping via the identity

ρm ˝ evt“0pDq “ σH ˝ evt“1pDq.
Let us now consider the situation when there are flat orbits. For the remainder

of this section we consider an FFF -regular Carnot manifold of type g. Recall the
notation Γ for the set of flat orbits of G and ΓX :“ PX ˆAutgrpGq Γ for the bundle of
flat orbits of THX . We fix a bundle of flat representations H Ñ ΓX as in Theorem
16.6. Recall that there is a C0pΓXq-linear ˚-isomorphism πZ : IX Ñ C0pΓX ,KpHqq
and the choice of Hilbert space bundle H is unique up to isomorphism and tensoring
by a line bundle. We introduce the notation

H :“ C0pΓX ,Hq,
for the associated C0pΓXq-Hilbert C˚-module and remark that IX – KC0pΓX qpH q.
We write S0pHq Ñ ΓP for the locally trivial bundle of Frechet spaces (with fibre
S0pRdq for d “ codimpzq{2) defined from S0pHqξ “ S0pHξq. Indeed, by the con-
siderations of Section 6, S0pHq is well defined. Since the trivial representation is
not flat, the inclusion S0pHq Ď H is fibrewise norm dense. We similarly define the
dense C0pΓXq-submodule

S0pH q :“ C0pΓX ,S0pHqq Ď H .

An operator T on H is said to be locally C0pΓXq-compact if ϕT P KC0pΓXqpH q for
any ϕ P C0pΓXq.

Proposition 22.13. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Any
a P ΣmHpX ;Cq defines a densely defined C0pΓXq-linear semiregular operator

πZpaq : H 99K H ,

defined on dompπpaqq :“ S0pH q by

pπZpaqvqξ :“ πZ,ξpaqvξ.

If m ď 0, then πZpaq is bounded, adjointable and πZpaq˚ “ πZpa˚q. In particular,
πZ defines a faithful ˚-homomorphism

πZ : ΣmHpX,Cq Ñ End˚
C0pΓX qpH q,

for any m ď 0. If m ă 0, then πZpaq is locally C0pΓXq-compact.

Proof. The operator πZpaq preserves S0pH q and on there, the formal adjoint of
πZpaq is πZpa˚q. Therefore πZpaq is semi-regular. It is clear that πZpabq “ πZpaqπZpbq
on S0pH q.

Assume now that m ď 0. By order reduction it suffices to consider m “ 0.
If suffices to prove that πZpaq is bounded; it then follows from the properties in

the preceding parapraph that πZpaq is adjointable and πZpaq˚ “ πZpa˚q. As in the
proof of Proposition 21.3, we use [69, Theorem 8.18] to conclude that there is a
constant C ą 0 such that a is norm-bounded L2pTHXxq Ñ L2pTHXxq by C for any
x. Therefore, a defines an element of MpC˚pTHXxqq and will therefore be bounded
on Hx by C for any x.

Finally, for m ă 0, we note that a induces a C˚pTHXq-compact multiplier on
EEEpX ;Cq bevt“0

C˚pTHXq by Proposition 22.2. In particular, a acts as an element
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of C˚pTHXq and the proposition follows from the fact that the C˚pTHXq-action
on H is C0pΓXq-locally compact. ‹

Proposition 22.14. Let X be an FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Any a P Σ̃mHpX ;Cq
defines a densely defined C0pΓXq-linear semiregular operator

π̃Zpaq : H 99K H ,

defined on dompπ̃Zpaqq :“ S0pH q by

pπ̃Zpaqvqξ :“ πZ,ξpaqvξ.
If m ď 0, then π̃Zpaq is bounded, adjointable and π̃Zpaq˚ “ π̃Zpaq. In particular, π̃Z
defines a faithful ˚-homomorphism

π̃Z : Σ̃mHpX,Cq Ñ End˚
C0pΓX qpH q,

for any m ď 0. If m ă 0, then π̃Zpaq is locally C0pΓXq-compact.

The proof of Proposition 22.14 goes along the same lines as the proof of Propo-
sition 22.13 and is omitted.

Remark 22.15. We remark that the representations of Proposition 22.13 and
22.14 are not compatible with the quotient mapping ρm, i.e π̃Zpaq ‰ πZpρmpaqq in
general. Indeed, the situation should be understood in analogy with the short exact
sequence

0 Ñ C0pRnq Ñ CpBnq Ñ CpSn´1q Ñ 0,

defining the radial compactification of Rn (by identifying Rn with the open unit
ball Bn). In this case, CpBnq and CpSn´1q both acts on C0pRnzt0uq, the latter by
extending homogeneously.

Definition 22.16. Let X be an FFF -regular Carnot manifold. We fix a D P
DO

2m
H pX ;Cq as in Proposition 21.15. For s ě 0 we define

Hs :“ σHpD´s{2mqH Ñ ΓX ,

viewed as a the Hilbert space bundle by declaring σHpD´s{2mq : H Ñ Hs to be a
unitary isomorphism. We let H s denote the associated C0pΓXq-Hilbert C˚-module.
For s ă 0 we define

Hs :“ σHpD´s{2mqH Ñ ΓX ,

and the associated C0pΓXq-Hilbert C˚-module H s, by duality. We also introduce
the notation

H spEq :“ H s bC0pΓXq C0pΓX ;Eq,
for a vector bundle E Ñ X . If EEE Ñ X is a hermitean graded vector bundle, we set

HHH spEEEq :“
à
j

H s´jpEEErjsq.

Proposition 22.17. Let X be an FFF -regular Carnot manifold, EEE Ñ X a graded
hermitean vector bundle and EEEs

grpX ;EEEq the C˚pTHXq-Hilbert C˚-module from Sec-

tion 22. Consider H as a pC˚pTHXq, C0pΓXqq-Hilbert C˚-module via restriction
to t “ 0. Then there is a canonical isomorphism of C0pΓXq-Hilbert C˚-modules

HHH spEEEq – EEEs
grpX ;EEEq bC˚pTHXq H .

Conversely, the localization of EEEs
grpX ;EEEq|t“0 to ΓX along the natural map C0pΓXq Ñ

ZMpC˚pTHXqq, is canonically isomorphic to KC0pΓX qpH ,HHH spEEEqq as right IX -
Hilbert C˚-modules.
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Proof. The statement is readily verified in local coordinates and globalizes
due to the regularity. ‹

Proposition 22.18. Let X be a regular Carnot manifold admitting flat orbits
and EEE1,EEE2 Ñ X two graded, hermitean vector bundles. Any a P ΣmH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q
defines a bounded densely defined C0pΓXq-linear operator HHH spEEE1q 99K HHH s´mpEEE2q
defined on dompπZ,spaqq :“ S0pHHH spEEE1qq by

pπpaqZ,svqξ :“ πZ,s,ξpaqvξ.
The closure of πZ,spaq is an adjointable operator

πZ,spaq : HHH spEEE1q Ñ HHH s´mpEEE2q.
Moreover, we obtain a mapping

πZ,s : Σ
m
H,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q Ñ Hom˚

C0pΓXqpHHH spEEE1q,HHH s´mpEEE2qq,

which respects products in the sense that for a P ΣmH,grpX ;EEE2,EEE3q and a1 P Σm
1

H,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q
we have that

πZ,s´mpa1qπZ,spaq “ πZ,spa1aq P Hom˚
C0pΓX qpHHH spEEE1q,HHH s´m´m1 pEEE3q.

Proof. Using order reductions with ΛEEE,s as in the proof of Proposition 22.3,
we can reduce to the case that s “ 0 and EEE1 and EEE2 are trivially graded. Further
order reductions reduce to m “ 0. Now the Proposition follows from Proposition
22.14. ‹

22.2. Characterizing H-ellipticity in the flat orbits. We now restrict to
the transveral ΓB

X :“ PXˆAutgrpGqΓB for the dilation action (see more in Proposition

8.6). By Proposition 8.6, ΓB
X is a smooth hypersurface in ΓX , in general ΓB

X is
not compact. We introduce the subscript B on modules and bundles to indicate
restriction to ΓB

X . For instance:

H s
B pEq :“ H spEq bC0pΓXq C0pΓB

Xq,
where the tensor product is over the ˚-homomorphism C0pΓXq Ñ C0pΓB

Xq is defined
from restriction along the inclusion ΓB

X Ď ΓX .

Definition 22.19. Let X be an FFF -regular Carnot manifold and E1, E2 Ñ X

two vector bundles. We say that a P ΣmHpX ;E1, E2q is a uniformly H-elliptic symbol
on flat orbits if for some s P R, πZ,spaq : H s

B pE1q Ñ H s´m
B pE2q is invertible as a

bounded adjointable C0pΓXq-linear operator.
Theorem 22.20. Let X be an FFF -regular Carnot manifold, E1, E2 Ñ X two

vector bundles and D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q. Then the following are equivalent:

i) D is H-elliptic.
ii) σHpDq is uniformly H-elliptic symbol on flat orbits.
iii) πZ,spσHpDqq : H s

B pE1q Ñ H s´m
B pE2q is invertible as a bounded adjointable

C0pΓB
Xq-linear operator for all s P R.

Proof. It is clear that iii)ñ ii). It follows from Lemma 21.6 that i)ñ iii).

It remains to prove that ii)ñ i). After replacing D with D
ps´mq{2m2

E2
DD

s{2m1

E1

and doubling up the vector bundle, we can assume that D P Ψ0
HpX ;Eq and that

σHpDq : HBpEq Ñ HBpEq is invertible as a bounded adjointable C0pΓXq-linear
operator. It follows from Proposition 22.13 that σHpDq admits an inverse in the
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C˚-algebra closure of Σ0
HpX ;Eq inside End˚

C0pΓX qpH pEqq. Since the flat orbits

are dense in the representation space, i.e. C˚pTHXq Ñ MpIXq is faithful, the
isomorphism End˚

C0pΓXqpH pEqq – MpIXq ensures that σ0
px,πqpDq is invertible for

all x P X and all non-trivial irreducible representations. As such, D is H-elliptic
by Lemma 21.6. ‹

Let us give an example of how to apply Theorem 22.20. Recall the setting and
notation of Theorem 21.11.

Proposition 22.21. Let X be a compact regular polycontact manifold. Let H “
T´1X denote the polycontact structure and assume it is equipped with a Riemannian
metric g. Take Dγ P DO

2
HpX ;Eq as in Equation (42). Let ω denote the Kirillov

form and take skpgωq as in (43). Consider the family of endomorphisms

γk :“ skpgωq ` Trp|ω|q
2

` γ : p˚
ΓH

bsym

C
k b E Ñ p˚

ΓH
bsym

C
k

X b E.

Then Dγ is H-elliptic if and only if each γk is an automorphism.

Proof. By Theorem 22.20, it suffices to prove uniform invertibility of σ2
HpDγqσ2

Hp∆Hq´1.
Using the computations in the proof of Theorem 21.11, we see that σ2

Hp∆Hq acts

on FX as skpgωq ` Trp|ω|q
2

. A rather naive estimate shows that

C1p1 ` kq|ξ| ď
››››skpgωq ` Trp|ω|q

2

››››
Endpp˚

Γ
H

b
sym
C

k

ξ
q

ď C2p1 ` kq|ξ|.

We conclude that uniform invertibility of σ2
HpDγqσ2

Hp∆Hq´1 is equivalent to each

γk being an automorphism and there being a norm estimate }γ´1
k }L8 À p1 ` kq´1.

However, by compactness of SpHKq the norm estimate is immediate. ‹

23. K-theoretical invariants of H-elliptic operators

In this section we shall define a number of different K-theoretical invariants
associated with an H-elliptic operator. We shall rather freely use the relation
between K-theory, KK-theory and Fredholm morphisms of Hilbert C˚-modules,
[44, 76, 85, 94, 101, 114, 115], and (higher order, unbounded) Kasparovmodules.
These invariants, and their internal relations, will be put to use below in Chapter
6. For a hermitean vector bundle E Ñ X , we introduce the notation C˚pTHX ;Eq
for the closure of C8

c pTHX ; r˚Eq as a C˚pTHXq-module, note that C˚pTHX ;Eq “
EEEpX ;Eq|t“0.

Definition 23.1. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold with a fixed volume
density, E1, E2 Ñ X hermitean vector bundles and D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q an H-
elliptic operator with m ą 0.

‚ The even K-homology class rDs P KK0pCpXq,Cq of D is defined as the

class of the even higher order spectral triple pL2pX ;E1 ‘ E2q, D̃q, where

D̃ :“
ˆ

0 D

D˚ 0

˙
.

‚ The even K-theory class rσHpDqs P KK0pC, C˚pTHXqq is defined as the
class of the even higher order unbounded Kasparovmodule pC˚pTHX ;E1‘
E2q, aq where a P Σ̃mHpX ;E1 ‘ E2q is any lift of σHpD̃q.
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‚ The even KK-class rDs P KK
r0,8q
0 pC0pr0,8q ˆ Xq, C˚pTHXqq is de-

fined as the class of the even higher order unbounded Kasparov module
pEEEpX ;E1 ‘ E2q, D̃q for some D P ΨΨΨmHpX ;E1, E2q lifting D.

If additionally E :“ E1 “ E2 and D “ D˚,

‚ The odd K-homology class rDs P KK1pCpXq,Cq of D is defined as the
class of the odd higher order spectral triple pL2pXq, Dq.

‚ The odd K-theory class rσHpDqs P KK1pC, C˚pTHXqq is defined as the
class of the odd higher order unbounded Kasparovmodule pC˚pTHX ;Eq, aq
where a P Σ̃mHpX ;Eq is any lift of σHpDq.

‚ The oddKK-class rDs P KKr0,8q
1 pC0pr0,8qˆXq, C˚pTHXqq is defined as

the class of the odd higher order unbounded Kasparovmodule pEEEpX ;Eq,Dq
for some self-adjoint D P ΨΨΨmHpX ;Eq lifting D.

Remark 23.2. The classes in Definition 23.1 are well defined due to Corollary
22.8. Using Proposition 20.3 and Lemma 22.2, it is readily verified that the classes

rDs P KK˚pCpXq,Cq and rDs P KK
r0,8q
˚ pC0pr0,8q ˆ Xq, C˚pTHXqq are deter-

mined by the principal symbol σHpDq, i.e. rDs “ rD1s and rDs “ rD1s as soon as
σHpDq “ σHpD1q.

Remark 23.3. For an H-elliptic operator D P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q for m ď 0, the
classes rDs, rσHpDqs and rDs are defined similarly after increasing the order to
being positive by conjugating by suitable powers of an invertible positive Carnot
operator. It is readily verified that the choice of invertible positive Carnot operator
does not affect the class.

Proposition 23.4. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold with a fixed volume
density, and D an H-elliptic operator in the Carnot calculus. The classes rDs,
rσHpDqs and rDs are related by

rDs “ rDs b revt“1s, and rσHpDqs “ ri˚s b rDs b revt“0s,
where i : C Ñ CpXq is the inclusion of the unit.

Proof. The identity rDs “ rDs b revt“1s follows from the construction, cf.
Corollary 22.8. The identity rσHpDqs “ ri˚s b rDs b revt“0s follows from that

evt“0pDq P Σ̃mH is a lift of σHpDq. ‹

Remark 23.5. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold with a fixed volume
density, and F P Ψ0

HpX ;Eq a self-adjoint H-elliptic operator in the Carnot calculus

which is unitary up to Ψ´1
H pX ;Eq. Following Proposition 20.7, we have a short

exact sequence of Frechet ˚-algebras
0 Ñ C8

c pTHX,EndpEq b |Λ|q Ñ Σ̃0
HpX ;Eq ρmÝÝÑ Σ0

HpX ;Eq Ñ 0.

Compare to Equation (46). Since σHpF q is a self-adjoint unitary, the element

pF :“ 1 ` σHpF q
2

P Σ0
HpX ;Eq,

is a projection and defines an element rpF s P K0pΣ0
HpX ;Eqq. Under the isomor-

phism K1pC˚pTHXqq – KK1pC, C˚pTHXqq we have the identity

rσHpF qs “ j˚BrpF s P K1pC˚pTHXqq,
where B : K0pΣ0

HpX ;Eqq Ñ K1pC8
c pTHX,EndpEqb|Λ|qqq is the boundary mapping

and j : C8
c pTHX,EndpEq b |Λ|q Ñ C˚pTHX ; EndpEqq is the inclusion.
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Similar statements can be made for the evenK-theory class of an H-elliptic op-
erator rσHpF qs P K0pC˚pTHXqq if F P Ψ0

HpX ;E1, E2q is unitary up to Ψ´1
H . More

directly (and generally), following [10], if F P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q is an H-elliptic oper-

ator and a P Σ̃mHpX ;E1, E2q lifts σHpDq then pC8
c pTHX ;E1q, C8

c pTHX,E2q, aq is

a cycle for algebraic relative K-theory class in Kalg
0 pΣ̃mHpXq, C8

c pTHXq. Using ex-
cision in algebraic K-theory, we can identify

K
alg
0 pΣ̃mHpXq, C8

c pTHXq – K0pC8
c pTHXqq,

and under this identification

rσHpF qs “ j˚rpC8
c pTHX ;E1q, C8

c pTHX,E2q, aqs P K0pC˚pTHXqq.
23.1. Localization and approximation of the symbol class. Let us spe-

cialize to the case that X is a regular Carnot manifold admitting flat orbits. We
follow the notation of the Subsection 22.1. We are interested in better describ-
ing the class rσHpDqs and in particular in finding pre-images under the surjection
K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq. We write

EEEs
grpX ;EEEqt“0 :“ EEEs

grpX ;EEEq bevt“0
C˚pTHXq,

where EEEs
grpX ;EEEq is as in Section 22. For B-Hilbert C˚-modules E1 and E2, write

QBpE1,E2q :“ Hom˚
BpE1,E2q{KBpE1,E2q,

for the corona algebra space. We also write

Γěλ0,X :“ Yλěλ0
δλpΓB

Xq, (47)

for λ0 ą 0. The set Γěλ0,X is closed both in ΓX and in zTHX.

Lemma 23.6. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Let EEE1,EEE2 Ñ X

be graded hermitean vector bundles. Assume that ã P Σ̃mH,grpX ;EEE1,EEE2q is invertible

modulo C8
c pTHX ; HompEq b |Λ|q. Let

q : Hom˚
C˚pTHXqpEEEs

grpX ;EEE1qt“0,EEE
s´m
gr pX ;EEE2qt“0q Ñ

Q˚
C˚pTHXqpEEEs

grpX ;EEE1qt“0,EEE
s´m
gr pX ;EEE2qt“0q,

denote the quotient map.
Then, up to stabilizing by a trivial, graded vector bundle, there exists a self-

adjoint element

σ̂ P Hom˚
C0pΓX qpHHH s

grpEEE1q,HHH s´m
gr pEEE2qq

such that

(1) σ̂ has an inverse σ̂´1 P End˚
C0pΓXqpHHH s´m

gr pEEE2q,HHH s
grpEEE1qq modulo C0pΓXq-

compact operators.
(2) σ̂ (and similarly for σ̂´1) is in the image of the injection

Hom˚
C˚pTHXqpEEEs

grpX ;EEE1qt“0,EEE
s´m
gr pX ;EEE2qt“0q ãÑ

ãÑ Hom˚
C0pΓX qpHHH s

grpEEE1q,HHH s´m
gr pEEE2qq

(cf. Proposition 22.17) and there is a norm-continuous homotopy

qpãq „h qpσ̂q,
in the set of invertibles in

Q˚
C˚pTHXqpEEEs

grpX ;EEE1qt“0,EEE
s´m
gr pX ;EEE2qt“0q
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(3) For λ0 ą 0, then as operators on HHH s
ěλ0,B

pEEE1q :“ HHH s
grpEEE1qbC0pΓX qC0pΓěλ0,Xq,

σ̂ “ ρmpaq,
and in particular σ̂ is as an operator on HHH s

grpEEE1q homogeneous of degree
m up to locally C0pΓXq-compact operators.

In particular, the index class rãs P K0pC˚pTHXqq, defined from the Kasparov cycle
pEEEs

grpX ;EEE1qt“0,EEE
s´m
gr pX ;EEE2qt“0, ãq, is the image of the index class rσ̂s P K0pIXq,

defined from the Kasparov cycle pHHH s
grpEEE1q,HHH s´m

gr pEEE2q, σ̂q, under the surjection

K0pC0pΓXqq – K0pIXq Ñ K0pC˚pTHXqq,
where the first map is defined from the Morita equivalence H .

Proof. After order reduction, we can assume that s “ m “ 0 and that all
bundles are trivially graded. To avoid notational complications we only consider
the case that the vector bundles are the trivial line bundle, the general case is
treated similarly but with lengthier notation. Note that under these reductions,

End˚
C˚pTHXqpEpX ;Cqt“0q “MpC˚pTHXqq,

KC˚pTHXqpEpX ;Cqt“0q “C˚pTHXq,
End˚

C0pΓXqpH q “MpIXq,
KC0pΓXqpH q “IX .

Consider the commuting diagram with exact rows

0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pTHXq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ MpC˚pTHXqq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ QpC˚pTHXq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0

§§đ
§§đ

§§đ“

0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C˚pTHXq{IX ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ MpC˚pTHXqq{IX ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ QpC˚pTHXqq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0

.

Since j˚ : K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq is surjective the map K˚pC˚pTHXqq Ñ
K˚pC˚pTHXq{IXq, induced by the quotient map, is the zero map. By naturality
of boundary mappings, the map K˚pMpC˚pTHXqq{IXq Ñ K˚pQpC˚pTHXqqq is
surjective. In particular, the class rãs P K1pQpC˚pTHXqqq is in the image of
K1pMpC˚pTHXqq{IXq Ñ K1pQpC˚pTHXqq. Therefore, there is, up to stabiliza-
tion, an element σ̃ P MpC˚pTHXqq invertible modulo IX which is homotopic to ã

modulo C˚pTHXq in the invertibles of QpC˚pTHXqq. Since the set Γěλ0,X Ď zTHX
is closed, and ã is invertible modulo C˚pTHXq, ã acts invertibly over Γěλ0,X for
some λ0 ą 0. Standard considerations ensures that we can take σ̃ to act as ã
on Γěλ0,X . The proof is complete upon taking σ̂ to be the image of σ̃ under
MpC˚pTHXqq Ñ MpIXq. ‹

Remark 23.7. Since σ̃ is unitary up to IX , it is especially invertible in the
trivial representation. In particular, if F P ΨmHpX ;E1, E2q is an H-elliptic operator,
Lemma 23.6 induces a (stable) isomorphism of vector bundles

σ0 : E1
„ÝÑ E2.

Lemma 23.8. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold, E Ñ X a her-
mitean vector bundle and m ą 0. Assume that ã P Σ̃mHpX ;Eq is invertible modulo
C8
c pTHX ; HompEq b |Λ|q and formally self-adjoint.

Then, up to stabilizing by a trivial vector bundle, there exists a self-adjoint,
regular, densely defined operator

σ̂ : H pEq 99K H pEq,
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with

Dom pσ̂q “ H mpEq,
such that

(1) σ̂, viewed as an adjointable map of C0pΓXq-Hilbert C˚-modules H mpEq Ñ
H pEq, has an inverse σ̂´1 : H mpEq Ñ H pEq modulo C0pΓXq-compact
operators.

(2) σ̂ (and similarly for σ̂´1) is in the image of the injection

Hom˚
C˚pTHXqpEEEmpX ;Eqt“0,EEEpX ;Eqt“0q ãÑ Hom˚

C0pΓX qpH mpEq,H pEqq,
(cf. Proposition 22.17) and there is a norm-continuous homotopy

qpãq „h qpσ̂q,
in the set of invertibles in

Q˚
C˚pTHXqpEEEmpX ;Eqt“0,EEEpX ;Eqt“0q

(3) For λ0 ą 0, then as operators on H m
ěλ0,B

pEq :“ H mpEqbC0pΓXqC0pΓěλ0,Xq,
σ̃ “ ρmpaq,

and in particular qpσ̃q is as an operator on H mpEq homogeneous of degree
m up to locally C0pΓXq-compact operators.

In particular, the index class rãs P K1pC˚pTHXqq, defined from the unbounded
Kasparov cycle pC˚pTHX ;Eqq, ãq, is the image of the index class rσ̂s P K1pC0pΓXqq,
defined from the unbounded Kasparov cycle pH pEq, σ̂q, under the surjection

K1pC0pΓXqq – K1pIXq Ñ K1pC˚pTHXqq,
where the first map is defined from the Morita equivalence H .

Proof. The method of proof of Lemma 23.6 produces a formally self-adjoint
σ̃ P Hom˚

C˚pTHXqpEEEmpX ;Eqt“0,EEEpX ;Eqt“0q fulfilling item (1)-(3). Viewing the

associated σ̂ as a densely defined operator, the self-adjointness and regularity then
follows from item (1). ‹

23.2. Further computations with the symbol class in the even case.

The following lemma will be used for explicit geometric solutions to examples of the
index problem. We note that the lemma requires assumptions that do not apply
to all H-elliptic operators, just as is the case with the explicit geometric solution
in [10]. We shall make use of Atiyah’s notion of an elliptic complex, see Definition
24.1 below.

Lemma 23.9. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Consider an
orthogonal decomposition

H “
8à
k“0

Hk,

of the bundle of flat representations H Ñ ΓX , where each Hk Ñ ΓX is a finite rank

hermitean vector bundle with C0pΓX ,Hkq Ď Xsą0H s. Define HN :“
ÀN

k“0 Hk and
let PN denote the associated projection.

Assume that

σ̂ P Hom˚
C0pΓX qpHHH s

grpEEE1q,HHH s´m
gr pEEE2qq

for some N0 ą 0 satisfies
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(1) σ̂ is a C0pΓXq-linear adjointable mapping invertible modulo C0pΓXq-compact
operators;

(2) rPN , σ̂s P KC0pΓX qpHHH s
grpEEE1q,HHH s´m

gr pEEE2qq for N ą N0;
(3) the class of the pC, C0pΓXqq-Kasparov cycle

pp1 ´ PN qHHH s
grpEEE1q, p1 ´ PN qHHH s´m

gr pEEE2q, p1 ´ PN qσ̂p1 ´ PN qq,

vanishes in KK0pC, C0pΓXqq – K0pΓXq for all N ą N0.

Then the vector bundle morphism

σ̂N :“ pPN b 1E2
qσ̂pPN b 1E1

q : HN bEEE1 Ñ HN bEEE2,

is invertible outside a compact subset of ΓX . The elliptic complex on ΓX

pHN bEEE1,H
N bEEE2, σ̂N q.

defines a class rpHNbEEE1,H
NbEEE2, σ̂N qs P K0pΓXq that for N ą N0 is independent

of N . Moreover, for N ą N0, it holds that

rpHN bEEE1,H
N bEEE2, σ̂N qs “ rpHHH s

grpEEE1q,HHH s´m
gr pEEE2q, σ̂qs P K0pΓXq.

Proof. By assumption (2), we can assume that PN commutes with σ̂. There-
fore item (1) ensures that σ̂N is invertible modulo C0pΓXq-compact operators on
the sections of a vector bundle. As such, σ̂N is invertible outside a compact subset
of ΓX . Moreover, by item (3), we have that

rpHHH s
grpEEE1q,HHH s´m

gr pEEE2q, σ̂qs “
“rpHN bEEE1,H

N bEEE2, σ̂N qs`
` rpp1 ´ PN qHHH s

grpEEE1q, p1 ´ PN qHHH s´m
gr pEEE2q, p1 ´ PN qσ̂p1 ´ PN qqs “

“rpHN bEEE1,H
N bEEE2, σ̂N qs,

for N ą N0. ‹

Remark 23.10. We note that the elliptic complex pHN b EEE1,H
N b EEE2, σ̂N q

in Lemma 23.9 depends on the choice of bundle of flat orbits H; if we replace H

by H b L for a line bundle L Ñ ΓX then pHN bEEE1,H
N bEEE2, σ̂N q transforms to

pHN b EEE1,H
N b EEE2, σ̂N q b L. On the other hand, the class rpHN b EEE1,H

N b
EEE2, σ̂N qqs b rH˚s P K0pIXq remains unaltered by changing H to H b L because
Lb L˚ – 1.

Remark 23.11. Lemma 23.9 mimics constructions of [10] for contact mani-
folds. The constructions from [10] fits with decompositions of H as follows. If
� Ď Autgrpgq is a compact subgroup such that the graded frame bundle of X re-

duces to �, and rζ|�s “ 0 P H1p�, Ȟ1pΓ, Up1qqq and rc�s “ 0 P H2p�, CpΓ, Up1qqq,
then

H “
à

χP�̂
Hχ, (48)

under the Peter-Weyl decomposition. Assuming that each irreducible �-representation
has finite multiplicity in H, then we have a decomposition as in Lemma 23.9. For
the case of a 2n`1-dimensional co-oriented contact manifold considered in [10] the
relevant structure group is � “ Upnq.
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Lemma 23.12. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold with ΓB
X com-

pact. Assume that EEE Ñ X is a graded, hermitean vector bundle. Consider an
orthogonal decomposition

H “
8à
k“0

Hk,

as in Lemma 23.9 with the additional assumption that the decomposition is dilation
invariant. Assume that

σ̂ P Hom˚
C0pΓXqpHHH s

grpEEEq,HHH s´m
gr pEEEqq

satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 23.9 and additionally, there is a homogenous
of degree m and invertible

σ P Hom˚
C0pΓXqpHHH s

grpEEEq,HHH s´m
gr pEEEqq

such that, for some λ0 ą 0, then as operators on HHH s
ěλ0,B

pEEEq :“ HHH s
grpEEEq bC0pΓXq

C0pΓěλ0,Xq,
σ̃ “ σ.

Then, under the composition of the natural mappings

K0pΓXq – K0pΓB
X ˆ Rq Ñ K0pΓB

X ˆ S1q,
we have that

rpHHH s
grpEEEq,HHH s´m

gr pEEEq, σ̂qs ÞÑ rEσ,N s ´ rpHN
B bEEEq ˆ S1s,

where N ą N0 and the vector bundle Eσ,N Ñ ΓB
X ˆ S1 is obtained from clutching

pHN
B bEEEq ˆ r0, 1s Ñ ΓB

X ˆ r0, 1s along PNσPN at the boundary.

Proof. Using the reduction of Lemma 23.9, this is a standard computation in
K-theory. Compare to [10]. ‹

Corollary 23.13. Let X be a compact regular polycontact manifold with poly-
contact structure H, equipped with a Riemannian metric g. Assume that Dγ P
DO

2
HpX ;Eq is as in Equation (42) and is H-elliptic. For N ąą 0, the symbol

class rσHpDγqs P K0pC˚pTHXqq has a pre-image x P K0pΓXq “ K0pHKzXq that
under the natural mapping

K0pHKzXq – K0pSpHKq ˆ Rq Ñ K0pSpHKq ˆ S1q,
is mapped to rEγ,N s ´ rp‘kďN pp˚

ΓHqbsym

C
k b Eq ˆ S1s where Eγ,N Ñ SpHKq ˆ S1

is obtained from clutching p‘kďN pp˚
ΓHqbsym

C
k b Eq ˆ r0, 1s Ñ SpHKq ˆ r0, 1s along

‘kďNγk at the boundary (where γk is as in Proposition 22.21).

23.3. Further computations with the symbol class in the odd case.

Let us consider a lemma that applies to the case of a self-adjoint H-elliptic operator
where the symbol can be decomposed along an idempotent. Recall the notation

H s
ěλ0,BpEq :“ H spEq bC0pΓXq C0pΓěλ0,Xq.

Lemma 23.14. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold with ΓB
X com-

pact. Assume that E Ñ X is a hermitean vector bundle. Consider a formally
self-adjoint ã P Σ̃mHpX ;Eq, of order m ą 0 and invertible modulo C8

c pTHX ;Eq.
Assume that there is an idempotent p P KC0pΓB

X
qpHBpEqq such that for some λ0 ą 0

(1) p extends by continuity and homogeneity to a bounded idempotent operator
on H mpEq;
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(2) rp, as P KC0pΓX qpH m
ěλ0,B

pEq,Hěλ0,BpEqq;
(3) pa and ´p1 ´ pqa are positive in the sense of densely defined quadratic

forms on Hěλ0,BpEq.
Then, the index class rãs P K1pC˚pTHXqq, defined from the unbounded Kas-

parov cycle pC˚pTHX ;Eqq, ãq, is the image of an element x P K1pΓXq that under
the Bott isomorphism

K1pΓXq – K0pΓB
Xq,

is mapped to the class rppHBpEqqs.
Proof. The index class rpC˚pTHX ;Eqq, ãqs P K1pC˚pTHXqq is the image of

the class of the projection„
1

π
arctanpãq ` 1

2


P QpC˚pTHX ;Eqq,

under the boundary mapping K0pQpC˚pTHXqqq Ñ K1pC˚pTHXqq. The image
under this boundary mapping is the class of the unitary

e2πip 1
π
arctanpãq` 1

2 q. (49)

On the other hand, rppHBpEqqs corresponds to the class rps P K0pIB
Xq under

the isomorphism K0pΓB
Xq – K0pIB

Xq defined from the Morita equivalence H. The
image of rps P K0pIB

Xq under

K0pIB
Xq – K1pIXq Ñ K1pC˚pTHXqq,

is given by the unitary e2πix for a lift x of p under C˚pTHXq Ñ IB
X . By our

assumptions it follows that e2πix is homotopic inside the unitaries of C˚pTHXq to
the unitary (49). ‹

Corollary 23.15. Let X be a compact regular polycontact manifold with poly-
contact structure H, equipped with a Riemannian metric g. Assume that P P
Ψ0
HpX ;Eq is an idempotent Hermite operator. The symbol class rσHp2P ´ 1qs P

K1pC˚pTHXqq has a pre-image x P K1pΓXq “ K1pHKzXq that under the Bott
mapping

K1pHKzXq – K0pSpHKqq,
is mapped to the class of the vector bundle

σHpP qp‘kpp˚
ΓHqbsym

C
k b Eq Ñ SpHKq.



Part 6

K-homological dualities



Introduction to part

To study index theory of H-elliptic operators on Carnot manifolds, dualities
in KK-theory and geometric K-homology will play a cardinal role. Much of the
technical setup of the earlier parts in this work serves the purpose of describing
these dualities in more detail. In the last part of this work we put the various
pieces together. We assume that the reader is familiar with KK-theory [44, 85,

94, 101, 114, 115], geometricK-homology [7, 8, 11, 55, 138] and the connections
between the two [9, 12, 57]. The goal of this part is to set the index problem for
H-elliptic operators in the Carnot calculus in a K-homological context via the
dualities discussed above in Theorem 4 and apply the K-theory computations from
the previous Part 5. This part is divided into the following four sections:

‚ In Section 24 we develop a variation of geometric K-homology that uses
geometric cycles modelled on noncompact spinc-manifolds.

‚ In Section 25 we study K-homological dualities.
‚ In Section 26 we conclude index theorems for H-elliptic operators from
Section 25.

‚ In Section 27 we discuss the problem of solving the index problem for
graded Rockland sequences.

24. Geometric K-homology with coefficients in elliptic complexes

In order to construct geometric dualities, we shall first need to construct a
slight modification of Baum-Douglas geometric K-homology [7, 8]. Fix a finite
CW-complex X . A geometric cycle on X is a triple pM,E, fq, where M is a
compact spinc-manifold, E Ñ M a complex vector bundle and f : M Ñ X is a
continuous map. We recall that Baum-Douglas constructs Kgeo

˚ pXq as the group
of equivalence classes of geometric cycles modulo a relation generated by the direct
sum/disjoint union relation, bordism and vector bundle modification [7, 8]. By the
results of [7, 8], proven in more detail in [9, 12] there is a natural isomorphism

γ : Kgeo
˚ pXq Ñ Kan

˚ pXq :“ KK˚pCpXq,Cq,
that maps the class of the cycle pM,E, fq to the K-homology class f˚rDEs where
rDEs P KK˚pCpMq,Cq is the K-homology class of a spinc-Dirac operator on M

twisted by E.
As we saw in the preceding parts, the spinc-manifold ΓX plays an important

role when X is a regular Carnot manifold with flat orbits. However, ΓX is not
compact. For the specific example of contact manifolds, this problem was solved
in [10] by using the dilation action to reduce to ΓB

X which is compact as it is a
trivial two-fold cover of X for a compact cooriented contact manifold. In general,
the authors see no naturally associated compact manifold constructed from ΓX .
So we shall utilize a mild modification of Baum-Douglas’ geometric K-homology
modelled on non-compact manifolds with coefficients in elliptic complexes. As
discussed in Remark 2.1 above, this modification fits well with Baum-Douglas’
solution to the index problem for elliptic operators. This non-compact analogue
of Baum-Douglas’ geometric K-homology relies on well known results, for instance
Bunke’s work [26], and is in its own right not overly exciting. We develop it for the
sake of simplifying the description of the geometric solution to the index problem for
H-elliptic operators. A similar model for geometric K-homology can be extracted
from [66].
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Recall Atiyah’s notion of an elliptic complex:

Definition 24.1. LetM be a topological space. An elliptic complex onM is a
triple ξ “ pE1, E2, σq where E1, E2 Ñ M are complex vector bundles and σ : E1 Ñ
E2 is a vector bundle morphism which is an isomorphism outside a compact subset
of M . An isomorphism of elliptic complexes pE1

1, E
1
2, σ

1q – pE1, E2, σq consists of
isomorphisms E1 – E1

1 and E2 – E1
2 compatible with the bundle maps σ and σ1.

We also introduce the following terminology.

‚ The support of ξ or σ is defined as

supppξq ” supppσq :“ tx P M : σpxq is not an isomorphismu.
‚ If an elliptic complex pE1, E2, σq has empty support supppσq “ H we say
that pE1, E2, σq is degenerate.

‚ If pE1, E2, σq is an elliptic complex on M ˆ r0, 1s, we say that the elliptic
complexes pE1|Mˆt0u, E2|Mˆt0u, σ|Mˆt0uq and pE1|Mˆt1u, E2|Mˆt1u, σ|Mˆt1uq
are homotopic.

‚ We say that two elliptic complexes ξ1 “ pE1
1, E

1
2, σ

1q and ξ “ pE1, E2, σq
are equivalent if there are degenerate elliptic complexes ξ0, ξ1 and a ho-
motopy from ξ ‘ ξ0 to ξ1 ‘ ξ1.

The set of equivalence classes of isomorphism classes of elliptic complexes is denoted
by K̃0pMq.

It is well known that K̃0pMq – K0pMq – KK0pC, C0pMqq via natural isomor-
phisms ifM has finite covering dimension. Indeed, ifM is compact the isomorphism
K̃0pMq – K0pMq is implemented by mapping pE1, E2, σq ÞÑ rE1s ´ rE2s; its in-
verse maps a vector bundle E Ñ M to the elliptic complex pE, 0, 0q. We note that

the isomorphism K̃0pMq – KK0pC, C0pMqq indicates that is is possible to model

K̃0pMq on triples pE1,E2, σq where E1 and E2 are C0pMq-Hilbert C˚-modules and
σ is a Fredholm map which is invertible modulo C0pMq-compact operators. We
return to this last point below in a more specific context.

Definition 24.2 (Cycles for K̃geo
˚ pXq). Let X be a finite CW-complex. A

cycle for K̃geo
˚ pXq (or a Baum-Douglas cycle with coefficients in elliptic complexes)

is a triple pM, ξ, fq where

(1) M is a spinc-manifold;
(2) ξ is an elliptic complex on M ; and
(3) f :M Ñ X is a continuous map.

Two cycles pM, ξ, fq and pM 1, ξ1, f 1q for K̃geo
˚ pXq are said to be isomorphic if there

is a spinc-preserving diffeomorphism ϕ :M Ñ M 1 such that ϕ˚ξ1 “ ξ and f “ f 1˝ϕ.
We shall only concern ourselves with X being a finite CW-complex, but in

principle one can modify the construction to non-compact X , but still locally com-
pact. For instance, compactly supported cycles would be defined as above with the
additional requirement that f has compact range and locally finite cycles would be
defined as above with the additional requirement that f is proper on the support
of ξ. The reader can find details on such variations in [66].

Example 24.3. Let us give an example of a Baum-Douglas cycle with coeffi-
cients in elliptic complexes that is prototypical for how they shall be used in this
work. Assume that X is an FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Take a relative cycle
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pp, q, uq for K0pIXq, i.e. p, q P MpIXq are projections and u P UpIXq is a unitary
muliplier with upu˚´q P IX . Assume for simplicity that p and q are C0pΓXq-locally
compact, i.e. gp, gq P IX for any g P C0pΓXq. Take a bundle of flat representation
H Ñ ΓX . We then consider the triple

ppH, qH, qupq.
Since p and q are C0pΓXq-locally compact, pH, qH Ñ ΓX are complex vector bun-
dles and since upu˚ ´ q P IX the morphism qup : pH Ñ qH is an isomorphism
outside a compact subset (where its inverse is pu˚q).

The prototypical example of relevance for this work is the Baum-Douglas cycle
with coefficients in elliptic complexes of the form

pΓX , ppH, qH, qupq, pΓq,
where pΓ : ΓX Ñ X is the projection. We equipp ΓX with the spinc-structure from
Proposition 19.5. Cycles of this form are constructed from H-elliptic operators by
means of the methods of Section 23.

To construct aK-homology group, we need to construct an equivalence relation.
We proceed as in [7, 8]. By an abuse of notation we shall mean isomorphism class
of a geometric cycle when referring to a geometric cycle and by a set of geometric
cycles we tacitly mean the corresponding set of isomorphism classes of geometric
cycles.

Definition 24.4 (The direct sum/disjoint union relation for K̃geo
˚ pXq). Let

X be a finite CW-complex. For two cycles for K̃geo
˚ pXq of the form pM, ξ, fq and

pM, ξ1, fq we declare that

pM, ξ, fq 9YpM, ξ1, fq „didi pM, ξ ` ξ1, fq.

Definition 24.5 (The degenerate relation for K̃geo
˚ pXq). Let X be a finite

CW-complex. A cycle pM0, ξ0, f0q for K̃geo
˚ pXq is said to be degenerate if ξ0 is

degenerate. We say that two cycles pM, ξ, fq and pM 1, ξ1, f 1q for K̃geo
˚ pXq are de-

generately equivalent if there are degenerate cycles pM0, ξ0, f0q and pM1, ξ1, f1q for

K̃
geo
˚ pXq with

pM, ξ, fq 9YpM0, ξ0, f0q “ pM 1, ξ1, f 1q 9YpM1, ξ1, f1q.

Definition 24.6 (The bordism relation for K̃geo
˚ pXq). Let X be a finite CW-

complex. A cycle with boundary for K̃geo
˚ pXq is a triple pW, ξ, fq where

(1) W is a spinc-manifold with boundary;
(2) ξ is an elliptic complex on W ; and
(3) f :W Ñ X is a continuous map.

The cycle BpW, ξ, fq :“ pBW, ξ|BW , f |BW q is said to be nullbordant.

We say that two cycles pM, ξ, fq and pM 1, ξ1, f 1q for K̃geo
˚ pXq are bordant if

there is a cycle with boundary pW, ξ, fq for K̃geo
˚ pXq such that

BpW, ξ, fq “ pM, ξ, fq 9Y ´ pM 1, ξ1, f 1q.
We write this as

pM, ξ, fq „bor pM 1, ξ1, f 1q.
The bordism relation is an equivalence relation.
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Before proceeding further we note the strength of the bordism relation in the
following two lemmas.

Lemma 24.7. Let X be a finite CW-complex and pM, ξ, fq a cycle for K̃geo
˚ pXq.

Assume thatM0 Ď M is an open domain with smooth boundary such that supppξq Ď
M0. Then there is a bordism

pM, ξ, fq „bor pM0, ξ|M0
, f |M0

q. (50)

Proof. We note that the cycle pM0, ξ|M0
, f |M0

q is well defined because supppξq Ď
M0. To construct the bordism, we take

W :“ M ˆ r0, 1szppMzM0q ˆ t0uq.
Since MzM0 is closed in M , it is clear that W is a spinc-manifold with boundary.
We tacitly abuse the notations and write f for the composition of f :M Ñ X with
obvious maps such as the projection W Ñ M . The cycle pW, pξ ˆ r0, 1sq|W , fq is a
cycle with boundary, and since

BpW, pξ ˆ r0, 1sq|W , fq “ p´pM0, ξ|M0
, f |M0

qq 9YpM, ξ, fq,
we conclude that there is a bordism as in Equation (50). ‹

Lemma 24.8. Let X be a finite CW-complex and pM, ξ, fq a cycle for K̃geo
˚ pXq.

Assume that M0 Ď M is a pre-compact open domain with smooth boundary such
that supppξq Ď M0. Consider the spinc-manifold obtained from the doubling con-
struction

Z :“ 2M0 “ M0 YBM0
p´M0q.

Write ξ “ pE1, E2, σq and define Eξ Ñ Z as the vector bundle

E1 Yσ|BM0
E2 Ñ Z,

obtained from clutching E1 and E2 along the isomorphism σ|BM0
. Then pM, ξ, fq

and pZ, pEξ, 0, 0q, fq lie in the same equivalence class of the relation generated by the
disjoint union/direct sum relation, degenerate equivalence and the bordism relation.

In particular, a cycle with elliptic complexes pM, ξ, fq is equivalent to a cycle of
the form pZ, pEξ, 0, 0q, fq where pZ,Eξ, fq is an ordinary Baum-Douglas geometric
cycle (with a compact spinc-manifold and vector bundle coefficients).

Proof. We can extend E1, E2 Ñ M0 to vector bundles on Z by gluing along
the identity map on BM0. By an abuse of notations we denote these also by
E1, E2 Ñ Z. By construction, Eξ|M0

“ E1|M0
and Eξ|ZzM0

“ E2|ZzM0
. The

morphism σ glues together with the identity on ZzM0 to a vector bundle mor-
phism

σ̃ : Eξ Ñ E2,

over Z. Note that the support of σ in M0 is unaltered by this extension procedure.
Next, we prove that

pZ, pEξ, 0, 0q, fq „bor pZ, pEξ , 0, 0q, fq 9YpZ, p0, E2, 0q, fq.
This follows from the fact that pZ, p0, E2, 0q, fq “ BpM0ˆr0, 1s, p0, E2ˆr0, 1s, 0q, fq.
We have a direct sum/disjoint union relation

pZ, pEξ, 0, 0q, fq 9YpZ, p0, E2, 0q, fq 9YpZ, pE2, E2, 0q, fq „didi pZ, pEξ‘E2, E2‘E2, 0q, fq.
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Since homotopy of elliptic complexes induces a bordism, and Z is compact, we have
a bordism

pZ, pEξ ‘ E2, E2 ‘ E2, 0q, fq „bor pZ, pEξ ‘ E2, E2 ‘ E2, σ̃ ‘ 1q, fq .
Consider the spinc-manifold with boundary

W 1 :“ Z ˆ r0, 1szppZzM0 ˆ t0uq.
The cycle with boundary

`
W 1, ppEξ ‘ E2, E2 ‘ E2, σ̃ ‘ 1q ˆ r0, 1sq |W 1 , f

˘

implements a bordism

pZ, pEξ ‘ E2, E2 ‘ E2, σ̃ ‘ 1q, fq „bor pM0, ξ|M0
` pE2, E2, 1q, fq,

because σ̃|M0
“ σ. Since pE2, E2, 1q is degenerate, we have a degenerate equivalence

pM0, ξ|M0
` pE2, E2, 1q, fq „ pM0, ξ|M0

, fq.
Combining these constructions with the bordism of Lemma 24.7, we see that

pM, ξ, fq and pZ, pEξ, 0, 0q, fq lie in the same equivalence class of the relation gen-
erated by the disjoint union/direct sum relation, degenerate equivalence and the
bordism relation. ‹

Remark 24.9. Lemma 24.8 is akin to the ideas appearing in Baum-Douglas’
geometric proof of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, discussed in Remark 2.1 above.
Indeed, if A : C8pX ;E1q Ñ C8pX ;E2q is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator
on a compact manifold X , consider the spinc-manifold M :“ T ˚X and the el-
liptic complex ξA “ pp˚E1, p

˚E2, σpAqq. Here p : M “ T ˚X Ñ X denotes the
projection. If we take M0 to be the ball bundle in T ˚X , Lemma 24.8 provides a
cycle pZ,EξA , p YBM0

pq bordant to pT ˚X, ξA, pq which coincides on the nose with
Baum-Douglas’ geometric cycle representing the index problem for elliptic pseudo-
differential operators [7, Part 5]. In situations where there is no natural place to
clutch, one might argue that not clutching produces a more natural construction.

Definition 24.10 (Vector bundle modification for K̃geo
˚ pXq). Let X be a finite

CW-complex. Consider a cycle pM, ξ, fq for K̃geo
˚ pXq and a spinc-vector bundle

V Ñ M of even rank. Write MV :“ SpV ‘ 1Rq for the sphere bundle in some
metric on V , where 1R Ñ M denotes the trivial line bundle. Let βV Ñ MV denote
the Bott bundle (cf. [7, 8]) and let pV :MV Ñ M denote the projection.

The vector bundle modification of pM, ξ, fq along V is the cycle for K̃geo
˚ pXq

defined by

pM, ξ, fqV :“ pMV , p˚
V ξ b βV , f ˝ pV q.

We can now define the geometric K-homology group with coefficients in elliptic
complexes.

Definition 24.11. Let X be a finite CW-complex. Write „BD for the equiv-
alence relation on the set of isomorphism classes of cycles for K̃geo

˚ pXq generated
by

‚ The disjoint union/direct sum relation
‚ Degenerate equivalence
‚ The bordism relation
‚ Vector bundle modification
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Let K̃geo
˚ pXq denote the set of equivalence classes under „bor on the isomorphism

classes of cycles for K̃geo
˚ pXq.

Theorem 24.12. Let X be a finite CW-complex. The set K̃geo
˚ pXq forms a Z{2-

graded abelian group under disjoint union graded by parity of dimension. Moreover,
the map at the level of cycles

pM,E, fq ÞÑ pM, pE, 0, 0q, fq, (51)

defines an isomorphism of Z{2-graded abelian groups

K
geo
˚ pXq – K̃

geo
˚ pXq.

Its inverse is the mapping

pM, ξ, fq ÞÑ pZ,Eξ, fq,
where pZ,Eξ, fq is constructed as in Lemma 24.8.

Sketch of proof. We only sketh the details in the proof of this theorem as
the result follows from standard techniques. Indeed, almost by definition ´pM, ξ, fq :“
p´M, ξ, fq is an inverse modulo bordism under disjoint union so K̃geo

˚ pXq forms a

Z{2-graded abelian group. The fact that Kgeo
˚ pXq – K̃

geo
˚ pXq via the mapping

(51) follows from that the map is surjective by Lemma 24.8. A modification of the
proof of Lemma 24.8 shows that the clutching construction pM, ξ, fq ÞÑ pZ,Eξ, fq
produces a left inverse so the map is injective. ‹

Definition 24.13 (Analytic assembly of cycles for K̃geo
˚ pXq). Let pM, ξ, fq be

a cycle for K̃geo
˚ pXq. Write ξ “ pE1, E2, σq. We choose a complete metric on M

and consider a complete spinc-Dirac operator {DM on the complex spinor bundle
SM Ñ M . We assume that E1 and E2 are equipped with hermitean structures
such that σ is unitary outside a compact. A (hermitean) connection for ξ is a pair
of (hermitean) connections p∇E1

,∇E2
q for E1 and E2, respectively, such that

∇E1
“ σ˚∇E2

σ,

outside a compact subset of M . Choose a positive function χ P C8
c pMq such that

χ “ 1 on the supports of 1 ´ σ˚σ and ∇E1
´ σ˚∇E2

σ and a λ ě 0 such that

λ ą supt}1 ´ σpxq˚σpxq}, }p∇E1
´ σ˚∇E2

σqpxq} : x P Mu.
If p∇E1

,∇E2
q is a hermitean connection for ξ “ pE1, E2, σq, we define the

analytic assembly γ̃pM, ξ, fq P Kan
˚ pXq as the class of the K-cycle

¨
˝
L2pM ;SM b E1q

‘
L2pM ;´SM b E2q

, Dξpλχ `D2
ξ q´1{2

˛
‚ (52)

where CpXq acts on the Hilbert space by pull back along f and where

Dξ :“
ˆ
DM b ∇E1

σ˚

σ ´DM b ∇E2

˙
.

The choice of λ is justified from the proof of the following proposition.

Proposition 24.14. The K-cycle (52) defining the analytic assembly γ̃pM, ξ, fq P
Kan

˚ pXq is well defined and the class γ̃pM, ξ, fq does not depend on the choices in-
volved (of χ, λ, connections or metrics).
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Proof. First we prove that Dξ is self-adjoint. For that purpose, we write

Dξ :“
ˆ
DM b ∇E1

0
0 ´DM b ∇E2

˙
`

ˆ
0 σ˚

σ 0

˙
. (53)

Since DM is a Dirac operator defined from a complete metric the first term is self-
adjoint, and the second term is bounded and self-adjoint by construction. The two
terms in (53) anti-commute up to a smooth, compactly supported vector bundle
endomorphism, because ∇E1

“ σ˚∇E2
σ outside a compact, so Dξ is self-adjoint.

The decomposition (53) shows that

D2
ξ “

ˆ
1 ` pDM b ∇E1

q2 0
0 1 ` pDM b ∇E2

q2
˙

` V,

where

V :“
ˆ

1 ´ σ˚σ pDM b ∇E1
qσ˚ ´ σ˚pDM b ∇E2

q
σpDM b ∇E2

q ´ pDM b ∇E1
qσ 1 ´ σσ˚

˙

is a self-adjoint, smooth, compactly supported vector bundle endomorphism. In
particular, with χ and λ as in Definition 24.13 we can take ε ą 0 so that

λ´ ε ě supt}1 ´ σpxq˚σpxq}, }p∇E1
´ σ˚∇E2

σqpxq} : x P Mu.
and therefore

xpD2
ξ ` λχqϕ, ϕyL2 ě εxϕ, ϕyL2 , ϕ P C8

c .

Therefore, D2
ξ ` λχ is invertible and so Dξ is “invertible at infinity” in the termi-

nology of [26]. It follows from [26, Proposition 1.13] that the K-cycle (52) is well
defined. Moreover, the choices involved in the construction are all from pathcon-
nected spaces that therefore does not affect the class in Kan

˚ pXq. ‹

By combining [26] with Kucerovsky’s theorem [107], we in fact have the fol-
lowing result. We write CgpMq for the C˚-algebra of bounded continuous function
defined in [26].

Proposition 24.15. Let pM, ξ, fq be a cycle for Kan
˚ pXq with ξ “ pE1, E2, σq.

Take a complete spinc-Dirac operator {DM onM and write r {DM s P KK˚pC0pMq,Cq
for its associated K-homology class. We also define the KK-class

rM, ξs :“
„ˆ
C0pM,E1 ‘ E2q,

ˆ
0 σ˚

σ 0

˙˙
P KKM

0 pCgpMq, C0pMqq.

Then the analytic assembly of pM, ξ, fq can be written as a Kasparov product

γ̃pM, ξ, fq “ f˚

`
rM, ξs bC0pMq r {DM s

˘
P Kan

˚ pXq.
Lemma 24.16. The analytic assembly of cycles with coefficients in the elliptic

complexes respects the disjoint union/direct sum relation and degenerate equiva-
lence.

Proof. It is immediate that the disjoint union/direct sum relation. As for
respecting degenerate equivalence, it suffices to prove that γ̃pM, ξ, fq “ 0 P K˚pXq
if ξ is degenerate. Indeed, if ξ “ pE1, E2, σq is degenerate we can assume that σ is
unitary and that ∇1 “ σ˚∇2σ on all of M . We define the symmetry

F :“
ˆ

0 iσ˚

´iσ 0

˙
.
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The symmetry F commutes with CpXq and anti-commutes with Dξ and so the
argument proving [26, Theorem 1.14] shows that γ̃pM, ξ, fq “ 0 P K˚pXq. ‹

Lemma 24.17. The analytic assembly of cycles with coefficients in the elliptic
complexes respects bordism and vector bundle modification.

Proof. That analytic assembly respects vector bundle modification is proven
in the same way as in [56, Subsection 4.2]. More specifically, using an argument
as in [56, Subsection 4.2] we can write γ̃ppM, ξ, fqV q “ γ̃pM, ξ, fq ` x where x is
represented by a K-cycle pH, F q admitting a symmetry commuting with CpXq and
anti-commuting with F up to compact operators and the argument proving [26,
Theorem 1.14] shows that x “ 0 P K˚pXq.

To show that analytic assembly respects bordism, we need to prove that if
pW, ξ, fq is a cycle with boundary then γ̃pBpW, ξ, fqq “ 0. Write ξ “ pE1, E2, σq.
Write CgpW q and CgpBW q for the C˚-algebras of bounded continuous functions
from [26]. The Dirac operator defines aK-homology class r {DW s P KK˚pC0pW ˝q,Cq,
and similarly, the Dirac operator on the boundary produces a class r {DBW s P
KK˚pC0pBW q,Cq. It follows from the Baum-Douglas-Taylor theorem that

Br {DW s “ r {DBW s,
under the boundary mapping induced from the short exact sequence

0 Ñ C0pW ˝q ÑC0pW q Ñ C0pBW qq Ñ 0.

Write Cg,0pW ˝q :“ tf P CgpW q : f |BW “ 0u. On the other hand, we have classes

rW ˝, σs :“
„ˆ
C0pW ˝, E1 ‘ E2q,

ˆ
0 σ˚

σ 0

˙˙
P KKW ˝

0 pCg,0pW ˝q, C0pW ˝qq;

rBW,σs :“
„ˆ
C0pBW,E1 ‘ E2q,

ˆ
0 σ˚

σ 0

˙˙
P KKBW

0 pCgpBW q, C0pBW qq.

Here we grade E1 ‘E2 with E1 as even and E2 as odd. Using C0pW q-linearity, we
have that

rBW,σs bC0pBW q B “ B bCg,0pW ˝q rW ˝, σs,
where the second boundary mapping is that coming from the short exact sequence

0 Ñ Cg,0pW ˝q Ñ CgpW q Ñ CgpBW q Ñ 0.

Let ι : BW ãÑ W denote the boundary inclusion. Using [26] and Kucerovsky’s
theorem [107], we have that

γ̃pBpW, ξ, fqq “pf ˝ ιq˚prBW,σs bC0pBW q r {DBW sq “
“pf ˝ ιq˚prBW,σs bC0pBW q Br {DW sq “
“pf ˝ ιq˚ ˝ BprW ˝, σs bC0pW ˝q r {DW sq “ 0,

since ι˚ ˝ B “ 0.
‹

The following observation shows that assembly of cycles with coefficients in
elliptic complexes can by gluing together a compact manifold from the support of
the elliptic complex, as in Lemma 24.8, can be reduced to assembly of an ordinary
Baum-Douglas cycle.
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Proposition 24.18. Let X be a finite CW-complex and pM, ξ, fq a cycle for

K̃
geo
˚ pXq. Construct pZ,Eξ, fq as in Lemma 24.8. Then it holds that

rγ̃pM, ξ, fqs “ γrpZ,Eξ, fqs P Kan
˚ pXq.

Proposition 24.18 follows from combining Lemma 24.8 with the Lemmas 24.16
and 24.17.

Theorem 24.19. Let X be a finite CW-complex. The analytic assembly map
induces an isomorphism

γ̃ : K̃geo
˚ pXq Ñ Kan

˚ pXq.
of Z{2-graded abelian groups. The analytic assembly map γ̃ fits into the commuting
diagram

K
geo
˚ pXq K̃

geo
˚ pXq

Kan
˚ pXq

–

γ

γ̃
(54)

with the isomorphism of Theorem 24.12 and the analytic assembly map γ : Kgeo
˚ pXq Ñ

Kan
˚ pXq of Baum-Douglas.

Proof. Firstly, it follows from Lemma 24.16 and 24.17 that γ̃ is well defined.
Secondly, by definition, the diagram (54) commutes at the level of cycles up to an
operator homotopy from λχ to 1 in the definition of analytic assembly. Therefore
the diagram commutes. We deduce that γ̃ is an isomorphism from Theorem 24.12
and the fact that γ : Kgeo

˚ pXq Ñ Kan
˚ pXq is an isomorphism (see [9] or [12]). ‹

Definition 24.20 (Chern characters on K̃geo
˚ pXq). Consider a cycle pM, ξ, fq

for K̃geo
˚ pXq. Let rM s P H lf

˚ pMq denote the fundamental class in the localy finite
homology, TdpMq P HevpM ;Qq the Todd class and chpξq P Hev

c pM ;Qq the Chern
character in compactly supported cohomology of rξs P K0pXq. We define

chpM, ξ, fq :“ f˚pchpξq X TdpMq X rM sq P H˚pX ;Qq.

We note that if p∇E1
,∇E2

q is a connection for ξ “ pE1, E2, σq as in Definition
24.13, then chpξq is represented in the compactly supported de Rham cohomology
group Hev

c,dRpMq by Chern-Weil theory as

chpξq “
„
TrE1

ˆ
e´

∇2
E1

2πi

˙
´ TrE2

ˆ
e´

∇2
E2

2πi

˙
.

Theorem 24.21. Let X be a finite CW-complex. The Chern character induces
a well defined mapping

ch : K̃geo
˚ pXq Ñ H˚pX ;Qq.

of Z{2-graded abelian groups. The Chern character is a rational isomorphism.

Sketch of proof. It is clear from the definition that ch respects the disjoint
union/direct sum relation and degenerate equivalence (since chpξq “ 0 P Hev

c pM ;Qq
ifM is degenerate). A standard computation with characteristic classes shows that
if V Ñ M is an even rank spinc-vector bundle then

ppV q˚pchrβV s X TdpMV q X rMV sq “ TdpMq X rM s,
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so ch is unaltered by vector bundle modification. Finally, if pW, ξ, fq is a cycle with
boundary then

chpBpW, ξ, fqq “pf ˝ ιq˚pchpξ|BW q X TdpBW q X rBW sq “
“pf ˝ Bq˚pchpξq X TdpW q X rW sq “ 0,

where ι : BW ãÑ W denotes the boundary inclusion. Therefore ch respects bordism.
As such ch is well defined. It follows that ch is a rational isomorphism from Theorem
24.12 and the fact that ch : Kgeo

˚ pXq Ñ H˚pX ;Qq is a rational isomorphism. ‹

Remark 24.22. In [7, Part 5], Baum-Douglas introduced what is now called
the Baum-Douglas index problem. In its most general form, it is stated as follows.
Let X be a finite CW-complex and x P Kan

˚ pXq a K-homology class. How to
construct a geometric cycle pM,E, fq such that γrpM,E, fqs “ x? This problem was
solved when x was the K-homology class defined from an elliptic pseudodifferential
operator by Baum-Douglas [7], thus giving a geometric proof of Atiyah-Singer’s
index problem. The Baum-Douglas index problem played a pivotal role in Baum-
van Erp’s solution [10] to the index problem for H-elliptic operators on contact
manifolds. This line of thought has also been put to use in the study of secondary
invariants and Higson-Roe’s analytic structure group [58].

In light of the theory developed in this section, we can formulate a non-compact
version of Baum-Douglas index problem. If X is a finite CW-complex and x P
Kan

˚ pXq is a K-homology class, how to construct a geometric cycle with coefficients
in elliptic complexes pM, ξ, fq such that γ̃rpM, ξ, fqs “ x? The noncompact version
of the Baum-Douglas index problem is weaker than the original Baum-Douglas
index problem, but Lemma 24.8 describes how to go from a non-compact solution
to a compact one.

25. Dualities on Carnot manifolds

25.1. Poincaré duality – geometric and analytic. We first study Poincaré
duality on a compact manifold X . Analytic Poincare duality is an isomorphism

PDan : K˚pT ˚Xq Ñ K˚pXq,
that in rough terms reconstructs an elliptic pseudodifferential operator from the
index class of its principal symbol in K˚pT ˚Xq. The construction could be framed
in terms of Kasparov’s Poincaré duality or in terms of the tangent groupoid. We
take the latter approach as a definition and state Kasparov’s index theorem relating
the two.

Let TX Ñ X ˆ r0,8q denote Connes’ tangent groupoid, see for instance [42]
or Example 11.9 above. The kernel of the restriction mapping C˚pTX |Xˆr0,1sqq Ñ
C0pT ˚Xq is isomorphic to the contractible C˚-algebra C0pp0, 1s,KpL2pXqqq. There-
fore the induced restriction mapping

e0 : KK0pCpXq, C˚pTX |Xˆr0,1sqq Ñ KK0pCpXq, C0pT ˚Xqq
is an isomorphism.

For a CpXq-C˚-algebra A, we note that, viewing X as a trivial groupoid, there
is a natural isomorphism A¸ CpXq » A. Define the natural transformation:

αA : KKpC, Aq Ñ KKXpC, Aq ¸CpXqÝÝÝÝÑ KKXpCpXq, Aq ForgetÝÝÝÑ KKpCpXq, Aq.
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Definition 25.1 (Analytic Poincare duality). We define analytic Poincare du-
ality

PDan : K˚pT ˚Xq Ñ Kan
˚ pXq,

as the mapping
PDan :“ e1 ˝ e´1

0 ˝ αC0pT˚Xq.

Proposition 25.2. Assume that D is an elliptic differential pseudodifferen-
tial operator C8pX ;E1q Ñ C8pX ;E2q with principal symbol σpDq. We let ξD :“
pp˚E1, p

˚E2, σpDqq denote the associated elliptic complex on T ˚X, defining its in-
dex class rσpDqs :“ rξDs P K0pT ˚Xq. Then it holds that

PDanrξDs “ rDs P K0pXq.
This proposition is well known. For a proof, one can apply Proposition 23.4

to the trivial filtration of X . We remark that any elliptic complex ξ on T ˚X

is equivalent to one of the form ξD for an elliptic pseudodifferential operator D.
Therefore the property PDanrξDs “ rDs in Proposition 25.2 characterizes Poincaré
duality in degree 0.

Theorem 25.3 (Kasparov’s index theorem). Let X be a compact manifold and
let rB̄T˚X s P KK0pC0pT ˚Xq,Cq denote the class of the Dolbeault-Dirac operator
defined from the almost complex structure on T ˚X. Then

PDanpxq “ αC0pT˚Xqpxq bC0pT˚Xq rB̄T˚X s, x P K˚pT ˚Xq.
The reader can find Kasparov’s index theorem as [100, Theorem 5] or [44,

Section 12.3]. Let us proceed by describing the geometric analogue of Poincaré
duality.

Definition 25.4 (Geometric Poincaré duality). We define geometric Poincare
duality

PDgeo : K˚pT ˚Xq Ñ K̃
geo
˚ pXq,

by setting
PDgeopξq :“ pT ˚X, ξ, pq,

for any elliptic complex ξ on T ˚X . Here p : T ˚X Ñ X denotes the projection map.

Remark 25.5. As Definition 25.4 stands, PDgeo is only defined K0pT ˚Xq Ñ
K̃

geo
0 pXq. For the odd case, we use that K1pT ˚Xq “ K0pT ˚XˆRq as the definition

of odd K-theory in topological K-theory, and

PDgeo : K1pT ˚Xq Ñ K̃
geo
1 pXq,

is defined by
PDgeopξq :“ pT ˚X ˆ R, ξ, pq,

for any elliptic complex ξ on T ˚X ˆ R.

It is clear that geometric Poincaré duality is well defined. Indeed, geometric
Poincaré duality maps degenerate elliptic complexes to degenerate geometric cycles
and homotopies of elliptic complexes to bordisms of geometric cycles.

Remark 25.6. Geometric Poincaré duality was in [10] defined using the or-
dinary Baum-Douglas model of geometric K-homology. Let us describe their con-
struction and use Theorem 24.12 to reconcile the two definitions.

For a compact manifold X , consider ΣX “ SpT ˚X ˆ 1Rq, i.e. the unit sphere
bundle of T ˚X ˆ 1R in some metric. Since ΣX is a hypersurface in the stably
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almost complex manifold T ˚X ‘ 1R, ΣX is a compact spinc-manifold. We have
that dimpΣXq “ 2 dimpXq is even. Let B˚X be the unit ball bundle of T ˚X and
S˚X the unit sphere bundle of T ˚X . Then we can write

ΣX “ B˚X YS˚X B˚X,

where we identify the first copy of B˚X with the upper hemisphere and the second
copy of B˚X with the lower hemisphere. The role of M0 in Lemma 24.8 will be
played by B˚X so ΣX “ Z.

Let ξ “ pE1, E2, σq be a cycle of K0pT ˚Xq. We note that since T ˚X is homo-
topy equivalent to X , the bundles E1 and E2 can be assumed to be pulled back
from X . Therefore the dilation action on the fibres of T ˚X Ñ X lifts to E1 and
E2. By rescaling, we can assume that the support of σ is contained in the interior
of B˚X . For M0 “ B˚X in Lemma 24.8, the bundle Eσ over ΣX “ Z is exactly

Eξ “ E1 Xσ E2.

The geometric Poincare duality map of [10] is

K0pT ˚Xq Ñ K
geo
0 pXq, ξ ÞÑ pΣX,Eξ, pq.

Therefore, the geometric Poincare duality map of [10] is compatible with the geo-
metric Poincaré duality map of Definition 25.4 under the isomorphism of Theorem
24.12.

Theorem 25.7. Let X be a compact manifold. Then all the morphisms in the
following diagram are isomorphisms and the diagram commutes:

K˚pT ˚Xq

K̃
geo
˚ pXq Kan

˚ pXq
PDgeo

PDan

γ̃

The reader can find a proof of this result in [12]. The result in [12] was stated
in terms of Kgeo

0 pXq and ordinary geometric cycles, but the results in the two
formulations are equivalent by Theorem 24.19.

25.2. Poincaré duality and Carnot manifolds. We now turn to studying
Poincaré dualities on Carnot manifolds. We proceed as in Subsection 25.1.

Lemma 25.8. The restriction mapping

e0 : KK0pCpXq, C˚pTHX |Xˆr0,1sqq Ñ KK0pCpXq, C˚pTHXqq
is an isomorphism.

Proof. The kernel of e0 is C˚pTHX |Xˆp0,1sq – C0pp0,8q,KpL2pXqqq, which
is contractible. ‹

Definition 25.9 (Analytic PoincareH duality). We define analytic PoincareH
duality

PDan
H : K˚pC˚pTHXqq Ñ Kan

˚ pXq,
as the mapping

PDan
H :“ e1 ˝ e´1

0 ˝ αC˚pTHXq.
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We note the following consequence of Proposition 23.4. Recall the definition of
the symbol class rσHpDqs P K0pC˚pTHXqq of anH-elliptic operator from Definition
23.1.

Proposition 25.10. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold. Assume that D
is an H-elliptic differential pseudodifferential operator C8pX ;E1q Ñ C8pX ;E2q.
Then it holds that

PDan
H rσHpDqs “ rDs P K0pXq.

To describe the geometric analogue of Poincaré duality on a Carnot manifold
we need to assume FFF -regularity. The reader is encouraged to revisit Example 24.3
and the construction of the metaplectic correction MpHq of a a bundle of flat
representations H Ñ ΓX in Section 16.

Definition 25.11 (Geometric PoincaréH duality). Let X be an FFF -regular
Carnot manifold and choose a bundle of flat representations H Ñ ΓX . We de-
fine geometric PoincaréH duality

PD
geo
H : K˚pC˚pTHXqq Ñ K̃

geo
˚ pXq,

as follows. For ˚ “ 0, we set

PD
geo
H pxq :“ pΓX , ppH, qH, qupq b MpHq, pΓq,

where x P K0pC˚pTHXqq has been lifted to a pre-image in K0pIXq represented by
a relative K-theory cycle pp, q, uq as in Example 24.3. Here pΓ : ΓX Ñ X denotes
the projection map.

For ˚ “ 1, we set

PD
geo
H pxq :“ pΓB

X , ppH, qH, qupq b MpHq, pΓq,
where x P K1pC˚pTHXqq has been lifted to a pre-image in K0pIB

Xq represented by
a relative K-theory cycle pp, q, uq as in Example 24.3 but over ΓB

X .

Theorem 25.12. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Then the
geometric PoincaréH duality PD

geo
H : K˚pC˚pTHXqq Ñ K̃

geo
˚ pXq is a well defined

map making the following diagram commutative

K˚pC˚pTXqq K˚pC˚pTHXqq

K̃
geo
˚ pXq

ψ

PDgeo

PD
geo
H

Proof. Consider the map β : K˚pΓXq Ñ K̃
geo
˚ pXq, ξ ÞÑ pΓX , ξ, pΓq and the

following diagram:

K˚pIXq K˚pC˚pTHXqq

K˚pΓXq K˚pΞXq K˚pT ˚Xq

K˚pΓXq K
geo
˚ pXq

j˚

bH ψ

rMpHqs

ιXΞ !

PDgeoτX
Ξ

β

(55)
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By definition, we have that

PD
geo
H ˝ j˚ “ βprH b MpHqs b ¨q.

Therefore, the theorem follows from the commutativity of the diagram (55). The
bottom right square commutes due to the same general argument as in [10, Lemma
2.7.4]. The upper (irregular) hexagon commutes by Theorem 16.11. ‹

We can now conclude some computations of geometric PoincaréH dual classes
to symbol classes from the computations of Section 23. From Corollary 23.13 the
following proposition follows.

Proposition 25.13. Let X be a compact regular polycontact manifold with
polycontact structure H, equipped with a Riemannian metric g. Assume that Dγ P
DO

2
HpX ;Eq is as in Equation (42) and is H-elliptic. For N ąą 0, we have that

PD
geo
H rσHpDγqs “

“`
SpHKq ˆ S1, Eγ,N , p

˘‰
,

where p : SpHKq ˆ S1 Ñ X denotes the projection map and Eγ,N Ñ SpHKq ˆ S1

is obtained from clutching p‘kďN pp˚Hqbsym

C
k b Eq ˆ r0, 1s Ñ SpHKq ˆ r0, 1s along

‘kďNγk at the boundary (where γk is as in Proposition 22.21).

From Corollary 23.15 the following proposition follows.

Proposition 25.14. Let X be a compact regular polycontact manifold with
polycontact structure H, equipped with a Riemannian metric g. Assume that P P
Ψ0
HpX ;Eq is an idempotent Hermite operator. Then

PD
geo
H rσHp2P ´ 1qs “

”´
SpHKq, σHpP qp‘kpp˚Hqbsym

C
k b Eq, p

¯ı
,

where p : SpHKq Ñ X denotes the projection and σHpP qp‘kpp˚Hqbsym
C

k b Eq Ñ
SpHKq is the vector bundle obtained from the range of the Carnot symbol of P .

25.3. The commuting tetraeder. We now come to the main K-theoretical
result of this part. It relates the different dualities from the last section to the map
ψ : K˚pT ˚Xq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq constructed in Theorem 14.9

Theorem 25.15. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Then all
morphism in the following diagram are isomorphisms and the diagram commutes

K˚pC˚pTHXqq

K˚pT ˚Xq

K̃
geo
˚ pXq K˚pXq

PD
geo

H PDan
H

PDgeo
PDan

ψ

γ̃

If X is a Carnot manifold which is not necessarily FFF -regular, the diagram above
with the upper left arrow removed only consists of isomorphisms and commutes.
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The bottom triangle commutes by Theorem 25.7 with all maps being isomor-
phisms, with no assumption or reference to Carnot structures. The left upper
triangle commutes by Theorem 25.12 – commutativity of this part of the diagram
requires FFF -regularity. If the diagram in Theorem 25.15 commutes, the fact that the
bottom triangle commutes with all maps being isomorphisms and that ψ is an iso-
morphism (see Theorem 14.9) implies that all of the morphisms are isomorphisms.
We shall below in Theorem 25.16 prove that the right upper triangle commutes
with no assumption of regularity on the Carnot structure.

Theorem 25.16. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold. Then the following
diagram commutes

K˚pC˚pTHXqq

K˚pT ˚Xq Kan
˚ pXq

PDan
H

PDan

ψ

Theorem 25.16 was proven for contact manifolds in [10, Theorem 5.4.1]. Our
proof follows a similar line of thought.

Proof. Recall the construction of the adiabatic parabolic tangent groupoid
AHX of X from Section 19. The following diagram is commutative

C˚pAHXq C˚pTXq

C˚pTHXq C˚pX ˆXq,
where the maps are the appropriate evaluations at 1. Therefore, we have the
following commutative diagram in KK

KK˚pCpXq, T ˚Xq KK˚pCpXq, C˚pTXqq KK˚pCpXq, C˚pTXqq

KK˚pCpXq, C˚pTHXqq K˚pXq

KK˚pCpXq, C˚pTHXqq KK˚pCpXq, C˚ppTHXqadbqq
Thus the following diagram commutes

KK˚pCpXq, C˚pTXqq

KK˚pCpXq, C˚pTHXqq K˚pXq

ψ (56)

Since α is a natural transformation, the diagram commutes

KK˚pC, C˚pTHXqq KK˚pC, C˚pTXqq

KK˚pCpXq, C˚pTHXqq KK˚pCpXq, C˚pTXqq

αC˚pTHXq

ψ

αC˚pTXq

ψ

(57)
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Combining (56) with (57) we arrive at the conclusion of the theorem. ‹

26. Index theorems for H-elliptic operators

In this section we conclude abstract index formulas on a compact Carnot man-
ifold from the commuting tetraeder in Theorem 25.15. We note that using the
formalism of Section 23, the index theorems of this section extends ad verbatim to
graded H-elliptic operators.

Theorem 26.1. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold. Assume that D :
C8pX ;E1q Ñ C8pX ;E2q is an H-elliptic pseudodifferential operator. Then the
Baum-Douglas index problem for rDs is solved by PDgeopψ´1rσHpDqsq.

Proof. By Proposition 25.10, rDs “ PDan
H rσHpDqs and by Theorem 25.15,

γ̃pPDgeopψ´1rσHpDqsqq “ PDan
H rσHpDqs.

‹

The next index formula which Theorem 26.1 implies has already been studied
in the literature, see [69, 70, 117].

Corollary 26.2. Let X be a compact Carnot manifold. Assume that D :
C8pX ;E1q Ñ C8pX ;E2q is an H-elliptic pseudodifferential operator. Then it
holds that

ind pDq “
ż

T˚X

chpψ´1rσHpDqsq ^ TdpXq.

Remark 26.3. The reader can revisit Subsection 21.2 for more details on the
analytic interpretation of ind pDq. Indeed, by Theorem 21.24, the index ind pDq is
the same when interpreting as the index of D acting on Sobolev spaces, or as a
closed operator on L2 or as when acting on C8.

Theorem 26.4. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Assume that
D : C8pX ;E1q Ñ C8pX ;E2q is an H-elliptic pseudodifferential operator. Then
the Baum-Douglas index problem for rDs is solved by PD

geo
H prσHpDqsq.

Proof. By Proposition 25.10, rDs “ PDan
H rσHpDqs and by Theorem 25.15,

γ̃pPDgeo
H prσHpDqsqq “ PDan

H rσHpDqs.
‹

From Theorem 26.4, and the definition of PD
geo
H (see Definition 25.11), we

conclude the following.

Corollary 26.5. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold and choose a
bundle of flat representations H Ñ ΓX . Assume that D : C8pX ;E1q Ñ C8pX ;E2q is
an H-elliptic pseudodifferential operator. Suppose that rσHpDqs P K˚pC˚pTHXqq
is the image under j : IX Ñ C˚pTHXq of a relative K-theory cycle pp, q, uq for
IX with gp, gq P IX for all g P C0pΓXq. Then the Baum-Douglas index problem for
rDs is solved by the geometric cycle with coefficients in the ellliptic complexes

pΓX , ppH, qH, qupq b MpHq, pΓq.
In this case,

ind pDq “
ż

ΓX

chrppH, qH, qupqs ^ ec1pMpHq ^ TdpΓXq.
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The reader can return to Section 16 for further details on the construction of the
bundle of flat representations H and its metaplectic correction line bundle MpHq.
Further details on the symbol class rσHpDqs P K˚pC˚pTHXqq and the construction
of pre-images under j : IX Ñ C˚pTHXq as a relative K-theory cycle pp, q, uq can
be found in Section 23.

Theorem 26.6. Let X be a compact FFF -regular Carnot manifold. Then there
is a Chern character

chH : K˚pC˚pTHXqq Ñ H˚
dRpXq,

defined from

chHpj˚xq :“ ppΓq˚

´
chpxb Hq Y ec1pMpHqq` 1

2
c1pΓXq

¯
,

for x P K˚pIXq. For y P K˚pC˚pTHXqq, we have that

ind THXpyq “
ż

X

chHpyq ^ ÂpXq.

Proof. The map chH is well defined since j˚ : K˚pIXq Ñ K˚pC˚pTHXqq
is surjective and by the Riemann-Roch theorem (cf. [33, Section 5]) it satisfies

pchHpyqY ÂpXqqX rXs “ chgeo˚ pPDgeo
H pyqq where rXs denotes the fundamental class

in homology and PD
geo
H : Kgeo

˚ pXq Ñ H˚pXq denotes the geometric Chern character
in homology. ‹

The index theorems above hold in the generality of FFF -regular Carnot manifolds.
Let us utilize the K-theory computations of Section 23 in two concrete examples.

26.1. Example: A Boutet de Monvel type index theorem. The follow-
ing index theorem follows from Proposition 25.14 and Theorem 26.4. It extends an
index formula of [21] from boundaries of strictly convex domains in complex man-
ifolds, and the results of [68] from co-oriented contact manifolds, to polycontact
manifolds.

Theorem 26.7. Let X be a compact, regular, polycontact manifold with poly-
contact structure H. Assume that P P Ψ0

HpX ;Eq is an idempotent Hermite opera-
tor. We write rP s P Kan

1 pXq for the K-homology class of pL2pX ;Eq, 2P ´ 1q. Let

p : SpHKq Ñ X denote the projection. Set FX :“ À
kpp˚Hqbsym

C
k.

Then pSpHKq, σHpP qpFX b Eq, pq solves the Baum-Douglas index problem for
rP s. Moreover, for any u P CpX,GLN pCqq the Toeplitz operator

Tu :“ pP b 1CN qupP b 1CN q : PL2pX ;E b CN q Ñ PL2pX ;E b CN q,
is Fredholm and its index is

ind pTuq “
ż

SpHKq

chrp˚us ^ chpσHpP qpFX b Eqq ^ TdpSpHKqq.

The reader should note that by Theorem 21.19, recalled from [153], there is a
plethora of idempotent Hermite operators on polycontact manifolds.

Example 26.8. Suppose that X is a compact, co-oriented contact manifold
and P P Ψ0

HpXq is a Szegö projection, i.e. that σ0
px,πqpP q is the ground state

projection if π is a non-abelian representation with positive central character and
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σ0
px,πqpP q “ 0 otherwise. In this case, σHpP qFX is the trivial line bundle over the

component X ˆ Rą0 Ď ΓX . Theorem 26.7 ensures that

pΓB
X , σHpP qpFXq, pq „BD pX,X ˆ C, idq,

solves the Baum-Douglas index problem for rP s P Kan
1 pXq. This recovers the

classical Boutet de Monvel index theorem [21] (see [68] for the general co-oriented
contact case):

ind pTuq “
ż

X

chrus ^ TdpXq.

For a more direct proof, see [13]. We also have the following generalization.

Recall the notion of a generalized Szegö projection at level N from [68, Chapter
6]. See more in Example 21.18 above or further examples in [22, Chapter 15.3] or
[67].

Corollary 26.9. Let X be a compact, co-oriented contact manifold and PN P
Ψ0
HpX,Cq a generalized Szegö projection at level N . The index problem for rPN s is

solved by the geometric cycle

pΓB
X , σHpPN qpFXq, pq “ pX,‘N

k“0H
bsym

C
k, idq.

In particular, for any u P CpX,GLqpCqq the Toeplitz operator

Tu :“ pPN b 1CqqupPN b 1Cqq : PNL2pX ;Cqq Ñ PNL
2pX ;Cqq,

is Fredholm and its index is

ind pTuq “
Nÿ

k“0

ż

X

chrus ^ chpHbsym

C
kq ^ TdpXq.

Let us solve the index problem for when X is an arbitrary contact manifold,
not necessarily co-oriented. Take a projection P P Ψ0

HpXq with σ0
px,πqpP q being the

ground state projection for all non-abelian representations π. See more in Example
21.18 above. Also here we use the Fock bundle FX :“ ‘8

k“0pp˚Hqbsym

C
k,Ñ ΓX ,

defined from the complex structure on p˚H Ñ ΓX induced from the Kirillov form.
In this case, σHpP qFX is the trivial line bundle on ΓX .

Corollary 26.10. For a compact contact manifold X and P P Ψ0
HpXq a

projection as in the preceding paragraph. The index problem for rP s P Kan
1 pXq is

solved by the geometric cycle

pΓB
X , σHpP qpFXq, pq “ pΓB

X ,Γ
B
X ˆ C, pq.

In particular, for any u P CpX,GLqpCqq the Toeplitz operator

Tu :“ pP b 1CqqupP b 1Cqq : PL2pX ;Cqq Ñ PL2pX ;Cqq,

is Fredholm and its index is

ind pTuq “
ż

ΓB
X

chrp˚us ^ TdpΓB
Xq.

Moreover, rP s “ 0 if X is co-oriented.
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Proof. Theorem 26.7 provides the solution for the index problem and the
index formula for Toeplitz operators is immediate. Concerning the vanishing in the
co-oriented case, if X is co-oriented, the co-orientation ensures that ΓX “ Γ`

X 9YΓ´
X ,

where we can identify Γ˘
X “ X ˆ R˘. The complex structure on p˚H |Γ`

X
Ñ Γ`

X

descends to H Ñ X , and X is equipped with the spinc-structure induced from the
stably almost complex structure (using TX – H‘R). We note that ΞX Ñ ΓX can
be identitfed with p˚H Ñ ΓX , and so the spinc-structure on ΓX is the one making
the identification defined from the co-orientation

ΓX “ pX ˆ R`q 9YpX ˆ R`q,
spinc-preserving. Therefore, the class rP s P Kan

1 pXq admits the geometric solution
pX,XˆC, idq 9YpX,XˆC, idq which is nullbordant. In particular, rP s “ 0 P Kan

1 pXq
if X is co-oriented. ‹

26.2. Example: Baum-van Erp type operators for polycontact man-

ifolds. The following index theorem follows from Proposition 25.13 and Theorem
26.4. It extends an index formula of [10] from co-oriented contact manifolds to
polycontact manifolds.

Theorem 26.11. Let X be a compact regular polycontact manifold with poly-
contact structure H, equipped with a Riemannian metric g. Assume that Dγ P
DO

2
HpX ;Eq is as in Equation (42) and is H-elliptic. For a sufficiently large

N ąą 0, the index problem for rDγs is solved by the geometric cycle
`
SpHKq ˆ S1, Eγ,N , p

˘
,

where p : SpHKq ˆ S1 Ñ X denotes the projection map and Eγ,N Ñ SpHKq ˆ S1

is obtained from clutching p‘kďN pp˚Hqbsym

C
k b Eq ˆ r0, 1s Ñ SpHKq ˆ r0, 1s along

‘kďNγk at the boundary (where γk is as in Proposition 22.21).

Recall that H-ellipticity of Dγ was characterized in Theorem 21.11, see also
[90, Theorem 1.1].

Example 26.12. Let us compute an example with co-oriented contact mani-
folds in order to explain the two spinc-structures in Baum-van Erp’s index formula
[10] for operators of the form Dγ on a co-oriented contact manifold. In this case,
we have for any relative K-theory cycle pp, q, uq as in Example 24.3 that

pΓX , ppH, qH, qupq b MpHq, pq „BD

„BDpp0,8q ˆX, ppH`, qH`, qupq, pq`
` pp´8, 0q ˆX, ppH´, qH´, qupq, pq.

The elliptic complexes ppH˘, qH˘, qupq correspond to classes ru˘s P K1pXq under
the Bott isomorphism or to K-theory classes rE˘s ´N r1s in K0pX ˆ S1q. We can
conclude that

pΓX , ppH, qH, qupq b MpHq, pq „BD

„BDpX ˆ S1, E`, p1q ` p´pX ˆ S1q, E´, p1q,

in K̃
geo
1 pXq, where p1 : X ˆ S1 Ñ X denotes projection onto the first factor.

We note here the additional sign that is coming from the difference in signs of
orientation and spinc-structure on p0,8q versus that of p´8, 0q.
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We can give an example of an index result for a differential operator Dγ P
DO

2
HpX ;Eq, analogous to that in Theorem 26.11, for a four-dimensional mani-

fold X with an Engel structure, see Example 10.22 and 18.9. If X is a four-
manifold, we say that a pair of vector fields pY1, Y2q generate an Engel structure if
Y1, Y2, rY1, Y2s, rY1, rY1, Y2ss span TX in all points. By results of Vogel [157], exis-
tence of a pair generating an Engel structure is equivalent to X being parallelizable.
We equipp X with the depth three Carnot structure where Y1 and Y2 are sections
of T´1X , and rY1, Y2s is a section of T´2X . We conclude the following index result
from work of Helffer [84]. We use the notation

S0 :“ tλ P C : Repλq ‰ 0 or |Impλq| ă 1{2u.

Theorem 26.13. Let X be a compact, four-dimensional Carnot manifold with
the depth three Carnot structure defined from a pair pY1, Y2q generating an Engel
structure. Assume that E Ñ X is a hermitean vector bundle with connection ∇

and γ P C8pX ; EndpEqq. Consider a differential operator Dγ P DO
2
HpX ;Eq such

that

Dγ “ ∇˚
Y1
∇Y1

` ∇˚
Y2
∇Y2

` γ∇rY1,Y2s ` DO
1
HpX ;Eq.

Then Dγ is H-elliptic if and only if γ ´ λ : E Ñ E is a vector bundle isomor-
phism for any λ P S0. In this case, it holds that

ind pDγq “ 0.

Proof. The H-ellipticity of Dγ was characterized by Helffer [84]. From the
characterization of H-ellipticity and the fact that S0 is invariant under rescaling
by t P r0, 1s, we can construct a path pDtγqtPr0,1s with D1γ “ Dγ and D0γ “
∇˚
Y1
∇Y1

` ∇˚
Y2
∇Y2

. From self-adjointness of D0γ , it is clear that

ind pDγq “ ind pD1,γq “ ind pD0,γq “ 0.

‹

Remark 26.14. The results of [84] holds in larger generality, and applies to
operators of the form Dγ “ ř

j∇
2
Yj

` ř
j,k γj,k∇rYj ,Yks ` DO

1
HpX ;Eq for suit-

able bracket generating vector fields pYjqj . In particular, it is of interest to ask if
ind pDγq “ 0 for large classes of Carnot manifolds whose osculating Lie algebra has
step length ą 2 in all points.

27. An outlook on graded Rockland sequences and their index theory

By virtue of the BGG-complexes, there are several graded Rockland sequences
of interest in geometry. See Subsubsection 20.1.4 and Example 21.16 above or
[29, 48, 49]. While the (curved) BGG-complexes, at least for a flat connection, is
constructed from a quasi-isomorphism of complexes its index is often computable.
However, in light of usage of BGG-like complexes in the Baum-Connes conjecture
[96, 97, 98, 158], it is of interest to understand the K-homological aspects of the
associated classes. Here we present some relevant features deducible from abstract
principles. Explicit results, both in the abstract and in examples, will be left to
future work.
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27.1. The symbol class of a Rockland sequence. To set up the sym-
bol class, we shall use a model of K-theory akin to Atiyah’s notion of an elliptic
complex. The model is not new, but we have not been able to locate a reference.
The reader can compare the model to Higson-Roe’s notion of a Hilbert-Poincaré
complex (see [86]).

Definition 27.1. Let B be a C˚-algebra and assume that

0 Ñ E1
d1ÝÑ E2

d2ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ EN
dNÝÝÑ EN`1 Ñ 0,

0 Ð E1
b1ÐÝ E2

b2ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð EN
bNÐÝÝ EN`1 Ð 0,

are two sequences of B-Hilbert C˚-modules with adjointable maps between. We
say that this data pE‚, d‚, b‚q is a B-Fredholm sequence of length N ` 1 if it holds
that

bjdj ` dj´1bj´1 ´ 1 P KBpEjq,
for all j (for bj “ 0 and dj “ 0 if j R t1, . . . , N `1u). If pE‚, d‚, b‚q is a B-Fredholm
sequence with

bjdj ` dj´1bj´1 “ 1,

for all j, we say that pE‚, d‚, b‚q is acyclic.
Two B-Fredholm sequences of length N ` 1 are said to be isomorphic if there

are unitary isomorphisms of the B-modules intertwining the operators d‚ and b‚.

The reader should note that prescribing a length 2 B-Fredholm sequence is
the same prescribing a B-Fredholm map E1 Ñ E2 and an inverse modulo compact
operators. There is a notion of direct sum of B-Fredholm sequences

pE‚, d‚, b‚q ` pE 1
‚, d

1
‚, b

1
‚q “ pE‚ ‘ E 1

‚, d‚ ‘ d1
‚, b‚ ‘ b1

‚q.
We say that two B-Fredholm sequences pE‚, d‚, b‚q and pE 1

‚, d
1
‚, b

1
‚q are homotopic

if there is a Cpr0, 1s, Bq-Fredholm sequence pẼ‚, d̃‚, b̃‚q such that

pẼ‚, d̃‚, b̃‚q bev0
B – pE‚, d‚, b‚q and pẼ‚, d̃‚, b̃‚q bev1

B – pE 1
‚, d

1
‚, b

1
‚q

For notational convenience, we also write

0 Ñ E1d1 Ôb1 E2d2 Ôb2 ¨ ¨ ¨ Ô ENdN ÔbN EN`1 Ñ 0,

for a B-Fredholm sequence pE‚, d‚, b‚q.
Definition 27.2. For a C˚-algebra B, let K̃0pBq denote the set of equivalence

classes of B-Fredholm sequence under the equivalence relation generated by homo-
topy and declaring acyclic B-Fredholm sequences equivalent to the zero complex.

Theorem 27.3. For a C˚-algebra B, the mapping

KK0pC, Bq Ñ K̃0pBq,
»
–

¨
˝

E`

‘
E´

,

ˆ
0 F`

F´ 0

˙˛
‚

fi
fl ÞÑ

“`
0 Ñ E´F` ÔF´ E` Ñ 0

˘‰
,

is a natural isomorphism of abelian groups.

Sketch of proof. The proof of this theorem is by standard techniques, so we
only sketch it. We note that the mapping is well defined since it maps homotopies
to homotopies. To show that the mapping is bijective, an inverse is constructed as
follows. If pE‚, d‚, b‚q is a B-Fredholm sequence, one sets E` :“

À
k E2k, E´ :“
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À
k E2k`1 and F0 :“ ř

d2k`1 ` b2k : E´ Ñ E`. The operator F0 is B-Fredholm,
with inverse modulo compacts of the form

ř
d2k ` b2k`1. Functional calculus

techniques applied to F0 produces an almost unitary F` : E´ Ñ E` homotopic
to F0 in the space of B-Fredholm operators. Modulo homotopy and acyclic B-
Fredholm sequences, this procedure produces an inverse to the mapping in the
theorem. ‹

Corollary 27.4. The mapping

K̃0pBq Ñ K0pBq, pE‚, d‚, b‚q ÞÑ ind

˜ÿ
d2k`1 ` b2k :

à
k

E2k`1 Ñ
à
k

E2k

¸
,

is an isomorphism of abelian groups.

We are now in a position to define the symbol class in K-theory of a graded
Rockland sequence, recall its definition from Section 21.16.

Definition 27.5. Consider a graded Rockland sequence

0 Ñ C8pX ;EEE1q D1ÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEE2q D2ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ DN´1ÝÝÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN q DNÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN`1q Ñ 0,

of order mmm “ pm1, . . . ,mNq. Let dj P Σ̃
mj

H,grpX ;EEEj ,EEEj`1q be lifts of σ
mj

H,grpDjq and

bj P Σ̃
´mj

H,gr pX ;EEEj`1,EEEjq be lifts of σ
mj

H,grpBjq, where Bj P Ψ
´mj

H,gr pX ;EEEj`1,EEEjq is as
in Theorem 22.6.

Letting D‚ denote the Rockland sequence, we define the symbol class

rσHpD‚qs P K0pC˚pTHXqq,
as the image under the isomorphism in Corollary 27.4 of the class of the C˚pTHXq-
Fredholm sequence:

0 ÑEEEs1
grpX ;EEE1qt“0d1 Ôb1 EEEs2

grpX ;EEE2qt“0d2 Ôb2 ¨ ¨ ¨ (58)

¨ ¨ ¨ dN´1
ÔbN´1 EEEsN

gr pX ;EEEN qt“0dN ÔbN EEEsN`1
gr pX ;EEEN`1qt“0 Ñ 0,

where s1, . . . , sN , sN`1 are such that sj ´ sj`1 “ mj for any j.

We note that the symbol complex (58) is a well defined C˚pTHXq-Fredholm
sequence by Lemma 22.2 and the properties of B1, . . . , BN given in Theorem 22.6.

27.2. The K-homology class of a Rockland sequence. We now turn to
the convoluted business of associating a K-homology class with a graded Rock-
land sequence. For a graded vector bundle EEE, we write EEEtr for the associated
trivially graded vector bundle. We fix families of order reducing operators DEEE,s P
ΨsH,grpX ;EEEtr,EEEq - invertible operators constructed as direct sums of suitable powers
of operators as in Proposition 21.15.

Proposition 27.6. Consider a graded Rockland sequence

0 Ñ C8pX ;EEE1q D1ÝÝÑC8pX ;EEE2q D2ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ (59)

DN´1ÝÝÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN q DNÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN`1q Ñ 0,

of order mmm “ pm1, . . . ,mNq. Take s1, . . . , sN , sN`1 such that sj ´ sj`1 “ mj for
any j.

Let EEEj,tr denote EEEj equipped with the trivial grading. Define the operators

Dj,tr :“ DEEEj`1,sj`1
DjDEEEj ,´sj P Ψ0

HpX ;EEEj,tr,EEEj`1,trq.
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Then the sequence

0 Ñ C8pX ;EEE1,trq
D1,trÝÝÝÑC8pX ;EEE2,trq

D2,trÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ (60)

DN´1,trÝÝÝÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN,trq
DN,trÝÝÝÝÑ C8pX ;EEEN`1,trq Ñ 0,

is a Rockland sequence.

Denoting the graded Rockland sequence (59) by D‚, we call the Rockland
sequence (60) the order reduction of D‚ and we denote this by Dtr

‚ . We note the
following proposition which is immediate from the definition of Dtr

‚ .

Proposition 27.7. Consider a graded Rockland sequence D‚ as in (59) and
its order reduction Dtr

‚ as in (60). Then it holds that

rσHpD‚qs “ rσHpDtr
‚ qs P K0pC˚pTHXqq.

Definition 27.8. Consider a graded Rockland sequence D‚ as in (59) on a
compact Carnot manifold X . Take operators Bj,tr P Ψ0

HpX ;EEEj`1,tr,EEEtrq as in
Theorem 22.6 defined from the order reduction Dtr

‚ .
We define theK-homology class rD‚s P Kan

0 pXq as the class of the evenK-cycle
`
L2pX ;‘kEEEk,trq, F

˘
,

where L2pX ;‘kEEEk,trq is graded by the parity of k and F is obtained from polar
decomposition of

F0 :“
ˆ

0 F0,`

F˚
0,` 0

˙
, for F0,` :“

ÿ

k

D2k`1,tr `B2k,tr.

In the case of the BGG-sequence for the complex semi-simple Lie group SLp3,Cq,
an associated SLp3,Cq-equivariant K-homology class was constructed by Yuncken
[158]. If the class constructed [158] can be reconciled with the construction above,
it would provide a general method to construct γ-elements for complex semi-simple
Lie groups.

Theorem 27.9. Consider a graded Rockland sequence D‚ on a compact Carnot
manifold X. Then it holds that

rD‚s “ PDan
H prσHpD‚qsq P Kan

0 pXq.
In particular, the K-homology class rD‚s only depends on the Rockland sequence
and not on auxiliary choices.

Proof. By Proposition 27.7 and the definition of D‚, we can assume that
D‚ “ Dtr

‚ . The theorem now follows from Proposition 25.10. ‹

Remark 27.10. The abstract methods of Section 26 applies to graded Rockland
sequences due to Theorem 27.9. We nevertheless believe it to be of interest to
further clarify the analytic and geometric structure of the K-homology class rD‚s P
Kan

0 pXq and the symbol class rσHpD‚qs P K0pC˚pTHXqq.
In principle, the localization and approximation methods of Section 23 apply

to the symbol class rσHpD‚qs P K0pC˚pTHXqq for an FFF -regular Carnot manifold.
However, we believe it would be interesting if there was a more direct method of
localization for the symbol class rσHpD‚qs to an IX–Fredholm complex in case of an
FFF -regular manifold, similar to Lemma 23.6 but for symbols of Rockland sequences.
The concrete BGG-complexes arising on X “ G{B, where B is the Borel subgroup,
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as in the original work of Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand [19], or the examples computed
in [48, 49] can prove to be interesting testing grounds.
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